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In conclusion, we would like to thank all colleagues from the Czech Physical Society and the Slovak Physical Society, the members of the Organizing and Program Committees, as well as other colleagues, who contributed to the organization of this conference. We would like to thank all the participants of this Conference, mainly for their active attendance, valuable contributions, patience and generosity when not everything was running according to plans. We hope that the 20th Conference of the Czech and Slovak Physicists had despite of unfavorable conditions a high scientific level, was successful and useful for the further development of physics in our region. Finally we hope, that the next conference will take part in a more easy time and physicists from both countries would have the opportunity to meet again face-to-face in Slovakia.
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THE PROBLEM OF ENERGY CONSERVATION IN NUCLEAR BETA-DECAY

On 4th December of this year, physicists will celebrate a milestone birthday of the neutrino. On that day 90 years ago, Wolfgang Pauli wrote his famous letter that suggested a possible solution of the mystery of the continuous energy spectrum of electrons emitted in nuclear β-decay. Pauli assumed that in this process the mother nucleus decays into three parts – the daughter nucleus, electron and a new, then unknown neutral particle, later called the neutrino. In the decay into three or more parts, all products have continuous energy spectra.

Enrico Fermi developed the first successful theory of β-decay, incorporating the Pauli’s neutrino already in 1934 [1]. The predicted β-spectra were found to agree with the measured ones which enabled Fermi to estimate the neutrino mass “to be smaller than the electron mass, most probably zero” [1].

THE MOST ABUNDANT MASSIVE PARTICLES

According our present knowledge, the neutrinos are together with photons the most abundant particles in the Universe. Most of them are the relic neutrinos created in the Big Bang with an average number density of about 340 cm\(^{-3}\) and kinetic energy of about 0.25 meV today.

Neutrinos produced in the chain of thermonuclear reactions within the Sun core fall on the Earth surface with a density of 6×10\(^{10}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). A huge amount of 10\(^{18}\) neutrinos is created within a few seconds during a supernova explosion. The neutrinos are also produced in the interaction of high-energy cosmic rays with atoms in the Earth atmosphere, as well as in nuclear reactors, and at some particle accelerators. Since our bodies contain a small amount of potassium with 0.01% of naturally radioactive 40K, each of us emits about 4000 neutrinos per second. Neutrinos from all these sources can travel within the Universe thousands of years without any interaction.

The neutrinos appear in three kinds named according to their electric charge. The electron neutrino \(\nu_e\), muon neutrino \(\nu_\mu\) and τ neutrino \(\nu_\tau\). They are among the twelve elementary particles of matter that constitute the Standard Model of particle physics.

Originally, the neutrinos were assumed to have zero rest mass. The neutrino oscillation experiments proved that \(\nu_e\), \(\nu_\mu\) and \(\nu_\tau\) are not states with a definite mass. They are the quantum superposition of the neutrino mass states \(m_i\). At least two of these states have a mass greater than 0.01 eV and for at least one \(m_i > 0.05\) eV. Since the oscillation experiments examine the quantity \((m_e^2 - m_\mu^2)\), the values of \(m_i\) themselves cannot be determined in this way.

ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY OF RADIOACTIVE NUCLEI

Magnetic spectrometers were the first precision instruments of the experimental nuclear physics. They enabled measurements of the energy spectra of electrons emitted in the decay of radioactive nuclei. First of all, these were the internal conversion electrons resulting from the electromagnetic interaction of excited nuclei with electrons of their own atomic shells. Systematic investigation of these monoenergetic electrons (see e.g. review [2]) enabled the determination of the energy and multipolarity of electromagnetic transitions in hundreds of nuclei. This was important information for the construction of the decay schemes of their excited levels including their spins and parities. Using a magnetic spectrometer, James Chadwick proved a continuous character of β-ray spectra already in 1914.

In the simplest case of only one neutrino mass state with the mass eigenvalue \(m_{\nu_e}\) and no excitation of the daughter ion, the Fermi’s β-spectrum of an allowed β-transition (\(\Delta m_{\text{nucl}} = 0\) and \(\Delta m_{\text{nucl}} = 0\)) has the form

\[
\frac{dN}{dE} = A \cdot F \cdot p \cdot (E + m_e) \cdot \varepsilon \cdot \sqrt{E^2 - m_{\nu_e}^2} \tag{1}
\]

Here, \(A\) is the spectrum amplitude, \(E\), \(p\), \(m_e\) are the kinetic energy, momentum and the rest mass of the electron, respectively. \(\varepsilon = E_0 - E\), where \(E_0\) is the maximum electron energy for \(m_{\nu_e} = 0\). The Fermi function \(F(E, Z + 1)\) takes into account the Coulomb interaction of the emitted β-decay electron with the daughter nucleus of the charge \(Z + 1\) and its surrounding atomic electrons. The Eq. (1) holds for \(E < E_0 - m_{\nu_e}\).

Precision β-ray spectroscopy thus offers a unique possibility to determine the neutrino mass (or at least its upper limit) directly in a model independent way. The necessary conditions are:
(i) Excellent instrumental resolution to distinguish between the cases \(m_{\nu_e} = 0\) and \(m_{\nu_e} \neq 0\),
(ii) high spectrometer luminosity to record the uppermost part of the β-spectrum with sufficient statistics,
(iii) low background to enable the search of small effect in the spectrum caused by \(m_{\nu_e} \neq 0\),
(iv) high-quality radioactive source in which the energy losses of β-decay electrons do not deteriorate the true spectrum shape. The same holds for an inelastic scattering of electrons on the spectrometer slits, etc.

In order to extract information about \(m_{\nu_e}\) from the β-spectrum (measured always in the presence of a background \(B_{bg}\)), a usual approach is to compare it with the theoretical predictions for various values of \(m_{\nu_e}\). Typically, the method of least squares is applied and the fitting parameters are \(A, E_0, m_{\nu_e}^2\) and \(B_{bg}\).

The fit requires the knowledge of the resolution function of the whole experimental setup \(R(E)\) which
incorporates the transmission properties of the spectrometer with relevant properties of the radioactive source (electron energy losses and scattering, etc.). Electron guns with a small energy spread as well as monoenergetic conversion electrons with a small natural width proved useful in the \( R(E) \) determination. Also computer programs for tracking charged particles in electromagnetic fields can yield \( R(E) \), assuming that the dimensions of a real apparatus and the applied fields are described with sufficient precision, and the required electron cross sections are available.

**PREVIOUS \( \beta \)-SPECTROSCOPIC SEARCHES FOR THE NEUTRINO MASS**

The first targeted search for a signature of the neutrino in a \( \beta \)-spectrum was accomplished by Cook *et al.* [3] in 1948 when the neutrino was still a hypothetical particle. Using a magnetic spectrometer, the authors measured an upper part of the \( \beta \)-spectrum of \( ^{14} \)S, which has the decay energy \( Q_{0} = 167 \) keV and half-life \( T_{1/2} = 87.5 \) d. From the analysis of the uppermost part of their \( \beta \)-spectrum, the authors derived the limit \( m_{\nu_e} < 5 \) keV.

Practically all the following searches concentrated on the \( \beta \)-decay of tritium, \( ^{3} \)H \( \rightarrow ^{3} \)He\(^{+} \) + e\(^-\) + \( \bar{\nu}_{e} \), with \( Q_{0} = 18.57 \) keV and \( T_{1/2} = 12.3 \) y, see Fig. 1. The reason is that the relative intensity of the \( \beta \)-spectrum part sensitive to \( m_{\nu_e} \) is proportional to \( 1/Q_{0}^{3} \).

![Fig. 1. The complete energy spectrum of the tritium \( \beta \)-decay electrons (a), and its uppermost part for two assumed values of the neutrino rest mass (b). \( E_{0} \) is the \( \beta \)-spectrum endpoint for \( m_{\nu_e} = 0 \). Note the extremely small relative intensity on the grey area.](image)

The energy resolution of electron spectrometers gradually improved. In 1972, it became clear [4] that the spectrum analysis has to take into account that a part of the decay energy \( Q_{0} \) can be spent for an excitation of the daughter ion \( ^{3} \)He\(^{+} \). The observed \( \beta \)-spectrum thus becomes a superposition of many partial \( \beta \)-spectra with endpoint energies \( E_{0j} = E_{0} - m_{\nu_e} - V_{j} \), where \( V_{j} \) is the energy of the \( j \)-th excitation state populated with the probability \( P_{j} \):

\[
\frac{dN}{dE} = A \cdot F(E, Z + 1) \cdot p \cdot (E + m_{\nu_e}) \cdot \sum_{j} P_{j} (E - V_{j}) \cdot \frac{\sqrt{(E - V_{j})^{2} - m_{\nu_e}^{2}} \cdot \theta (E - V_{j} - m_{\nu_e})}{\sqrt{(E - V_{j})^{2} - m_{\nu_e}^{2} \cdot \theta (E - V_{j} - m_{\nu_e})}}.
\]

Here, \( \theta \) is the Heaviside step function. Other very small or negligible correction terms are described in ref. [5].

For an isolated tritium atom, the quantities \( V_{j} \) and \( P_{j} \) can be precisely calculated, but all attempts to prepare a sufficiently strong \( \beta \)-spectroscopic source of atomic tritium are not yet successful. The \( \beta \)-spectrum of molecular tritium is more complicated since numerous electronic and rotational-vibrational states of the \( (\text{HeT})^{+} \) ion can be excited (see Fig. 2). Although reliable calculations are available for this case, they are not yet experimentally verified. Thus, strictly speaking, the investigation of the \( \beta \)-spectrum of molecular tritium is not a direct kinematic method of determining \( m_{\nu} \) completely free of any further assumption. Nevertheless, it is the least model dependent approach since the calculation of \( V_{j} \) and \( P_{j} \) for the isolated \( (\text{HeT})^{+} \) ion is based on the well-known theory of electromagnetic interactions. Calculations for complex tritiated molecules or the tritium atoms imbedded in thin solid layers are much less reliable. This drawback sometimes caused a wrong interpretation of the measured \( \beta \)-spectra and led to erroneous values of derived \( m_{\nu_e} \).

![Fig. 2. Distribution of the final states of the molecular ions (HeT\(^{+}\) and (HeD)\(^{+}\) after the \( \beta \)-decay of \( ^{3} \)T; and TD [5].](image)]
\[ \frac{dn}{dE} = A \cdot F \cdot \rho \cdot (E + m_e) \cdot \sum_j P_j (E - V_j - m_i) \cdot \sqrt{(E - V_j)^2 - m_i^2} \cdot \theta (E - V_j - m_i) . \quad (3) \]

In order to achieve this goal, the energy resolution of the best present β-spectrometers would have to be improved at least by one order of magnitude.

It follows from the neutrino oscillation experiments that the splitting of the individual neutrino mass states \( m_i \) is far too small to be resolved by current β-spectrometers. Therefore, all previous and current experiments investigate the effective electron neutrino mass

\[ m_{\nu e}^e = \sqrt{\sum |U_{e1}|^2 \cdot m_i^2} , \quad (4) \]

where the sum is over the mass states \( m_i \) that are too close together to be resolved experimentally. For simplicity, we will still denote the quantity \( m_{\nu e}^e \) as \( m_{\nu e} \), keeping in mind that even the best current β-spectra can be analyzed with simpler formula (2). If the future β-experiments determine the value of \( m_{\nu e} \), and all neutrino mass-squared differences \( (m_2^2 - m_1^2) \) together with the mixing parameters \( |U_{ei}|^2 \) are available from oscillation studies, the individual neutrino masses \( m_i \) can be calculated from the formula [8]

\[ m_i^2 = m_{\nu e}^2 - \sum |U_{ei}|^2 \cdot (m_2^2 - m_1^2) . \quad (5) \]

Until recently, the best β-spectroscopic limits of the effective neutrino mass were determined as \( m_{\nu e} < 2.3 \) eV in 2005 [9] and \( m_{\nu e} < 2.05 \) eV in 2011 [10], both at 95% CL. These were the results of many years of measurements with a new type of β-ray spectrometers, so called the MAC-E filters, combining magnetic adiabatic collimation of electrons with their energy analysis by a retarding electrostatic field. These instruments exhibit the combination of excellent resolution and large angle acceptance. However, contrary to their predecessors, they do not measure differential spectra but integral ones as stepwise changes to the retarding potential are applied.

The seventy years effort of experimentalists for direct kinematic determination of the neutrino rest mass is described e.g. in the reviews [11–13].

**THE KATRIN EXPERIMENT**

The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino KATRIN [14] Collaboration was founded in 2001. Its aim is to explore the effective mass of the electron neutrino \( m_{\nu e} \) by improving the β-spectroscopic technique of the MAC-E filter and the gaseous molecular tritium source. At present KATRIN has 150 collaborators from 20 institutions in six countries. The NPI at Řež is one of the founding members.

The KATRIN Design Report [15] calls for an improvement of the previous neutrino mass sensitivities [9, 10] by one order of magnitude to 0.2 eV at 90% CL. This means an increase in statistics and a reduction in systematic uncertainties by two orders of magnitude, as the experimental observable is \( m_{\nu e}^2 \).

The 70 m long KATRIN setup, the scheme of which is shown in Fig. 3, is located at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). The triitated subsystems are placed in the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe, TLK (Fig. 4), the only one in Europe capable of supplying sufficiently large amount of tritium with extremely high chemical and isotopic purity. The extensive infrastructure of this unique laboratory enables the operation of the KATRIN tritium source in a closed cycle with the nominal column density in its beam tube of \( 5 \times 10^{17} \) molecules per cm\(^2\), providing \( 10^{11} \) β-decay electrons per second.

The tritium source operates at the temperature of 30 K with remarkable stability of \( \pm 0.1 \% \) per hour achieved by two-phase neon cooling of the beam tube. The source was constructed as windowless in order to avoid a deterioration of the β-spectrum shape through additional electron energy losses. With its dimensions (10 m length, 9 cm diameter), more than 500 sensors and six cryogenic liquids (\( \text{N}_2, \text{He}, \text{Ne}, \text{Ar}; \text{radioactive } \text{Te}, \text{83mKr} \)) the KATRIN tritium source presents evidently one of the most complex cryostats ever built.

![Fig. 3. The main components of the KATRIN setup consisting of a) the rear section for the electron beam diagnostics and monitoring of the tritium activity, b) the windowless gaseous source of molecular tritium, c) the differential and cryogenic spectrometer, d) the pre-spectrometer that cuts the dominant part of the β-spectrum with an unprecedented combination of excellent energy resolution and extremely large input solid angle, f) the solid-state detector consisting of 148 independent pixels that count electrons from various parts of the magnetic flux tube.](image-url)
demonstrated in Fig. 5. The relative energy resolution \( \Delta E/E \) of the instrument is determined by the ratio \( B_{\text{min}}/B_{\text{max}} \) of applied magnetic fields. To achieve the energy resolution of 0.9 eV (full width) at the tritium endpoint of 18.6 keV, the main spectrometer has to have a diameter of 10 m. The maximum pitch angle of incoming electrons was set to 50.8° that corresponds to 19 % of the full solid angle \( 4\pi \). The main KATRIN spectrometer with its volume of 1240 m³ (see Fig. 6) is probably the largest vessel operating at an ultra-high vacuum below \( 10^{-11} \) mbar. It is achieved by means of turbomolecular pumps and non-evaporable getters.

The electrons that overcame the electrostatic barrier in the analyzing plane are guided to the detector placed at the spectrometer focal plane. The detector of 90 mm diameter is a radially and azimuthally segmented monolithic silicon p-i-n diode, composed of 148 individual pixels of the same area.

The \( \beta \)-spectrum is recorded point-by-point via stepwise changes of the retarding potential that is stabilized and measured with ppm accuracy. The same retarding voltage is applied to the monitor spectrometer measuring continuously the position of the 17.8 keV calibration conversion electron line of \( ^{83m}\text{Kr} \). A shift of this line would indicate instabilities in the high voltage system. The implanted sources of \( ^{85}\text{Rb}^{83m}\text{Kr} \), developed in the Nuclear Physics Institute at Rež in collaboration with the University of Bonn, exhibit a stability of the line energy to within 0.3 ppm per month.

Fig. 4. The windowless tritium gaseous source and electron transport system of the KATRIN setup inside the TLK.

The uppermost part of the tritium \( \beta\)-spectrometer was in the form of \( ^{210}\text{Rn} \) which escape from the trap.

Extensive tests of the KATRIN parts were performed in 2016–2017. For this purpose a photoelectron gun with narrow beam of adjustable energy and entrance angle as well as monoenergetic conversion electrons from the \( ^{83m}\text{Kr} \) decay were applied. The first operation of KATRIN with tritium was accomplished in 2018 using 1 % admixture of DT in 99 % of \( \text{D}_2 \) carrier gas at nominal column density. The test verified the stable operating conditions of the whole setup (see ref. [17] and Fig. 8). In most cases the design parameters were achieved or even surpassed, but background exceeded the intended rate of 0.01 counts per second [15]. Two background sources, not observed in previous less sensitive experiments, were identified:

a) Electrons from the decay of \( ^{219}\text{Rn} \) \((T_{1/2} = 4 \text{ s})\) emanating in trace amounts from non-evaporable getters. The penetration of \( ^{219}\text{Rn} \) into the active flux-

![Image](image_url)
tube volume is now mitigated by liquid-nitrogen traps in front of the getter.

b) Rydberg atoms sputtered off the inner spectrometer surfaces by $^{208}$Pb recoil ions following the α-decay of $^{209}$Po. These neutral atoms are in highly excited states and may be ionized by black-body radiation. The resulting electrons, accelerated by the MAC-E-filter, contribute to the detected background. The methods to suppress this effect are still being searched for.

**THE FIRST SCIENTIFIC RUN OF KATRIN**

In spring 2019, the first scientific run lasting 22 days was accomplished. As expected, radiochemical reactions of tritium (e.g. generation of tritiated methane) with previously unexposed stainless steel parts of the apparatus did not allow the utilization of the full tritium column density. In order to secure the stable running conditions it had to be limited to 22 % of its nominal value. The gaseous source was operated at the average isotopic tritium purity of 97.7 %. The laser Raman spectroscopy revealed that 95.3 % of molecular tritium was in the form of $T_2$, while HT and DT molecules contributed by 3.5 and 1.1 %, respectively. This is important information since tritium isotopologues differ in their spectra of final states after β-decay, see Fig. 2. The inactive species $D_2$, HD and $H_2$ (that could serve as disturbing targets for inelastic electron scattering) were present only in trace amounts.

The uppermost part of the β-spectrum was repeatedly measured at 27 different retarding voltages. These non-equidistant voltage settings as well as the non-uniform measuring time distribution, shown in bottom of Fig. 9, were chosen to maximize sensitivity for $m_{\beta^-}$. Most of the time was spent in the narrow region below the endpoint energy $E_0$. One β-spectrum scan took about two hours. Inspection of the slow-control parameters proved that 274 scans were taken at stable run conditions. Also 117 out of 148 detector pixels operated reliably. Thus, at this level of dominating statistical uncertainty, all the 32 058 single spectra could be merged into one spectrum for further analysis. This approach is supported by the fact that 274 values of $E_0$ from individual fits did not show any time dependence and had a Gaussian distribution with the standard deviation $\sigma = 0.25$ eV around the mean value. The retarding high voltage was continuously monitored with ppm precision and exhibited high reproducibility ($\sigma = 34$ mV). This was an important condition for assigning the individual counting rates of a particular β-spectrum point to the same high-voltage value.

**THE ANALYSIS OF MEASURED β-SPECTRUM**

The applied β-spectrum shape including various corrections, in particular the molecular final states and thermal Doppler broadening are specified in ref. [17]. There is also a detailed description of the KATRIN response function including electron scattering in the tritium source and energy losses in the flux tube due to the synchrotron radiation of electrons spiraling around the magnetic field lines. Ten possible sources of systematic uncertainties were specified, (e.g. fluctuations of tritium activity, high voltage and magnetic fields intensity) and their magnitudes were estimated by two independent methods. The results of the fit are displayed in Fig. 9. The goodness-of-fit of $\chi^2 = 21.4$ for 23 degrees of freedom (data from 27 spectrum points and four fitted parameters) corresponds to very satisfactory probability $p = 0.56$. 

**Fig. 8.** Examples of the temporal stability during the first tests of the KATRIN setup with tritium: temperature of the source tube (top), pressure in the tritium buffer tank (middle) and DT concentration in front of the beam tube (bottom). The dashed red lines denote the range of the KATRIN specifications. The blue error bars indicate the systematic uncertainty on the absolute value of the respective parameters [17].

**Fig. 9.** (a) The uppermost part of the tritium β-spectrum obtained by stacking the data of 274 two-hour scans and recorded by 117 correctly operating detector pixels. The displayed 1σ statistical uncertainties were enlarged by a factor of 50 for better visibility. The full line shows the result of the best fit. (b) The spectrum of the fit residuals does not reveal any irregularities. The 1σ band demonstrates the dominant role of statistical uncertainties in the initial state of the long-term KATRIN measurements. (c) The measurement time and energy distribution of 27 spectrum points optimized for the highest sensitivity to $m_{\beta^-}$.

---

**Fig. 7.** The KATRIN setup with tritium: temperature of the source tube (top), pressure in the tritium buffer tank (middle) and DT concentration in front of the beam tube (bottom). The dashed red lines denote the range of the KATRIN specifications. The blue error bars indicate the systematic uncertainty on the absolute value of the respective parameters [17].
Following the procedure outlined in ref. [11], the fitted endpoint energy $E_0$ was recalculated to the decay energy of molecular tritium $Q_b = 18575.2 \pm 0.5$ eV. This value can be compared with $Q_b = 18575.72 \pm 0.07$ eV, derived from the atomic mass difference $^{1}\text{H} - ^{3}\text{He}$ [18] adjusted for different electron binding energies and kinematic variables of atomic and molecular tritium [11]. The perfect agreement of both $Q_b$ values manifests the reliability of the KATRIN energy scale.

**IMPROVED UPPER LIMIT OF THE NEUTRINO MASS**

The analysis of the measured β-spectrum, carried out by three independent KATRIN groups, led to the best fit value of $m_{\nu_e} = (1.0 \pm 0.5)$ eV$^2$. Its small negative value (even in the case $m_{\nu_e} = 0$) may be a statistical fluctuation since the spectrum was taken in the presence of background. However, it also could indicate that the prediction and the real experiment did not meet perfectly with each other, as happened more than once in previous experiments (see e.g. reviews [11, 13]). From several recipes for assigning an upper limit in the case of a statistical fluctuation into the non-physical region, the most conservative method [19] was chosen. The first KATRIN limit $m_{\nu_e} < 1.1$ eV at 90 % CL [20] means that a half million of neutrinos has a smaller mass than one electron, the second lightest elementary particle. There is a realistic hope that KATRIN, after a reduction of background and 1000 days of data taking, will reach its design sensitivity of 0.2 eV (90 % CL) on $m_{\nu_e}$ [15].

An application of the time-of-flight method might improve the KATRIN neutrino mass sensitivity up to 0.1 eV if there was a technique that allows a precise determination of the start time of each analyzed electron that would not deteriorate its original energy without substantial shortening of the overall exposure time.

**PROSPECTS FOR NEUTRINO MASS DETERMINATION**

There are several new ideas for the exploration of the neutrino mass, see e.g. review [13]. The most advanced is The Project 8 [21], based on a precision spectroscopy of cyclotron radiation emitted by tritium β-decay electrons in magnetic field. The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated. If the effort to prepare the gaseous source of atomic tritium (with the relative $T_2/T$ purity better than $10^5$), held at temperature of about 150 mK in a volume of roughly 10 m$^3$ succeeds, the $m_{\nu_e}$ sensitivity can reach 0.04 eV.

The Particle Data Group [8], considers β-spectroscopy as a primary method for the neutrino mass determination. There are two other, at present more sensitive, but strongly model dependent ways to assess the neutrino mass. The first one is the search for the neutrinoless double beta decay, $0\nu\beta\beta$. This process violates lepton-number conservation; thus it is not allowed in the Standard model of elementary particles. The experimental observable is the half life $T_{1/2}^{0\nu\beta\beta}$ that depends of the effective neutrino mass $m_{\beta\beta} = \left[\sum_{i} |U_{ei}|^2 \cdot m_{\beta i} \cdot e^{ia}\right]$. Contrary to the effective mass $m_{\nu_e}$ given by Eq. (4), $m_{\beta\beta}$ depends on unknown Majorana CP-phases $\alpha_i$. The nuclear matrix elements $M_{\alpha\beta}$, needed for calculation of $m_{\beta\beta}$ from $T_{1/2}^{0\nu\beta\beta}$, have an uncertainty to within a factor $2\sim 3$. The current upper limit of $m_{\beta\beta}$ is about 0.2 eV [22].

The second method employs data from cosmological observations, in particular those on temperature fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background and the distribution of large scale structures of the universe. The interpretation is based on the minimal ΛCDM cosmological model extended by massive neutrinos, parameterized by the sum of the neutrino mass $\sum m_i$. The results depend on the choice of examined phenomena as well as on the particular data sets. For example, an upper limit of $\sum m_i < 0.16$ eV at 95 % CL was recently obtained [23].

The three ways to assess the absolute neutrino mass scale (the direct kinematic measurements, searches for $0\nu\beta\beta$ decay and precision cosmological observations) are complementary and, together with detailed examination of neutrino oscillations, are needed to explore the neutrino masses and their ordering.

**REFERENCES**

INTRODUCTION

As it is known, the biding components of atoms, protons, neutrons, and electrons, are called elementary particles. Stable charged particles, like electrons and protons, can be accelerated and in collisions with other protons or electrons can disappear and instead of them a lot of other new elementary particles and antiparticles is created. All of them are specified by various quantum numbers, like mass $m_i$, decay width $\Gamma_i$, parity $P$ (+ or -), spin $S$, isospin $I$, electric charge $Q$ etc. There are known in nature four types of interactions between elementary particles - gravitational, weak, electromagnetic and strong and not all elementary particles are able of all four interactions. Particles with spin 1/2, electron, muon, $\tau$-particle and associated neutrinos, $\nu_e, \bar{\nu}_e, \nu_\tau$, and their antiparticles are unable of strong interactions and they are called leptons. All elementary particles able of strong interactions are called hadrons and they are compound of quarks. Hadrons composed of quark-antiquark ($qq$) are called mesons and ones composed of three quarks ($qqq$) are called baryons.

Mesons are classified according to the SU(3) symmetry into nonets, the most known are nonet of pseudoscalar mesons

$\pi^+, \pi^0, K^+, K^0, K^{*0}, \eta, \eta'$

and nonet of vector mesons

$\rho^+, \rho^0, K^{*+}, K^{*-}, K^{*0}, K^{*0}, \omega(782), \phi(1020)$, etc.

Baryons are commonly classified into octets, decuplets, etc., the most known is octet of 1/2+ baryons

$p, n, \Lambda, \Sigma^+, \Sigma^0, \Sigma^-, \Xi^0, \Xi^-.$

ELECTROMAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF HADRON

Hadrons in the interaction with charged leptons, like electrons and muons, manifest observable space structure to be called electromagnetic (EM) structure of hadrons, first time revealed for the proton in elastic scattering $e^{-}p \rightarrow e^{-}p$ in the middle of 50’s of the last century, before the quark model of hadrons has been established (1964). At present days, the EM structure is automatically generalized also to all other existing hadrons.

The EM structure of any hadron is completely described by scalar functions (EM form factors (FFs)) of one variable. In a spacelike region - momentum transfer squared $t = -Q^2$ and in a timelike region - total c.m. energy squared $s = w^2$. The number of EM FFs depends on the spin of the hadron under consideration. If spin of a hadron $S=0$ e.g.

$\pi^+, \pi^0, K^+, K^0, K^{*0}, \eta, \eta', He^4, C^{12}, O^{16},$ etc.,

there is only one EM FF $F_C(t)$ completely describing the hadron EM structure and it is defined by the matrix element of EM current

$$\langle h | J_{\mu}^{EM} | h \rangle = (p + p')_{\mu}F_C(t). \quad (1)$$

The EM structure of hadrons with spin $S = 1/2$

e.g. $p, n, \Lambda, \Sigma^+, \Sigma^0, \Sigma^-, \Xi^0, \Xi^-, He^4, H^3,$ etc. is completely described by two FFs - electric $G_E(t)$ and magnetic $G_M(t)$. The EM structure of hadrons with spin $S = 1$ e.g. $\rho^+, \rho^0, K^{*+}, K^{*-}, K^{*0}, K^{*0}, \omega(782), \phi(1020), D, etc.$ is completely described by three FFs - electric $G_C(t)$, magnetic $G_M(t)$ and quadrupole $G_Q(t)$.

What does it mean to know the EM structure of some hadron? It means to know behaviors of all EM FFs of the hadron under consideration in the whole region of their definition, i.e. from $-\infty$ to $+\infty$. There is no theory up to now able to predict the behavior of hadron EM FFs from $-\infty$ to $+\infty$. Therefore various phenomenological models are constructed for description of the EM structure of hadrons. Next we present our Unitary and Analytic (U& A) model [1].

UNITARY AND ANALYTIC APPROACH

Our U& A model is essentially based on the hypothetical analytic properties of hadron EM FFs in complex plane of their variable and on the experimental fact of a creation of vector meson resonances with photon quantum numbers.

Model depends on some coupling constant ratios $(f_{Vhh}/f_V)$ as free parameters and it is applicable only to hadrons for which some experimental data exist. So only the electromagnetic structure of

- the nonet of pseudoscalar mesons

$$\pi^+, \pi^-, \pi^0, K^+, K^-, K^{*0}, \eta, \eta'$$

[2, 3, 4]

- the ground state 1/2+ octet baryons

$$p, n, \Lambda, \Sigma^+, \Sigma^0, \Sigma^-, \Xi^0, \Xi^-$$

[5]

can be completely described in the framework of our U& A approach up to now.

MESON UNITARY AND ANALYTIC MODEL

We start with the nonet of pseudoscalar mesons

$$\pi^+, \pi^-, \pi^0, K^+, K^-, K^{*0}, \eta, \eta'$$

A theoretical description of FFs can be improved by exploiting mixed transformation properties of the hadronic EM current

$$J_{\mu}^{EM}(0)$$

under the rotation in the isospin space:

- part of $J_{\mu}^{EM}(0)$ transforms as an isoscalar

- its another part as the third component of isovector.

The latter leads to a splitting of the pseudoscalar meson EM FFs to flavourless isoscalar and isovector com-
ponents as follows

\[ F_{\pm\pm}(s) = F_{\pm\pm}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{K\pm}(s) = F_{K\pm}^0[0] + F_{K\pm}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{K\omega}(s) = F_{K\omega}^0[V(s)] - F_{K\omega}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{\pi\gamma}(s) = F_{\pi\gamma}^0[0] + F_{\pi\gamma}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{\gamma\gamma}(s) = F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[0] + F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{\gamma\gamma}(s) = F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[V(s)] + F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[W(s)] \]
\[ F_{\gamma\gamma}(s) = F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[0] + F_{\gamma\gamma}^0[W(s)] \]

The model takes into account all known properties of FFs:

- normalization of FFs
- asymptotic behaviour as predicted by the quark model
- analytic properties of FFs in complex plane of their definition
- unitarity conditions of FFs
- reality conditions of FFs \( F^*(s) = F(s^*) \)
- experimental fact of a creation of vector mesons in \( e^+e^- \to \text{hadrons} \) processes
- then \( F^{I=1}(s) \) are saturated by \( \rho, \rho', \omega, (\omega', \phi, \phi', \phi'' \text{etc}) \) and \( F^{I=0}(s) \) by \( \omega, \phi, \omega', \phi' \text{etc} \).

Experimental fact of a creation of very unstable \( \rho, \omega, \phi, \omega', \phi', \phi'' \text{etc} \) in \( e^+e^- \to \text{hadrons} \) has been historically taken into account by the so-called naive VMD model, considering vector mesons to be stable

\[ F_{M}(s) = \sum_{V} \frac{m_{V}^2}{m_{V}^2 - s} (f_{VMM}/f_V) \]
\[ F_{M\gamma}(s) = \sum_{V} \frac{m_{V}^2}{m_{V}^2 - s} (f_{VM\gamma}/f_V) \]

which, though automatically respects the asymptotic behaviors

\[ F_{M}(s)|s|\to\infty \equiv F_{M\gamma}(s)|s|\to\infty \sim s^{-1} \]

of pseudoscalar meson and transition EM FFs, it is in contradiction with the unitarity condition as this condition forbids an existence of any pole on the real axis of the complex \( s \)-plane and creates the nonzero imaginary parts of FFs above the lowest threshold \( s_0 \) of \( e^+e^- \to \text{hadrons} \) processes.

Moreover the naive VMD model leads to infinities of \( e^+e^- \to \text{hadrons} \) cross sections at the position of vector meson poles under consideration. In order to remove these shortcomings, the VMD models are unitarized by an incorporation of two-cut approximation of the analytic properties by an introduction of two square root branch points \( s_0 \) and \( s_n \) leading to four sheeted Riemann surface on which meson and transition EM FFs are defined.

An unitarization of the naive VMD models is carried out by the non-linear transformations

\[ s = s_0^\pm + \frac{4(s_{in}^\pm - s_0^\pm)}{[1/W(s) - W(s)][W(s) - V(s)]^2}, \]

and

\[ s = s_0^\pm + \frac{4(s_{in}^\pm - s_0^\pm)}{[1/W(s) - W(s)][W(s) - V(s)]^2}, \]

where \( s_0^\pm = m_\rho^2 \) and \( s_0^\pm = 9m_\rho^2 \) are corresponding to the lowest possible physical thresholds in \( e^+e^- \to \text{hadrons} \) processes and \( s_n^\pm \) and \( s_n^\pm \) are effective square-root branch points, approximating contributions of all higher relevant inelastic thresholds, given by the unitarity conditions of FFs. They are seen explicitly in the inverse transformations to (6) and (7)

\[ W(s) = i \frac{\sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm + s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm} - \sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm - s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm}}{\sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm + s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm} + \sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm - s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm}} \]

\[ V(s) = i \frac{\sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm + s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm} - \sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm - s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm}}{\sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm + s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm} + \sqrt[4]{s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm - s_{in}^{\pm} - s_0^\pm}} \]

which are mapping the corresponding four sheeted Riemann surfaces always into one W and V plane, respectively. As a result, terms \( \frac{m_{\rho}^2}{m_{\omega}^2 - s} \) and \( \frac{m_{\omega}^2}{m_{\tau}^2 - s} \) in VMD representations are factorized into asymptotic terms \( \left( \frac{1}{1-W^2} \right)^2 \) and \( \left( \frac{1}{1-V^2} \right)^2 \) completely determining the asymptotic behavior \( \sim s^{-1} \) of EM FFs and into resonant terms

\[ (W_N - W_0)(W_N + W_0)(W_N - 1/W_0)(W_N + 1/W_0) \]
\[ (W - W_0)(W + W_0)(W - 1/W_0)(W + 1/W_0) \]

and

\[ (V_N - V_0)(V_N + V_0)(V_N - 1/V_0)(V_N + 1/V_0) \]
\[ (V - V_0)(V + V_0)(V - 1/V_0)(V + 1/V_0) \]

giving a resonant behavior around \( s = m_\rho^2 \) and for \( |s| \to \infty \) turning out to finite real constants. One can prove

1. if \( m_\rho^2 - \Gamma_\rho^2/4 < s_{in} \Rightarrow \text{W}_0 = W_0^* \Rightarrow \text{V}_0 = V_0^* \)
2. if \( m_\rho^2 - \Gamma_\rho^2/4 > s_{in} \Rightarrow \text{W}_0 = 1/W_0^* \Rightarrow \text{V}_0 = 1/V_0^* \)

which lead in the case 1. to the expressions

\[ \frac{m_{\rho}^2}{m_{\omega}^2 - s} = \left( \frac{1}{1-W_0^2} \right)^2 \times \]
\[ (W_N - W_0)(W_N - 1/W_0)(W_N - 1/W_0^*) \]
\[ (W - W_0)(W - 1/W_0)(W - 1/W_0^*) \]

\[ \frac{m_{\omega}^2}{m_{\tau}^2 - s} = \left( \frac{1}{1-V_0^2} \right)^2 \times \]
\[ (V_N - V_0)(V_N - 1/V_0)(V_N - 1/V_0^*) \]
\[ (V - V_0)(V - 1/V_0)(V - 1/V_0^*) \]

and in the case 2. to the following expressions

\[ \frac{m_{\omega}^2}{m_{\tau}^2 - s} = \left( \frac{1}{1-V_0^2} \right)^2 \times \]
\[ (W_N - W_0)(W_N - 1/W_0)(W_N - W_0^*) \]
\[ (W - W_0)(W - 1/W_0)(W + W_0) \]
\[ m^2_{\rho} = \left( \frac{1 - V^2}{1 - V^2_s} \right) \times \]

\[ \frac{(V_N - V_0)(V_N - V^*_0)(V_N + V_0)(V_N + V^*_0)}{(V - V_0)(V - V^*_0)(V + V_0)(V + V^*_0)} \]

Introducing the non-zero width of the resonances by a substitution

\[ m^2_{\rho} \to (m_{\rho} - i\Gamma_{\rho}/2)^2 \]

i.e. simply one has to rid of "0" in sub-indices of the previous two types of expressions. Finally one gets in the 1. case

\[ \frac{m^2_{\rho}}{m^2_{\rho} - s} = \left( \frac{1 - W^2}{1 - W^2_s} \right) \times \]


\[ = \left( \frac{1 - W^2}{1 - W^2_s} \right)^2 L_\nu(W) \]

(17)

and in the 2. case

\[ \frac{m^2_{\rho}}{m^2_{\rho} - s} = \left( \frac{1 - V^2}{1 - V^2_s} \right) \times \]

\[ \frac{(V_N - V_v)(V_N - V^*_v)(V_N - 1/V_v)(V_N - 1/V^*_v)}{(V - V_v)(V - V^*_v)(V - 1/V_v)(V - 1/V^*_v)} \]

\[ = \left( \frac{1 - V^2}{1 - V^2_s} \right)^2 H_\nu(V). \]

(19)

So, every \( F^{I=1}[W(s)] \) and \( F^{I=0}[V(s)] \) in \( F_{\pi\pi}(s), F_{KK}(s), F_{K\bar{K}}(s), F_{\gamma\gamma}(s) \) EM FFs represents one analytic function in the whole complex s-plane, besides two cuts on the positive real axis, with a series of pairs of complex conjugate poles on un-physical sheets and depends on only physically interpretable parameters \( (f_{\nu hh}/f_{\nu}), (f_{\nu hh}/f_{\nu}), s_m \).

Their predictions for the complete nonet of pseudoscalar mesons are presented in the following Figs. 1 and 2.

**U& A MODEL OF 1/2+ OCTET BARYONS**

According to SU(3) group classification of hadrons, 1/2+ baryon octet consists of

\[ p, n, \Lambda, \Sigma^+, \Sigma^0, \Sigma^-, \Xi^0, \Xi^- \]

The EM structure of every baryon from 1/2+ octet is completely described by two independent functions \( F_1^p(t) \) and \( F_2^p(t) \), the Dirac and Pauli FFs, which are naturally obtained in a decomposition of the baryon matrix element of the EM current \( J_{EM}^\mu(0) \) into a maximal number of linearly independent covariants to be constructed from four-momenta, \( \gamma \)-matrices and Dirac bispinors of baryons

\[ <B|J_{EM}^\mu(0)|B> = \]

\[ = e \bar{u}(p') \gamma_\mu F_1^p(t) + \frac{i}{2m_B} \sigma_{\mu\nu}(p' - p)_{\nu} F_2^p(t) u(p). \]

While Dirac and Pauli FFs are suitable for a theoretical description of the baryon EM structure, for an extraction of experimental information on it from the measured quantities, like cross sections and polarizations, the Sachs electric \( G_E^p(t) \) and magnetic \( G_M^p(t) \) FFs are more suitable.

**PREDICTIONS FOR NUCLEON EM FFs**

Then the relations between baryon Sachs FFs and isoscalar and isovector parts of the baryon Dirac and Pauli FFs are for "nucleons"

\[ G_{E}^p(t) = [F_{1s}^N(t) + F_{1v}^N(t)] + \frac{t}{4m_{N}^2}[F_{2s}^N(t) + F_{2v}^N(t)] \]

\[ G_{M}^p(t) = [F_{1s}^N(t) + F_{1v}^N(t)] + [F_{2s}^N(t) + F_{2v}^N(t)] \]

(22)

with normalizations

\[ G_{E}^p(0) = 1; \quad G_{M}^p(0) = \mu_p \]

\[ G_{E}^n(0) = 0; \quad G_{M}^n(0) = \mu_n \]

\[ F_{1s}^N(0) = F_{1v}^N(0) = \frac{1}{2} \]

\[ F_{2s}^N(0) = \frac{1}{2}(\mu_p + \mu_n - 1); \quad F_{2v}^N(0) = \frac{1}{2}(\mu_p - \mu_n - 1) \]

where \( \mu_N = n, p, n \) are magnetic moments of the proton and neutron, respectively. For every isoscalar and isovector component of the nucleon Dirac and Pauli FFs, similarly to meson FFs, analytic expressions of

\[ F_{1s}^N[W(s)] = \{ f[s]; f_{1s}^{(1)}_{NN}, f_{1s}^{(1)}_{\nu NN}, f_{1s}^{(1)}_{\nu \nu}, f_{1s}^{(1)}_{NN}, s_{1s} \} \]

\[ F_{1v}^N[W(s)] = \{ f[s]; f_{1s}^{(1)}_{NN}, s_{1s} \} \]

(25)

\[ F_{2s}^N[U(s)] = \{ f[s]; f_{2s}^{(2)}_{NN}, f_{2s}^{(2)}_{\nu NN}, f_{2s}^{(2)}_{\nu \nu}, s_{2s} \} \]

\[ F_{2v}^N[X(s)] = \{ f[s]; s_{2v} \} \]

can be derived as functions of \( s \) and dependent on some number of unknown vector-meson coupling constant ratios \( (f_{\nu \nu}/f_{\nu}) \) and effective inelastic thresholds \( s_{th}^r \) for \( r = 1s, 1v, 2s, 2v \). They are numerically evaluated in a simultaneous analysis of reliable 582 experimental
points on $G_E^N(s), G_M^N(s)$ $N = p, n$ through the relations (22) and (23) with $\chi^2/ndf = 1.76$ while

$$s_{1p} = 1.4653 \pm 0.0542 \text{GeV}^2; s_{1n} = 2.9631 \pm 0.3649 \text{GeV}^2$$

$$s_{2p} = 1.8513 \pm 0.2519 \text{GeV}^2; s_{2n} = 2.3927 \pm 1.9928 \text{GeV}^2$$

$$f_{\omega NN}^{(1)} f_{\omega} = -0.2780 \pm 0.0056; f_{\phi NN}^{(1)} f_{\phi} = -0.5214 \pm 0.0030$$

$$f_{\omega NN}^{(2)} f_{\omega} = 0.5988 \pm 0.0014; f_{\phi NN}^{(2)} f_{\phi} = -0.0287 \pm 0.0009$$

$$f_{\omega NN}^{(2)} f_{\omega} = 0.0422 \pm 0.0156; f_{\phi NN}^{(2)} f_{\phi} = -0.4872 \pm 0.0828$$

$$f_{\omega NN}^{(2)} f_{\omega} = 0.1216 \pm 0.0032; f_{\phi NN}^{(2)} f_{\phi} = -0.0601 \pm 0.0026$$

which give predictions as presented in Figs. 3(a)-(c) and 4.

**PREDICTIONS FOR HYPERON EM FFs**

Similar expressions to nucleons (25) as functions of $s$ to be dependent on some number of unknown vector-meson-hyperon coupling constant ratios ($f_{VYY}/f_Y$) can be found also for $\Lambda, \Sigma^+, \Sigma^0, \Sigma^-, \Xi^0, \Xi^-$ hyperons from $1/2^+$ baryon octet.

However, there are no data on EM FFs of $1/2^+$ octet hyperons, only some total cross section experimental points of $e^+e^-$-annihilation into hyperon-antihyperon exist and one can not repeat a similar to nucleons procedure in determination of these unknown coupling constant ratios in the Unitary&Analytic hyperon EM structure model, in order to predict hyperon EM FFs behaviors.

Despite of this fact, we have found a method for numerical evaluation of unknown free hyperon coupling constant ratios ($f_{VYN}/f_Y$) utilizing the known nucleon coupling constant ratios ($f_{VNN}/f_N$) and the SU(3) invariant Lagrangians of vector-meson interaction with octet baryons

$$L_{VBB} = \frac{i}{\sqrt{2}} f^F [B_\beta^\gamma \gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} (V^\mu \gamma)] + \frac{i}{\sqrt{2}} f^D [B_\beta^\gamma \gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} (V^\mu \gamma)] + \frac{i}{\sqrt{2}} f^S [B_\beta^\gamma \gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} B\gamma^\gamma_{\mu} (V^\mu \gamma)]$$

where baryons are represented here by the octet matrices

$$B = \left( \begin{array}{cccc} \Sigma^0 & \Lambda^0 & \Sigma^+ & p \\ \Sigma^- & -\Sigma^0 & \Lambda^0 & n \\ \Xi^- & -\Sigma^0 & -2\Lambda^0 & \Sigma^- \\ \Xi^- & -\Sigma^0 & -2\Lambda^0 & \Sigma^- \\ \end{array} \right), \quad (27)$$

$$\bar{B} = \left( \begin{array}{cccc} \Sigma^0 & \Lambda^0 & \Sigma^+ & \bar{p} \\ \Sigma^- & -\Sigma^0 & \Lambda^0 & \bar{n} \\ \Xi^- & -\Sigma^0 & -2\Lambda^0 & \Xi^- \\ \Xi^- & -\Sigma^0 & -2\Lambda^0 & \Xi^- \\ \end{array} \right), \quad (28)$$

and the $1^-$ vector-meson nonet is classified into an
Fig. 3: Prediction of proton electric and magnetic FFs and neutron electric FF behavior by the nucleon U&K model and its comparison with existing data.

Fig. 4: Prediction of neutron magnetic FF behavior by the nucleon U&K model and its comparison with existing data.

Decomposing SU(3) invariant Lagrangian into a sum of products of single matrix elements one can derive relations between $f_{VBB}$ of all members of 1/2$^+$ octet baryons and the coupling constants $f^F, f^D, f^S$ of SU(3) invariant Lagrangian.

However, the $\omega_N, \omega_0$ in Lagrangian (26) do not represent experimentally observed particles and therefore one has to use the so-called $\omega - \phi$ mixing form through the real $\omega(782)$ and $\phi(1020)$ vector-mesons.

We have proved [6] that there are generally 8 different mixing forms, but only four of them

1. $\omega_0 = \omega \cos \theta + \phi \sin \theta$
2. $\omega_\pi = \omega \sin \theta - \phi \cos \theta$
3. $\omega_0 = -\omega \cos \theta - \phi \sin \theta$
4. $\omega_\pi = -\omega \sin \theta + \phi \cos \theta$
5. $\omega_0 = \omega \cos \theta - \phi \sin \theta$
6. $\omega_\pi = \omega \sin \theta + \phi \cos \theta$
7. $\omega_0 = -\omega \cos \theta + \phi \sin \theta$
8. $\omega_\pi = -\omega \sin \theta - \phi \cos \theta$.

are physically acceptable.

Then the relations between $f_{VBB}$ and the coupling constants $f^F, f^D, f^S$ of SU(3) invariant Lagrangian, to be dependent on the previous mixings, take for nucleons the following four different forms

1. $f_{\rho NN} = +\frac{1}{2}(f^F + f^D)$
2. $f_{\omega NN} = +\frac{1}{2}\left(f^S \cos \theta + \frac{1}{2\sqrt{3}}(3f^F - f^D)\sin \theta\right)$
3. $f_{\phi NN} = +\frac{1}{2}\left(f^S \sin \theta - \frac{1}{2\sqrt{3}}(3f^F - f^D)\cos \theta\right)$
4. $f_{\rho NN} = +\frac{1}{2}(f^F + f^D)$
5. $f_{\omega NN} = -\frac{1}{2}\left(f^S \cos \theta - \frac{1}{2\sqrt{3}}(3f^F - f^D)\sin \theta\right)$
6. $f_{\phi NN} = -\frac{1}{2}\left(f^S \sin \theta + \frac{1}{2\sqrt{3}}(3f^F - f^D)\cos \theta\right)$

and similarly for all hyperons. From such relations it is immediately seen that if one knows numerical values of $f^F, f^D, f^S$, then one can evaluate all coupling constants $f_{VBB}$ of 1/2$^+$ octet baryons with 1$^-$ vector mesons.

How to find numerical values of $f^F, f^D, f^S$ ?
For this aim it is very useful, that we know numerical values of nucleon coupling constant ratios $(f_{VNN}/f_V)$ in our earlier investigations, from which by using universal vector-meson coupling constants $f_\rho, f_\omega, f_\phi$ to be calculated from the corresponding lepton widths one could find all $f_{VNN}$. 
However, signs of the universal vector-meson coupling constants \( f_\rho, f_\omega, f_\phi \)

\[
\begin{align*}
1. \quad & \frac{1}{f_\rho} : \frac{1}{f_\omega} : \frac{1}{f_\phi} = -\sqrt{3} : -\sin \theta : +\cos \theta \\
2. \quad & \frac{1}{f_\rho} : \frac{1}{f_\omega} : \frac{1}{f_\phi} = -\sqrt{3} : +\sin \theta : -\cos \theta \\
3. \quad & \frac{1}{f_\rho} : \frac{1}{f_\omega} : \frac{1}{f_\phi} = -\sqrt{3} : -\sin \theta : -\cos \theta \\
4. \quad & \frac{1}{f_\rho} : \frac{1}{f_\omega} : \frac{1}{f_\phi} = -\sqrt{3} : +\sin \theta : +\cos \theta \\
\end{align*}
\]

are also strongly dependent on the four physically acceptable different mixing forms \[7\]. As a result one finds four sets of vector-meson-nucleon coupling constants differing in the signs. However, substituting them into the nucleon inverse relations

\[
\begin{align*}
1. \quad & f^F = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta - f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{1}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
2. \quad & f^D = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta + f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{3}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
3. \quad & f^S = \sqrt{2} (f_{\omega NN} \cos \theta + f_{\phi NN} \sin \theta) \\
4. \quad & f^F = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (-f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta + f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{1}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
5. \quad & f^D = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (-f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta + f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{3}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
6. \quad & f^S = \sqrt{2} (-f_{\omega NN} \cos \theta - f_{\phi NN} \sin \theta) \\
\end{align*}
\]

and

\[
\begin{align*}
7. \quad & f^F = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta + f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{1}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
8. \quad & f^D = -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} (f_{\omega NN} \sin \theta + f_{\phi NN} \cos \theta) + \frac{3}{2} f_{\rho NN} \\
9. \quad & f^S = \sqrt{2} (f_{\omega NN} \cos \theta - f_{\phi NN} \sin \theta) \\
\end{align*}
\]

correctly, together with mixing angle \( \theta = 38.35^\circ \) to be evaluated by Gell-Mann-Okubo quadratic mass formula, from all four expressions for \( f^F, f^D, f^S \) identical numerical values of SU(3) \( f^F, f^D, f^S \) coupling constants are found.

Substitution of them into relations for \( f_{VY\tau}, Y = \Lambda, \Sigma, \Xi \), for every hyperon again four different set values in signs are obtained, from which by division them with numerical values of SU(3) \( f^F, f^D, f^S \) coupling constants with correct signs, unambiguous values of \( (f_{VY\tau}/f_V) \), \( Y = \Lambda, \Sigma, \Xi \), are evaluated to be completely independent on the \( \omega - \phi \) mixing forms.

Substituting them into the corresponding U&A hyperon EM structure models one can predict also hyperon EM FFs behaviors in the whole region of their definition. A realization of this program is in progress.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The \( \Lambda, \Sigma, \Xi \) hyperons EM structure has been investigated as generalization of the nucleon U&A EM structure model.

Based on the fact that analytic properties of the hyperon EM FFs, up to the position of effective inelastic thresholds are equal with analytic properties of the nucleon EM FFs.

Models depend on some coupling constant ratios \( (f_{VVV}/f_V) \) as free parameters, they have been found from known nucleon coupling constant ratios and SU(3) invariant Lagrangians of vector-meson-baryon interaction.

In their specification a principal role played the \( \omega - \phi \) mixing forms with universal vector-meson coupling constants \( f_V \).

All coupling constant ratios as free parameters of the \( \Lambda, \Sigma, \Xi \) hyperon EM structure models have been evaluated numerically.
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SELECTED RESULTS OF THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION OF CZECH AND SLOVAK PHYSICISTS

T. Davidek, Tomas.Davidek@mff.cuni.cz, MFF UK, Praha, Czech republic

INTRODUCTION

ATLAS is one of the two general-purpose particle physics experiments installed at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European laboratory for particle physics (CERN) near Geneva, Switzerland. The LHC is the world’s largest accelerator, which provides proton-proton (pp) and lead-lead collisions at unprecedented energies and intensities. ATLAS started regular data-taking with full swing in 2010, measuring the pp collisions at the centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The beam energies and intensities were gradually increased, reaching the centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with the bunch-crossing frequency of 40 MHz already in 2015 and an average number of interactions per bunch-crossing of 36.1 in 2018 [1]. The goal of the experiment is to deepen our knowledge of elementary particles and their interactions, currently described by the theoretical framework called Standard Model (SM).

The ATLAS physics programme addresses precision measurements and tests of processes within the scope of the Standard Model (e.g. in the Higgs-boson sector, top-quark and electroweak processes, flavour physics, QCD and jet physics, diffractive processes) as well as searches for new particles and phenomena beyond the SM, including Supersymmetry, dark matter, excited quarks and leptons and processes with lepton flavour violation. The broad research activities are completed with heavy-ion programme, which focuses on collective effects in the quark-gluon plasma created in the central lead-lead collisions.

Czech and Slovak physicists are actively involved in the ATLAS experiment. Researchers and students from Charles University, Czech Technical University, Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Palacký University, Comenius University and Institute of Experimental Physics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences contribute to detector construction, operations, upgrade and successful physics data analyses.

The ATLAS collaboration obtained a large amount of first-class physics results and published almost 1000 papers to this date, which is not possible to summarise in a single document. Therefore, this contribution aims to highlight some recent ATLAS results with significant contributions from Czech and Slovak physicists. The main upgrade-related activities are also briefly described.

THE ATLAS DETECTOR

ATLAS is a multi-purpose particle detector with a forward-backward symmetry and nearly 4π coverage in the solid angle [2, 3, 4]. It consists of several subdetectors that play different roles. Closest to the beam pipe is the inner tracking detector covering the pseudorapidity\footnote{The angle with respect to the beam axis is usually expressed} range $|\eta| < 2.5$. It is surrounded by the superconducting solenoid that provides a 2 T axial magnetic field. High-granularity electromagnetic ($|\eta| < 3.2$) and hadronic ($|\eta| < 4.9$) sampling calorimeters provide precision energy and direction measurement of electrons, photons, isolated hadrons and jets. The outer part of the whole detector contains the muon spectrometer ($|\eta| < 2.7$), with a toroidal magnetic field generated by three sets of large superconducting magnets. The spectrometer also includes fast trigger chambers used for the event selection in the first trigger level.

A schematic view of the ATLAS detector is displayed in Fig. 1.

\begin{figure}[h!]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{atlas_detector.png}
\caption{The ATLAS detector. Czech and Slovak physicists participate in construction and operations of the Pixel detector, Semiconductor tracker, Liquid-argon electromagnetic calorimeter and Tile calorimeter as well as the detector of forward protons (AFP). The latter sub-detector is located 220 m from the detector centre and thus not shown in the figure.}
\end{figure}

SELECTED PHYSICS RESULTS

Higgs boson decay $H \to \tau \tau$

After the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 by ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] collaborations in the decays $H \to \gamma \gamma$, $H \to ZZ$ and $H \to WW$, the focus was moved to precise determination of its properties. The measurement of the Higgs-boson decay to a pair of $\tau$-leptons represents its first decay to fermions ever observed and thus it provides an important scrutiny of the Yukawa coupling.

Since $\tau$-leptons further decay either to light leptons ($\tau \to \ell \nu_\ell$, denoted as $\tau_\ell$) or hadrons ($\tau \to$ hadrons + $\nu_\tau$, referred to as $\tau_n$), the measurement is performed in three channels reflecting the $\tau$ decay modes: $H \to \tau_\tau$, $H \to \tau_\nu\nu_\nu$ and $H \to \tau_n\tau_n$. The event selection in each channel is further split into two main categories, targeting the Higgs production mode through gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector boson fusion (VH).
sion (VBF), respectively. The main challenges of this analysis include:

- reconstruction of the Higgs-boson mass due to two or more neutrinos in the final state, an approximate technique called MMC [7] is applied;
- reliable description of the dominant background components, originating from $Z \rightarrow \tau \tau$ production and processes where an electron or jet are misidentified as $\tau$, or a jet is misidentified as electron (in case of $\tau$).

The reconstructed Higgs-boson mass is shown in Fig. 2, after the global likelihood fit combining all signal categories and control regions to constrain the main background components. The cross-sections for the two main production mechanisms are determined $\sigma_{ggF} = 3.1 \pm 1.0\,(\text{stat})^{+1.6}_{-1.3}\,(\text{syst})\,\text{pb}$ and $\sigma_{VBF} = 0.28 \pm 0.09\,(\text{stat})^{+0.11}_{-0.09}\,(\text{syst})\,\text{pb}$, respectively. When combining the results with earlier Run 1 data (2010–2012), the existence of the decay $H \rightarrow \tau \tau$ is confirmed with a significance of $6.4\sigma$ [8].

Fig. 2. The distribution of the reconstructed $\tau \tau$ invariant mass for the sum of all signal regions. The contributions of the different signal regions are weighted by a factor of $\ln(1 + S/B)$, where $S$ and $B$ are the expected numbers of signal and background events in that region, respectively. The bottom panel shows the differences between observed data events and expected background events after applying the same weights (black points). The observed Higgs-boson signal with the fitted signal strength $\mu = 1.09$ relative to the SM prediction is shown with the solid red line. The size of the combined statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties in the background is indicated by the hatched bands.

Charge asymmetry in $\bar{t}t$ events

The top-quark pair-production in $pp$ collisions is dominated by the fully symmetric process $gg \rightarrow \bar{t}t$. Smaller contributions come from $q \bar{q}$ or $gg$ processes, which are sources of small charge asymmetry. This measurement provides a stringent test of the SM, possible contributions from beyond-SM processes would lead to different asymmetry.

Measured parton distribution functions suggest that top-quark events tend to be produced in the forward direction, while $\bar{t}$ tends to be more central ($|y_\ell| > |y_{\bar{z}}|$). The charge asymmetry $A_C$ is defined as the relative difference in number of events with the more- and less-probable kinematic configuration

$$A_C \equiv \frac{N(\Delta |y| > 0) - N(\Delta |y| < 0)}{N(\Delta |y| > 0) + N(\Delta |y| < 0)},$$

where

$$\Delta |y| \equiv |y_\ell| - |y_{\bar{z}}|.$$  

Semi-leptonic $\bar{t}t$ events ($\bar{t} \rightarrow WbW\bar{b} \rightarrow \ell\nu bqq\bar{b}$) appear in two different kinematic configurations: the resolved topology is characterised by the presence of four small-radius jets, while the hadronically decaying top-quark is reconstructed as one large-radius jet in the so-called boosted topology. This analysis exploits both these topologies.

An example of the differential measurement as a function of the invariant mass of the $\bar{t}t$ system is shown in Fig. 3. The charge asymmetry appears to be at the level of 1% and is in agreement with the state-of-the-art SM predictions [9].

Fig. 3. The unfolded differential charge asymmetry as a function of the invariant mass of the $\bar{t}t$ system, resolved and boosted topologies are combined. Green hatched regions show SM theory predictions calculated at NNLO in QCD and NLO in electroweak theory [10]. Red hatched regions show parton-level truth asymmetry with its uncertainty extracted from the full phase space using nominal $\bar{t}t$ signal sample. Vertical bars correspond to the total uncertainties.

Differential cross-sections of $\bar{t}t$ production

Single- and double-differential cross-section measurements are performed for the production of top-quark pairs. Owing to the large $\bar{t}t$ cross-section at the LHC, such measurements allow a detailed study of the properties of the top-quark production and decay, enabling precision tests of several Monte Carlo generators and fixed-order SM predictions.
Similarly to the previous analysis, these studies also deal with semi-leptonic $t\bar{t}$ events, exploiting both resolved and boosted final state topologies.

The particle-level measurements are compared with next-to-leading-order (NLO) plus parton shower (PS) predictions as implemented in state-of-the-art MC generators. In general, predictions agree well with the single-differential measurements for both resolved and boosted topologies. An example is shown in Fig. 4. Somewhat poorer modelling is observed in specific regions of the probed phase-space. Overall, the NLO+PS MC generators show poorer modelling of the double-differential distributions, especially in combination that includes transverse momentum of the $t\bar{t}$ system as a probed variable in the resolved topology. Two best generators providing a good description of the largest fraction of variables are POWHEG+PYTHIA8 and POWHEG+HERWIG7 for the resolved and boosted topologies, respectively.

The measured parton-level differential cross-sections are compared with state-of-the-art fixed-order next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) QCD predictions. A general improvement relative to the NLO+PS MC generators is observed [11].

**Cross-section of $t\bar{t}Z$ process**

This measurement provides important information about the $t\bar{t}Z$ coupling, possible deviations from the SM predictions might indicate new effects in the electroweak symmetry breaking sector.

This measurement deals with events where $Z$ boson decays to a pair of electrons or muons and one or both $W$ bosons from the $t\bar{t} \rightarrow Wb\bar{W}b$ interaction also decay to either electron or muon. The final state thus contains 3 or 4 light charged leptons. The analysis is split into several categories depending on number of leptons, one or two $b$-tagged jets and the same/different flavour leptons in case of $4\ell$ final states. In order to constrain the main background components $WZ$+jets and $ZZ$+jets, two control regions are defined in addition. The inclusive cross-section is then derived from the profile likelihood fit to all six signal and two control regions. The results are shown in Fig. 5, the measured cross-section $\sigma(t\bar{t}Z) = 1.05 \pm 0.05(\text{stat}) \pm 0.09(\text{syst})$ pb is found to be in agreement with the most precise theoretical prediction.

**CP violation in $B^0_s \rightarrow J/\psi \phi$ decay**

The $CP$ violation in $b$-hadron decays arises from the interference of the direct decay and the decay with $B \rightarrow \bar{B}$ mixing. In case of the $B^0_s \rightarrow J/\psi \phi$ decay, the SM predicts a small $CP$-violating phase $\phi_s$, related to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix element. Since the beyond-SM physics phenomena can significantly enhance this phase, its measurement provides another stringent test of the SM.

The analysis selects events $B^0_s \rightarrow J/\psi \phi \rightarrow \mu^+ \mu^- K^+ K^-$ that are fully reconstructed in the tracking detector. An important issue is the flavour tagging of the opposite-side $b$-hadron. If the decay products of this $b$-hadron contain an electron or a muon, the flavour can be inferred from the lepton charge. Otherwise, the flavour is determined using the discriminant based on transverse-momentum-weighted electric charges of all tracks associated to that $b$-hadron decay. Another crucial ingredient to this analysis is the proper decay time measurement, which is important to assess the probability of the $B^0_s - \bar{B}^0_s$ oscillation in each event. The proper decay time is determined in the transverse de-
detector plane as
\[ t = \frac{L_{xy} m}{p_T}, \]
where \( L_{xy} \) represents the displacement of the \( B_s^0 \) decay vertex with respect to the primary vertex and \( m, p_T \) stand for the mass and transverse momentum of the \( B_s^0 \) meson.

The main physics parameters of interest, namely the CP-violating phase, the average decay width \( \Gamma_s \) and the decay width difference \( \Delta \Gamma_s \), are extracted from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit performed on the events selected for the analysis. The results of partial Run 2 dataset (2015–2017) are combined with earlier Run 1 measurements and are shown in Fig. 6 along with recent results from other experiments. The measured CP-violating phase is consistent with the SM prediction [13].

### Observation of \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow W^+W^- \)

The first observation of photon collisions producing pairs of \( W \) bosons demonstrates a new way of using the LHC, namely as a high-energy photon collider. As this process is governed by diagrams with only gauge bosons (\( \gamma, W, Z \)) at the tree level, it directly probes their trilinear and quartic coupling and it is also sensitive to anomalous gauge-boson interactions.

The analysis targets events where photons are radiated off the whole proton or off a parton. Consequently, three event categories exist – elastic, single-dissociative and double-dissociative events. The measurement is performed in the final state with different-flavour leptons, i.e. the whole interaction process is

\[ pp(\gamma\gamma) \rightarrow p^{(s)}W^+W^-p^{(s)} \rightarrow e^+\nu_e\mu^-\nu_\mu. \]  

(4)

In order to suppress the background originating from Drell-Yann production, \( q\bar{q} \rightarrow WW \) and \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow \tau\tau \), events are required to pass thresholds on the transverse momentum \( (p_T^{\ell\ell} > 30 \text{GeV}) \) and the invariant mass \( (m_{\ell\ell} > 20 \text{GeV}) \) of the lepton pair. Leptons are required to originate from the same primary interaction vertex and no further tracks are allowed to be associated with it \( (n_{\text{trk}} = 0) \). The impact of these criteria on the event selection is demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8.

Fig. 7. The distribution of \( p_T^{\ell\ell} \) for \( n_{\text{trk}} = 0 \). The fitted normalisation factors and nuisance parameters have been used. The total uncertainties are shown as hatched bands.

The lower panels show the ratio of the data to the prediction with the total uncertainty displayed as hatched band. The last bin in both distributions includes the overflow.

The signal is extracted using the profile likelihood fit to one signal and three control regions, defined by inverting the \( p_T^{\ell\ell} \) and \( n_{\text{trk}} \) criteria. The interaction \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow W^+W^- \) is observed with a significance of 8.4\( \sigma \) and the cross-section of the full process (4) in a fiducial phase space close to the experimental selection is measured to be 3.13 ± 0.31 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) fb [16].

### Heavy-ion collisions

Hard-scattering processes in hadronic interactions generate partons (quarks and gluons) at high transverse momenta that subsequently fragment into hadrons, producing jets. In ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions, parton showers evolve in a hot and dense quark-gluon plasma (QGP) created by the collision. The interaction of partons with QGP leads to reduced parton and jet energies. This phenomenon, known as jet quenching, was observed by ATLAS in the first lead-lead collisions in 2010 [17].

ATLAS has recently investigated the effect of the splitting scale \( \sqrt{s_{12}} \) – the transverse momentum scale for the hardest splitting in the jet defined as

\[ d_{12} \equiv \min(p_T^{\ell\ell,1},p_T^{\ell\ell,2}) \cdot (\Delta n_{12}^2 + \Delta \phi_{12}^2), \]  

(5)

on the jet quenching. This analysis deals with large-radius jets containing sub-jets and uses the nuclear modification factor \( R_{AA} \) to expresses the suppression...
Fig. 8. The distribution of the number of tracks associated with the interaction vertex is shown. The fitted normalisation factors and nuisance parameters have been used. The total uncertainties are shown as hatched bands. The lower panel shows the ratio of the data to the prediction with the total uncertainty displayed as hatched band.

in the QGP:

\[ R_{AA} = \frac{1}{\langle N_{AA} \rangle} \cdot \frac{\text{yield in } AA}{\text{yield in } pp}, \]

where \( \langle N_{AA} \rangle \) denotes the average number of binary collisions. Figure 9 displays \( R_{AA} \) for large radius jets as a function of the average number of participating nucleons, which is proportional to the centrality of the collision. As expected, jets are increasingly suppressed for more central collisions. Moreover, jets consisting of several sub-jets are more suppressed than those consisting of a single small-radius jet. This observation indicates that jets with hard internal splittings lose more energy in the QGP [18].

**ATLAS UPGRADE**

After the successful completion of Run 2 in 2018, the ATLAS detector entered the so-called Phase 1 upgrade. Small parts of the detectors that suffered from radiation damage are being replaced (e.g. the muon spectrometer small wheel) and new on-detector electronics prototypes are being installed. The data-taking should resume in 2022.

The major Phase 2 upgrade is planned for the high-luminosity (HL) phase. The LHC will undergo major improvement which will allow to reach the design centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and, more importantly, significant increase in the instantaneous luminosity. This implies important challenges for the experiments:

- Higher granularity in several sub-detectors is required to cope with more events in the same bunch-crossing.
- More data has to be read-out, processed and stored, implying changes in the on-detector electronics as well as the whole trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) system.
- High instantaneous luminosity will cause high radiation doses especially in the inner tracking detector, which will be completely replaced with higher granularity radiation-resistant silicon sensors.

Czech institutions invest a lot of effort in the inner detector upgrade, concentrating on the construction, production and quality assurance of the microstrip sensors and module production. Later they will also collaborate in the installation of the new detector in the ATLAS experimental hall. Czech institutions are also involved in the pixel detector upgrade.

Tile calorimeter has to replace its on-detector electronics in order to improve the reliability and redundancy of the system as well as to meet the requirements driven by the new TDAQ system. Czech and Slovak teams involved in this sub-detector participate in this activity by testing new prototypes in the laboratory as well as in dedicated beam tests.

The HL-LHC is expected to start its operation in 2027.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The discovery of the Higgs boson opened new possibilities in particle physics. Precise determination of the Higgs-boson properties is one of the key issues, since Higgs might be a portal to new physics beyond the SM. At the same time, precision measurements of other SM
parameters and processes are ongoing. Direct searches for new particles and physics phenomena complement the precision measurements, where possible deviations from the current theory should also provide hints on new physics.

The Czech and Slovak physicists actively participate in the ATLAS experiment, being involved in detector construction, operations and upgrade. They are also actively involved in many physics analyses as demonstrated in this short overview.
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LASER – WORKING TOOL OF THE 21ST CENTURY
M. Smrž, martin.smrz@hilase.cz, Hilase centre, Institute of Physics AS CR, Za radnici 828, Dolní Břežany, CZ

INTRODUCTION

Laser systems have undergone a long way since the laser invention by Theodore Maiman in 1960. From a laboratory curiosity they changed to a frequently used highly accurate real working tool in many application fields. Importance of lasers illustrate well several Nobel prizes awarded for contributions related directly to laser development since 1960, the very last one 2 years ago.

HiLASE centre [3-5] of the Institute of Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech republic focuses since is establishing on development of diode-pumped pulsed solid state lasers for hi-tech industrial applications. Such lasers with high average power ranging from Watts up to 1 kW and pulse duration from nanoseconds to picoseconds are applicable under industrial conditions to highly precise micro- and nanomachining, 3D printing of complex plastic or metallic parts, production of high power UV radiation for manufacturing of high-frequency chips for computers and smart phones, increase of fatigue life of components for aerospace industry, production of combustion and electric car engines, functionalization of material surfaces for medicine and industry (friction and wettability engineering, antibacterial surfaces), or high-resolution imaging, etc.

HiLASE centre is developing and operating in-house developed sub-picosecond laser technology using so called thin-disk laser architecture benefiting from efficient cooling of ultra thin active laser media, and technology of liquid nitrogen-cooled multi-slab lasers enabling to generate high-energy nanosecond pulses. The lasers are based on Yb:YAG active material so they are emitting fundamentally close to wavelength of 1030 nm, however, emission spectrum broadening application potential can be extended by methods of nonlinear optics to UV, visible, and mid-infrared spectral range. This paper reports on technical details and the most important applications of this technology.

LASER FUNDAMENTALS

Laser [6-8] typically consists of following modules: 1) gain medium storing energy and converting it to energy of coherent radiation by stimulating emission. The gain medium defines laser wavelength; 2) pump source delivering the energy to the gain medium (optical, electrical, chemical pumping, etc.); 3) cooling system extracting waste heat coming from quantum defect and losses; 4) positive feedback, which is typically created by a mirror-based resonator. Such a system can emit coherent light in a form or continuous wave or pulses, however, average output power of a single gain medium is limited. To increase laser average output power, lasers are followed by amplifiers using the same principle of stimulated emission of light.

Most of the high power pulsed lasers work in MOPA scheme (Master Oscillator – Power Amplifier), where high quality seed beam is amplified in one or more power amplifiers. Those power amplifiers can be regenerative or multi-pass, or both of them. They can be combined with so called CPA technique (Chirped pulse amplification) to amplify ultra-short pulses. To extract significant amount of stored energy in amplifiers and reach high efficiency of the system is important to select a suitable kind of laser amplifier. There are two basic types of laser amplifiers, regenerative amplifiers and multipass amplifiers.

REGENERATIVE AMPLIFIERS

Regenerative amplifiers [1], [6-8], offer solution for amplification of weak pulses with low energy. Trapping of the pulse in an optical cavity allows for realization of tens of round trips through the gain medium leading to efficient energy extraction. Amplification undergone in optical resonator (Fig. 1) does not degrade laser beam quality. Injected seed pulses to the amplifier are trapped in the cavity, usually by an acousto-optic switch, or more often by a Pockels cell and changing polarization state. Polarization locking by applying high voltage to a Pockels cell requires fast high voltage electronics and polarization optics in the cavity. Amplification of the trapped pulse – realization of tens or even hundreds of cavity round trips. Releasing of the amplified pulse from the cavity by switching of high voltage on the Pockels cell. Regenerative amplifiers are often used like first stage amplifiers for short pulse amplification. They are very efficient in power amplifiers of thin disk lasers, where they help to solve their main drawback – very low single pass gain.

Fig. 1. Regenerative amplifier with a standing-wave cavity (M – mirrors, PC – Pockels cell, FR – Faraday rotator, P – polarizer, L/2 – half waveplate, L/4 – quarter waveplate) [1]

MULTI-PASS AMPLIFIERS

Unlike regenerative amplifiers, number of pulse round-trips in multipass amplifiers [1], [7-8] is fixed and given by spatial multiplexing, i.e. laser beam is folded by mirrors to multiple the number of roundtrips (Fig. 2). The geometrical constraints are therefore the main limiting factor of roundtrip number. Thus, multipass
amplifiers have to be able to extract all stored energy in few pulse roundtrips, and are normally used for power amplification in very last stages of a complex laser system, where net-gain lower than one order is sufficient. Frequently, the regenerative amplifier is followed by one or a series of multipass amplifiers in complex, high energy laser systems. Absence of resonator does not preserve excellent beam quality, however, diffraction is often compensated by image relaying between the subsequent passes of the pulse through the gain medium. Multipass amplifiers enable simple set-up without a need for complicated electro- or acousto-optic switches and high contrast polarizing optics, however, allow efficient operation only for pre-amplified laser pulses.

**CHIRPED PULSE AMPLIFICATION**

Amplification of ultrashort pulses brings complications with high intensity accumulating nonlinear phase and laser beam deformation described by high B-integral as the pulse energy increases during the amplification process. Additionally, laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) of optical materials drops with decreasing pulse length [9]. Crossing the damage threshold barrier of laser components and consequent damage on gain medium or dielectric coatings prevents direct amplification of femtosecond and picosecond pulses to high energy. Solution for such a drawback is amplification of broadband pulses stretched to nanosecond pulse duration, i.e. Chirped Pulse Amplification technique (CPA) [10] (Fig. 3).

Handling the pulse duration is possible due to dispersion effects. De-phasing of spectral components of bandwidth-limited pulses generated by an oscillator stretches the pulses and generates frequency chirp. After amplification, the pulses are compressed again to original pulse duration by opposite dispersion compensating the actual chirp. Chromatic dispersion \( n(\omega) \) in materials in near infrared spectral range generates so called normal (material) dispersion when higher frequency components propagate slower. Material dispersion is often insufficient or impractical for a CPA stretcher or compressor because chromatic dispersion doesn’t have opposite counterpart that can fully compensate it. Therefore, optical path difference between spectral components is generated during propagation of the pulse in media exhibiting angular dispersion. Typically, a pair of dispersive prisms or diffraction gratings showing anomalous dispersion is used. Spatial separation of spectral components of the pulse generated after passing the second prism or grating can be compensated by a back-reflective mirror and double-pass configuration. Amount of generated frequency chirp is proportional to distance of prisms or gratings in the pair. Normal dispersion in near infrared spectral range can be generated by grating pair with negative distance of the gratings, i.e. when the first grating is image relayed behind the second one by an imaging system between the gratings. Such pair of Martinez stretcher and Treacy compressor generate opposite dispersions that compensate each other very well [7].

![Fig. 2. Multipass amplifier with a thin-disk gain medium (M – mirrors, P – polarizer, L/4 – quarter waveplate) [1].](image)

**THIN-DISK LASER PERLA**

Thin-disk lasers (Fig. 4) [1-2, 4-5], [8], [11] have several advantages over rod-type solid state lasers which face serious problems with thermal lensing and material expansion due to huge thermal gradients generated in a volume gain media. When operated in a pulsed regime, pulse propagation in the bulk induces nonlinear response described by an accumulated B-integral [7], [12] resulting, besides other effects, in self-focusing of laser beams inside the rod. Both phenomena can consequence in significant changes in laser behaviour and damage on optical components of the laser itself. The thin-disk geometry like a limiting case of a laser diode end-pumped rod with a gain medium diameter of >10 mm and length (thickness) typically of a fraction of mm prevents that behaviour. The gain medium is used like a thin, highly-active-ions-doped active mirror with an antireflective (AR) coating on a front side, a highly reflective (HR) one on a back side (Fig. 4, inset), and a water-cooled heat-spreader extracting waste heat in an axial direction of the optical setup bonded to the HR side, unlike a rod-type laser extracting waste heat radially. Thanks to the low thickness of the gain medium is also the accumulated B-integral negligible, even in a multi-pass geometry of the gain medium. On a contrary, low thickness of the gain medium is the most significant drawback of thin-disks because of low single-pass absorption of pump radiation, and low single-pass signal gain, even in highly doped crystals. To overcome this disadvantage, a compact optical image-relaying system consisting of a large parabolic mirror and a set of roof reflectors folding the pump beam path, and allowing to multiply the number of pump beam passes through the gain medium and absorption efficiency was proposed (Fig. 4). Nowadays, optical systems allowing up to 72...
Many materials with different spectral properties have been tested like a gain medium, however, Yb:YAG is the most frequently used one. It shows several advantages over the other ones. First, Yb:YAG has a broad absorption line centred around 940 nm, and long upper laser level lifetime approaching 1 ms, which makes it ideal for efficient pumping by cheap, high brightness, commercially available AlGaAs-based laser diodes. Second, Yb:YAG is a quasi-three-level gain medium, i.e. it shows a very low quantum defect and waste heat production only around 8% when pumped at 940 nm. On the other hand, this choice brings a non-zero population at the lower laser level at elevated temperatures, which requires small amount of pumping for bleaching of the gain medium only. Finally, Yb:YAG has relatively high thermal conductivity, excellent mechanical properties, chemical stability, can be grown in large volumes with excellent quality, and technology of its polishing is well developed. A broad emission line centred at a wavelength of 1030 nm also allows for direct amplification of picosecond and sub-picosecond pulses. The Perla platform developed at the Hilase centre is therefore primarily based on Yb:YAG gain medium as well [2].

Yb:YAG lasers, are usually pumped to a broad absorption line around 940 nm, however, there exists a narrow absorption line close to 969 nm allowing more efficient pumping directly to the upper laser level, so called zero-phonon line pumping. Longer wavelength reduces a quantum defect, which prevents generation excessive waste heat [14-15], however, efficient zero-phonon line pumping requires narrow-band pump diodes stabilized by volume Bragg gratings to provide a stable flux of desired pump photons.

HILASE centre operates several thin disk laser beamlines (Fig. 5). The most advanced one is a 0.5 kW picosecond regenerative amplifier Perla C (Fig. 6) operated at pulse repetition rate of 100 kHz. [4-5][16] It is a typical example of high average power thin-disk regenerative amplifier, one of the most powerful ones, with a single active medium in the main amplifier. The laser system is based on the CPA technology. For amplification from picoujoule level is advantageous to
combine several amplifier geometries, in this case fiber-based front-end and thin-disk-based power amplifiers.

Yb-doped, single-mode fibre oscillator and preamplifiers with enormous single pass gain and excellent beam quality (M^2 = 1.1) shift pulse energy level in the front-end from picojoules to a fraction of microjoule. The front-end also contains pulse stretcher. The stretcher is based on chirped fibre Bragg grating. The repetition rate is finally reduced to 100 kHz in the first regenerative amplifier. To compensate insertion losses of the stretcher and the pulse picker, the front-end contains two Yb-doped fiber preamplifiers for boosting the output pulse energy up to 1 µJ.

The second-stage amplifier was seeded from the fibre preamplifier. This regenerative amplifier is a small footprint (900 x 1200 mm) single Yb:YAG thin disk amplifier with a standing wave cavity. More than 2 m long cavity is designed for a 2.7 mm pump spot on the Yb:YAG thin disk. The amplification is switched on and off by a double BBO (beta barium borate) Pockels cell with 8 x 8 mm aperture. High repetition rate high voltage switching of the Pockels cell can cause piezo ringing in the crystal and damage it if the crystal holder is wrongly designed. We developed two kinds of water cooled Pockels cell holders with spring loaded vibration absorbers that compensate these effects. The amplifier is pumped by continuous-wave fibre-coupled laser diodes at zero-phonon line wavelength (968.8 nm) as mentioned above. Amplified pulses from the amplifier reach 1.1 mJ of pulse energy in a nearly diffraction limited beam with M^2 parameter 1.1 at full power. Spectral bandwidth was 1.6 nm and bandwidth limit for sech^2 pulse shape is therefore 0.7 ps [1].

Fraction of the uncompressed output from the first stage (approximately 20 W, 200 µJ) is seeded into the main regenerative amplifier (Fig. 6). Thin-disk was located in a 6 m long ring cavity with two V-passes through the disk per one roundtrip and footprint area of only 100×60 cm^2. Such a configuration compensates a main drawback of ring cavities comparing to standing wave cavities – only a single V-pass through an active medium per cavity roundtrip. On the other hand, scaling of the mode size is easier since ring cavities are shorter for given mode size than standing-wave cavities. The thin disk was pumped by a CW, 968.8 nm fibre-coupled diode laser on a pump spot with diameter of 5.2 mm. Dual Pockels cell with two BBO crystals in-house developed holders was operated at 10-kV half-wave voltage and repetition rate of 50 or 100 kHz. Maximum CW output power of 565 W was obtained at 1.21 kW of pump power, and the optical-to-optical efficiency was 47 % (Fig. 7). In seeded operation with the input pulse energy of 0.2 mJ, obtained pulses had up to 5-mJ at 100 kHz (500 W average output power) with extraction efficiency of 43 %. Pulses with 1.4 nm bandwidth (full width at half maximum, FWHM) had pulse duration of 1.8 ps (FWHM). In 50 kHz regime were generated 9 mJ pulses (450 W, uncompressed) with 1130 W of pump power, i.e. opt.-opt. efficiency reached an excellent value of almost 40 %. In the 50-kHz regime, a several-hours-long stable operation was demonstrated with average output power of 320 W (pulse energy of 6.4 mJ) in a nearly diffraction-limited beam with M^2 parameter equal to 1.4 before compression (Fig. 7 in inset). The laser was operated with power fluctuation (rms) as low as 1.2% in a laboratory. Output pulse is compressed by a dielectric diffraction grating-based pulse compressor down to pulse duration of 1.1 ps [1].
on a KTA or KTP crystal pair. A signal beam from the OPA can be tuned from 1.6 to 1.95 µm in case of the KTP crystal, an idler beam from 2.15 to 2.65 µm in case of the KTP [19], or to 3.2 µm in case of the KTA crystal [2].

A thin disk high power laser is an ideal system for micromachining (Fig. 8).

**HIGH-ENERGY MULTI-SLAB LASER BIVOJ**

Other breakthrough laser system operated at Hilase is a cryogenically cooled Yb:YAG multislab laser Bivoj. Instead of thin disk gain medium it uses a set of slabs made of transparent ceramics, which are cooled down to 150 K. Bivoj laser holds a world record like the diode pumped laser with the highest average power.

The system DiPOLE/Bivoj [1], [3-5], [21-22] developed by STFC with participation of HiLASE incorporates a low-energy, fibre-based front end oscillator (~ nJ), followed by a regenerative Yb3+:CaF2 amplifier that increases the output energy to the mJ level and a rod Yb3+:YAG multi-pass booster amplifier to raise the output to 50 mJ. Two diode pumped, helium gas cooled large-aperture power amplifiers then increase the output energy to 7 J (Main pre-Amplifier) and finally to 100 J (Main power Amplifier). The schematic of the system is in Fig. 9 [1].

The front end starts with a temperature stabilized wavelength tuneable CW fibre oscillator. The CW output is then temporarily shaped in an A-O (acousto-optic) modulator to 200 ns long pulses with repetition rate of 10 kHz. The pulses are further amplified in a fibre amplifier and subsequently shaped by an E-O (electro-optic) modulator to produce 2-14 ns pulses with arbitrary shape. The pulses are then sent to regenerative rod amplifier based on Yb3+:CaF2 that boosts the energy to ~ 4 mJ. A Pockels cell used to trap the pulses in the cavity also decreases repetition rate to 10 Hz. The Gaussian beam coming from the regenerative amplifier is then spatially shaped to a square super Gaussian profile in a beam shaper consisting of P1-shaper and serrated aperture with spatial filter. The pulse is further amplified to ~ 50 mJ in a multi-pass booster amplifier (Lastronics GmbH) based on Yb:YAG. The beam is spatially expanded after the booster amplifier and is injected into the 10 J main pre-amplifier [1].

The 10 J main pre-amplifier is based on a multi-slab design. It consists of four circular Yb:YAG slabs. Each pair is with different doping levels of Yb3+ (1.1, 2.0 at. %). The different doping levels are needed to uniformly divide the heat load among slabs. Each circular slab has a diameter of 45 mm and thickness of 5 mm and the pumped area is square of 23 mm × 23 mm. The pump beam is homogenized light from two diode pump modules operating at 939 nm and each producing 29 kW of peak power in 600 µs long laser pulses at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The Yb:YAG is clad with 5 mm Cr4+:YAG absorber (absorption coefficient of 6 cm−1) that prevents ASE and parasitic oscillations. The amplifier is cooled at temperature of 150 K. After 7 passes, the beam is ejected from the amplifier with pulse energy of 7 J in the beam with a size of 22 mm × 22 mm. The beam is then sent to application areas for experiments or expanded and sent to 100 J amplifier [1]. The 100 J power amplifier is also based on the multi-slab design. It consists of 6 square Yb:YAG slabs with three doping levels of Yb3+ (0.4, 0.6, 1.0 at. %). The volume of each slab is 100 mm × 100 mm × 8.5 mm and the pumped area is square with dimensions of 78 mm × 78 mm. The parameters of the pump light are similar to the 10 J amplifier, but the peak power is higher and...
reaches 250 kW from each module and the pulse duration is longer, around 800 μs. The Yb:YAG is clad with a 10 mm wide Cr4+:YAG absorber (absorption coefficient of 3 cm\(^{-1}\) ) that prevents ASE and parasitic oscillations [1].

After the 1\(^{st}\) pass, a deformable mirror is implemented to prevent degradation of the wavefront on subsequent passes. After 4 passes, the beam is ejected from the amplifier with pulse energy of up to 105 J with beam size around 75 mm × 75 mm. The average fluence of the amplified beam is 2 J/cm\(^2\). The amplifier is cooled by forced Helium gas flow with pressure around 10 bar and at temperature of 150 K.

The Bivoj system is an unique tool for so called laser shock peening, hardening of material surface by a shock wave in order to increase fatigue life. Other application is measurement of laser induced damage threshold of optical materials [3].

CONCLUSIONS

Nanosecond and picosecond high power laser systems became a versatile tool in many scientific experiments and industrial processes. Many hi-tech products from electronics to cars and medical implants could not exist without laser machining. HiLASE centre of the Academy of Sciences contributes to development of laser technology with breakthrough parameters pushing laser applications to new dimensions. The centre currently operates sub-1-kW in-house developed picosecond laser platform Perla, and 1 kW/100 J nanosecond platform Bivoj.
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CZECH PARTICIPATION AT FACILITY FOR ANTI-PROTON AND ION RESEARCH
A. Kugler, kugler@ujf.cas.cz, Nuclear Physics Institute CAS, 25068 Rez, Czech Republic

INTRODUCTION

Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) is a new European research infrastructure for nuclear and hadron physics included in ESFRI roadmap since 2006. FAIR is currently under construction at Darmstadt in Germany as a part of the capacity of GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung. FAIR-CZ, Czech Research Infrastructure (RI) (included in the Roadmap of Large Infrastructures for Research, Experimental Development and Innovation of the Czech Republic for the years 2016 - 2022) addresses the approach of the Czech Republic to FAIR in general, and access of the Czech communities to the research activities in hadron physics, nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics in CBM (Compressed Baryonic Matter), PANDA (Anti-Proton Annihilation at Darmstadt) and NuSTAR (Nuclear Structure, Astrophysics and Reactions) research pillars of FAIR, but also to activities in other fields of science such as radiobiology and biophysics developed in APPA (Atomic, Plasma Physics and Applications) research pillar of FAIR. After its completion, FAIR will be leading worldwide facility for hadron and nuclear physics for several decades. FAIR will be unique in areas such as production of highly-compressed plasma exploiting intense heavy-ion beams, with unparalleled research program with cooled antiproton beam and internal-target storage-ring capabilities for Quantum Chromodynamics studies. The FAIR is expected, for example, to verify model of compressed matter, which is used to describe fusion of neutron stars assumed to be the source of recently detected gravitational waves (Nobel prize in 2017).

CZECH CONTRIBUTION TO FAIR SCIENCE

Currently the situation in Czech Republic is as follows:

- Teams from Nuclear Physics Institute in Rez (NPI) and Czech Technical University in Prague (CTU) are involved in CBM research pillar with aim to investigate baryonic matter under extremely high densities. Particularly, team from NPI, which is founding member of HADES collaboration, which is part of CBM research pillar, very actively participates in all HADES related research having three PhD students involved as well as senior scientists, see [1]. The deputy spokesperson of HADES is from NPI team, members of team are responsible for build up and operation of two large HADES subdetectors, i.e. TOF and ECAL etc. Last, team from Silesian University in Opava (SUO) is involved in theoretical studies related to HADES and CBM physics, see [2].

- Teams from Charles University (CUNI) and CTU are participating in PANDA with the aim to study structure of hadrons.

- Scientists from SUO working in Nuclear Astrophysics are participating in NuSTAR. They are concentrating on the experimental studies of rare decay of nuclei far from the stability, particularly (few-) proton decay of isotopes located in the vicinity of waiting points in rp-process of nucleosynthesis, which is occurring inside stars.

- Scientists from NPI working in radiobiology and dosimetry are aiming to participate in APPA activities. They are contributing to innovation in the oncology by developing microdosimetry and by study of modification in absorbed radiation dose due to implants.

CZECH IN KIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO FAIR

Within the FAIR-CZ following instruments are build or the Czech teams will significantly contribute to their construction:

- The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) for HADES, see Fig. 1. Currently four sectors of ECAL out of six planned are finished and were successfully operated during recent experiment in March 2019 by NPI team.

- The Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) for CBM. Currently support frame of PSD is finished and it is transported to FAIR by CTU team, see Fig. 2.

- Carbon beam pipe for PSD is currently designed by CTU team and prototypes are tested at NPI cyclotron.

- Avalanche Photo Diodes for readout of PSD are tested at NPI cyclotron as well as at CERN test beam facility.

- Electromagnetic PbWO4 calorimetry system for PANDA. Currently 71 unique PbWO4 scintillators are tested and delivered to FAIR by CUNI team. Testing of further scintillators are carried out at microtron of NPI and next bunch of them will be transferred to FAIR soon by CUNI team.

- The SUO team will provide substantial part of GADAST detector for EXPERT@NuSTAR.

- Vacuum stations for BIOMAT beam line located in APPA cave will be tendered by NPI.

This instrumental infrastructure will be then used not only by the Czech teams and their members, but by all collaborations, in which the devices will be included. Successful development, construction and operation of the mentioned infrastructure will positively present the Czech Republic as a country able to educate and retain top scientists, support the science infrastructure and participate in the cutting-edge research.

CZECH SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY IS MEMBER OF FAIR

Due to significant contributions of Czech scientific community both to FAIR science and to FAIR experiment infrastructure, see above, “Aspirant Partner”,
a new type of participation in FAIR, was offered to Czech Republic recently. FAIR Council, the shareholders meeting of FAIR, created it in 2017 and decided in December 2018 to recognize the Czech Republic as the first FAIR “Aspirant Partner”.

The contract has been signed by the managing directors of GSI and FAIR, Professor Paolo Giubellino, Ursula Weyerich and Jörg Blaurock, as well as by Dr. Petr Lukáš, Director of the NPI. Czech partners in FAIR-CZ consortium – represented by Prof. Vojtěch Petráček, Rector of the Czech Technical University in Prague, Prof. Gabriel Török, Vice-Rector of the Silesian University in Opava, Prof. Jan Kratochvíl, Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University (FMP CU), Prof. Vladimir Baumruk, Vice-Dean of the FMP CU, and Dr. Andrej Kugler, FAIR-CZ coordinator – took part at the signing as well.

Czech Republic has thus been an aspirant member of the FAIR Large European Infrastructure since 27.3.2019 and it has the corresponding representation in the FAIR institutions including the FAIR Council (A.Kugler and M.Vyšinka).

CONCLUSION

During 2016-2019 period we successfully carried out R@D activities related to FAIR. HADES experiment with significant Czech contribution was successfully carried out in 2019, another experiment was carried out in 2020 as a part of the NuSTAR physics. Both experiments are part of FAIR Phase 0 activities. Two new institutions (UWB Pilsen and IPP Prague) became involved in FAIR related activities. The Technical University in Brno plans to join EXPERT (NuSTAR) activity since 2021. The CTU partner included into FAIR related activities colleagues from new faculty (FMP). Czech Republic became aspirant member of the FAIR in 2019.

For the future, it is planned to continue to develop and manufacture cutting-edge equipment and technology necessary to complete the FAIR infrastructure. This will include, in particular, the completion of the remaining two sectors of the ECAL detector for the HADES experiment, the completion of the PSD detector (support structures, read-out diode tests and beampipe made of composite materials). For the PANDA detector, silicon tracking detectors will be completed and made ready for mass production. In addition, mass production in the Czech company CRYTUR and testing of PbWO₄ crystals at the NPI CAS microtron for electromagnetic calorimeter of the PANDA experiment will take place. Additional scintillation detector modules will be acquired and installed for the GADAST detector from EXPERT (NUSTAR) and the BIOMAT (APPA) experiment will be supported by the supply of vacuum components. FAIR-CZ will contribute to innovation in the oncology by R&D of technologies and detectors used in medicine (PET camera, diagnostic), energy industry (new materials for fusion) and machinery. FAIR-CZ will also provide basis for education of students. Czech companies will benefit from the involvement of the Czech research community in FAIR by delivering sophisticated research instruments for FAIR and thus improve their technological expertise. Specific examples are massive production of unique PbWO₄ scintillators for FAIR in an order of about 20 MEuro, development for FAIR of new silicon sensors with high densities of pads and with high tolerance to radiation, which can be used for PET cameras in future.
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Fig. 1. ECAL installed in HADES cave

Fig. 2. PSD support frame
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INTRODUCTION

Physics, as a school subject, is a unique space for active learning, inquiry teaching, formative assessment, collaborative learning, development of skills and competencies, higher cognitive processes. The complexity of making educational content available in physics, requires the cooperation of scientists, didactics and teachers in the areas of curriculum development, application of teaching methods, popularization and non-formal education. Ambitious expectations from the point of view of the graduate's profile place demands on education that will make a strong basements for constant adaptation, innovation, creativity, or solving global challenges, which we are only considering today. Thanks to national and international projects, educational concepts are already being implemented today that we believe will meet our expectations.

EXPECTATIONS AND TRENDS IN PHYSICS EDUCATION

We look at education as a process of making available the acquired knowledge and proven procedures from a selected area of human activity. It offers the use and continuity of the existing level of science, technology or social customs. Education is strongly influenced by the pace of scientific and technological innovations, social changes and therefore one of its tasks is not only to inform about the past, but especially to initiate the direction of society in the future. From the point of view of the individual, education is initiated by personal cognitive and subsequently educational needs. By observing the environment, asking questions and searching for one's own answers and explanations, gaining personal experience through one's own repetitive activity and observing good experiences, the individual's partial satisfaction of his cognitive needs occurs. Striving for deeper knowledge leads us to acquire knowledge and experience created by a wider group of people. Satisfying our individual educational needs is linked to a feeling of success, personal development, striving to apply, helping others and is strongly supported by internal motivation. From a social point of view, education is initiated by a social need, a community interest. In an organized society, roles are redistributed, defined professions and the required competencies are assigned to them. A sufficient number of people with targeted education is in the public interest. To achieve this, the society always defines an adequate educational system. The progress of society depends on the level of knowledge and the ability to use scientific knowledge for innovation. We will increase the level of knowledge through quality science and research; we will achieve the use of scientific knowledge through quality technology. Top experts for science, research and technology should produce a quality education system.

In the short term, from the point of view of expectations, we can evaluate the success of education, which topics or activities we would adjust, replace, which methods and forms we will give more space to. We can build partial decisions on existing educational goals and defined content. However, defining longer-term educational goals is a complex and strategic task. What knowledge, skills, attitudes and values will be required in 10 years? What methods can be used to achieve quality education? How to prepare teachers and create conditions for them to successfully guide the educational process?

The trend in education is the acquisition and development of literacy in many current contexts, such as digital, scientific, technical, reader, financial, media, linguistic, social. From the point of view of physics, we focus mainly on the basic components of scientific literacy [1], which are: scientific ideas (understanding), scientific attitude to reality, the competences of scientific work. A scientifically literate person is manifested by his approach to everyday reality and competences: observe, ask questions, understand the meaning of concepts, look for arguments, formulate predictions, obtain and create relevant information, compare the expected and real course and outcome of processes.

The OECD study Education to 2030 [2], [3] presents an illustrative learning compass. Emphasis is placed on three basic components: knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values. These contribute to the development of individual literacy of the student through transformational skills (creating new value, reconciling tension and dilemmas and taking responsibility). The student is influenced by parents, teachers, peers and the community, with whom he fulfils expectations, realizes actions and constantly reflects on reality. The ambition is to fulfil personal and social prosperity by 2030.

In the short term, from the point of view of expectations, we can evaluate the success of education, which topics or activities we would adjust, replace, which methods and forms we will give more space to. We can build partial decisions on existing educational goals and defined content. However, defining longer-term educational goals is a complex and strategic task. What knowledge, skills, attitudes and values will be required in 10 years? What methods can be used to achieve quality education? How to prepare teachers and create conditions for them to successfully guide the educational process?

The trend in education is the acquisition and development of literacy in many current contexts, such as digital, scientific, technical, reader, financial, media, linguistic, social. From the point of view of physics, we focus mainly on the basic components of scientific literacy [1], which are: scientific ideas (understanding), scientific attitude to reality, the competences of scientific work. A scientifically literate person is manifested by his approach to everyday reality and competences: observe, ask questions, understand the meaning of concepts, look for arguments, formulate predictions, obtain and create relevant information, compare the expected and real course and outcome of processes.

The OECD study Education to 2030 [2], [3] presents an illustrative learning compass. Emphasis is placed on three basic components: knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values. These contribute to the development of individual literacy of the student through transformational skills (creating new value, reconciling tension and dilemmas and taking responsibility). The student is influenced by parents, teachers, peers and the community, with whom he fulfils expectations, realizes actions and constantly reflects on reality. The ambition is to fulfil personal and social prosperity by 2030.

In the short term, from the point of view of expectations, we can evaluate the success of education, which topics or activities we would adjust, replace, which methods and forms we will give more space to. We can build partial decisions on existing educational goals and defined content. However, defining longer-term educational goals is a complex and strategic task. What knowledge, skills, attitudes and values will be required in 10 years? What methods can be used to achieve quality education? How to prepare teachers and create conditions for them to successfully guide the educational process?

The trend in education is the acquisition and development of literacy in many current contexts, such as digital, scientific, technical, reader, financial, media, linguistic, social. From the point of view of physics, we focus mainly on the basic components of scientific literacy [1], which are: scientific ideas (understanding), scientific attitude to reality, the competences of scientific work. A scientifically literate person is manifested by his approach to everyday reality and competences: observe, ask questions, understand the meaning of concepts, look for arguments, formulate predictions, obtain and create relevant information, compare the expected and real course and outcome of processes.

The OECD study Education to 2030 [2], [3] presents an illustrative learning compass. Emphasis is placed on three basic components: knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values. These contribute to the development of individual literacy of the student through transformational skills (creating new value, reconciling tension and dilemmas and taking responsibility). The student is influenced by parents, teachers, peers and the community, with whom he fulfils expectations, realizes actions and constantly reflects on reality. The ambition is to fulfil personal and social prosperity by 2030.

Fig.1. The OECD Learning Framework 2030 – learning compass

Similarly, the Center for Curriculum Redesign staff [4] view trends in education, defining four dimensions of education: knowledge (what to know and what to
understand), skills (how to use what we know), character (how to behave and engage in the world), and meta-learning (how to reflect and adapt).

Fig.2. The foundational framework of the Center for Curriculum Redesign [4]

We see the dimension of knowledge [5] from the point of view of physics education in the constant innovation of educational content with regard to new knowledge in science, strengthening interdisciplinarity and creating space for the development of skills and competences. The definition of educational content is represented by a study [1] called Big Ideas in Science Education. Defining ten key areas of knowledge, together with guidance on how to make them accessible to students, is a significant navigation for curriculum development.

The dimension of a student's skills and competencies is growing in importance in terms of learning outcomes. The term skill means being able to perform simple activities quickly, well and reliably (manually as well as intellectually). Competence is the ability to use in a coordinated manner several skills and knowledge in a given area, necessary for the performance of more complex activities. Competence means the right to use professional competence in solving new tasks. We consider the classification of key competencies developed within the OECD DeSeCo project [6] as well as the defined 21st century skills [7] and 4C skills (creativity, critical thinking, communication, cooperation) as "learning skills" [8] to be overlapping studies showing a trend towards a stronger focus on skills development. We are currently committed to a defined European framework of personal (self-regulation, flexibility, well-being), social (empathy, communication, collaboration) and learning to learn (positive thinking, critical thinking, learning management) Life Competences [9].

From the point of view of education, it is necessary to point out that skills and competencies can be developed only by active learning activity of the student.

The increasing emphasis is on the size of the student's character. How he will behave and engage in the world. What will be his self-awareness, curiosity, courage, resilience, ethics and leadership.

On the background of three dimensions of education, the fourth is classified, namely the meta-learning dimension. It is about the student's ability to plan, monitor, evaluate the procedures he uses when learning and learning. Learning to learn is about creating habits for lifelong learning [10]. It is a conscious activity that leads a person to knowledge, how he progresses when he knows the world [11].

Fig.3. Life Competences tree [9]

Another strong factor is the digitisation of all spheres of human activity and the related educational requirements. In 2020, the European Commission published an update of the Strategic Education Paper entitled Digital Education Action Plan 2021-27: Renewing Education and Training for the Digital Age [12]. It brings a vision for quality, inclusive and affordable digital education in Europe. The action plan has two strategic priorities. Support the development of an efficient digital learning ecosystem and the enhancement of digital skills and competences for digital transformation. In particular, it is about effective planning of digital capacities, including infrastructure, connectivity and digital equipment, including the ability to use hybrid education. Emphasis is placed on stronger support for teachers in increasing digital competences and readiness to use digital technologies in education.

The digital ecosystem also requires quality educational content, user-friendly tools and secure platforms that respect social aspects, privacy and ethics. Education with the support of digital technologies requires a fundamental change in teaching methods, a strong focus on active cognition, immediate feedback and targeted development of skills and competences.

We transfer these general trends to physics education, emphasizing the innovation of educational content, the use of digital technologies and innovative teaching methods, active student learning, orientation to the targeted development of skills and competencies and the formation of attitudes and literacy.

REALISATION

In order to achieve a real impact on education at the national level, we obtained the national project IT Academy - Education for the 21st Century with the solution period 09/2016 - 10/2021 with its extension until 08/2021 [13]. Universities, the Ministry of Education through its directly managed SCSTI organization and representatives of the IT sector are involved in the project. The central goal of the project is to develop science literacy, form attitudes and increase interest in studying STEM disciplines. There are several tools to achieve your goals. Inquiry based innovative education activities for teaching informatics,
mathematics, sciences [14]. The concept of classes with extended teaching of natural sciences, mathematics and informatics and classes with a focus on informatics (30 informatics classes). Implementation of 10 new subjects into school educational programs at secondary schools, where physics is represented in the subject: Informatics in natural sciences and mathematics. Implementation of 28 new accredited courses of continuous teacher education. Establishment of 99 IT Science laboratories in schools. Offer non-formal education activities for teachers - popularization lectures, excursions, internships in IT companies. Offer and involvement of students with popularization activities. Creating local partnerships between primary schools, high schools, universities and IT companies, the so-called networking.

INNOVATIVE METHODOLOGIES FOR TEACHING PHYSICS

The innovation of physics teaching at primary and secondary schools is supported by the availability of 120 research-oriented methodologies, including a title page, a worksheet for students, methodological material for teachers and support files. Innovative methodologies have been pilot-tested in school practice and have been innovated on the basis of suggestions from verifiers (experienced physics teachers). The methodologies emphasize the use of digital technologies, research approach and the development of selected skills. Full-time education is provided by trained teachers, who offer open lessons, online webinars and participation in conferences dedicated to educational innovation.

An example of guided inquiry is activity, Shadows known and unknown. The students' task is to reveal the cause of the double shadow, as presented in Figure 1. The object placed on the mirror is illuminated by observing its shadow on the shade. The instructions in the worksheet guide students to a sequence of steps to help reveal the physical cause of the double shadow. Emphasis is placed on the systematic research work of the student, the investigation of the phenomenon at the boundary conditions and the interpretation of their own findings. The didactic problem of formal acquisition of the concept of shadow and its change to conceptual understanding is solved. With the 5E method, students work in small groups to expand in the form of a new problem: If we used an object that is not symmetrical instead of a snowman, what would its double shadow look like? Finding an answer to this problem will verify the achievement of conceptual understanding in students.

NEW SUBJECT INFORMATICS IN NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS - PART OF PHYSICS

We try to compensate for the insufficient time range of physics teaching by introducing a new subject at secondary schools, Informatics in Natural Sciences and Mathematics, with a time allowance of 2 hours/week and teaching in a divided class. The introduced subject has a compulsory thematic unit Informatics in the first quarter and in the following three quarters; it is possible

to choose from 5 optional thematic units. The teacher can choose 8 out of 10 teaching units in each thematic unit, the focus of which is uniformly devoted to modelling, imaging methods and working with databases.

Our goal in the part of physics is to make available to students how science works and how scientists work, problems based on real situations, create models of simple situations up to models of more complex phenomena, program models in a suitable programming environment (iconographic modelling, Python), test the finished model by comparison with the results of the experiment, video measurements, and if the model does not correspond to the results of the experiment, adjust it to match.

In the section on working with databases, we use the less commonly used format of Fermi’s problems by physics teachers. Students go through a series of instructions: 1: Search for Fermi’s assignments on the Internet. Choose three tasks in the group and then in the class, which are the most interesting for you. 2: Get acquainted with the solution of one of the well-known Fermi problems. Study its annotated solution. 3:
Formulate your own Fermi assignments and present them to classmates. 4: Suggest a breakdown of your Fermi problem into basic problems. For each of them, write down what data you need to search for. Present your solution proposal to classmates and discuss its reliability. 5: Work out a solution to your Fermi problem. Check the obtained result by comparison with the relevant data. We try to argue to teachers that even a non-physical topic, such as: How many lessons will be missed at our school during the year? by solving the fermi problem, we develop many necessary skills in the student.

**TAB.1. Contents of the part of physics in the subject Informatics in natural sciences and mathematics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modelling in physics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Introduction to modelling</strong></td>
<td>Basics of modelling in iconographic mode and working with variables that enter the model. Models of tank filling, even movement of the train and a running cyclist. Compare motion models with results from video measurements of real movements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. How does force affect movement?</strong></td>
<td>Creation of a model of a parachutist's jump from an airplane and elucidation of physical phenomena influencing the course of movement. Gradual addition and extension of the model. Comparison of the results of the model with a real jump of a parachutist, recorded on video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. How did Felix reach supersonic speed?</strong></td>
<td>Motivational video recording of Felix Baumgartner's record jump and examination of the factors in exceeding the speed of sound during the jump. Creating a Felix motion model with a similar result to the recorder's crash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. How does the rocket start?</strong></td>
<td>Creation of a model of rocket launch and extension by other parameters that affect the movement of the rocket. Students gradually modify the simple finished model of the rocket's motion by adding other relevant parameters to the model, thus refining the model and bringing it closer to reality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. How to maintain the optimal temperature in the house</strong></td>
<td>Analysis of parameters that affect the temperature in the building. Creating a simple cooling model and comparing it with the result of a real experiment of cooling a cup of tea. Modifying the model by adding other relevant parameters to the model, which makes the model more precise and closer to reality.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Imaging methods**

| 1. How we turn the sound into a picture | Echolocation. Determining the distance of an obstacle from a sound source. Investigation of the intensity of signals reflected from the surface of various materials. Computer animation of creating A - mode and B - mode display objects. |
| 3. How to take pictures of moving objects | Basic parameters of digital photography and the process of digital image processing. Manually adjust exposure and ISO when shooting moving subjects. Create a sharp photo of a fast-moving subject. Database systems |

**PROPOSAL OF THE STUDY PROGRAMME**

**GRAMMAR SCHOOL WITH A FOCUS ON INFORMATICS (STEM)**

We are aware of the insufficient time range of teaching STEM subjects and insufficient conditions for the development of science literacy of students. Therefore, we come up with the concept of the study programme Grammar School with a focus on informatics (STEM). The main goals are:

- orientation of grammar school students to university studies in study fields and programs focused on informatics and DT and for employment in the IT sector,
- improving preparation for university studies in STEM disciplines and other programs that take advantage of high levels of digital literacy and computer thinking,
- development of digital literacy and computer thinking in the context of mathematical, computer
and science education of pupils through the systematic and coordinated use of innovative teaching methods based on the application of research approaches.

The main attributes of the new field of study in relation to the current state are:

- Increasing the number of hours of science subjects Mathematics - 18 hours, Informatics - 10 hours, Physics - 8 hours and introduction of a new subject Informatics in Natural Sciences and Mathematics - 2 hours.
- Increase the number of compulsory and available hours to 128 (113 and 15).
- All lessons of Informatics and Informatics in natural sciences and mathematics are taught in groups with max. 15 students in computer classrooms.
- The class is divided into groups in the subjects of physics, chemistry, biology, geography and mathematics at one hour of the week in each year.
- They set changes in educational areas in terms of content and scope.
- To support practical training in laboratories, it is recommended to establish the position of laboratory assistant.
- In order to ensure the equipment of the school and cooperation with the practice and primary schools in the field of digital technologies, it is recommended to establish the position of "digital coordinator".
- The norm for one pupil is increased to 1.5 for the norm of the study field grammar school with Slovak as the language of instruction.

The proposal of the study department of the Grammar School with a Focus on Informatics (STEM) received the support of the State Pedagogical Institute. A more detailed elaboration of content and performance standards is on the work of individual subject commissions.

CONCLUSION

Thanks to the national project IT Academy - Education for the 21st Century, we have set up IT Science laboratories in 90 schools. For teaching physics, we prepared and pilot-tested 60 innovative lessons for primary and 60 hours for high school. We provide education in each of the subjects with education [15] and supporting webinars focused on research-oriented teaching. We communicate in a targeted manner with school principals and support the cooperation of teachers in schools. We believe that the created support system will succeed in improving the quality of education in STEM disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen is one of the elements about which we can say that it surrounds us everywhere. Nitrogen represents a dominant part of atmosphere, it is macro biogenic element present in all amino acids and proteins, we can find it in RNA, DNA, chlorophyll, haemoglobin etc. When industrial usage of nitrogen is mentioned, production of fertilizers and explosives is usually evoked. However, nitrogen became also very important for semiconductor industry in last thirty years and many new light emitting or electronic applications are based on nitride semiconductors, such as blue or UV light emitting diodes (LEDs), laser diodes (LDs) or high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) used for high power and high frequency applications [1]. The basic nitride semiconductor is GaN which has wurzite crystal structure with lattice constants \( a = 3.186 \, \text{Å}, c = 5.186 \, \text{Å} \), see Fig.1. The chemical bond between Ga and N is strong which has consequences in small lattice constant and high GaN band gap energy of 3.4 eV at room temperature.

COMPOUND SEMICONDUCTORS
GaN belongs to the wide family of compound semiconductors. Their intensive research and application started at 60-ties in the last century. Band gap energy and lattice parameters of different types of compound semiconductors is shown in the Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Band gap energy versus lattice parameters for different compound semiconductors. Symbol suggests type of crystal lattice (square – cubic, hexagonal – wurzite structure).](image)

In a very simplified way the band gap energy can be conceived as an energy required to extract the valence electron from bond in the semiconductor lattice and it represents the energy difference between the valence and the conduction band. The same energy is also released when thermalized electron is captured by empty bond in semiconductor lattice or in other words when it recombines with hole. In case of some semiconductors this energy released by electron-hole recombination can be used for photon generation. Semiconductors which can effectively emit photons are called “direct”, those without effective light emission are called “indirect” semiconductors. For example Si, the most widely used semiconductor, as well as Ge or AlAs are indirect semiconductors and cannot be used as active light emitting layers in LEDs. On the other hand examples of direct semiconductors can be GaAs, InAs, GaSb, InP, ZnO and many others. Also all nitride semiconductors GaN, AlN, InN and their ternary (InGaN, AlInN or AlGaN) alloys are direct semiconductors.

Probably the most important advantage of compound semiconductors is possibility to form heterostructures – quasi monocrystalline structures consisting of thin layers with different composition and properties. A similar lattice constant with lattice mismatch bellow 7% and the same crystal type are required to achieve good crystal quality of final heterostructure. By proper design of layer sequence and their composition devices with advanced functionality can be achieved such as high efficient LEDs, lasers or transistors with high electron mobility. Majority of applications using compound semiconductors is based on heterostructures.

The band gap energy and lattice parameter of nitrides can be tuned by replacing of some Ga atoms in GaN crystal structure by other group III elements such as In or Al atoms (see Fig. 4). Nitride based devices use heterostructures combining GaN, InGaN, AlInN or AlGaN layers. The first application of nitrides was blue LED [2]. Development of technology of blue LED preparation was so difficult that it was awarded by Nobel Prize 2014 in Physics.

DEVELOPMENT OF NITRIDE TECHNOLOGY
The technology which enabled first epitaxy of nitrides was Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). The main obstacle was absence of GaN substrate, which is necessary for homoepitaxial growth. Even nowadays the GaN substrates are very expensive, but at the time when the nitride technology was developed no GaN substrates were available. First, some suitable alternative substrate had to be found. Sapphire was supposed to be most promising candidate. The way how the wurzite GaN structure is bonded to sapphire hexagonal lattice is shown in Fig. 2. The GaN lattice is 30° twisted with respect to sapphire and there is approximately 14% mismatch for GaN on sapphire lattice. Later, Si and SiC were also adopted as substrates for GaN.
Heteroepitaxy, when a crystal is grown on foreign material, is always a serious complication, since it is difficult to find substrate with sufficiently similar properties such as lattice constant, good temperature stability or coefficient of thermal expansion. Sapphire substrates are most commonly used substrates for luminescence applications of nitrides, SiC or Si substrates are preferred for electronic applications. Although widely used, none of these substrates have ideal parameters and high dislocation density is formed in heteroepitaxial GaN prepared on them.

![Wurtzite structure of GaN and coordination of GaN atoms on sapphire substrate.](image)

Fig. 2. Wurtzite structure of GaN and coordination of GaN atoms on sapphire substrate.

![TEM image of GaN buffer layer.](image)

Fig. 3. TEM image of GaN buffer layer. Below the dotted line high density of dislocation mutually annihilating can be recognized. Only small part of dislocations propagates to upper layers, where some of them can also annihilate (see arrows).

It was one important invention of Nobel Prize 2014 winners that dislocation density can be suppressed when GaN nucleation on sapphire is done at much lower temperature than the optimal one for GaN epitaxy. In such a case, rough epitaxial surface is formed. The rough surface causes, that dislocations bend and annihilate with each other during subsequent epitaxial process at higher temperature. The footprint of this process can be recognized on transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of GaN buffer layer prepared on sapphire substrate in our laboratory (Fig. 3). The region with strong mutual annihilation of dislocations is below the dotted line. Only small part of dislocations propagates to upper layers, where some of them can also annihilate (see arrows).

The second obstacle was preparation of p-type GaN, which is necessary in all LED structures. Doping GaN by Mg did not work and no expected p-type conductivity was observed in Mg doped GaN. The solution was easy, when it was found that H atoms, bound to N, compensate Mg acceptors: by annealing at 800°C in N₂ atmosphere hydrogen was desorbed from GaN and p-type conductivity was achieved.

The last task was to shift the emitted light from UV to blue spectral region by replacing some Ga atoms in the crystal structure by bigger In, see Fig. 4. After many experiments it was found that In incorporation requires pure N₂ atmosphere and lower temperature of epitaxy. The blue LED production could start.

![Band gap energy versus lattice parameters for different nitrides.](image)

Fig. 4. Band gap energy versus lattice parameters of nitride semiconductors. There is still uncertainty about InN band gap.

**LUMINESCENT APPLICATIONS OF NITRIDES**

![InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well structures: structure image from high resolution transmission electron microscope and luminescence of similar structures with different QW properties.](image)

Fig. 5. InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well structures: structure image from high resolution transmission electron microscope and luminescence of similar structures with different QW properties.

Most of luminescence applications is based on InGaN quantum wells (QWs). QW is few nanometers
thick InGaN layer surrounded by barriers, usually by GaN, see Fig. 5. The wavelength of QW emission can be controlled by composition or thickness of InGaN layer. Luminescence of QWs with different parameters are shown on right side of Fig. 5. More detailed description of nitride QWs and their properties can be found in contribution of Jiří Oswald in this proceeding.

The blue LED was crucial for obtaining efficient white light source. The white light is usually obtained by combination of blue LED with yellow lumiphore surrounding the LED, which is directly excited by the LED light. This source was at first most required as back light of coloured LCD displays essential for laptops. It helped also to development of smart phones. With increased production of white LEDs their price fell down and the LED bulb became so cheap that both, inner and outer LED lighting has massively replaced older light sources pushing even lower the white LED price (it decreased ten times between years 2009 and 2020). At this point it is necessary to mention, that we should take care about keeping a healthy circadian rhythm by proper artificial light quality. During the day the “colder” white light is suggested, while at evening “warm” white light is necessary with suppressed blue part of the spectrum, so that the body can produce melatonin, which is responsible not only for efficient resting but also for healing mechanisms in our bodies.

**ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS**

Although the luminescent applications of nitrides are so widely spread, it is expected that dominant field of nitride applications will be in electronics. Nitrides offer interesting combination of properties which will be required in near future. They are suitable for high power as well as for high frequency applications. The achieved cutoff frequency of nitride transistors on SiC substrates is nowadays arround 400 GHz [3]. These properties will be gradually more required in wireless, especially in 5G.

![Graphical illustration of competition of semiconductors with respect to the required power and frequency of particular applications.](image)

**Fig. 6.** Graphical illustration of competition of semiconductors with respect to the required power and frequency of particular applications.

networks and in large dataservers used for instance for cloud data storage. There is also a big potential for nitride electronics in electromobility.

However, nitrides are not the only one semiconductors suitable for high power application or high frequency applications, see Fig. 6. For high frequencies GaAs based electronics with InGaAs electron channel is often used. The cutoff frequency of these transistors is even higher than in case of nitrides, the achieved values are 1.3 THz and were obtained for a 15 nm gate length HEMT [4]. However, they are not suitable for high power applications. On the other hand for high power SiC is also suitable. It has very similar parameters, such as high band gap energy and consequently also high break down voltage. The advantage of SiC is availability of substrate for epitaxy, which improves the SiC epitaxial layer quality in comparison to GaN prepared on Si or SiC substrates.

On the other hand, GaN has two important advantages. First, it enables to make heterostructure by combining GaN with related semiconductors, such as AlGaN, AlInN or InGaN. Second, there is a strong polarization field in wurzite lattice formed between interfaces in heterostructure. Thanks to the polarization field two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed on AlGaN/GaN interface with the electron density in the order of $10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$.

![Scheme of basic “normally open” nitride HEMT structure with 2DEG formed in GaN under AlGaN barrier.](image)

**Fig. 7.** Scheme of basic “normally open” nitride HEMT structure with 2DEG formed in GaN under AlGaN barrier.

Such a high electron density is screening the coulombic field of ionized impurities and decreases electron scattering on ionized impurities in the material. Thus, the electron mobility is increased and transistors
with 2DEG are suitable for high frequency applications. The basic scheme of unipolar transistor which takes advantage of such 2DEG is shown in Fig. 7. The scheme of band gap alignment profile on the cross section of HEMT structure is shown in Fig. 8.

There is a competition between these two materials, GaN and SiC, see Fig. 6. Nowadays SiC is winning in purely power applications, such as solar cell and wind power station invertors or in railway traction. GaN is used in radar stations, in base stations of wireless networks, in huge dataservers used for instance for cloud data storage.

**FUTURE PERSPECTIVES**

Surprisingly, although the luminescent applications of nitride semiconductors have been produced for thirty years, there are still a lot of challenges, unsolved problems and questions which need to be answered. Many questions are connected with InGaN layers. There is still a long time discussion about the InN band gap energy. It was reported to be in the interval 0.8–1.9 eV. The last reported values are 0.66 eV [5]. It is still not clear, why presence of In atoms in InGaN layers strongly increases luminescence efficiency. Structures with InGaN layers have very strong luminescence efficiency despite a high dislocation density, which would be detrimental for luminescence in other semiconductors. It is interesting, that the luminescence efficiency is even more enhanced when In containing layers are also placed bellow the luminescent active region and there is a vivid discussion about this problem among scientists. Another unsolved question is, why In requires purely N₂ atmosphere to get incorporated into the crystal. If only small concentration of H₂ is present in reactor atmosphere during epitaxy, almost no In atoms are incorporated into the layers.

Efficient nitride deep UV and green LEDs or lasers are a big challenge for technologists. Production of deep UV LED complicates impossible p-type doping of wide band gap AlGaN and In containing layers cannot be used to increase the luminescence efficiency. Green laser production is not only difficult due to inefficient incorporation of In into the layers, but also due to the strain in InGaN layers with high In content, and high polarization field in InGaN QWs. So there is a lot of challenging work in the scientific field.

In industrial application of nitrides, very tough competition takes place in the field of electromobility where the winner is not decided, yet. However, a big increase in GaN production is expected with connection to the new 5G or 6G networks. Higher bandwidth will enable higher capacity, which means increased number of connected devices. This network will therefore have higher power requirements. GaN based HEMT circuits are supposed to be essential for 5G base stations. Additionally, electromagnetic waves used in the second frequency range of 5G network (24.25 - 52.6 GHz) have shorter propagation distances in comparison to LTE frequencies. This will increase density of base stations and further increase the GaN HEMT production. Thus, it is probable that development of 5G network will reduce the price of GaN based electronics, which may finally help GaN to win the battle for electromobility. There was already the first “all GaN vehicle” designed by Japanese engineers, which has all electronics as well as luminescence devices based on nitrides, see Fig. 9.

Concerning luminescence applications, nitride LEDs are slowly replaced by organic semiconductor LEDs in LCDs. However, nitrides are unbeatable in high efficiency and high luminosity applications, in outer, inner or automotive lighting, in projectors etc.

Very controversial is a new application of LEDs in so called “pink green houses”, which are in fact vegetable factories, where plants are constantly illuminated by light with wavelength suitable for photosynthesis (red and blue light). On the other hand, such farming is causing serious light pollution at night, see Fig. 10.

Scientists are nowadays trying to develop short wavelength UV LED, which could help to kill bacteria and viruses and could offer very efficient way of disinfection in hospitals or air conditioning devices.
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INTRODUCTION

The production of the elements present in our Universe – apart from H, He and partly Li – is mainly due to the processes that take place in stars [1, 2]. In first approximation, a star can be considered as a system of self-gravitating particles, whose equilibrium can be described using the virial theorem: to remain at thermal equilibrium, a star spends half of the energy gained by contraction to rise its temperature, while the other half is lost by radiation. Inside the heated plasma, the particles collide producing energy via fusion reactions, giving rise to their evolution and to the nucleosynthesis of the elements. Those are also responsible for the neutrino fluxes from stars.

The probability for a \( A(x, c)C \) fusion process occurs governed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, \( P \propto \exp(-E/kT) \), with energies \( E \) of the particles involved between \( eV \) and some hundreds keV. The interacting particles still abide to the laws of quantum mechanic, so the Coulomb (usually some MeV) and/or centrifugal barriers – arising from nuclear charges and angular momenta in the entrance channel \( A + x \) – will strongly inhibit the reaction. For reactions between charged particles, the probability of interaction is governed by the tunnel effect [3], \( R \propto \exp(-\sqrt{E_G/E}) \), \( E_G \) being the Gamow energy \( E_G = 2\mu c^2 (\pi \alpha Z_A Z_\gamma)^2 \), where \( \mu \) is the center-of-mass of the interacting particles, \( Z_A \) and \( Z_\gamma \) are their charges, \( \alpha \) is the fine structure constant (1/137) and \( c \) is the speed of light. The convolution of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and the tunneling probability will give rise to a region of energies (the Gamow window) at which it is most probable that the reaction takes place at a certain the temperature. The main purpose of nuclear astrophysics is therefore to study such low-energy processes with the aim to better understand the stellar evolution and the chemical enrichment of the Universe. It is clear that the probability for a reaction to occur at low energies – usually expressed with the cross-section \( \sigma(E) \) – is very small (order of nanobarn or lower). An experimental study of such processes via standard direct methods is therefore a challenge, given that the amount of nuclei involved in the reaction will be much lower in our laboratories than the one present in stars. To overcome those difficulties many experimental procedures can be employed: the beam intensity, the target density and the solid angle range spanned by the detectors can be increased in order to maximize the number of particles produced and detected. Those experimental procedures have nonetheless some drawbacks: increasing the beam intensity and the target density enhances the sheer number of particles involved in the reactions of interest, but in the first case a special charge on the target is produced, heating it up and modifying its structure (density and composition), while increasing the density of the target the angular straggling and energy loss strongly reduce the resolution.

lution. The solid angle range can also be increased, but there are limitations regarding the detection at low angles (near the beam) and the extreme count rates. Another possibility would be to increase the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the background coming from cosmic rays, environmental radioactivity or from electric devices: material that can absorb neutrons or \( \gamma \)-rays are therefore needed, and the measurement can be also performed in underground laboratories like in Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (L’Aquila - Italy) [4], in order to minimize the contribution from noise. Even with this procedures and equipment, measurements at low energies at very low energies are hard to perform – when not virtually impossible – so direct measurements usually rely on extrapolation of the cross-section, performed from data at higher energies and in terms of the astrophysical \( S(E) \)-factor: \( S(E) = E \sigma(E) \exp(2\pi\eta) \), where \( \exp(2\pi\eta) \) represents the inverse of the Gamow factor \( \eta = \alpha Z_A Z_\gamma \sqrt{\mu c^2/2E} \) being the Sommerfeld parameter) and removes the dependence of \( \sigma(E) \) from the Coulomb barrier, making extrapolation easier. The \( S(E) \)-factor has large uncertainties, for example due to the presence of unknown resonances or to the tail of sub-threshold ones in the extrapolation region. Furthermore, measurements at low energies suffer from the presence of electron screening effects [5], that increases exponentially the measured cross-section. To investigate the reaction the cross-section at low energies, indirect methods are then used: those allow to have access to the complete information regarding the cross-section and reaction rate of astrophysical interest.

NUCLEAR ASTROPHYSICS WITH INDIRECT METHODS

Among the indirect methods for nuclear astrophysics, the Trojan Horse Method (THM) [6] has been widely used to study the resonant capture of astrophysical interest, while the Asymptotic Normalization Coefficients (ANC) [7] method can be applied to determine the non-resonant capture contribution. The THM allows to extract the bare nucleus cross section of a certain \( A + x \rightarrow c + C \) resonant reaction of astrophysical relevance at low energies from a suitable three-body one in the exit channel \( A + a \rightarrow c + C + S \), using the so-called Quasi-free (QF) mechanism. This is done assuming that the TH nucleus \( a \) has a cluster structure \( a = x \oplus S \), where \( x \) is called participant and \( S \) is the spectator. If the bombarding energy \( E_A \) is higher than the Coulomb barrier between \( A \) and \( a \), its effect (along with the electron screening) is negligible. Once the three body reaction is detected – usually using Position Sensitive silicon Detectors – and identified (via \( \Delta E-E \) technique), the presence of the QF contribution must be ascertained, and the most sensible of all the kinematic variables is used: the shape of the momentum distribution of the \( S \) particle inside the cluster, \( |
\nonumber
p_s p_s \rangle |^2 \). This quantity, in QF mechanism, must remain the same in the cluster and after the re-
action, where it can be reconstructed from the other variables. In this condition, the two-body cross-section can be written in terms of the triple-differential one

$$\left( \frac{d \sigma}{d \Omega} \right)_I^{TEN} \propto \frac{d^3 \sigma}{d E_{C.M.} d \Omega_{d.C.}} \left( K F \left| \phi \left( \frac{p s}{2} \right) \right| \right)^{-1}$$

(1)

where $K F$ is a kinematic factor. The extracted cross-section, corrected by the penetration factor has then to be normalized to direct data at higher energies to be expressed in absolute units (barn).

In the ANC method, the direct capture part of the cross-section for a certain reaction $X + a \to Y + \gamma$ can be derived from the transfer one $X + A \to Y + b$, where $A = a \oplus b$ and $Y = X \oplus a$. In Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA), the overlap function of the $X + a \to Y$ process can be written as

$$I_{Xa,la,jy}^{Y} (r_{Xa}) = S_{Xa,la,jy}^{1/2} \phi_{nya,la,jy} (r_{Xa})$$

(2)

$S$ being the spectroscopic factor, while $\phi$ is the bound-state wave function. The experimental differential cross-section (in DWBA) can be written in terms of the theoretical one (sigma$_{DWBA}$) as

$$\frac{d \sigma_{exp}}{d \Omega} = \sum_{Jy,Ja} S_{Xa,la,jy} S_{ba,la,jy} \sigma_{DY,jy,Ja,Ja}^{DWBA}$$

(3)

where the two $S$ represent the spectroscopic factors for the two reaction vertices, respectively: one of the two is usually known, while the other has to be experimentally determined by the analysis of angular distributions (for example via elastic scattering). Regarding the $S$, although it is still considered a strong tool in nuclear physics, its dependence from the Optical Model parameter used, and different families of potential can give strongly different results. As pointed out [8], the direct part of the radiative cross-section at low energies and the direct transfer reaction mentioned above can have the same radial overlap integrals if the capture occurs at large distances from the nucleus (asymptotic region, $r_{Xa} > R_a$). In these conditions, the overlap integral and bound-state wave function of the entrance channel will be

$$I_{Xa,la,jy}^{Y} (r_{Xa}) \rightarrow C_{Xa,la,jy}^{Y} \frac{W_{-n,ly} + \frac{1}{2} (2kx_a r_{Xa})}{r_{Xa}}$$

(4)

$$\phi_{Xa,la,jy} (r_{Xa}) \rightarrow \frac{b_{Xa,la,jy}^{Y}}{r_{Xa}} \frac{W_{-n,ly} + \frac{1}{2} (2kx_a r_{Xa})}{r_{Xa}}$$

(5)

where $W$ is the Whittaker function, $C$ is the ANC and $b$ is the single-particle ANC. The same is valid for $a + b \to A$. Substituting Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, the experimental cross-section is equal to

$$\frac{d \sigma}{d \Omega} = \sum_{Jy,Ja} \left( C_{Xa,la,jy}^{Y} \right)^2 \left( C_{ba,la,jy}^{A} \right)^2 \frac{\sigma_{DY,jy,Ja,Ja}^{DWBA}}{b_{Xa,la,jy}^{2} \phi_{ba,la,jy}^{2}}$$

(6)

The ANC have a small dependence on the chosen nucleon binding potential [9], so the ratio in Eq. 6 will be weakly dependent from $b^2$. Both methods are extremely useful in getting the correct values of $\sigma (E)$ and $S (E)$ at low energies of astrophysical interest and
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of excitation functions of charged particle reactions are of considerable significance for testing of nuclear models. The evaluated data libraries (e.g. TENDL [1]) – as a part of various computing programs serving for careful planning the construction, life cycle and decommission phases of nuclear facilities – need high accuracy experimental cross section data.

Number of systematic measurements of the proton and mainly deuteron activation were performed at NPI. Since the deuteron energy is limited by 20 MeV at NPI, we intend to continue these measurements at newly built facility NFS/SPIRAL2 in France. Since the deuteron beam is not yet available at SPIRAL2, we plan to perform proton activation on iron as the first experiment to continue recently conducted research at NPI.

Iron belongs to the most common structural material. The proton activation cross sections \( p + ^{56}\text{Fe} \) were measured previously in many works and data are presented in EXFOR database. Nevertheless there are some gaps or misunderstanding in the experimental data.

One such case is in population of isomeric level and ground state of \( ^{56}\text{Fe}(p,x)^{59}\text{Co} \). The whole analysis of isomeric cross section ratios may contribute to the correct understanding of the population of the excited states in nuclei. Moreover, the short-lived isomeric states in \(^{52,53}\text{Fe} \) are populated in the other reactions on \(^{56}\text{Fe} \).

EXPERIMENT AT NPI

The proton activation cross sections \( p + ^{56}\text{Fe} \) reaction were recently measured in NPI CAS Řež. Experiment was supported by CANAM infrastructure.

The irradiation was carried out using an external proton beam of the variable energy cyclotron U120M operating in the negative-ion mode of acceleration. The activation cross sections were measured by a stacked-foil technique. The collimated proton beam impinged the stack of foils placed in a cooled reaction chamber that serves also as a Faraday cup. The stack is composed of investigated foils (Fe) interleaved by Cu foils (serving as an additional monitor and for energy attenuation). This method enables a simultaneous measurement of a number of data points. The mean energy, the energy thickness and the energy spread in each foil were simulated by SRIM 2008 package [2].

Cross sections were calculated from the specific activities, measured by two calibrated HPGe detectors, corrected to the decay using total charge and foil characteristics as well. Activated isotopes were identified on the basis of \( T_{1/2} \), \( \gamma \)-ray energies and intensities [3].

We determined production cross sections for \(^{55}\text{Co} \) and \(^{52m,54,56}\text{Mn} \) in the agreement with data of previous authors.

In earlier experiments, there was observed an activity of decaying \(^{51}\text{Cr} \) (27.7 d) in the activation \( p + ^{56}\text{Fe} \). This was assigned to \(^{56}\text{Fe}(p,x)^{51}\text{Cr} \) (threshold 17.7 MeV) reaction, however, it appears that the part of activity of \(^{51}\text{Cr} \) is a secondary decay of \(^{51}\text{Mn} \) from \(^{56}\text{Fe}(p,x)^{51}\text{Mn} \) reaction. The reaction \(^{56}\text{Fe}(p,x)^{51}\text{Mn} \) itself is difficult to observe by the activation method, because the strongest gamma transition following the decay of \(^{51}\text{Mn} \) (46 min) has the intensity 0.26 %.

The recent experiment in NPI and the decay curve analysis is in agreement with [4] and of the prediction of TENDL 2019 for \(^{56}\text{Fe}(p,x)^{51}\text{Mn} \) reaction (Fig. 1).

NFS/SPIRAL2

NFS (Neutron For Science) is a component of the SPIRAL2 facility [5] using the newly built linear accelerator LINAC producing light ion beams \((p,d,a)\). The NFS facility is mainly composed of two underground areas. The first is a converter hall where, in addition to neutron sources, a charged particle irradiation chamber is placed. The TOF area is an experimental room separated from the converter hall by a 3 m thick wall of concrete.

The system for irradiation by charged particles for NFS/SPIRAL2 was built within a program SPIRAL2-CZ that is a framework of a Czech participation in GANIL/SPIRAL2. The irradiation chamber was developed, constructed and tested in NPI and installed in NFS/SPIRAL2 Ganil.

The particle irradiation system consists of an irradiation chamber (IC) (located on beam line in the converter hall), HPGe detector system and a sample storage located in TOF area. Individual parts are connected by pneumatic transfer system (PTS) (developed in KIT Karlsruhe and adapted for the charge particle sample holder and equipped with air-brakes at every ending point). This construction enables to
remotely transfer irradiated samples between IC and detector.

The IC is based on an airlock system composed of two vacuum chambers (Fig. 2). One chamber is equipped by a beam-target system and is permanently a part of the NFS beam line. The other one is equipped by a sample receive/send system and a manipulator that transfers a sample to/from the beam target system of the first chamber.

Beam-target system consists of an entrance collimator, a cooled rotating degrader with twelve selectable positions, an anti-scattering collimator (electrode), a sample lock system with a suspension and a cooled Faraday cup. The degrader will allow for a fast change of beam energy at the expense of the energy straggling. The cooled Faraday cup assembly serves to accurately measure the charge.

Fig. 2. The irradiation chamber. It is composed of two vacuum chambers separated by an interlock valve. The right chamber is a part of the beamline and contains a beam-target system. The left one contains a system for receiving/sending samples and equipped with the manipulator. Sample holders are green.

Fig. 3. Comparison our experimental values to the monitor reaction [6]

Sample holder is an aluminium cylinder (19 mm in diameter and 40 mm long) with hole (15 mm) in mid-height so that it can house a foil or a stack of foils. The inner diameter of the steel bolt fixing the foils is 11 mm. The correct orientation in the beam (or detector) is ensured by two magnets fixed in the body of the sample holder. The delivering time of sample holder from IC to the detector is of about 42 s.

The ability and the reliability of the charge particle irradiation system were shown. The system enables systematic activation measurements in SPIRAL2/NFS as well as measurements of isotopes with short half-lives in (sub)minutes region. We plan to continue the study of p + natFe (54Fe) cross sections.
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INTRODUCTION

At the Nuclear Physics Institute of the CAS the new 1.6 m long collimator coupled to the new neutron converter (based on p+\(^{9}\)Be reaction with 0.5 - 2.5 mm thin Be foil) driven by isochronous cyclotron U-120M was constructed and tested during recent years. The flux of the fast collimated neutrons is expected to reach \(10^8\) n/cm\(^2\)/s at 2 m distance from a source behind the collimator. The collimated quasi-monoenergetic (QM) beams of fast neutrons (energies up to 33 MeV) are useful in neutron induced reaction measurements where detection probes have to be shielded from the neutron radiation. Motivated by the development of future fission and fusion energy projects and nuclear physics itself the nuclear data measurements of cross-sections (CS) for nuclear reactions induced by fast neutrons are under preparation.

COLLIMATED NEUTRON BEAM SOURCE

The collimator can be opened in two diameter regimes, 3 cm and 9 cm respectively. Best collimation properties are secured with inner parts inserted (i.e. final diam. is 3 cm). The inner part of the collimator consists of several iron and polyethylene tubes which have the decreasing outer diameter along the flight path of the beam. The collimator wall consists of a mixture of iron and water shielding.

![Fig. 1. Neutron Energy Spectrum at 2.5m distance on collimated beam p+\(^{9}\)Be (2.5 mm) \(E_{proton} = 33\) MeV](image)

Neutron converter consists of the thin foil of the \(^{9}\)Be (0.5 mm or 2.5 mm) which is backed by a thick graphite proton beam stopper. The FWHM of the QM-peak and overall shape of the neutron energy spectrum depends on the foil thickness and kinetic energy of primary protons. In Fig. 1 the QM-spectrum produced in 2.5 mm thin beryllium target at proton energy 33 MeV is shown. The energy neutron spectrum was measured by Time-of-Flight (ToF) technique [2] with standard 2×2 inches scintillation probe (NE-213) placed into the beam axis at 2.5 m distance from the source and behind the collimator opened with 3 cm diameter. The beam profile shown in Fig. 2 was measured with small (5 mm×5 mm×20 mm) stilbene crystal at the same distance and with the same collimator setup.

![Fig. 2. Relative intensity of fast neutrons with respect to the distance from the neutron beam axis.](image)

In the perpendicular distance to the collimated neutron beam axis of 3.5 cm the active volume of stilbene scintillator was spreading from the position 3.25 cm to 3.75 cm. At this position the neutron flux was approx. 400 times lower compared to the central position at 0 cm.

DETECTION SYSTEMS ON COLLIMATED BEAMS OF FAST NEUTRONS

The collimated fast neutron beams allow performing the on-beam neutron induced reaction product measurements with semiconductor detection systems which are usually very sensitive to neutron radiation. Two new detection systems are under the final stages of development at the Department of Nuclear Reaction at NPI CAS in Rez.

Array of HPGe detectors for on beam \(\gamma\)-measurements

The new array will consist of four HPGe detectors placed around the central axis of the collimated beam of fast neutrons. A similar detection system was successfully used for prompt \(\gamma\)-measurements at GELINA with the GAINS array [1]. The system is under development and will be able to measure the delayed gammas of residuals with decay times down to ms. Experiments with the detection of prompt gammas are planned as well. The detection system will be most efficient in the neutron energy range of 10-33 MeV. In Fig. 3 the photo from the first test of HPGe detectors placed behind the collimator is shown.
for future experiment preparations as well as measured data analysis.

Transmission measurements

The collimation system proved to be an important part of transmission measurements which were recently conducted at NPI CAS. The scintillation probe NE-213 together with ToF technique was used to determine the decrease in intensity of QM-neutrons when the transmission sample was inserted into the beam axis. The total neutron cross-section values for the interaction of fast neutrons on liquid oxygen were measured and are published [4]. More detailed experimental data for $^{nat}$O(n,tot) CS were measured recently with the white neutron source and will be published soon.

CONCLUSION

The new neutron converter coupled to the collimator was constructed and basically described. Two detection systems are at the final stage of development at NPI CAS. New valuable nuclear data measurements of reaction products induced by fast neutrons with energies from 10 to 33 MeV are planned. Methodology of transmission measurements was successfully implemented and used. In next years the U-120M cyclotron should be upgraded with a bunching mechanism to achieve microsecond (instead of $\approx 40$ ns) distances between single pulses of accelerated protons. This feature will allow the measurements with ToF technique at higher distances with better energy resolution and without frame overlap of detected neutrons.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup.

INTRODUCTION

The half-life of the radioactive elements has always been treated as a constant. In the mid-20th century, nonetheless, Segré and Daudel have found that it might be dependent on environmental conditions. This stimulated a lot of theoretical and experimental investigations regarding the possible influence of temperature, pressure, chemical composition and magnetic fields on the decay [1]. These studies shown that the most sensitive cases are those that involve the orbital electrons, i.e., the electron capture and internal conversion. One of the first important result was obtained by Gogarty et al. (1963): the authors found out that $^{7}$Be -that decays via electron capture- at high pressure (100 kbar) decreases its half-life by 0.2% [2]. The possibility to influence the half-life of radioactive elements can have consequences in the improvement of radiative waste treatment, on the theoretical description of electron screening effect and on the accuracy of radioactive dating of geological events. For those reasons, we prepare a test measurements with several unstable nuclei. The test will be performed at the Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Science using a diamond anvil cell (DAC) system. This system is able to reach pressures of 500 kbar. In this work, the preliminary study of the sensitivity of our experimental setup will be presented.

PREPARATION OF THE TEST

The typical diamond anvil cell (DAC) used in high-pressure experiments consists of two diamond surfaces that are used to compress the sample placed in-between of them. To test the experimental set-up, we arranged two options: a $^{7}$Be sample (half-life 53 days) that decays via electron capture, and a $^{22}$Na one (half-life 2.6 years), that decays via $\beta^+$ and therefore it is less sensitive to environmental conditions. Furthermore, the $^{7}$Be sample decay in high pressure conditions has also been studied extensively [1]. The experimental setup consists of a DAC system and two 40% HPGe detectors (set-up sketched in the Figure 1). We will collect the gamma rays from the sources and calculate the difference between the decay rate of the sample under different pressures. For both chosen elements, the expected change in the decay time is very small: 1% for the Beryllium sample [2] and 0.1% for the Sodium one [3]. The first one has been experimentally measured, while the second is based on theoretical models [4]. The experimental uncertainties must therefore be kept below 0.1%. For this reason it is crucial take into account all the sources of errors, an optimal starting point is the correct treatment of pile-up events and the dead-time. A pile-up event occurs when (at least) two signals arrive at the detector within the time window needed by the system to detect and evaluate one event. Dead-time can be defined as the time window at which a detection system is not able to detect and store events. To reduce both pile-up events and dead-time to the minimum, we decided to use a digital signal processing, using a digitizer that is best suited for high resolution detectors and high counting rates (CAEN digitizer V1724).

This choice allows to tune all parameters involved in the digitalization process of the signal. The incoming signal is processed by two different filters. The first one is the timing and triggering filter (TTF), consisting of an RC filter that allows to reject the high frequency noise and a CR2 filter that changes the signal into a trapezoid. Its zero-crossing is used to determine the Time Stamp. The second one is an energy filter based on the Jordanov trapezoidal filter; the so-called Digital Pulse Processing for Pulse Height Analysis (DPP-PHA). The DPP-PHA is a fast recursive digital algorithm that is optimized for high resolution spectroscopy. It is able to convolute the typical exponential decay signal into a trapezoid with a flat top, its height is proportional to the amplitude of the signal. The implementation of this filter allows a pile-up rejection to a certain extent. We can recognise different pile-up events thanks to the definition of two time windows:

- The PKRUN is a window that contains the whole trapezoid of the signal;
- The PKTIME is a window containing only the part of the trapezoid, where the peak height is evaluated.

When two trapezoids related to different events overlap, one or both events may be flagged as pile-ups. Three main cases can appear in such a case (Fig. 2):

1. the overlap occurs after the PKTIME and before the end of the PKRUN of the first trapezoid, the second PKTIME cannot be evaluated correctly and it is flagged as pile-up (single zeroes);
2. the overlap occurs before the end of the PKTIME of the first trapezoid, both trapezoids are flagged as pile-ups (double zeroes);
3. the overlap occurs before the flat-top of the first trapezoid, the two pulses are too near to be separated. The pile-up is not recognized and the two
signals are treated as one, with the energy value being the sum of the two energies (visible pile-ups).

Fig. 2. Three different cases of pile-up event in the digital ADC.

FIRST RESULTS

In order to gain a deeper understanding on pile-up and lost event treatment, we performed a detailed analysis using different detectors and sources. We used silicon detector with an alpha source -where the spectrum of the incoming particles is simple- and an HPGe detector with a $^{22}$Na source. In the second case we studied

![Diagram of digitizer parameters](image)

Fig. 3. Using different configurations of the digitizer parameters is possible to reduce the pile-ups and lost events.

the number and frequency of the single and double zeroes as a function of the time and the rate. Also, we studied the differences of lost and pile-up events for different digitizer parameters. With all those information we developed a program that simulates digitizer response, in order to find the best values of the parameters (Fig. 3). The obtained results are summarized in Table 1. The results show a good agreement of the simulations with the experimental data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index name</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Simulated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tot. Events</td>
<td>2836705</td>
<td>2822275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. Non Zero events</td>
<td>2822450</td>
<td>2807845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot. Zero events</td>
<td>14255</td>
<td>14430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Zeroes</td>
<td>14103</td>
<td>14293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Zeroes</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAB. 1. Summary table with the differences between experimental data and the noises prediction performed by our simulation.

CONCLUSIONS

A test of a diamond anvil cell (DAC) system is under preparation at NPI of the CAS. The goal is to measure the effects of high pressure on the decay half-life of radioactive elements. To test the precision and accuracy of the system we chose two samples: $^7$Be, and $^{22}$Na. The precision needed is about 1% for the $^7$Be and 0.1% for the $^{22}$Na. It is challenging to minimize all possible error sources. To reduce the uncertainty, the first step is to minimize the electronics noises and understand in detail to the response of the electronics. The simulation developed for this purpose shows an agreement with the experimental tests. We plan to further proceed with tests of stability.
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MEASUREMENT OF OPEN-CHARM HADRONS IN Au+Au COLLISIONS AT √s_{NN} = 200 GeV BY THE STAR EXPERIMENT

J. Vanek for the STAR Collaboration, vanek@ujf.cas.cz, Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech republic

PHYSICS MOTIVATION

One of the main goals of the heavy-ion program at the STAR experiment is to study properties of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). Charm quarks are an excellent probe of the QGP as they are produced at very early stages of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions and therefore experience the whole evolution of the hot and dense medium. STAR is able to study production of charm quarks through a precise topological reconstruction of open-charm hadron decays utilizing the Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) [1].

Various measurements are used to study interactions of charm quarks with the QGP. In these proceedings, we present a selection of recent results on open-charm hadron production from the STAR experiment. In particular, we discuss the nuclear modification factors (R_{AA}) of D^{±} and D_{s}^{0} mesons which give access to the charm quark energy loss in the QGP. We show the A_{sym}^{±}/D^{0} and D_{s}^{0}/D^{0} yield ratios which help us better understand the charm quark hadronization process in heavy-ion collisions. In addition, we present the rapidity-odd directed flow of D_{s}^{0} mesons, which can be used to probe the initial tilt of the QGP bulk and the effects of the early-time magnetic field.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the R_{AA} of D^{0} [2] and D^{±} mesons as a function of transverse momentum (p_{T}) in 0-10% central Au+Au collisions. Both open-charm mesons show a significant suppression at high p_{T} which suggests strong interactions of the charm quarks with the QGP. The R_{AA} evolution in low to intermediate p_{T} region suggests a large collective flow of charm quarks [2].

![Fig. 1. R_{AA} of D^{0} [2] and D^{±} mesons as a function of p_{T} in 0-10% central Au+Au collisions at √s_{NN} = 200 GeV.](image1)

The presence of the QGP may also influence the charm quark hadronization. In order to study that, STAR has measured the A_{sym}^{±}/D^{0} yield ratio as a function of number of participants (N_{part}) [3] as shown in Fig. 2. In central collisions, the ratio shows an enhancement with respect to PYTHIA 8.2 p+p calculations (Monash tune [4]) with and without color reconnection (CR) [5]. The centrality dependence follows a similar trend as baryon to meson ratio of light flavor hadrons [6, 7]. The data are reasonably reproduced by the Catania model incorporating coalescence and fragmentation hadronization of the charm quarks [8].

To get more detailed information about hadronization of charm quarks, STAR has also measured the D_{s}/D^{0} yield ratio, as shown in Fig. 3. The ratio is enhanced with respect to a PYTHIA 8.2 calculation, suggesting enhanced D_{s} production in Au+Au collisions with respect to p+p collisions. The data are qualitatively described by various models incorporating coalescence and fragmentation hadronization [8, 9, 10].

Theoretical calculations predict that the charm quarks could also be used to probe the initial tilt of the QGP bulk and the electromagnetic (EM) field induced by the passing spectators [11]. The former leads to a large negative slope of the directed flow versus rapidity (dv_{1}/dy) of open-charm mesons, and the latter to a negative slope for D^{0} and a positive slope for D_{s}^{0}. When combined, the slope is predicted to be negative for both D^{0} and D_{s}^{0} but larger for D^{0} than for D_{s}^{0} in Au+Au collisions at √s_{NN} = 200 GeV. The STAR results on D^{0} and D_{s}^{0} v_{1} are shown in Fig. 4. The current precision of the measurement is not sufficient to conclude on the EM induced splitting, but the dv_{1}/dy slope is indeed negative and significantly larger than that of light-flavor mesons, as discussed in Ref. [12].

CONCLUSIONS

The STAR experiment has extensively studied the production of open-charm hadrons in Au+Au collisions at √s_{NN} = 200 GeV through a precise topological reconstruction of their hadronic decays, uti-
lizing the HFT. The latest results show that the D⁰ and D± mesons are suppressed in central Au+Au collisions, suggesting a substantial energy loss of the charm quarks in the QGP. The QGP seems to influence the charm quark hadronization. The STAR results on the A²⁰/D⁰ and D⁺/D⁰ yield ratios are in qualitative agreement with theoretical models incorporating coalescence and fragmentation hadronization of charm quarks. The measured D⁰ dN/dy slope is qualitatively consistent with hydrodynamical model calculations with tilted QGP bulk [11].
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RECENT RESULTS OF INCLUSIVE JET PRODUCTION IN Au+Au COLLISIONS AT $\sqrt{NN} = 200$ GeV BY THE STAR EXPERIMENT

R. Licenik (for the STAR Collaboration), licenik@ujf.cas.cz, Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech republic

INTRODUCTION

Jets are an excellent probe of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) - an exotic state of matter created in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. They are created at the very early stage in the collision during hard parton-parton scatterings, which means that they experience the entire evolution of the system. In addition, their production cross section in proton-proton collisions is calculable by perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics. The modification of jet production as the result of parton interactions with the QGP medium (jet quenching) was first studied via suppression of high-transverse momentum (high-$p_T$) hadrons [1], which provided a clear evidence of QGP formation in Au+Au collisions at top RHIC energies. Since then, detailed measurements with reconstructed jets have been carried out in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC [2, 3, 4]. These proceedings focus on the recently reported results of inclusive charged-particle jet production in Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{NN} = 200$ GeV by the STAR experiment at RHIC [5] and also on the ongoing analysis of fully-reconstructed jets, which is expected to bring extended kinematic reach and improved precision.

DATASET AND ANALYSIS

The analysis uses the STAR detector [6], a multi-purpose large-acceptance system utilizing a solenoidal magnetic field. Charged-particle tracks and their momenta are reconstructed in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [7]. The Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter [8] is used to measure the energy deposited by neutral particles and also provides online triggers. The STAR detector offers a full azimuthal coverage within pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 1$. The dataset for the charged-particle jet analysis amounts to ~6 $\mu$b$^{-1}$ of Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{NN} = 200$ GeV recorded with the minimum-bias trigger in year 2011, while the fully-reconstructed jet analysis uses a 5.2 nb$^{-1}$ dataset of Au+Au collisions at the same energy recorded in 2014 using the High-Tower trigger, requiring a signal threshold of ~4 GeV in a single BEMC tower. Charged-particle jets are reconstructed from TPC tracks (see [5] for analysis details), while fully-reconstructed jets also include the energy from BEMC clusters ($3 \times 3$ towers), corrected for hadronic energy deposition. The clusters’ transverse energy was limited to 0.2 < $E_T$ < 30.0 GeV. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm [9] with resolution parameters $R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4$. The combinatorial-jet background in both analyses is suppressed by imposing a cut on the transverse momentum of the hardest particle ($p_{T,\text{lead}}$) in a jet. However, this cut also introduces a bias into the fragmentation of the surviving jet population. This bias is estimated by varying the $p_{T,\text{lead}}$ cut and physics results are discussed in the unbiased region.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the charged-particle (top) and fully-reconstructed (bottom) jet distributions as a function of $p_{T,\text{jet}}$ in 0-10% Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{NN} = 200$ GeV. Different colors represent different values of $p_{T,\text{lead}}$. The distributions also indicate the extended kinematic reach of the fully-reconstructed-jet analysis. However, since this analysis is a work in progress, we only show corrected results from the charged-particle jet analysis. Corrections are applied for the smearing effects of the high-multiplicity environment and instrumental effects using the SVD and Bayesian unfolding methods (details in [5]).

Figure 2 shows charged-particle jet $R_{CP}$, the scaled ratio of yields in central to peripheral collisions, which exhibits a similar level of suppression as charged hadrons at RHIC [10] and LHC energies [11] and as charged-particle jets at the LHC at $p_{T,\text{jet}}$ [2], with weak $p_{T,\text{jet}}$ dependence. Figure 3 shows charged-
Fig. 2. $R_{CP}$ of charged-particle jets reconstructed with $R = 0.2$ (left) and 0.3 (right) and $p_{T,lead} > 5$ GeV/c (solid stars) [5]. Also shown are measurements of $R_{CP}$ for charged-particle jets at the LHC (solid circles) [2] and inclusive charged hadrons at RHIC (open stars) [10] and the LHC (open circles) [11].

![Graph](image)

Fig. 3. $R_{AA}^{PYTHIA}$ as a function of $p_{T,jet}^{ch}$ for charged-particle jets at STAR reconstructed with $R = 0.2$ (left), 0.3 (middle) and 0.4 (right), and $p_{T,lead} > 5$ GeV/c [5]. Bands represent theory calculations [13, 14, 15, 16].

particle jet $R_{AA}^{PYTHIA}$, which measures the yield suppression for central Au+Au collisions compared to $p+p$ baseline calculated by PYTHIA 6 (Perugia 2012, further tuned by STAR [12]). Calculations based on jet quenching models are largely consistent with the measured value of $R_{AA}^{PYTHIA}$ within uncertainties, which motivates more precise measurements to distinguish among them.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have discussed the recently reported results of charged-particle jet production in Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV by the STAR experiment. The $R_{CP}$ shows large suppression, consistent with similar measurement at the LHC and also with charged hadron results at RHIC and the LHC. The $R_{AA}^{PYTHIA}$ also shows large suppression consistent with models incorporating jet-quenching mechanisms. The ongoing fully-reconstructed jet analysis is expected to increase the kinematic reach and precision of STAR inclusive jet measurements.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This work is supported by the project LTT18002 of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport of the Czech Republic.
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SEARCH FOR JET QUENCHING EFFECTS IN HIGH-MULTIPlicity PROTON-PROTON COLLISIONS AT $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV

F. Krizek for the ALICE Collaboration, krizek@ujf.cas.cz, Nuclear Physics Institute of CAS, Husinec-Řez, CZ 250 68

INTRODUCTION

Observed collective behavior in final state of small collision systems such as pp or p–Pb is one of the important discoveries done at the CERN Large Hadron Collider [1]. Yet, origin of this effect remains unknown. Its possible association with quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formation needs to be confirmed by an unambiguous observation of jet quenching in small systems.

Current understanding of the jet quenching effect [2] is based on a picture, where a high-energetic parton interacts with the QGP and undergoes energy losses. Such interaction leads to suppression of hadrons and jets with a high transverse momentum ($p_T$). Furthermore, it causes a substructure modification of the resulting jets and deflection of their momenta w.r.t. initial direction. The latter effect increases on average azimuthal acoplanarity of produced dijets and it should enlarge on average also the azimuthal opening angle between a high-$p_T$ hadron and a jet in recoil.

ANALYSIS

In this paper, we discuss searches for jet quenching phenomenon in high-multiplicity pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV as measured by the ALICE experiment at CERN. The ALICE detector is described in detail in [3]. The analysis is based on two data sets recorded with two different trigger conditions, which select minimum bias events (MB) and high-multiplicity events (HM). Both triggers were based on signals provided by the V0A and V0C scintillator arrays which cover the forward ($2.8 < \eta < 5.1$) and backward ($-3.7 < \eta < -1.7$) pseudorapidity interval, respectively. The MB trigger required a time coincidence of signals from V0A and V0C. The HM trigger selected events, where the sum of V0A and V0C multiplicity signals (denoted V0M) exceeded at least 5 times the mean MB value (denoted (V0M)). In the off-line analysis, V0M/(V0M) of HM events was further constrained to the range 5–9 to suppress residual pile-up.

Jet quenching should lead to average increase in the azimuthal opening angle enclosed by a high-$p_T$ hadron and a recoiling jet. Thus in HM events one expects to see broadening of the corresponding distribution relative to MB. The distribution of the opening angle was measured by means of the hadron-jet correlation technique [4] that allows for data-driven statistical subtraction of the jet yield, which is uncorrelated to a high-$p_T$ hadron. The high-$p_T$ hadrons were selected from exclusive ranges $20 < p_T < 30$ GeV/c and $6 < p_T < 7$ GeV/c. These ranges will be denoted as $T\{20,30\}$ and $T\{6,7\}$, respectively. Pseudorapidity of these high-$p_T$ hadrons was constrained to $|\eta| < 0.9$. If there were more candidates for such a track in a given event, one of them was chosen by random.

Jets were reconstructed from charged-particle tracks using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm with a cone radius of $R = 0.4$ [5]. A low, 150 MeV/c infrared cutoff on $p_T$ of jet constituents was applied. Pseudorapidity of produced jets was constrained to the range $|\eta_{jet}| < 0.5$. Jet $p_T$ was corrected for the estimated contribution of the mean underlying event on event by event basis.

Jets which are formed by particles from the underlying event are uncorrelated with the chosen high-$p_T$ hadron. From experiment it follows that the yield of such jets normalized per the number of selected high-$p_T$ hadrons is largely independent of $p_T$ of these hadrons [4]. Their contribution to the distribution of the hadron-jet azimuthal opening angle can be removed by constructing the following observable

$$\Delta_{\text{recoil}} = \frac{1}{N_{TT}} \frac{dN_{jet}}{d\Delta \varphi} |_{TT\{20,30\}} - \frac{1}{N_{TT}} \frac{dN_{jet}}{d\Delta \varphi} |_{TT\{6,7\}},$$

where $\Delta \varphi$ is the azimuthal angle enclosed by the high-$p_T$ hadron and a jet, and $1/N_{TT} \times dN_{jet}/d\Delta \varphi |_{TT}$ represents the jet yield associated to high-$p_T$ hadrons from the given $p_T$ bin normalized per the number of such hadrons.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a raw $\Delta_{\text{recoil}}$ distribution as measured in HM and MB events for jets with $p_T$ in the range 15–20 GeV/c. The data suggest that jets, which are nearly back-to-back in azimuth w.r.t. the high-$p_T$ hadron, are suppressed in HM events relative to MB. Similar suppression is seen also for other selected jet $p_T$ ranges [6]. The observed behavior resembles jet quenching; however, qualitatively similar behavior of the $\Delta_{\text{recoil}}$ distributions was obtained also for particle level HM and MB events generated with PYTHIA8 Monash [7] Monte Carlo event generator, which does not account for jet quenching, see [6].

The PYTHIA8 Monash event generator was thus
used to study possible origin of the observed phenomenon. In these simulations, recoil jets were studied in much wider pseudorapidity range $|\eta_{jet}| < 5.6$, which covers the V0A and V0C acceptances. Figure 2 presents pseudorapidity distributions of high-$p_T$ recoil jets in events with different multiplicity bias. PYTHIA suggests that the HM trigger condition significantly enhances the probability to find a high-$p_T$ recoil jet in the V0C array. This probability grows with V0M/ (V0M). The observed asymmetry of the distributions raises from the asymmetric location of the V0C and V0A arrays w.r.t. the center of the ALICE detector. When no V0M/ (V0M) bias is imposed, the distribution becomes symmetric.

Furthermore, we studied abundance of MB and HM events, which have a given number of high-$p_T$ recoil jets associated to a 20–30 GeV/c hadron in pp $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collisions having different multiplicity bias. The multiplicity bias on an event is imposed by constraining V0M/ (V0M). The pseudorapidity coverages of the V0A and V0C scintillator arrays are highlighted by gray boxes.

![Fig. 2. Simulated pseudorapidity distributions of $p_T > 25$ GeV/c jets recoiling from a charged 20–30 GeV/c hadron in pp $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collisions having different multiplicity bias. The multiplicity bias on an event is imposed by constraining V0M/ (V0M). The pseudorapidity coverages of the V0A and V0C scintillator arrays are highlighted by gray boxes.](image)

Fig. 2. Simulated pseudorapidity distributions of $p_T > 25$ GeV/c jets recoiling from a charged 20–30 GeV/c hadron in pp $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collisions having different multiplicity bias. The multiplicity bias on an event is imposed by constraining V0M/ (V0M). The pseudorapidity coverages of the V0A and V0C scintillator arrays are highlighted by gray boxes.

Furthermore, we studied abundance of MB and HM events, which have a given number of high-$p_T$ recoil jets associated to a 20–30 GeV/c hadron, see Fig. 3. Pseudorapidity of the selected jets was constrained to $|\eta_{jet}| < 0.5$. The figure suggests that the probability to have multiple high-$p_T$ jets in an event falls steeply both for the HM and MB requirement. The ratio of both spectra shows that HM suppresses events with a single recoil jet. On the other hand, the HM condition enhances the probability of multi-jet final states.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The suppression observed in Fig. 1 is thus due to events, in which the recoil jet is directed to the V0C or V0A array, where it induces the HM trigger. Such jet is then missing in the midrapidity to balance the high-$p_T$ hadron. The observed effect thus results from the design of the ALICE HM trigger, but it can be expected that similar biases appear in all studies of small-collision systems, where high multiplicity is some detector is required. Quenching effects, if present, may be masked by such effects.
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IDENTIFYING HEAVY-FLAVOR JETS USING VECTORS OF LOCALLY AGGREGATED DESCRIPTORS

G. Ponimatkin, ponimatkin@ujf.cas.cz, Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech republic

INTRODUCTION

The heavy-flavor jets which arise from hard scattered heavy quarks play an important role in many physics processes at collider experiments. Thus, the ability to identify such jets with high precision is crucial to many measurements, for example in studies of boosted objects at the LHC or studies of mass dependence of energy loss. At RHIC energies successful identification of heavy-flavor jets down to the low transverse momentum \( p_T \) can help with searches for the dead-cone effect [1] via Lund plane formalism [2, 3] and its modification via quark-gluon plasma medium [4] created in heavy-ion collisions.

Machine learning is an established way for solving such classification problems. The previous research on jet flavor identification utilized jet images [5] (for W/Z boson initiated jets) or \( p_T/DCA \) (distance of closest approach to the primary vertex) ordered sequences of particles [6] (for heavy flavor jet identification). The \( p_T/DCA \) ordering of particles in a jet is not physical and hence other methods are needed. One such method, called NetVLAD [7] is an efficient way for solving computer vision tasks that are using sets of vectors as an input.

TRAINING DATASET

Training data for pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 200 \text{ GeV} \) is simulated with the PYTHIA8 [8, 9] event generator at the center of mass energy \( \sqrt{s} = 200 \text{ GeV} \). We generate 2 datasets that contain light jets (those initialized by \( uds \)-quarks and gluons) and heavy-flavor jets (those coming from the fragmentation of \( c \) and \( b \) quarks). First dataset respects the realistic jet cross-section ratios and the second one with balanced number of jets represents an idealized benchmark case. In order to bring in the effects of the finite detector resolution, the transverse momentum and vertexing information of the particles are smeared using a Gaussian distribution via \( p_T = N(p_T, \sigma(p_T)) \) [10], where \( \sigma(p_T) \) and \( DCA = N(DCA, \sigma(p)) \) [11] with \( \sigma(p_T) \) being the transverse momentum resolution and \( \sigma(p) \) is vertex tracker resolution. After smearing, only the charged particles (protons, pions and kaons) with \( 0.2 < p_T < 30 \text{ GeV/c} \) and pseudorapidity \( |\eta| < 1.0 \) are accepted, since only charged particles leave hits in the vertex tracker.

JETVLAD MODEL AND ITS PERFORMANCE

We introduce the JetVLAD model, which takes a set of tracks, that are produced by the anti-\( k_T \) [14] jet reconstruction algorithm within the FastJet package [12, 13] and predicts if the jet originates from a light or heavy-flavor parton. Initially 4 combinations of the input variables were considered - track-

TAG. 1. JetVLAD classification performance in purity and rejection for different jet \( p_T \) ranges for the cross-section weighted (balanced) datasets with two working points based on efficiencies of 80% and 50%, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range in jet ( p_T ) [GeV/c]</th>
<th>Tagging Efficiency</th>
<th>Signal Purity</th>
<th>Background Rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5 - 10]</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>83% (99%)</td>
<td>223 (268)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>88% (99%)</td>
<td>540 (579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25 - 40]</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>81% (99%)</td>
<td>322 (366)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>85% (99%)</td>
<td>677 (740)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows the background rejection as a function of the classification efficiency for different inputs.
One can see that tracking and vertexing provides the best performance.

It is interesting to note, that vertexing alone provides a good model performance, but adding tracking information increases overall performance. Figure 2 shows that the model performance is changing slowly for different $p_T$ ranges. The drop in the purity for the highest momentum range is due to the difference in jet kinematics, since at those momenta heavy-flavor jets are starting to resemble light jets.

CONCLUSIONS

We propose a novel jet tagging method suitable for RHIC energies which utilizes a set of tracks as an input making this tagger directly applicable to experiments for existing vertexing detectors and jet algorithms. The resulting method is computationally efficient and has a small number of hyper-parameters. The proposed method achieves 83% purity, background rejection rate of more than 200 and efficiency of 80% at lowest jet momenta. Such a performance enables indentation of heavy-flavor jets at RHIC energies and provides the opportunity for new flavor tagged measurements.
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RECENT RESULTS OF $\Upsilon$ PRODUCTION MEASURED WITH THE STAR EXPERIMENT

L. Koszarzewski for the STAR Collaboration, kosarles@fjfi.cvut.cz, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague

INTRODUCTION

Upsilon ($\Upsilon$) mesons are a good tool to study the nature of strong interaction and properties of quark-gluon plasma (QGP), created in ultra relativistic heavy-ion collisions [1]. Measurements of the production of these mesons in p+p collisions provide information about the quarkonium production mechanism. Such measurements serve also as a reference for studies of QGP, where $\Upsilon$ and $J/\psi$ mesons are expected to dissociate at high temperatures [2] resulting in suppressed yields observed in heavy-ion collisions. This effect is due to Debye-like screening of color charges, which causes the bound states to dissociate. The level of suppression is estimated by measuring the nuclear modification factor:

$$R_{AA} = \frac{1}{\langle N_{\text{coll}} \rangle} \frac{d^2N_{\Upsilon AA}}{dy d^2p_T}$$

(1)

where $\langle N_{\text{coll}} \rangle$ is the mean number of nucleon+nucleon collisions and the numerator and the denominator are differential yields vs. transverse momentum ($p_T$) and rapidity ($y$) in A+A and p+p collisions, respectively. Moreover, each of $\Upsilon(nS)$ has a different binding energy and dissociates at a different temperature, leading to a sequential suppression [3]. The measured $\Upsilon$ yields are also affected by feed-down contributions from heavier states, such as $\Upsilon(nS) \rightarrow \Upsilon(1S)\pi^+\pi^- \chi_{cJ}(nS) \rightarrow \Upsilon(1S)\gamma$ and similar decays.

Furthermore, in A+A collisions there may be a contribution from a number of Cold Nuclear Matter (CNM) effects, which are unrelated to QGP. These effects include absorption in nucleus, comover interactions [4], coherent partonic energy loss [5], and modification of the nuclear parton distribution functions with respect to those of free nucleons. The last one shows shadowing and anti-shadowing effects [6], which could decrease or increase the parton (gluon) densities. All the above effects can be studied using p+A or d+A collisions.

Finally, studies of normalized yield $Y/\langle Y \rangle$ dependence on normalized charged particle multiplicity $N_{ch}/\langle N_{ch} \rangle$ allow to investigate interplay between hard and soft processes in high-$N_{ch}$, p+p events. These studies have been performed by the CMS experiment at the LHC [7].

PRODUCTION IN P+p COLLISIONS

The STAR experiment has measured $\Upsilon$ production cross section in p+p collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV vs. rapidity ($y$) and $\sqrt{s} = 500$ GeV vs. $p_T$ and $y$. Figure 1 shows the $\Upsilon(nS)$ rapidity-differential cross section in p+p collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 500$ GeV, where the newly measured $\Upsilon(2S)$ and $\Upsilon(3S)$ cross sections are presented along with $\Upsilon(1S)$. The $\Upsilon(1S)$ data are well described by Color Evaporation Model (CEM) [8] calculations for inclusive $\Upsilon(1S)$. The same data are overestimated by a CGC+NRQCD [9, 10] calculation for directly produced $\Upsilon(1S)$.

The dependence of normalized $\Upsilon(1S)/\langle \Upsilon(1S) \rangle$ yield on normalized $N_{ch}/\langle N_{ch} \rangle$ was measured by STAR in p+p collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 500$ GeV. This is presented in Fig. 2 and compared to STAR $J/\psi$ results at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV [11], CMS $\Upsilon(1S)$ data [7], and ALICE data for $J/\psi$ [12]. Both the $\Upsilon$ and $J/\psi$ data follow similar trends at RHIC and the LHC, despite a large difference in the collision energies.

SUPPRESSION IN Au+Au COLLISIONS

In Au+Au collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV, the $\Upsilon$ $R_{AA}$ is obtained by combining measurements in $\Upsilon \rightarrow e^+e^-$ and $\Upsilon \rightarrow \mu^+\mu^-$ decay channels. The resulting
$R_{AA}$ of $\Upsilon(1S)$ vs. number of nucleons participating in a collision (a measure of centrality) $N_{\text{part}}$ is shown in Fig. 3 along with the CMS data [13]. These results are compared to a model calculation [14], which includes QGP effects as well as regeneration and CNM effects.

The $R_{AA}$ of $\Upsilon(2S+3S)$ is shown in Fig. 4 and compared to $\Upsilon(2S)$ measurements by CMS [13] as well as calculations by the same model [14].

CONCLUSIONS

STAR experiment has measured $\Upsilon$ production in p+p collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV and $\sqrt{s} = 500$ GeV. The $\Upsilon(1S)$ data are well described by CEM model calculation [8] for inclusive $\Upsilon(1S)$, while overestimated by CGC+NRQCD model [9, 10] for direct $\Upsilon(1S)$. The charged particle multiplicity $N_{ch}$ dependence was also studied, by measuring normalized $\Upsilon(1S)/(\Upsilon(1S))$ yield vs. $N_{ch}/(N_{ch})$. Similar trend is observed for $\Upsilon(1S)$ and $J/\psi$ at RHIC and LHC experiments. This suggests similar phenomena happen for these particles even at different collision energies.

In $Au+Au$ collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 200$ GeV, the $\Upsilon$ production is measured both in dielectron and dimuon decay channels and the results are combined for better precision $R_{AA}$ calculation. Both $R_{AA}$ of $\Upsilon(1S)$ and $\Upsilon(2S+3S)$ is measured vs. number of participant nucleons $N_{\text{part}}$. The $\Upsilon(1S)$ data show a similar level of suppression at STAR and CMS, despite higher medium temperature reached at CMS. This could point to regeneration or CNM effects playing a role, and better constraints on these effects are needed. It should be also noted that most likely a large fraction of the observed suppression is due to the suppression of the feed-down contributions from the excited states. In central $Au+Au$ collisions, $\Upsilon(2S+3S)$ $R_{AA}$ is smaller than that of $\Upsilon(1S)$, consistent with the expectation of the sequential suppression. The $\Upsilon(2S+3S)$ data indicate a smaller suppression at RHIC than at LHC in peripheral collisions. All these data are qualitatively described by a model calculation [14], which includes the effects of Debye-like screening of color charges in hydrodynamic-modeled QGP with addition of regeneration and CNM effects.
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NOVEL HIGH-LUMINOSITY FIXED- TARGET EXPERIMENT AT THE LHC

B. Trzeciak, BarbaraAntonina.Trzecki@fi.fvut.cz, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering Czech Technical University in Prague

INTRODUCTION

Extraction of the multi-TeV proton and lead LHC beams with a bent crystal or by using an internal gas target allows one to perform the most energetic fixed-target experiment ever. pp, pd, pA, PbP and PbA collisions can be studied with high precision and modern detection techniques over a broad rapidity range [1, 2]. A fixed-target mode with the 7 TeV LHC proton and 2.76 A TeV lead beams provides the center-of-mass (c.m.s.) energy per nucleon pair of \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 115 \) GeV for pp, pd and pA and \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 72 \) GeV for PbP and PbA collisions, and the c.m.s. rapidity boost of 4.8 and 4.2 units, respectively. It offers a variety of polarised and nuclear targets, and high luminosities thanks to dense and long targets. Due to the large rapidity boost, the backward rapidity region (\( y_{c.m.s.} < 0 \)) and so the high-\( x \) domain (\( x \rightarrow 1 \)), where \( x \) is the momentum fraction of the parton in the target nucleon, are accessible with the standard experimental techniques.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

There are several technical implementations that can be considered in order to realise a fixed-target experiment with the LHC proton and lead beams [1]. The most promising and feasible solutions are: (i) an internal gas target (ii) a bent crystal splitting the beam halo onto an internal gas or a solid target. Both options can be installed in the existing LHCb or ALICE experiments. Feasibility of the possibility (i), however, with low gas densities and without the target polarisation option, was already demonstrated by the SMOG system at LHCb [3] and the recently installed SMOG2 system [4]. In the case of the ALICE experiment, studies are ongoing on a possible implementation of a solid target coupled to a bent crystal mounted prior to the ALICE interaction point in the beam halo. Various target types from Be to W are considered with the target length of \( \approx 100 \) \( \mu m \) up to 1 cm.

The expected luminosities with both detectors are promising for precise measurements and the ambitious physics program that is described in the next section. Depending on the utilized existing experimental setup and the target location, different \( y_{c.m.s.} \) regions can be explored, as shown in Fig. 1 that presents center-of-mass rapidity acceptances for the ALICE and LHCb detectors. For the LHCb fixed-target mode, the target position is at the nominal Interaction Point (IP), i.e. \( z_{\text{target}} = 0 \), and for two other positions corresponding to \( z_{\text{target}} = 0.4 \) m and \( -1.5 \) m on the opposite side of the spectrometer. For ALICE, the acceptances are shown for a target located at the IP as well as at \( z_{\text{target}} = -4.7 \) m on the opposite side of the Muon spectrometer. A more detailed review of the possible technical implementations of the project can be found in [1, 5].

![Fig. 1. Comparison of the kinematical coverages of the ALICE and LHCb detectors at the LHC and the STAR and PHENIX detectors at RHIC. For ALICE and LHCb, the acceptance is shown in the collider and the fixed-target modes for a 7 TeV proton beam (rapidity shift \( \Delta y = 4.8 \)), spectrometer. The fully filled rectangles refer to detectors with particle identification capabilities, the double-hatched rectangles to electromagnetic calorimeters and the hatched rectangles to muon detectors. [1] ](image)

PHYSICS MOTIVATIONS

A fixed-target experiment utilizing the multi-TeV LHC proton and lead beams would greatly complement the current LHC collider programs, in the new energy domain between the SPS and the nominal RHIC collider energy. The main physics motivations for a fixed-target experiment at LHC are threefold: (i) the high momentum fraction (\( x \)) frontier in nucleons and nuclei (ii) the spin content of the nucleons (iii) studies of the hot and dense medium created in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions down to the target rapidity region.

The light-quark parton distribution functions (PDF) in nucleons and nuclei can be probed using Drell-Yan measurements. Production of the open heavy-flavour hadrons and quarkonia is sensitive to the gluon content of the proton and nucleus. Their measurements would allow one to constrain the gluon PDF and nuclear PDF in the region of the high-\( x \) where the uncertainties are large [6]. In particular, studies of the still very poorly known gluon EMC effect would be possible with nuclear targets. Figure 2 presents the expected improvement on the gluon nPDF uncertainties, as encoded in nCTEQ15, with \( D^{0} \) meson \( R_{pX} \) pseudo-data simulated using an LHCb-like detector setup [1, 7].

Moreover, at the high-\( x \) domain the predicted non-perturbative intrinsic source of the heavy-quark contribution of the nucleon [8] can influence the open heavy-flavour production [9]. This contribution can be verified with the proposed fixed-target experiment. These
studies are also of particular importance for the high-energy neutrino and cosmic ray physics. In addition, \( pp \) collisions with transversely polarised targets allow one to measure the Single Transverse Spin Asymmetries for Drell-Yan and heavy-flavour production, and in this way to access the quark and gluon Sivers functions in order to study the orbital angular momentum in the proton [10].

Fig. 2. nCTEQ15 gluon nPDFs (ratio of gluon densities in nCTEQ15/CT14 PDFs) before and after the re-weighting using fixed-target \( D^0 \) \( R_{np} \), pseudo-data from LHCb-like simulations at a scale \( Q = 2 \) GeV.

A fixed-target program with a proton beam on different nuclear targets enables extensive studies of the Cold Nuclear Matter (CNM) effects, such as the nuclear modifications of the PDFs, energy loss or nuclear absorption in the nuclear medium. Good understanding of the CNM effects from \( pA \) collisions would also help in more precise studies of the properties of the de-confined hot and dense medium - Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) - expected to be created in \( pA \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 72 \) GeV. The wide rapidity coverage of such an experiment would allow one to access the longitudinal expansion of the medium and the phase diagram of the nuclear matter at different values of the baryon chemical potential \( (\mu_B) \) [11, 12] which would be a complementary approach to the RHIC Beam Energy Scan programs. Measurements of the identified particle yields and azimuthal anisotropies \( (v_n) \) as a function of rapidity would help to access the temperature dependence of the medium shear viscosity while probing different energy densities.

Open-heavy flavour and quarkonium production is also of interest here as these probes can provide a good handle on the dynamic and thermodynamic properties of the medium, especially at mid-rapidity \( (y_{c.m.s.} \approx 0) \) where the yields are the highest [13]. Heavy quarks are created at the very early stage of the heavy-ion collisions in the initial hard scatterings and participate in the whole medium evolution loosing their energy via radiative and collisional interactions with the medium. Studies of the sequential suppression of different bottomonium states, \( \Upsilon(1S, 2S, 3S) \), have a potential to serve as the medium thermometer – with all the caveats related to the dynamical effects beyond the static Debye-like screening of the \( QQ \) potential in the coloured medium, which prevent the usage of the charmonium states as the thermometer.

CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we presented a proposal of a high-luminosity fixed-target experiment at the LHC. Possible technical implementations and the ambitious physics program were briefly discussed, more details can be found in the recent review [1].
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INTRODUCTION

ALICE is one of the four big high-energy physics experiments, which take data at the LHC in CERN [1]. The main focus of this experiment is to study properties of nuclear matter under extreme energy densities and temperatures, which lead to creation of the quark-gluon plasma. In the upcoming Run 3, ALICE plans to focus on the measurement of open heavy-flavor hadrons, quarkonia, and vector mesons over a wide range of transverse momenta [2]. To achieve these physics goals the ALICE detector is undergoing an upgrade, which will allow for speeding up the readout rate to 100 kHz in Pb–Pb collisions and improving of tracking performance at the transverse momentum resolution in the region below 1 GeV/c.

The vital part of this program is an upgrade of the ALICE silicon vertex detector called the Inner Tracking System (ITS), which will be replaced by a new silicon tracker, entirely based on the ALPIDE monolithic active pixel sensor (MAPS) [3]. Schematic view of the new detector can be seen in Figure 1. The new detector will have seven layers of such pixel sensors, covering total area of 10 m² segmented in 12.5·10⁶ pixels. The 180 nm CMOS technology by TowerJazz, used to produce ALPIDE, enables to integrate a sensitive volume together with parts of front-end electronics in one silicon volume. The ALPIDE sensor has dimensions 3 × 1.5 cm² and pixel pitch 29 × 27 μm². The thickness of ALPIDE sensors in the Inner Barrel (IB) and Outer Barrel (OB) of ITS is 50 and 100 μm, respectively. The detector has low material budget (0.35% X0/layer for IB, 1.1% X0/layer for OB) to suppress multiple scattering for low-pT particles. The upgraded detector will have radial span from 22 to 394 mm from the interaction diamond.

![Fig. 1. Sketch of the upgraded ITS. The Inner Barrel is formed by the 3 concentric layers which are around the beam pipe. The Outer Barrel is formed by the 4 outer layers. Taken from [5].](image)

It is expected that ALPIDE sensors of the innermost layer of the IB will obtain throughout Run 3 and Run 4 a Total Ionization Dose (TID) of 270 krad and a Non-Ionizing Energy Losses (NIEL) of 1.7 · 10¹² 1 MeV n eq cm⁻² [5]. The project requires that the sensors have to sustain radiation loads which are 10 times higher, while keeping detection efficiency more than 99% and low value of fake-hit rate less than 10⁻⁶ hits/pixel/event. The radiation hardness of the ALPIDE sensor was tested using a 30 MeV proton beam from the cyclotron U-120M located in the Nuclear Physics Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences [4]. After the accumulation TID of 2.7 Mrad, the irradiated sensor still meets project requirements on detection efficiency and noise level.

More details about the radiation hardness study of ALPIDE sensors can be found in [5].

![Fig. 2. Threshold map of the tuned ALPIDE sensors in the bottom half of the Inner Barrel. Threshold value is measured in DAC units, 1 DAC equals 10 e⁻. Taken from [6].](image)

![Fig. 3. Measurements of fake-hit rate for the half-layer 0 of IB, when masking a given number of the noisiest pixels. Taken from [6].](image)
be described as follows. All half barrels of the detector are completed. Since February 2020 they are connected to services (cooling, readout etc.). The detector is undergoing a commissioning stage in an on-surface laboratory at CERN. The ITS commissioning carries out complete testing of the detector performance before its installation inside the ALICE cavern. It includes threshold scans, tests of noise performance, and measurements of temperatures and currents during detector operation and verification of time stability of those parameters. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate performance of the ITS IB during commissioning. The figure 2 presents the situation after the tuning, which enabled to achieve a uniform level of threshold for all IB sensors. Figure 3 shows evolution of fake hit rate when a given number of the noisiest pixels was masked out. Masking out the noisiest pixels significantly decreased the initial noise level. After removing of 41 problematic pixels, the noise level of $10^{-10}$ hits/pixel/event was achieved.

Since each half layer of ITS has overlapping staves, this geometry enables to reconstruct cosmic particle trajectories. During the early commissioning stage, the reconstruction of cosmic tracks was performed using an IB half-barrel. This measurement can be used to validate the correct chip alignment. Figure 4 shows a sketch to demonstrate how the track reconstruction is performed with a single half-layer.

![Track reconstruction procedure](image)

Fig. 4. Track reconstruction procedure for the first cosmic ray provided by the measurement in the half-layer 0 of the IB. Taken from [6].

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the ALICE detector is undergoing a major upgrade to meet the requirements of the new physics program in the upcoming Run 3. The cornerstone of this upgrade is the replacement of the ITS by a new detector based on ALPIDE sensor. The new detector will enable to improve tracking efficiency for the low-$p_T$ tracks and increase statistics for rare events. Currently, the ITS upgrade is approaching its final stage, and on-surface commissioning already has validated the stability of the detector parameters, such as temperature, currents, noise level, and chip alignment. The final installation of new ITS in the ALICE cavern is scheduled for January 2021 with expected start of data taking in 2022.
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Charm quarks are mostly produced in hard partonic scattering processes in the early stages of hadronic collisions. Because of their large mass, their production cross section can be calculated using perturbative quantum chromodynamics down to zero transverse momentum $p_T$. Moreover, the study of the charm baryon-to-meson ratio provides unique information on the hadronisation mechanism. Measurements of charm-tagged jets add further information on the charm-quark fragmentation.

RESULTS

The ratio of the $p_T$-differential cross sections of $\Lambda_c^+$ baryon and $D^0$ meson in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV is shown in Fig. 1 for two intervals of charged-particle multiplicity. The data show strong $p_T$ and multiplicity dependence and are described within uncertainties by a tune of PYTHIA8 with colour reconnections beyond the leading colour approximation [1, 2]. On the other hand, the default version of PYTHIA8 [3], which is tuned to reproduce data from $e^+e^-$ collisions, underestimates the ratios and does not reproduce their multiplicity dependence.

The baryon-to-meson ratios $\Sigma_{c}^{0,+,++}/D^0$ and $\Xi_{c}^{0,+,++}/D^0$ are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. The PYTHIA8 tune with colour reconnection beyond leading colour approximation [2].

![Fig. 1. The $p_T$-differential $\Lambda_c^+/D^0$ ratio for two multiplicity intervals in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV compared to the default PYTHIA8 tune [1, 3] and to a tune with colour-reconnection beyond leading colour approximation [2].](image1)

![Fig. 2. The $p_T$-differential $\Sigma_{c}^{0,+,++}/D^0$ ratio in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV compared to the default PYTHIA8 tune [1, 3] and to a tune with colour-reconnection beyond leading colour approximation [2].](image2)

![Fig. 3. The $p_T$-differential $\Xi_{c}^{0,+,++}/D^0$ ratio in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV compared to the default PYTHIA8 tune [1, 3] and to a tune with colour-reconnection beyond leading colour approximation [2].](image3)

The parallel jet momentum fraction, $z_{\parallel} = \frac{p_{T,jet}}{p_{T,\text{jet}}}$, is proportional to the emitted angle of the heavy-flavour particle with respect to the jet axis. The $z_{\parallel}$ probability densities of $D^0$-tagged jets with $5 < p_{T,\text{jet}} < 7$ GeV/c and $\Lambda_c^+$-tagged jets with $7 < p_{T,\text{jet}} < 15$ GeV/c for pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV are shown in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively. The POWHEG+PYTHIA6 model predicts harder fragmentation than the measured ones. In addition, the data favour models with colour reconnections beyond leading colour approximation.

One of the fundamental QCD effects is the so-called "dead-cone" [6], which suppresses gluon radiation at small angles with respect to the quark direction for massive quarks. Jets are declustered to access the hard
partonic splitting and the ratio of splittings angle distribution for D⁰-tagged and inclusive jets is reported in Fig. 6. Splittings with small angle are suppressed for D⁰-tagged jets with respect to inclusive jets. This is the first direct evidence of dead-cone at hadron colliders. Another consequence of the dead-cone effect, visible in Fig. 7, is the smaller number of leading-parton splittings nSD for D⁰-tagged jets with respect to inclusive jets.

CONCLUSION

The hadronization of charm quarks is different in e⁺e⁻ and in pp collisions and, in the latter, depends on the multiplicity of charged particles produced in the event. A tune of PYTHIA8 with colour reconstruction beyond leading-colour approximation describes well the Λ⁺c/D⁰ and Σ⁺c/D⁰ baryon-to-meson ratios, while it fails to reproduce the Ξ⁻c/D⁰ one. In general, models predict harder fragmentation of charm quark in jets than what observed in data. Finally, the charm quark in jets splits less in comparison to inclusive jets mainly because of the dead-cone effect.
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INTRODUCTION

It is often said that turbulence is the last unsolved problem of classical physics [1]. This is caused by its enormous complexity resulting from the mutual interactions of large number of objects of different sizes and strengths – the vortices and other coherent structures.

The classical definitions often mention the chaotic behavior [2]. In fact, turbulence is not chaotic: the laminar flow is chaotic, as the random thermal molecular motion averages out and the large-scale flow is governed only by external forces. In the case of turbulence, the molecular motion is organized over large distances (in comparison with molecular scale); the motion of molecules in one part of a vortex is connected with the opposite motion in the second part of this vortex. Therefore the entropy of the turbulent flow is smaller than that of corresponding laminar flow. The rise of turbulence (i.e. system of organized interacting structures) from the laminar flow (uniform motion, random at micro-scale) is one example of the self-organization problem [3]. The decreased entropy of the vortex system leads to faster increasing of total entropy as the organized structures are much more effective in mixing and transport of momentum or heat than the molecular diffusion alone.

We see the turbulence as an random chaotic process just because we do not understand it. Lets use a parable: imagine You are listening a speech in some language unknown for You. First You hear only a chaotic sequence of sounds, which is clearly different from white noise. As You study that language, You are able to recognize individual vocals, later on the words and even later the sentences carrying information. The idea of chaos comes never more into Your mind.

Contemporary methods of studying turbulent flows are mainly based on measuring some average quantity (velocity, pressure) and its variance or higher statistical moments. More advanced studies use frequency analysis (spectra [4]), correlation or structure functions [5] and powerful Eigen-decompositions (e.g. proper orthogonal decomposition POD [6]). In the light of the above mentioned parable, such trials of understanding are naive.

Therefore, we slowly develop an algorithm for identification of individual vortices. The idea is based on the assumption, that vortices are dominant coherent structures in the turbulent flow, thus the induced velocity field produced by the set of vortices might reconstruct the original measured velocity field. The properties of individual vortices (i.e. their fitting parameters: position, radius and circulation) are studied statistically.

MEASUREMENT OF TURBULENT FLOWS

We use the method of Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), which is based on direct optical observation of movement of small particles carried by the moving fluid. This method measures the instantaneous velocity in the entire field of view of a camera at the same moment. Therefore, this method is ideal for studying the coherent structures in the flow.

The particles (droplets of oil in our case) are illuminated by double pulsed laser, whose beam is defocused in one direction into a light sheet, as it is sketched in Figure 1. The pair of light pulses is separated in time by few microseconds and the shift of particles during this short time delay is measured. The higher velocity of particles, the smaller time delay is needed.

The spatial resolution depends on the used optics, but the field of view to the smallest recognizable scale (the grid size of the velocity vector array) to the field of view is in order of ~ 10^3 – 10^5, typically 32,64 or 128; in the presented data we used 64. This ratio is definitely quite small in comparison with the possibilities of numerical simulations or with the needs of a real engineering applications.

INDIVIDUAL VORTEX IDENTIFICATION

Having the measured data in the form of a regular array of velocity vectors in a planar cut of 3D flow, we identify individual vortices by direct fitting the velocity array by Gauss vortex model. There are four fitting parameters: position x and y, vortex core radius R and circulation Γ. More technical details about the algorithm can be found in our article [7].

The instantaneous field of velocity fluctuations obtained by the PIV methodology and Reynolds decomposition is further decomposed into the velocity field of finite number of individual macroscopic vortices plus the rest. The example is in Fig. 2. The rest contains the noise and the coherent structures, which are not vortices (e.g. divergent areas and areas of uniform motion), therefore its spectrum is flatter, but not entirely. It would be flat, if it contained white noise only.
The instataneous field of velocity fluctuations are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of radii of vortices found in the example above. The number of larger vortices decreases as $\sim R^{-2.2}$ later with as $\sim R^{-3}$, while the distribution of small vortices falls very rapidly, as the majority of energy is carried by the larger vortices. With the increasing distance from the grid, there is no change in that distribution shape, only the location of the maximum shifts toward larger vortices. This is caused simply by the fact, that turbulence decays from bottom, i.e. the integral lengthscale grows with distance [8].

CONCLUSIONS

We introduce a new method of individual vortex identification and we use it to study turbulent flows from a different point of view than the standard ways based on mathematical processing of point velocities.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early years of the 20th century, the study of physical properties in the low temperature range has started to develop. It is related to the emergent behaviour of matter due to the laws of quantum mechanics. Mentioned phenomena can be observed in the systems based on lanthanides and actinides [e.g. 1,2]. Because of the special properties of cerium (Ce) and ytterbium (Yb) and strongly correlated electron systems, new emergent anomalous behaviour can be under scientific attention.

Motivation for the study of RENIs (RE = Ce, Yb, Gd) system is the knowledge of ground state evolution among 3 different systems. One could expect the emergent behaviour arising due to existence of different physical interactions which could be connected with e.g. spin fluctuations, quantum criticality, Kondo effect or magnetocaloric effect. Their mutual competing can be tuned by magnetic field or pressure.

In this paper we experimentally studied magnetic and transport properties of substituted (Ce/Yb/Gd)Ni5. On the other hand, we are working with other systems, where Ni atom is substituted by Cu, Pd or In. Prepared compounds are good candidates for the study of physical properties at low temperature regime.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The polycrystalline samples were prepared by two different methods. The first, samples with Ce and Gd were created by arc melting under pure argon. The second group consist from Yb-based material, where the single elements were enclosed in a tantalum crucible. After that, the crucible was sealed by arc welding under pure argon. Process of sample preparation was chaired by induction furnace under a stream of pure argon again.

The structural analysis has been studied by X-ray Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer and the surface analysis has been performed by Scanning electron microscope with X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy system. Physical properties were studied by commercial device DynaCool (Quantum Design) in the temperature range in 2 K – 300 K with an applied magnetic field up to 9 T. Some of experiments need lower temperatures and Helium-3 refrigerator in the temperature range 40 mK – 300 K with applied magnetic field up to 9 T was used.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the investigation process mostly single-phase samples have been prepared. This fact supports results plotted in Fig. 1, where the selected materials as an example of studied series is shown.

Fig. 1 shows the morphological analysis of two polycrystalline material prepared in two different ways. On the left, there is SEM image of Ce0.85Gd0.15Ni5 bulk sample. The right side represents SEM morphological analysis of polycrystalline Yb0.4La0.6CuNi. The tables below them are the evidence, that the samples have required stoichiometric ratio.

From the structural point of view, there were observed several crystal structures depending on material. All of samples from RENis (RE = Ce, Yb, Gd) crystallize in a a hexagonal crystal structure of CaCu5, so the Vargad law can be applied (see Fig.2.). The situation, where Ni atom is substituted by Cu, is different. Here were detected mixture of cubic MgCu4Sn and its superstructure.

Magnetic measurements show magnetic ordering in whole prepared series of samples in studied system, except of CeNi5, which is known as Stoner enhanced paramagnet. For the Gd1−x,CexNi5 system, where x = 0; 0.2; 0.5 and 0.8 an effective paramagnetic moment (μeff) and the value for saturation magnetization MSAT were determined (TAB. 1). Increasing content of Ce decreases the value of MSAT. However, the calculations taking the free ion values of Ce3+ and Gd3+ into account, gives the higher values than the experiment. In case of CeNi5 there is no magnetic ordering and MSAT does not exist. The possible explanation is that there are the non-magnetic Ce4+ ions in some positions presented. Experimentally determined valency of CeNi5 varied from 3 to 3.5 [3].

Magnetic properties for samples based on Yb were investigated also. The most interesting results from these materials are plotted in Fig. 3. A broad
maximum is visible at temperatures close to 24 K. And this behavior is in agreement with [4]. Moreover, the asymmetric shape of maximum with a tail at higher temperatures is probably due to the spin fluctuation effect [5]. It means, that alloy and compounds with multiple magnetic transitions might create new materials to attain magnetic refrigeration technology in broad temperature range with comparison of classical materials.

The magnetic field dependences of electrical magnetoresitivity (MR) for different temperatures for all samples are presented in Fig. 4. The magnetoresistance has been calculated from the field dependence of the resistivity data using the formula:

\[ \frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho} = \frac{\rho(B) - \rho(0)}{\rho(0)} \times 100 \]  

(1)

where \( \rho(B) \) and \( \rho(0) \) are the resistivities measured in various applied magnetic fields. All magnitudes are negative, except for Gd_{0.5}Ce_{0.5}Ni_{5} compound at \( T = 2 \) K. Here, MR has a positive value.
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Steel is a material that is frequently found in general constructions of various components. In this research, we focus primarily on steel used in nuclear industry. In a long term, the material from which parts of a primary cooling circuit are constructed, has to withstand stresses stemming from different effects including high doses of radiation. At the same time, there is high temperature and pressure gradient in the walls of a reactor pressure vessel. Because of these effects, there is a need for detailed description of the steel’s microstructure. To find out the attributes and to diagnose the structure of metallic materials, a large amount of nuclear-physical methods can be applied. One of the most sensitive is the Mössbauer spectroscopy. It makes use of nuclear properties of $^{57}$Fe which belongs to the one of the most abundant elements in steels. This method is suitable mostly because of its high sensitivity as well as suitability to monitor hyperfine interactions. Using the Mössbauer spectra, we can determine e.g., valence states of Fe atoms, density of s-electrons and effective hyperfine magnetic fields created at the resonating nuclei [1]. The present study forms a background for the investigation of microstructural features of steels that are used in nuclear industry. In doing so, we have to prepare suitable fitting model for evaluation of the obtained Mössbauer spectra. This can be achieved by employing the results of the fitting applied to a model system. The latter is represented by a binary Fe-Cr alloy with well-defined Cr contents ranging from 1 at. % up to 50 at. %.

The original Fe and Cr material was melted using an arc in a vacuum apparatus with a copper matrix. After cooling down, the ingot had a homogenous structure and was shaped like a lens with a diameter of 20 mm and height of 10 mm. Next, the ingot was cut using a metallographic saw into discs with a thickness of 0.5 mm. Afterwards, the discs were ground with sandpapers and polished to mirror-like surface. Conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) measurements were carried out on a polished surface of the samples. A standard Mössbauer spectrometer with constant acceleration and equipped with a radioactive source of $^{57}$Co/Rh was used. The values of isomer shifts are quoted with respect to the centre of the Mössbauer spectrum of an α-Fe calibration foil recorded at room temperature. The first approach of evaluation of Mössbauer spectra of Fe-Cr alloys with various Cr concentrations is based on binomial distribution. Using this theoretical model in a fitting software Confit [2] we have used input parameters such as line intensity, hyperfine field, line width and isomer shift of the particular spectral component as fitted variables. In order to obtain the number of individual spectral components, we had to first calculate the probability of Cr atoms occurrence in the BCC structure. This probability for the first nearest neighbour (NN) shell (1NN – denoted as m) and the second 2NN shell (n) is

\[
P(m, n) = c_1 c_2 x^{(m+n)} (1-x)^{2(m+n)}
\]

(1)

Coefficients $c_1$ and $c_2$ in equation (1) are given by a combination number that depends on the maximum and the actual number of Cr atoms in INN and 2NN, respectively. The mean value of hyperfine magnetic field $\langle B \rangle$ and isomer shift $\langle IS \rangle$ can be calculated as:

\[
\langle B \rangle = \sum_{m,n} [P(m,n) B(m,n)]
\]

\[
\langle IS \rangle = \sum_{m,n} [P(m,n) IS(m,n)]
\]

Probability values $P(m,n)$ give information about the number of components (sextets) that have to be taken into account. With rising concentration of Cr there is a need for higher number of sextets. The mean value of hyperfine magnetic field and isomer shift depends on concentration of Cr. In our case, Cr linearly decreases both quantities according to equ. (3) [3, 4]:

\[
B(m,n) = B_0 - m \Delta B_1 - n \Delta B_2
\]

\[
IS(m,n) = IS_0 - m \Delta IS_1 - n \Delta IS_2
\]

(3.1)

(3.2)

Taking the results of the calculated probabilities $P(m,n)$ into account and assuming that only spectral components with their relative area > 2 % can be identified in the corresponding Mössbauer spectra, the number of sextets used for evaluation of the spectra varied from 2 (for 1 at. % Cr) up to 20 (for 50 at. % Cr).

Mössbauer spectrum of the sample with 2 at. % Cr is shown in Fig. 1 together with its three individual spectral components as an example of the applied fitting procedure for low concentrations of Cr based upon binomial distribution.

For binary iron alloys with high concentration of Cr the number of sextets as derived from binomial distribution is quite high and so is the number of the fitted variables. Thus, the fitting procedure might

![Fig. 1. Mössbauer spectrum of a Fe-Cr binary alloy with 2 at. % Cr measured by CEMS](image-url)
become unstable. For this reason, we have applied a model, which considers Gaussian distribution of hyperfine magnetic fields rather than a discrete number of many sextets. Using this distribution, we have evaluated spectra with 25 and 50 at. % Cr. To interpret them, we have employed three distributed sextets. The first determining sextet had a fixed intensity $A_{31} = 0.333$ and a free intensity $A_{21}$. Line width was set to 0.25 mm/s. The following dependent sextets had, besides fixed widths, also fixed intensity ratio according to the first sextet. Mössbauer spectrum of the sample with a concentration of 25 at. % Cr is shown in Fig. 2 together with the individual distributed spectral components.

From the study of the Fe-Cr samples we can say that the mean values of the investigated spectral parameters, viz. relative intensity ratio $A_{21}$, mean value of isomer shift $<SI>$ and hyperfine magnetic field $<B>$, decrease with at. % Cr. With a model based on binomial distribution and subsequent fitting we have obtained the results that are listed in Tab. 1 up to 25 at. % Cr. The following two rows ($x = 25$ and 50) represent the results obtained from fittings using Gaussian distributions.

TAB. 1. Values of spectral parameters corresponding to various Cr concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x$ [%]</th>
<th>$A_{21}$</th>
<th>$&lt;SI&gt;$ [mm/s]</th>
<th>$&lt;B&gt;$ [T]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>-0.080</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linear decline of experimental values obtained for hyperfine magnetic field and isomer shift are plotted as a function of $x$ (at. % Cr) in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. The experimental points are analysed by linear fits according to eqn. (3). Values of $<B>$ and $<SI>$ obtained from fittings with a distribution model are plotted by red symbols. Even though the fitting model is different, the obtained values are satisfactorily positioned on the linear dependencies.

Fig. 2. Mössbauer spectrum of a binary alloy Fe-Cr with 25 at. % Cr measured by CEMS

Fig. 3. Dependence of average hyperfine magnetic field $<B>$ as a function of Cr concentration ($x$) in Fe-Cr binary alloy measured by CEMS

The aim of this work was to work out fitting models used for evaluation of Mössbauer spectra of metallic alloys that consist of two elements. Due to their considerable thickness, we have applied conversion electron Mössbauer spectrometry for measuring the investigated Fe-Cr samples. Using theoretical assumptions based on binomial distribution as well as Gaussian distribution of Cr in the nearest neighbouring shells of the resonant Fe atoms, average values of hyperfine magnetic field and isomer shift values were obtained. They satisfactorily match the predicted linear dependencies with respect to Cr concentration. The resulting models of evaluation are applicable not only to binary alloys with Cr but also to other metal elements such as Co, Mn, Ni, etc.

The results of this study and experience with fitting models will be used when Mössbauer spectra of real steels (e.g. PM-2000) used in nuclear industry will be evaluated within the current research project.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This work was supported by the grant VEGA 1/0130/20.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades Ni-Mn-Ga Heusler alloys have received great attention as these exhibit magnetic shape memory effects in low symmetry phases; modulated 10M and 14M and non-modulated martensite [1]. Here we focus on modulated 10M martensite [2]. These phases are formed upon martensitic transformation from high temperature parent Heusler cubic phase with L21 order. These materials belong to the multiferroic class of materials, in this case magnetoelastic multiferroics coupling ferromagnetism and ferroelasticity [3]. Owing to very highly mobile twin boundary separating differently oriented ferroelastic domains (twins), the martensitic twinned structure can be manipulated by magnetic field and stress resulting in large mechanically induced changes of magnetization and giant magnetically induced strain in 10M martensite about 6% [4]. Such large deformation, however, can be obtained only in single crystal as grain boundaries form the unsurmountable obstacles for twin boundary motion. The effect is also known as magnetically-induced reorientation (MIR).

Here we investigated the equivalence of magnetic and mechanical energy, i.e. the energy needed for the reorientation by a magnetic field and by mechanical force resulting in giant deformation.

EXPERIMENTAL

For experiment we used single crystalline samples of nominal composition Ni50Mn28Ga22 from different sources including our own production. At room temperature all samples exhibit 10M modulated martensite structure with lattice constants a ≈ b > c in pseudotetragonal approximation. The rectangular samples were cut from single crystalline ingot along {100} planes of cubic parent phase and mechanically grounded and electropolished. To compare directly different modes of loading to induce reorientation the measurements were conducted on five samples by vibration sample magnetometer and custom-made stress-strain device.

RESULTS

From simple energy consideration the equivalence of mechanical and magnetic energy can be written as

\[ E_{\text{mag}} = \sigma \cdot \varepsilon_0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \sigma \) is the mechanical stress and \( E_{\text{mag}} \) magnetic energy needed for reorientation and \( \varepsilon_0 = 1 - c/a \) is the lattice distortion [5]. Experimentally the mechanical energy can be evaluated from stress-strain diagram obtained during mechanical reorientation. Fig. 1 shows such curve measured during the gradual structure reorientation under compression stress from the single martensite twin variant with c-axis perpendicular to single variant with c-axis along the stress. The small peak on the onset signified the nucleation of initial twin boundary and the onset of reorientation. New boundaries were then nucleated during compression; however, the amount was not controlled.

![Stress-strain curve of 10M martensite indicating by filling the energy needed for reorientation. The progress of twin variants redistribution is schematically shown in the inset.](image)

The magnetic energy \( E_{\text{mag}} \), driving force for reorientation, is a difference between the magnetic energy of the martensite twin variants having different orientation in magnetic field. The variant with c-axis (easy magnetization axis) along the field has lower energy than other variants with c-axes perpendicular to the field. Owing to the difference the variant with lower magnetic energy grows on the expense of other variants and the reorientation (MIR) occurred allowed by extremely low stress needed for twin boundary motion. Experimentally the energy needed for reorientation is given by the area between magnetization curves of differently oriented single variants and can be easily determined. This area is marked in Fig. 2. The figure also indicates the switching field \( H_{sw} \) in which the reorientation starts. Apparently in slowly growing magnetic field the whole reorientation is finished during single step. As the demagnetization factor was neglected in all measurement it may cause some systematic error resulting in the overestimation of magnetic energy [6].

The values of magnetic and mechanical energy needed for reorientation are summarized in Table 1 for several samples together with total average. It is apparent that magnetic energy needed for reorientation is invariably larger exceeding the mechanical energy of
about half. Still it is much lower than maximum magnetic energy, \( \approx 170 \text{ kJ/m}^3 \) available for reorientation determined from magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

It indicates that the reorientation takes place in middle of the range and no error from limits should arise. In any case the large difference is surprising but not totally unexpected. Previous experiments [7] dealing with only switching field already indicated that the onset of reorientation occurs in higher field than expected from the mechanical measurement.

![Magnetization curves of single variant with c-axis (easy axis of magnetization) along and perpendicular to the magnetic field. At magnetic field marked \( H_w \) the MIR occurred resulting in large jump in magnetization. The difference of magnetic energy is marked by blue filling.](Image)

**TAB. 1.** Average energy (from five measurements) needed for reorientation by mechanical and magnetic force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mechanical energy [kJ/m³]</th>
<th>Magnetic energy [kJ/m³]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample 1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample 3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values obtained from the experiment exhibited large scatter up to 20%. It can be mainly ascribed to the difficulties to secure the same fixture of the sample for each magnetic and mechanical measurement and random, uncontrolled nucleation of twin boundaries. Despite this, the observed difference between magnetic and mechanical energies is significant. It can be caused by fundamental difference in the experimental set-up. In magnetic experiment the reorientation is driven by gradually increasing magnetic field while in mechanical experiment the reorientation is controlled by strain. To have fully analogous experiment the reorientation in magnetic field should be controlled by magnetization which would assume variable magnetic field with quick feedback, which is difficult to realize in VSM. This is similar problem as dealing with re-entrant magnetization loop in purely magnetic studies [8]. One may also consider force (stress) controlled deformation which would be analogous to field measurement but it is also difficult to realize.

Being the magnetic field the independent variable we neglect the situation when the reorientation after overcoming the initial threshold may need much lower field to continue. In mechanical testing the mechanical force is determined in each stage of the reorientation. This can be the main reason why the magnetic energy for reorientation was much larger than the mechanical energy. Of course, one cannot exclude that the initial assumption (1) is not entirely true which demands further research.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In contrast with the phenomenological model [5] the calculated energy of magnetically induced reorientation or pseudoplastic deformation were considerably higher compared to the energy needed using mechanical force. The switching field of samples with nucleated twinning boundaries was also measured and compared to single variant crystals. Results only partly support modelling of the twinning stress and switching field [4-6]. The model-data discrepancies are an unresolved issue suggesting a need for modification of the model.

**ACKNOWLEDGMENT:** The work was done in the frame of activity “Otevřená věda” by Czech Academy of Sciences. O.H. thanks for support CSF No. 19-09882S.
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NITRIDE MULTIPLE QUANTUM WELL CHALLENGE

INTRODUCTION

Nitride semiconductor heterostructures are widely used for light-emitting and laser diodes (LEDs and LDs) as well as for high-power and high-electron-mobility transistors. But efficient and fast luminescence of InGaN/GaN structures opens new application field of superfast scintillation detectors [1]. Unlike the LED case, nitride scintillation structure must be composed of a high number of InGaN quantum wells (QW) due to high penetration depth of ionizing radiation. An increase in the number of QWs leads to a large increase of the strain energy in the structure, due to various lattice constants of GaN and InGaN and a consequent increase in structural failures, which can lead to the collapse of the structure. Therefore, increasing the number of QWs is a major challenge that has not been solved yet.

EXPERIMENTAL

Structures were prepared on the Aixtron 3 × 2 CCS MOVPE apparatus equipped with LayTec EpiCurveTT system for in situ measurement of reflectivity, curvature and true temperature. Buffer layers were grown with trimethylgallium and ammonia precursors with a hydrogen carrier gas. The MQW region was prepared from triethylgallium, trimethylindium and ammonia precursors with a nitrogen carrier gas. Structures were grown on sapphire substrates with standard c-plane orientation. A low temperature GaN nucleation layer was grown at 550°C. Subsequently, 3 μm-thick undoped GaN buffer at 1050°C was grown. Before the growth of the MQW active region, a 1 μm-thick Si doped GaN layer was added to suppress band bending. The multiple QW active region consisted of 10 to 60 QWs prepared at 736°C and In content was close to 5%. QWs were separated by GaN quantum barriers (QB) prepared at 815°C. The thicknesses of QW and QB were around 1.5 nm and 5 nm, respectively. After each stack of five QWs and QBS, 25 nm-thick GaN separation layer was grown with the same growth temperature as for QB. The whole structure was always capped with a 12 nm thick GaN layer to isolate QWs from the surface states. Design of scintillation structure is shown in Fig. 1. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were measured at room temperature at two different excitation wavelengths. For 325 nm excitation wavelength, a confocal microscope (LabRAM HR Evolution, He–Cd laser) was used. For 375 nm excitation wavelength, a semiconductor laser LD-375 was used and the detection was done using a combination of a double monochromator SDL-1 and a GaAs photomultiplier tube. Wavelength 325 nm enables excitation over GaN bandgap and the characteristic penetration depth is about 100 nm as opposed to 375 nm excitation which penetrates a few microns.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

High resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) image of 2 x 5 MQWs is shown in Fig. 2, where dark lines are InGaN QWs. Weak fluctuation of In content can be seen (dark spots).

Resonant excitation of QWs at 375 nm penetrates through all the structure and PL from all QWs can be obtained similar to the case of excitation by ionizing radiation. Under this excitation, increased excitonic luminescence intensity without any saturation with QW number is observed (Fig. 3). We observed linear increase of intensity QW excitonic luminescence with the increasing number of QWs up to 60 [2].

Cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements were performed in Philips XL30 ESEM with home-build CL setup including Avaspec ULS-TEC spectrometer with CCD detector.
This demonstrates the properly designed structure parameters and technology.

The 325 nm excitation has energy above GaN band gap. It is thus highly absorbed in the structure. Approximately 90% of the excitation beam is absorbed in first 100 nm corresponding to about 10 topmost QWs. PL intensity is saturated with increasing number of QWs due to limited propagation of excitation light, Fig. 4. Origin and influence of defect band at 490 nm is also discussed in detail in [2].

Decisive possible application of electron detection is CL. It was measured for the same set of samples with different number of QWs, see Fig. 5.

The dependence of CL intensity on the number of QWs is almost linear and only excitonic peak was observed. We compared CL spectra of our InGaN/GaN MQW structure with commercial YSO scintillator, see Fig. 6. Obtained integral intensities are comparable.

CONCLUSIONS

We have prepared efficient luminescent InGaN/GaN structures with the high QW number.

We have obtained linear increased of PL intensity with increasing number of QWs in resonant excitation.

Cathodoluminescence intensity of our structures are comparable with commercial YSO scintillator.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: The authors acknowledge the support of MSMT project no. NPU LO1603–ASTRANIT. The authors acknowledge Professor Philomela Kominou from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki for HRTEM measurements.
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DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY OF FUNCTIONALIZED CARBON NANOTUBES
J. Kuđelčík, jozef.kudelcik@feit.uniza.sk, Department of Physics, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Žilinská University, Univerzitná 1, 010 26 Žilina, Slovakia

Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) have a wide application due to their specific parameters. They can undergo chemical functionalization [1, 2] to enhance solubility in various solvents and to produce novel hybrid materials potentially suitable for applications. The functionalization can be done with various noble metal nanoparticles, such as Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, and their alloys [3, 4], and with magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), such as Fe₃O₄ [5 - 7]. The saturation magnetization is significantly higher at functionalized samples due to the presence of nanoparticles of Fe₃O₄ with the relatively high magnetic moments that were attached to the wall of MWCNT. Thus, nanoparticles play the role of a starting point for changing the magnetization of the whole nanotube [7]. Oppositely the coercivity of these samples is noticeably lower in comparison with non-functionalized ones. This could be attributed to the small magnetic anisotropy of the nanoparticles.

The dielectric response measurements are a powerful method for the investigation of the electrical properties of various materials [8, 9]. Dielectric spectroscopy measurements as a function of frequency and the applied bias voltage offer the ability to investigate both bulk dielectric processes as well as the possible barrier contribution to the electrical properties at a wide temperature range. Polarization, phase transitions, electrical conductivity, and interfacial effects determine the dielectric behavior of either materials or composites [10, 11].

For the measurement of the structural changes in MWCNTs functionalized (fMWCNTs) by Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles (20 – 25 nm) [7] diluted in transformer oil MOL TO 40A was used. Chemical vapor deposited MWCNTs were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Co. (length of 0.5 – 2 μm, the outer diameter of 20 – 30 nm, and the wall thickness of 1 – 2 nm). fMWCNT/Fe₃O₄ were prepared by removal of carboxyl groups and by subsequent labeling with magnetic nanoparticles. We used the sample with magnetic nanoparticles Fe₃O₄ of concentration 2.49 % mg/ml and MWCNT 0.22 % mg/ml. The sample had the density of 930.9 mg/ml. For measurement of these parameters, the LCR Meter QT 7600 Plus (QuadTech, USA) in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 MHz and IDAX 350 (Megger, UK) in the frequency range from 1 mHz to 10 kHz were used. The flat sample and the electrode system were placed in the oven where their temperature was stabilized. The studied fluid was placed in the liquid crystal cell (d = 50 μm with C₀ = 6.5 pF) fixed in the temperature stabilized block.

The real part of the complex permittivity of fMWCNT/Fe₃O₄ measured at the constant electric field 100 kV/m is depicted in Fig. 1. The real permittivity (ε') at low frequencies was high and almost constant, and with increasing frequency, it decreased to stable value ε' = 2 (dielectric constant at high frequencies). The frequency area of decrease ε' was temperature-dependent. The decrease of ε' was caused by a relaxation process of polarization with a relaxation time τ or an eigenfrequency (fₑ = 1/(2πτ)). This process is related to the relaxation of the electric double layers (EDL) [12] around nanoparticles. Low-frequency maxima around 50 Hz were observed also by Nuzhnyy [9] or Špitalský [10]. This effect could be used in practice, e.g. when determining the temperature.

The very high real permittivity of the fMWCNT in the low-frequency range originated from the low-frequency dispersion (LFD) mechanism [9, 10] and the presence of conductive magnetic nanoparticles causes its higher value. LFD has a similar mechanism as interfacial polarization but occurs at lower frequencies. In LFD mechanism, due to sufficiently low frequencies, nomadic charge carriers with low drift velocity also found sufficient time to move toward internal interfaces and pile up. This led to very large real permittivities. The increase of ε' can be also attributed to the formation

Fig. 1. The dependence of the real permittivity of fMWCNT/Fe₃O₄ on the frequency for various temperatures at the constant electric field 140 kV/m.

Fig. 2. Changes of acoustic attenuation for the jump change of the magnetic flux density to 200 mT for at various temperatures in samples No. H3.
of large numbers of nanocapacitor structures allowing the composite to store the charges.

Fig. 2 shows the frequency dependence of dissipation factor at various temperatures. There are one local low-frequency maximum and two minima. The local maximum at the frequency \( (\approx f_c = f_s \sqrt{(\varepsilon_f/\varepsilon_a)}) \) relates to a relaxation process of polarization of EDL (\( \varepsilon_a \) – stable value at low frequencies). The whole development shifts to higher frequencies with increasing temperature. This shift is caused by an increase in the rotational and vibrational motion of nanotubes with temperature and thus a decrease in the relaxation time of their dipole polarization.

The full lines in Figs. 1 and 2 represent the Cole-Cole fits of experimental data. The Cole-Cole equation [12] is a relaxation model that is often used to describe dielectric relaxations, and it has the following form:

\[
\varepsilon^* = \varepsilon_\infty + \frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{1 + (j \omega \tau)^\alpha} + j \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon_0 \omega}
\]

where \( \varepsilon^* \) is the complex dielectric constant, \( \Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_a - \varepsilon_\infty \), \( \sigma \) is the DC conductivity and \( \alpha \) is the distribution parameter. The experimental data were fitted using the Origin 7.0 software. Cole-Cole parameters were obtained and listed in Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>55</th>
<th>65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau ) (s)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_e ) (Hz)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ) (nS)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_a )</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relaxation time decreased with increasing temperature and follows the Arrhenius law given by the relation:

\[
\tau = \tau_0 \exp \left[-\frac{E_a}{kT}\right]
\]

where \( \tau_0 \) is the pre-exponential factor and \( E_a \) is the activation energy of the relaxation process. From the slope of the fit with a straight line of the dependence, \( \tau(1/T) \), and according to Eq. (2), the activation energy was \( E_a = 3.76 \) eV.

Fig. 3 shows the frequency dependence of the relative permittivity in different electric fields. The change of the applied voltage from the range of 1 V to 5 V to the measuring capacitor corresponded to the change of the electric field intensity in the range from 20 - 140 kV/m. With an increase in voltage/intensity in the higher frequency range, we do not observe any change in the development. However, at frequencies below 100 Hz, there is a significant decrease in relative permittivity with voltage. This decrease is caused by several facts. In the first case, an increase in the intensity of the electric field in the measuring capacitor causes a decrease in the effect of LDF and electrode polarization [10, 12]. As the intensity of the electric field increases, we also observe a shift of the whole development to the region of lower frequencies (indicated by an arrow). As the electric field increases, the electric dipoles of the nanoparticles have higher values, which have caused a higher depolarization field. This field further reduces the total intensity of the electric field and the eigenfrequency or relaxation maximum shifts towards lower frequencies. The next effect is caused by a decrease of charge carries near of electrode due to an increase of drift velocity with an external electric field. At higher speeds for one half, they can hit the electrode and neutralize. We observe the same shift at the development and position of the local maximum \( \tau \), Similar results are given in [9, 10].

The dielectric spectroscopy was used to study the influence of the temperature and the electric field on the dielectric properties of \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \). The development of \( \varepsilon^\prime \) and tan \( \delta \) of studied magnetic fluid showed one low-frequency relaxation maximum at the eigenfrequency, which was associated with the electric double-layer around \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \).
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INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) embedded inside semiconductor heterostructures prepared by Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) technology and is based on our contribution in [1]. Semiconductor direct-bandgap materials have much higher energy conversion efficiency than the light emission from atoms/molecules in a glass matrix or from some gases, the other light sources, but they have a broad band or multimode light emission spectra. QDs created and embedded inside semiconductor heterostructures can fundamentally improve the quality of emitted light spectrum, temperature dependencies and efficiency of emission. The main technological procedure used for QD preparation is the self-assembled Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. Embedded MOVPE-prepared QDs are currently used for semiconductor lasers, optical amplifiers, LEDs and photodetectors. High extinction coefficient of QDs is promising for possible optical applications. QDs can operate like a single-electron transistor and show the Coulomb blockade effect. QDs have also been suggested for quantum information processing or solid-state quantum computation - they can be used as a single photon generators.

DEFINITION AND HISTORY

The first idea of QDs having properties different from that of the bulk material was published in 1981 and QDs were prepared in colloidal solution, but they were not embedded in a heterostructure yet.

MOVPE-grown QDs were reported in 1991, but with small response. MBE seems to be more suitable for attaining an exact layer thickness down to fractions of a monolayer. QD MOVPE papers published later attracted much more interest. An attempt to realize industrial MOVPE-prepared QD-based semiconductor lasers for fibre optic telecommunications appeared during the first years of this century (e.g. EU project DOTCOM 2002-05), but without an impact on the industrial production.

Semiconductor QDs exhibit unique electronic and optical properties, intermediate between those of bulk semiconductors and discrete atoms or molecules – see Fig. 1. The reason the size of QDs is comparable with the de Broglie wavelength of an electron in a crystal. Electrons (and holes) inside QDs behave differently from that found in a “bulk” material. The most important difference is that inside the QDs, electrons (and holes) can occupy only discrete energy levels due to strong localization; however, they also can be found nearby QDs with nonzero probability. The position of energy levels depends mainly on the smallest size of a QD. Thus, electron-hole recombination energy (the wavelength of the emitted radiation) depends on this size, often more than on the material bandgap energy, which is determining for wavelength emission from the bulk material.

Reasons and examples of QD parameters for semiconductor lasers are as follows:

The emission from quantum levels in quantum wells and wires or QDs is monochromatic and still very efficient. Ones of the effects of strong quantum confinement are the discrete energy levels. Another effect is a lower threshold current density of a QD-based semiconductor laser, when achieving the inversion of population in QDs is needed for stimulated emission, as well as suppression of loss mechanisms such as Auger recombination and intervalence band absorption.

The photon energy (emitted wavelength) can be changed mainly by the size of QDs and not only by chemical composition. This is similar as in quantum well lasers, but the temperature dependence of these lasers is also much lower than for “classical” two-dimensional layered QW-based lasers.

Another very important property of QD-based semiconductor lasers is that very small QDs can emit single photons, necessary for quantum cryptography.

MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

The most common material combination for embedded QDs is InAs QDs in a GaAs matrix. The emission wavelength of these simple QDs is published up to 1250 nm. To further extend the emission wavelength, different kinds of strain-reducing layer materials such as InGaAs, GaAsSb or AlInAs are used to surround the InAs QDs. Useful material combinations are InAs QDs prepared on a InP substrate. To improve the electron localization in QDs lattice-matched buffers can be used, such as GaAsSb, InGaAs or AlAsSb.

GaSb QDs with the required simple hillock morphology were achieved, when InAs QDs were used as the seeding layer, see Fig. 2a. In this case, strong type II band alignment of carriers was obtained as is demonstrated in Figs 2 b–d. Fig. 3 depicts a QD capped by GaAsSb layer with low Sb content at during of the capping process. Dissolved amount of InAs during QD capping was so large that another unintentional QD layer was formed during the growth interruption after
the GaAsSb growth.

Fig. 2. AFM picture of hillock morphology of GaSb QDs when InAs QDs were used as the seeding layer (a), calculated band alignment of combined InAs and GaSb QDs along QD axes (b) map of band alignment for combined InAs and GaSb QDs of conduction (c) and valence (d) bands.

Fig. 3. HR TEM images of a QD capped by GaAsSb. TEM picture by Prof. P. Komninou Aristotle Univ. Thessaloniki.

GROWTH PROCEDURES

There are few papers about QDs prepared by liquid phase epitaxy. Krier et al., by Moiseev et al. with possible MIR-region applications, published them at 1999. Only exceptionally can we find papers about other epitaxial techniques, e.g. hydride-vapor-phase epitaxy. However, the main stream is focused on MBE and MOVPE technology. The three growth technological procedures are used for MOVPE preparation of QDs embedded in the structure. Self-assembled Stranski–Krastanov growth mode on the flat surface - compound semiconductors with different lattice constants have to be used to reach tensile strain for self-assembled creation of QDs on the wetting layer. The second is formation of QDs in prepatterned inverted pyramids and the third is droplet epitaxy. To obtain reproducible growth of QDs is difficult, the problem is that the QD size, shape and their density are very sensitive to many technological parameters, such as growth temperature, growth rate, waiting time for QD formation, QD material precise dosage, growth rate and composition of the covering and buffer layers. The strong sensitivity of QD properties on so many growth parameters is the obstacle for wider industrial application of QDs.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

MOVPE-grown QDs have been prepared and studied by many MOVPE technological teams for more than 25 years, but their real current application is still limited. The situation is comparable with QWrs. In comparison with QWs, both of these structures are not mature. It is an open question if QDs will ever have a comparable impact on our lives as QWs (internet, laser diodes, QW-based devices in computers, mobile phones, etc.). It may happen that improvement of the final chip/device parameters in comparison with QW-based ones will not be sufficient to introduce new growth procedures and device constructions.

Materials that can be used for QD structures come from many semiconductor families like arsenide, antimonite, phosphide, telluride, and nitride binaries and ternaries. QD structure material choice (including substrate material like GaAs, Si, sapphire, SiC, perovskite, etc.) can drive emitted wavelength, influence temperature and structure stability, and, of course, the cost of devices. Complex internal QD device structures like QD size and shape (including layout in the case of QD arrays), SRLs and spacers (materials and thicknesses), QD layer multiplicity for stacking-layer structure, material and thickness of the capping layer, and the system of buffer layers can affect QD device parameters and their possible applications.

Future applications:
- QD MIR photomultipliers can be more useful than for other QD photomultiplier wavelengths applications.
- QD long-life memories are very promising.
- Telecom lasers very probably for 1.3 µm, maybe also for 1.55 µm.
- We are not sure about the prospects of QD solar cells; this is at a very early stage of research with many exciting possibilities.

Future research:
- Extension of QD device wavelengths to the far-MIR and to the UV using different materials as well as size and shape of QDs.
- Improvement of structure parameters over the standard ones.
- The cost of devices has to be lowered, as usually, thus research of low-cost and mature (Si or GaAs wafers based?) technology has to be improved.
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INTRODUCTION

Motivated by the studies of a scattering problem [1], the relation between the momentum direction given by its spectral support and the direction of the probability flux is examined in one-dimensional quantum mechanics. Simple examples show that they are locally uncorrelated in general for the Schrödinger and massive Dirac particles. They are correlated for the zero-mass Dirac particles.

SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

A solution φ(t, x) of the one dimensional free Schrödinger equation can be written as

\[ \phi(t, x) = (2\pi)^{-1/2} \int e^{i(px-p^2t)} \hat{\phi}(p) dp \] (1)

in the units where the Planck constant \( \hbar = 1 \) and the particle mass \( m = \frac{1}{2} \). Here \( \hat{\phi} \) is the Fourier transform of the initial state \( \phi(0, x) \). The probability density \( \rho \) and probability flux \( j \) are give by the formulas

\[ \rho(t, x) = |\phi(t, x)|^2 \quad j(t, x) = 2\Re \left( \phi(t, x) \partial_x \phi(t, x) \right) \]

The spectral projectors of the momentum operator act as

\[ (\varphi, E_P(M)\psi) = \int_M \hat{\varphi}(p) \hat{\psi}(p) dp \]

Let us consider the initial state with

\[ \hat{\varphi}(p) = \sqrt{2\pi} \chi_{(M_1, M_2)}(p) + i\sqrt{2\pi} \chi_{(N_1, N_2)}(p) \]

where \( 0 \leq M_1 < M_2 < N_1 < N_2 < \infty \) and \( \chi_{(m_1, m_2)} \) is the characteristic function of the interval \( (m_1, m_2) \). The unessential normalization factor is skipped here. Numerically, values \( M_1 = 0 \), \( M_2 = 1 \), \( N_1 = 2 \), \( N_2 = 3 \) are used in the Figures. Using (1), the probability density and flux are calculated numerically.

![Fig. 1. Probability density ρ(t, x) at the time t=0.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Probability flux j(t, x) at the time t=0.](image2)

![Fig. 3. Probability density ρ(t, x) at the time t=1.](image3)

DIRAC EQUATION - MASSIVE

Let us consider the Dirac equation for the 2-component spinors in the 1+1 dimensional space time with non-zero mass \( m \). We use units where \( h = 1 \) and \( c = 1 \) in this section. The Dirac \( 2 \times 2 \) matrices are unique up to a similarity transformation as in the 4-dimensional space-time [2], so any of their representations may be used. Let us choose the Dirac equation in the form

\[ (i\sigma_2 \partial_t - \sigma_1 \partial_x - m)\psi = 0 \] (2)

where \( \psi(t, x) \in \mathbb{C}^2 \) and \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \) are the usual Pauli matrices. Then probability density and flux are

\[ \rho(t, x) = \psi(t, x)^* \psi(t, x) = |\psi_1(t, x)|^2 + |\psi_2(t, x)|^2, \]

\[ j(t, x) = \psi(t, x)^* \sigma_3 \psi(t, x) = |\psi_1(t, x)|^2 - |\psi_2(t, x)|^2. \]

The simple indefinite form of the current easily allows for the construction of states with momentum
spectral support in \([0, +\infty)\) but the current negative in some regions. These states are in general superpositions of positive and negative energy parts. We show an example that even states of momentum as well as energy spectral support in \([0, +\infty)\) but somewhere locally negative current exist.

The Hamiltonian corresponding to the equation (2) in the \(p\)-representation has two eigenvalues \(E_{\pm}(p) = \pm \sqrt{p^2 + m^2}\) corresponding to two eigen-spinors

\[
\hat{\varphi}_\pm(p) = a_\pm(p) \left( (p^2 + m^2)^{1/4} \mp p \right),
\]

\[
a_\pm(p) = 2^{-\frac{1}{4}} \left( (p^2 + m^2)^{-1/4} \mp (p^2 + m^2)^{1/4} \mp p \right)^{-\frac{1}{2}}.
\]

A state with both energy and momentum spectral support in \([0, +\infty)\) has at the time \(t = 0\) initial form

\[
\hat{\varphi}(p) = \hat{A}(p)\hat{\varphi}_+(p),
\]

where \(\hat{A} : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{C}\) is a function with support in \([0, +\infty)\). The time evolution of this state in the \(x\)-representation

\[
\psi(t, x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{\mathbb{R}} e^{i(px - \sqrt{p^2 + m^2}t)} \hat{A}(p)\hat{\varphi}_+(p) \, dp.
\]

Let us choose a simple form

\[
\hat{A}(p) = \sqrt{2E_+}(p)(E_+(p) - p) \chi_{(0, m)}(p)
\]

so that

\[
\psi(t, x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{0}^{m} e^{i(px - \sqrt{p^2 + m^2}t)} \left( \frac{-im}{\sqrt{p^2 + m^2} - p} \right) \, dp.
\]

A normalization constant is again skipped here.

At \(t = 0\), the upper component

\[
\psi_1(0, x) = -i \frac{\sqrt{2m}e^{imx}}{\sqrt{\pi x}} \sin \frac{mx}{2}
\]

has zeroes, the first at \(x = 2\pi/m\). Remembering the form of \(j(t, x)\), there would be regions with negative direction of the flux if

\[
\psi_2(0, 2\pi/m) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{0}^{m} e^{2\pi p/m} \frac{m^2}{\sqrt{p^2 + m^2 + p}} \, dp
\]

would be nonzero. However, this is the case as the imaginary part of the last expression up to a positive factor equals

\[
\int_{0}^{m} \frac{\sin(2\pi p/m)}{\sqrt{p^2 + m^2 + p}} \, dp > \left( \int_{m/2}^{m} + \int_{m/2}^{0} \right) \frac{\sin(2\pi p/m)}{\sqrt{m^2/4 + m^2 + m/2}} \, dp = 0.
\]

**DIRAC EQUATION - MASSLESS**

The Dirac equation (2) with \(m = 0\) separates to the two uncoupled 1+1 dimensional analogs of the Weyl equations

\[
(\partial_t + \partial_x)\psi_1 = 0, \quad (\partial_t - \partial_x)\psi_2 = 0
\]

and the flux sign may be arbitrary in general. However, if we consider only states with energy as well as momentum spectral supports fully contained in \([0, +\infty)\) or \((-\infty, 0]\) the direction of the flux is the same as the direction of the momentum for the positive energy states and the opposite for the negative energy states.

The negative energy states are interpreted as the charge conjugated states of the antiparticles in quantum field theory. So we can formulate the result that for the massless neutrinos and antineutrinos in 1+1 dimensional space-time the directions of the momentum and the probability flux are the same.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Simple examples illustrate that the positive/negative momentum spectral support does not induce positive/negative direction of the probability current for Schrödinger and massive Dirac particles in 1+1 dimensional space-time.

For the massless Dirac particles, the current direction is positive/negative for the positive/negative momentum spectral support.
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INTRODUCTION

The future electron-ion colliders [1] will offer a detailed investigation of the hadronic and nuclear structure, including the non-linear Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and nuclear effects. They will represent a unique tool for the study of various processes, such as the vector meson production, deeply virtual Compton scattering, production of direct photons and Drell-Yan pairs, production of di-jets, etc.

In this report, we highlight the electroproduction of vector mesons off nucleon and nuclear targets, in particular heavy quarkonia, which are very effective for investigation of the corresponding production mechanism, as well as various nuclear effects inherent in heavy-ion collisions. We describe shortly the recent theoretical progress in determination of quarkonium wave functions [2, 3, 4], in predictions of nuclear shadowing at low Bjorken x [5] and present new results for the cross section in coherent quarkonium photoproduction off the nucleus.

PROTON TARGET

The elastic electroproduction of heavy quarkonia $\gamma^* N \to VN$ has been studied within the light-front (LF) color dipole formalism [3]. Here the corresponding production cross section reads

$$\sigma_{\gamma^* p \to VN} (x, Q^2) = \frac{1}{16\pi B} \left| A_{\gamma^* p \to VN} \right|^2, \quad (1)$$

where $B$ is the diffractive slope in the process $\gamma^* N \to VN$, and the amplitude $A$ is given as,

$$A_{\gamma^* p \to VN} \propto \int dz d^2r \Psi_{\gamma^*} \Psi_\gamma \sigma_{qq}(r, z), \quad (2)$$

with $\Psi_{\gamma^*}$ and $\Psi_\gamma$ denoting the wave functions related to $\gamma^* \to QQ$ and $QQ \to V$ transitions, respectively. Here $\sigma_{qq}(r, z)$ is the dipole cross section representing the interaction of the $QQ$ photon fluctuations with a transverse size $r$ with the target proton and the variable $z$ is the photon momentum fraction carried by a heavy quark (antiquark).

The LF photon wave function is well described with no large uncertainties. Not so for the LF quarkonium wave function and $\sigma_{qq}(r, z)$. However, the radial part of $\Psi_\gamma$ is well defined in the $QQ$ rest frame and can be obtained as a solution of the Schrödinger equation for various realistic $Q - Q$ interaction potentials. Then its LF counter-part is acquired performing the Lorentz boost from the $QQ$ rest frame. Assuming a simple non-photon-like structure of the quarkonium wave function [2, 3, 4] in the $QQ$ rest frame, the corresponding Lorentz transform is also undergone for the spin-dependent part known as the Melosh spin rotation. The next ingredient of amplitude $A$, the dipole cross section $\sigma_{qq}$ cannot be derived from the first principles.

we are obliged to adopt several popular parametrizations of $\sigma_{qq}$ obtained from the fit of DIS HERA data. All these theoretical uncertainties related to the mass of heavy quark, to the form of $Q - Q$ interaction potential, as well as to the choice of the phenomenological model for $\sigma_{qq}$ have been analyzed in [3] and can be reduced by the future precise measurements at EIC. It was also found in [3] that the study of $\Psi'(2S)$-to-$J/$-$\Psi(1S)$ and $\gamma'(2S)$-to-$\gamma(1S)$ ratios is very effective for minimization of the above uncertainties.

Another source of uncertainty is associated with the structure of $V \to QQ$ transition. The standard photon-like structure in the LF frame, frequently used in the literature, leads to an extra $D$-wave admixture in the quarkonium wave function in the $QQ$ rest frame. However, such a $D$-wave component contribution is not justified by any realistic nonrelativistic $Q - Q$ potential model. In our studies [4] we have analyzed this contribution in the elastic electroproduction process $\gamma^* N \to VN$ by comparing the LF photon-like with the $S$-wave-only structure in the $QQ$ rest frame [2, 3]. For the $J/$-$\Psi(1S)$ state this undesirable $D$-wave contribution causes a small $5 - 10\%$ enhancement of electroproduction cross sections. However, the nodal structure of the $\Psi'(2S)$ wave function generates the boosting of $D$-wave effects with the corresponding undesirable $20 - 30\%$ enhancement.

NUCLEAR TARGETS

In comparison to a nucleon, the nuclear targets provide us with additional information about the space-time pattern of production mechanism and the onset of various nuclear effects modifying the nucleus-to-nucleon ratio. Namely, the study of such ratio can reduce the above-mentioned uncertainties.

In coherent (elastic) $\gamma^* A \to VA$ and incoherent (quasi-elastic) $\gamma^* A \to VA^*$ quarkonium production, we included the higher twist quark shadowing related to the $QQ$ photon fluctuations, as well as the leading twist gluon shadowing (GS) associated with multigluon photon components [6]. For the former case, the onset of shadowing is controlled by the scale known as the coherence length (CL), which is given in the rest frame of the target nucleus as,

$$L_c = \frac{2\nu}{Q^2 + M_{QQ}^2}, \quad (3)$$

where $\nu$ and $Q^2$ is the energy and virtuality of the photon, and $M_{QQ}$ is the effective mass of the $QQ$ pair. This effect of coherence can also be interpreted as the lifetime of $QQ$ photon state. The maximal onset of shadowing requires long-lived photon $QQ$ fluctuations with $L_c \gg R_A$, where $R_A$ is the nuclear radius. Otherwise one should apply corrections for the finite-CL which have been obtained and studied within a rigorous Green function formalism [5]. Besides, the GS
manifests itself at higher energies due to a larger effective masses of multi-gluon photon fluctuations.

Taking into account all these nuclear phenomena (see [6] for more details), we can provide predictions for the LHC and future EIC experiments. As an example, in Fig. 1 we show our results for the cross section of the coherent process $\gamma^* Pb \rightarrow J/\psi Pb$ at the LHC collision energy $5.02$ TeV. Here, the dot-and-dashed line corresponds to maximal quark shadowing. The dashed line represents the finite-CL corrections, and the solid one includes additionally the GS contributions. Such a coherent charmonium photoproduction at the LHC energies was presently studied also in ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC) in [6].

One can see from Fig. 1 a weak onset of CL effects at small photon energies $W < 500$ GeV manifesting so importance of the finite-CL corrections. On the other side, the GS prefers larger photon energies reducing the nuclear cross section $\sigma_{\gamma Pb \rightarrow J/\psi Pb}$. However, the corresponding magnitude of GS effects expected at the planned EIC experiments at BNL will be specified later after setting of all kinematical details during realization of the EIC project.

The Fig. 2 [6] shows the onset of particular nuclear effects in the $\gamma Pb \rightarrow J/\Psi Pb$ coherent process in UPC at the LHC energy $5.02$ TeV. Here we treat the “S-wave-only” structure of charmonium wave function in the $c\bar{c}$ rest frame. The dotted line represents our results for long-lived $c\bar{c}$ photon fluctuations. The dashed line includes additionally the spin effects and the difference between the solid and dashed line is a clear manifestation of GS effects at $y = 0$ and finite-CL corrections at large negative and positive rapidities.

Another theoretical investigation of coherent and incoherent electroproduction of vector mesons off a proton and off nuclear targets has been performed using the hot-spot model [7] for the nuclear profile function what corresponds to the possible existence of sub-nucleonic degrees of freedom of nucleons.
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Fig. 1. Coherent $J/\psi$ photoproduction at the LHC energy. The dot-and-dashed line represents model predictions in the high energy limit. The dashed and solid line includes additionally the finite-CL and GS corrections, respectively.

Fig. 2. Coherent $J/\psi$ production in UPC at the LHC energy. The dot line represents model predictions in the high energy limit. The dashed and solid line includes additionally the spin rotation effects and the finite-CL and GS corrections, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

In past years, the all-conjugated copolymers bringing together in one molecule hole- and electron-conductive parts became of utmost importance [1, 2]. The different copolymer parts have different stiffness values resulting in a different microstructure of the self-organized solution-processed thin film, and the relations between microstructure and electrical properties of such copolymers are strong.

Scherf and List reviewed the influence of both the main chain conformation changes and defect sites on polyfluorenes properties [3]. Amdassie et al. studied a series of polyfluorene copolymers incorporating alternating electron-withdrawing (A) and electron-donating (D) groups [4]. Using quantum chemical calculations, the authors have proved the influence of various repeating electron-donating and electron-withdrawing groups on the HOMO and LUMO positions. Garcia-Basabe et al. studied the relationship between the microstructure of the polyfluorene based copolymer poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-4,7-bis thiophen-2-yl] benzo[2,1,3-thiadiazole] (PFO-DBT) thin film and its transport properties [5]. The electronic structure of various PFO-DBT isomers varying by the up or down spatial orientation polydiocetylfluorene, thiophene, benzothiadiazole, and, again, thiophene was described by DFT. Two most stable structures with almost identical relative energies were found.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

PFO and PFO-DBT thin films were spin-coated on ITO substrates in the glove box for 100 s up to a complete drying (PFO: from 1.5 wt% solution in toluene, spinning rate 20 rps, PFO-DBT: from 2.0 wt% solution in toluene, spinning rate 20 rps, both resulting in 100 nm thickness of the film). The thermal annealing of the thin film was performed at 110°C for 5 min. The electrochemical microwells were formed on ITO substrates with deposited thin films by attaching a cut micropipette tip bounding a working disc electrode of area 12 mm². The microwells were filled with the 0.1 M solution of NBu₄PF₆ in acetonitrile. The potential of the working electrode was recorded with respect to the reference Ag/AgCl electrode and recalculated to the local vacuum level assuming the Ag/AgCl energy vs. vacuum value of 4.66 eV.

The electronic structure was mapped by the energy-resolved electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (ER-EIS); the impedance/gain-phase analyzer Solartron analytical (model 1260) was used for this purpose [6, 7]. The density of states was mapped in the energy range from -1.5 to -7.0 eV vs. vacuum. The frequency was set to 0.5 Hz, the amplitude of AC voltage to 10 mV/s. The GIWAXS measurements were performed on a custom-designed Nanostar device (Bruker AXS, Germany) with a liquid Ga metal-jet X-ray source (Excillum, Sweden) generating high-intense Ga Kα radiation with a photon energy of 9.25 keV. UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu) with the spectral range 200 – 2200 nm was used to obtain absorbance spectra of studied thin films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The density of states (DOS) measured for the PFO and PFO-DBT as-prepared and thermally annealed thin films are shown in Fig. 1. The bandgap values of both polymers increased after the thermal annealing, while the LUMO energy was almost unchanged. A sharper DOS decrease was observed on the HOMO side of the spectrum. Moreover, the DOS changes in the forbidden gap of PFO-DBT (i.e., the lowering of defect states DOS) are more pronounced than those in the PFO thin film. The DOS in the PFO-DBT thin film was lower by ~4×10⁻⁵ cm⁻¹eV⁻¹, the DOS in the PFO thin film only by ~2.5×10⁻⁵ cm⁻¹eV⁻¹ [8].

Fig. 1. ER-EIS spectra of PFO and PFO-DBT as prepared and thermally annealed thin films.

A comparison of the band gaps determined electrochemically with those obtained from UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 2. As already mentioned in the literature, differences between the transport gap, electrochemical gap, and optical gap can be often observed. The data collected by Sworakowski et al. [9] showed that, on average, the CV measurements underestimate the gap energies by ca. 16 %, and the UV-
VIS optical spectroscopy underestimates the gap energies by ca. 37% as compared to the gaps determined by UPS/IPES measurements.

Another issue highlighted in Fig. 1 is a stronger tendency to form structural defect states in the copolymer PFO-DBT films as compared to polymer PFO. The situation probably resides in a more complicated microstructure of the copolymer thin film caused by the presence of various isomers in its backbone chain [6]. The microstructure of the copolymer thin film copolymer PFO-DBT films as compared to polymer tendency to form structural defect states in the formation of a crystalline structure during the thermal process prevents the effective packing of molecules and molecular structure of the monomer [5], probably present in the PFO-DBT thin films, which vary by the amount of the altered chain geometry is manifested as the formation of β-phase in the PFO film [10, 11]. On the other hand, the isomers present in the PFO-DBT thin films, which vary by the up or down spatial orientation of chemical units in the molecular structure of the monomer [5], probably prevents the effective packing of molecules and formation of a crystalline structure during the thermal annealing.

CONCLUSIONS

The performed studies of PFO and PFO-DBT spin-coated films, both as prepared and upon annealing, have indicated an expressive thermal restructuring of the packing structure only for homopolymer PFO. The comparison between the information extracted from ER-EIS and GIWAXS measurements explicitly points out that combining these two methods is particularly appropriate.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, magnetic materials, which have a wide temperature range with several magnetic transitions, are suitable for very popular study of magnetocaloric properties. Such a broad range can be observed in materials with a second-order phase transition. One way to confirm this prediction is to study magnetic and magnetocaloric properties.

The attractive materials for the investigation are alloys and compounds with consist of rare earth. Among them the Gd-based materials are in the class of the goods candidates where an experiment and study of physical properties for potential practical applications are attractive.

For these reasons we choose Gd$_3$Ni$_2$In$_4$ material. Structural characterization was reported before in paper [1]. The most interesting results, which have been obtained, are presented in this contribution.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The polycrystalline sample was prepared by arc melting techniques using Centorr electric arc furnace under argon atmosphere. The individual pieces of starting elements have a high purity: 99.9 % for Gd, 99.99 % for Ni and 99.99 % for In. After the preparation process, the sample were enclosed in an evacuated quartz tube and subjected to annealing at 750 °C for 15 days.

The structural analysis has been studied by X-ray Brucker Panalytical Xpert PRO X-Ray Diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) in the range 2θ ≤ 20 ≤ 80°. Both the homogeneity and the composition of the compound were analysed using scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometer.

Physical properties were measured by commercial device DynaCool (Quantum Design) in the temperature range from 2 K up to 300 K in an applied magnetic field up to 9 T.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first thing during the investigation process was performing of a Rietveld refinement. It was carried out to determine the phase purity (see in Fig. 1). The refinement result reveals that the Gd$_3$Ni$_2$In$_4$ compound has crystallized in single phase with hexagonal Lu$_5$Co$_3$In$_5$-type Gd$_3$Ni$_2$In$_4$ with some Indium traces. The resulting lattice parameters (a = 7.7051(6) Å and c = 3.8093(4) Å) obtained from the Rietveld refinement agree well with the previously result [1]. Back scattered electron (BSE) image confirms the absence of any other impurity phases in the compound.

The magnetocaloric effect in the sample is qualitati-
Below $T_{C}$, MR linearly decreases with temperature and becomes positive around $T_{N}$. At the 2 K, MR reaches a value of 44% in the magnetic field of 9 T. This is a signature of antiferromagnetic ordering of moments at low temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on obtained results, we can conclude that the magnetic, magnetocaloric, transport and thermodynamic properties of polycrystalline Gd$_3$Ni$_2$In$_4$ compound have been studied. The magnetocaloric properties indicate the applicability of the compound to the magnetic cooling in the low temperature range.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is one of the promising technologies for applications in refrigeration as energy efficient and environment-friendly alternative. For the materials interesting for the applications is the most important high value of the Refrigerant Capacity (RC), what can be done by maximizing of the magnetic entropy change ∆Sm and temperature span. Study of the MCE properties of the materials attracts the interest of the scientists because the giant MCE effect in Gd₅Si₂Ge₂ near room temperature were reported [1].

Alloys contains Gd are therefore from the one hand promising, but at the other hand they are from the practical point of view not reasonable. One of the usable approaches is to prepare “table-like” materials with multiple phase transitions [2, 3].

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

The Dy₆.₅Co₂Si₂.₅ alloy was synthesized by arc melting of the constituent elements having high purity (Dy, 99.9%; Ni and Si, 99.99%) in stoichiometric ratio in a water-cooled Cu hearth under purified argon atmosphere. The melted ingot was flipped and re-melted five times to ensure homogeneity. The as-cast sample was sealed in a quartz tube of high vacuum, annealed for 15 days at 800 °C, and then quenched to room temperature. The phase purity of the sample was determined by the X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) using of Rietveld refinement. Magnetic, thermodynamic, and transport measurements were performed on Quantum design DYNACOOL device from 2 to 300 K and magnetic field up to 9 T.

Using of Rietveld-refined XRD analysis of Dy₆.₅Co₂Si₂.₅ alloy were identified three major phases Dy₅Si₂ (54.97 wt.%), Dy₂Co₂Si₁.₈ (30.85 wt.%) and Dy₃Co (14.18 wt.%). The temperature dependence of ZFC and FC magnetization M(T) data measured in magnetic field B = 0.01T are presented at Fig. 2. From the first order derivative of M(T) (inset figure) were determined four temperatures of phase transitions (PT): T₁ = 43 K, T₂ = 74.7 K, T₃ = 90.5 K, and T₄ = 132.4 K.

Thanks to the known PT temperatures of Dy₃Co (29 K, 44 K) [4, 5] we can assume the presence of this phase in the prepared compound. PT at the temperature T₂ may be connected with the presence of the Dy₅Si₂. Temperature T₄ seems to be far from any PT of alloy components thus may indicate Dy₂Co₂Si₁.₈ phase [7]. We believe that the transition at 90.5 K is present as inherent characteristic of the prepared Dy₆.₅Co₂Si₂.₅ compound as a consequence of the multiple magnetic transitions. Higher applied magnetic field smeared out practically all phase transitions. Large bifurcation between the FC and ZFC dependencies were observed because of the pinning of domain walls [8].

![Fig. 1. XRD pattern of Dy₆.₅Co₂Si₂.₅ alloy](image1)

![Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of magnetization](image2)
Typical “S-shape” behavior below 47 K clearly seen on the Fig. 4 confirms first-order antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic (metamagnetic) transition.

From magnetic measurements were calculated the magnetic entropy change ($\Delta S_M$) as a function of temperature for various magnetic fields from isothermal magnetization data using Maxwell’s relation:

$$\Delta S_M = \int_0^B \left( \frac{\partial M}{\partial T} \right)_R dB$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The temperature dependence of $-\Delta S_M$ at Fig. 5 below 7.5 K change the sign from negative to positive with the increase of temperature due to the field-induced antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic phase transition. The positive $-\Delta S_M$ is usually observed in magnetocaloric materials with first-order magnetic transition.

The maximum value of $-\Delta S_M$ was found 7.94 and 5.66 J/kg K for magnetic field change of 0 – 7 and 0 – 5 T, resp.. One of the most important characteristics of the magnetocaloric materials is Refrigerant capacity (RC), which can be calculated as follows:

$$RC = -\Delta S_M^{\text{max}} \Delta T_{FWHM}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $-\Delta S_M^{\text{max}}$ is the highest value of magnetic entropy and $\Delta T_{FWHM}$ is the full width at half maximum of the magnetic entropy peak, which defined the temperature span for chosen magnetic field change.

The RC value obtained for Dy$_6$Co$_2$Si$_{1.5}$ is 739 and 474 J/kg for magnetic field change 0 – 7 and 0 – 5 T, respectively is comparable or higher than in other already reported alloys. The temperature span is enlarged to 83.8 K thanks to the existence of four phase transitions in the presented alloy.
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The ultimate aim of this project is nothing less than an appeal to the scientific community for wider adoption of open formats for data storage. Using human-readable text files or other standardized formats makes easier sharing the results across the world, their machine processing, as well as returning to them in the future when most software falls. Clearly, work of a scientist never ends with saving a file only: One will want to see the data plotted and export a nice graph thereof for publication; multiple files or columns may need to be plotted over each other and often also the data may need to be filtered, processed in a more sophisticated way. The usual approach is either to load them into a point-and-click application for scientific plotting like Origin or Scidavis, or to learn basics of programming and type the commands in a scientific math package like Mathematica, Matlab, Python or R.

However, none of these approaches is ideal: the former one becomes repetitive when manually handling larger datasets, and macro recording is only a partial remedy to it. The latter one leads to cumbersome programming in case of trivial tasks. Many programs (re)implement only a limited subset of mathematical or graphical functions required in science; the more advanced ones have graphical interfaces that hide useful functions in many-level menus. More often than not, such software tends to bind the researcher to proprietary data formats. According to the author’s experience, all available choices of scientific software involve one or more described sacrifices.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

Fig. 1. Graphical user interface of nihilnovi

In an attempt to resolve the unfortunate situation described, the author presents a program named nihilnovi, with a single window containing a file browser, a code editor and a plotting area (Fig. 1). Selecting files in the file browser leads to immediate plotting of their contents in the right panel, which makes data inspection as intuitive as viewing a photo gallery.

Importantly, the critical part of the Python code responsible for plotting is exposed to the user, who can write advanced commands for data processing and plotting (or paste them from included templates). This code is persistent with regards of file selection, and it allows processing multiple files at once. It can also be saved as a Python script, which enables not only its future development and re-use for new data, but also records step-by-step “lab notes” of the procedure used.

WHAT IS NOT NEW

Aside of its mixed clicking/programming workflow, the major novelty of the program is paradoxically in that it implements almost nothing new, employing the power of established software:

- It does not implement a new plotting library – Matplotlib [2] draws all high-quality plots both for the interactive on-screen plotting and for PDF export.
- It does not promote its custom scripting language – Python (version 3.0+) including numpy and other its powerful scientific modules have been a popular language for scientific use for over two decades.
- Also the suggested file formats for data input/output are simple ASCII files.
- Other input formats like Origin are also supported by means of existing libraries; a project dedicated to reverse engineering and documentation of binary formats [3] exists.

WHAT IS NEW

To author’s dismay, development of nihilnovi was not possible without actually implementing some new features. One of newly written pieces of code provides the custom file/directory tree browser. More exactly, it is a dataset/container browser, since the concept of directory was extended also to files than can contain more than one dataset – i.e. a group of values. Therefore, a multi-column text file is treated similar to a directory containing three simple data files (see bottom left of Fig. 1). Likewise, an XLS file saved by Microsoft Office Excel is a container for one or more spreadsheets, which are in turn containers for columns. OPJ projects from Origin are also nested containers, as well as HDF5, GPX, ZIP and other file types for which the support is planned in future versions. One feature specific to this file browser is called flattening of containers. Whenever a directory (e.g. “tmp0” in Fig. 1) contains only a single object (e.g. “tmp”), their names are shown as joined into a single line. Such flattening is applied recursively, allowing to entirely hide containers that are void of accessible data. It minimizes the visual clutter in the file tree, especially in connection with the built-in filename
filtering. Another novel piece of code was required for an automatic DAT/CSV file reader. In practice, text files use different formatting – most importantly, a comma, tabulator, space or multiple spaces are used as column separators. The implemented routine guesses the formatting that leads to most rectangular data table, still being robust against row length irregularity due to intentionally missing values.

During loading of each file, its name and metadata are processed and stored to describe the resulting dataset. Such parameters can either be used for automatic labeling of the plotted curves, or can be assembled to form the third axis in case of e.g. a 3D-surface plot.

EXAMPLE: FABRY-PÉROT FRINGE REMOVAL

Coloured curves in Fig. 2 show experimental spectra of InGaN/GaN scintillator luminescence with two broad emission bands (≈ 415 and ≈ 490 nm). All spectra are modulated by Fabry-Pérot interference due to two interfaces of the gallium nitride epitaxial layer. This is unrelated to material – an optical artifact to be removed.

For illustration, Code block 1 shows a procedure that removes the fringes using Fourier transform, a task that would be rather tedious in graphical programs known to the author. Thanks to the script automatically adjusting to fringe density, it requires no user interaction during loading of each file, its name and metadata are processed and stored to describe the resulting dataset. Such parameters can either be used for automatic labeling of the plotted curves, or can be assembled to form the third axis in case of e.g. a 3D-surface plot.

CONCLUSIONS

This article presents a program in which selecting of files often generates a publication-ready plot of data. Thanks to the mixed clicking/programming workflow, such simplicity of trivial tasks does not restrict the versatility of complex tasks. After three-year long development of nihilnovi in semiconductor laboratory, its author believes the project has reached such a state that it can be helpful to the scientific community. Therefore, it is published [1] as platform-independent free software, with all its dependencies being free software as well.
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Development of a new material or device with required properties is a complex task usually accompanied with many attempts and discovering the dead ends. The performance of the material or device might be a complicated function of many input parameters like growth conditions, annealing conditions, postprocessing methods etc. Machine learning algorithms can be very efficient way to boost the development process in cheap and time-saving way [1]. Machine learning model can be trained on the available data and then used to predict material or device performance. This paper demonstrates capability of neural networks and regression trees to predict luminescence intensity from growth conditions of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum well (QW) structures and, consequently, improve its properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

InGaN/GaN samples were grown on the Aixtron 3 × 2 CCS MOVPE system equipped with LayTec EpiCurveTT apparatus for in situ measurement of reflectivity, curvature and true wafer temperature. Sapphire substrates with c-plane orientation were used for the growths. Buffer layers were grown with trimethylgallium and ammonia precursors with a hydrogen carrier gas. Additional details can be found elsewhere [2]. The precursor during active region growth were NH3, triethylgallium and trimethylindium as sources for N, Ga and In respectively. Nitrogen carrier gas was used for active region growth. Studied structures contain stack of 5 QWs and barriers, separation layer and second stack of 5 QWs and barriers. The structure is capped with GaN layer.

Photoluminescence (PL) measurement were carried out with confocal microscope LabRAM HR Evolution, He-Cd laser (wavelength 325 nm) with used excitation density 0.05 Wcm-2, objective 74CG, spot diameter 2 μm and CCD detector Synapse with UV enhanced sensitivity. Both excitation and emission light were passed through objective and reflected laser light was filtered by in-build edge filter. Wavelength 325 nm (≈3.8 eV) enables excitation over GaN bandgap and the characteristic penetration depth is about 100 nm [3]. Energy resolution is constant for all measurements and is about 0.1 nm. PL spectra of all samples were automatically fitted (Gaussian curve for QW luminescence band). Results of fitting along with growth parameters were used as input data for machine learning algorithms. Machine learning algorithms (neural networks, regression trees and different types of boosted trees) implanted in Sci-kit [4] Python library were used. Details about the models can be found in the Sci-kit documentation [4].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Datasets from more than 100 samples were randomly divided to training and test ensembles. To use neural network model, the input data were preprocessed: 15 input parameters (growth parameters) and one output parameter (QW luminescence intensity) were normalized with StandardScaler from Sci-kit library. Various types of neural network design were probed. The best prediction accuracy was achieved with two layers with 18 and 12 neurons, respectively, adaptive learning rate starting at 0.001 and activation function tangent hyperbolicus. To classify the machine learning predictions, the parameter explained variance score (EVS) between predictions on test ensemble and measured data was used. However, neural network gave rather poor prediction accuracy (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Neural network prediction. EVS = 0.02.](image)

For regression trees, data preprocessing is not necessary. Moreover, because the little computational time consumption in comparison to neural network, regression tree design can be easily optimized by fitting procedure for a given task. A single regression tree optimized main parameters were: maximal depth = 13, minimum samples split = 11 and minimum weighted fraction for leaf creating = 0.039. EVS for the single regression tree was as good as 0.62 (Fig. 2). However, few completely incorrect predictions can be found. Next, regression tree boosting methods were examined. The procedure was the same as in the case of the single regression tree. Results from adaptive boosting and gradient boosting methods are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Adaptive boosting was used to wipe out the completely incorrect predictions. However, the obtained EVS are little worse than in the case of single tree regression.
The best prediction accuracy was achieved with voting regressor. The estimators for the voting regressor were the three previously mentioned regression tree models. Linear dependence between predicted and measured values is evident, but the predicted values are underestimated. However, this problem can be easily solved by renormalization of the predicted values.

From comparison of neural networks and regression tree methods, the latter one performed great on our datasets. The main problem of neural network optimization is the computational time consumption which prevents fitting procedure to be run on personal computer. The second problem (for both methods) is the small training dataset (around 100 samples). The last drawback of the machine learning algorithms can be wrong input parameters (wrong automatic fit of the complicated PL spectra with three bands) and possible missing input parameter (technical services and maintenance of the growth aperture, changing precursor sources, etc.)

The regression tree can be also useful in detecting the important growth parameters, as it is easily interpretable for human (in contrary to neural network). For example, growth time of barrier between QWs was shown as crucial parameter which was not expected.

CONCLUSIONS

Application of neural networks and different models of regression trees was shown on development of InGaN/GaN heterostructures with respect to their luminescence properties. The best prediction of luminescence intensity from growth parameters were obtained by voting regressor using different regression tree methods with ESV = 0.68. A single tree regression revealed growth time of barrier as very important growth parameter. The procedure demonstrated here is universal and cheap way of optimization which can be applied when new material or device for specific application is being developed.
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INTRODUCTION

While there is rich account in existing literature for nanoscopic defects in epitaxial gallium nitride (such as vacancies, dislocations and other atomic-scale disorders) [1, 2], as well as for mesoscopic morphological features that are visible with an optical microscope or with a SEM (such as v-pits, inversion domains, or trench defects) [3], not much investigation was dedicated to truly macroscopic defects of epitaxial growth than can be seen with naked eye.

The primary purpose of our laboratory work lies in the development of efficient and fast scintillator structures based on multiple InGaN/GaN quantum wells (MQW). During the preparation of these structures, great attention is paid to optimization of the growth parameters and to reduce the density of dislocations and point defects in this material [4].

In this article we describe two type of macroscopic defects on InGaN/GaN MQW structures caused by accidental contamination with dust particles during the structure growth. Understanding the impact of each of the contaminating elements is not only important for sample diagnostics, but it also provides insight into the complex physical and chemical processes during epitaxy.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of 10 QW InGaN/GaN structure grown by metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) atop of ~5μm GaN buffer on a 2" sapphire substrate is described elsewhere [5]. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra was measured by confocal LabRAM HR Evolution system, excitation laser He-Cd λ = 325 nm, spot diameter 2 μm, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by Philips XL30 ESEM with energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis, UV macro photography (UVMP) by 20 MPx camera with a 450 nm long-pass filter and 375 nm low intensity UV illumination, resolution 15 μm, and optical microscopy (OM) by Carl Zeiss Neophot32 optical reflection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Although cleanliness is maintained during sample preparation, small uncoloured dots of diameter ~0.1 mm can be observed on some samples. After low intensity UV illumination, a much larger circular area of different colour appears around some of them, see Fig. 1, No. 1 and No. 2. In these two cases, the defect influence on the properties of the structure is large and far-reaching as we will show later. The third bright spot (No. 3) appears in the SEM as a group of small GaN crystals (≤ 5 μm) on bare sapphire substrate. The study of this defect is not the subject of this article.

![Fig. 1. UV macro photography of three different defects](image)

Figure 2 shows the SEM images of the centres of defects No. 1 and 2, and their chemical composition performed by EDX analysis. In addition to the presence of GaN and sapphire (Al₂O₃), we find calcium (or CaO) in the centre of the first defect and Fe/steel in the second. A defective axis of the vacuum cleaner rotor in the apparatus was discovered as a source of iron contamination, calcium contamination is probably related to the reconstruction of the neighbouring laboratory.

![Fig. 2. SEM image of the centre of defects No. 1 and 2 from Fig. 1. In the inserts are the results of EDX analysis.](image)

Both types of defects have a significant effect on 2D heterostructure growth (Fig. 3). They both have a centre with no (or only nanometrically thin) epitaxial layer surrounded by large circular area (diameter ~500 μm) where 3D growth predominates over 2D. Unlike the iron defect, the calcium defect has this area raised by 2-3 μm which is ten times more than the thickness of the MQW structure. This elevation must have been grown already during the growth of the GaN buffer. In [6], calcium is described as having very strong surface segregation and incorporating into the structure during low temperature growth only. The rough and damaged surfaces is...
gradually getting smoother and the whole disturbed areas have a diameter of ~1 mm. Where defect No. 1 has an elevation, defect No. 2 has a depression that rises gradually to undisturbed surface.

Just as the morphology of the two defects differs, so does their impact on PL properties. Defect No. 1 with calcium impurity in the centre exhibits the blue shift of QW PL maximum in the region of impaired surface (see Fig. 4). This blue shift suggests that presence of Ca atoms decreases In incorporation into InGaN QWs.

On the other hand, the intensity of PL around Fe defect is low and reaches the intensity of the intact sample as far as 10 mm away from the centre of the defect. This is not surprising; Fe is known to quench luminescence in GaN [7]. Increase of PL intensity at ~100 μm can be explained by better light-extraction effect from 3D surface.

CONCLUSIONS

We have identified the elemental composition of two particles using EDX in an electron microscope. We have found particles of the 10-30 μm in size, composed of stainless steel (Fe+Cr+Ni) and calcium (Ca or Ca+O). Both particles cause a characteristic change in the epitaxial morphology in their vicinity, and change the luminescence properties of the sample on a much larger scale (1 – 10 mm), mainly Fe. Understanding defect composition helps to trace the sources of impurities in the laboratory. Their classification reduces the need for repeated study.
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Microcontrollers are now widely spread to general public as a result of their low cost, simplicity and user support. Moreover, a microcontroller seems to be a suitable tool for building a school computer measuring system. Numerous manuals available on the Internet make it easy for less experienced users to work with microcontrollers. The selection of a particular microcontroller type for constructing the school computer measuring system corresponds to the requirements that depends on the resulting product. This paper presents the philosophy of a school computer measuring system and discusses the development process of the system. The authors also present the design of the system, which includes particular design of the printed circuit board and the 3D model of the device’s case.

THE PROJECT PHILOSOPHY

The developing measuring system uses the microcontroller’s built-in Wi-Fi module for the communication with the connected users. Using of this module the central Interface unit (BOX) acts as Access Point (AP) with running webserver service. By means of a smartphone (or other device with Wi-Fi technology) the user actively communicates with the measuring system. The webserver provides the bidirectional communication between measurement system and the user. This solution eliminates the requirement of expensive display element (e.g. display) into the measuring system and make use of native graphical potential of the users’ devices, which greatly simplifies the design and construction of the measuring system. In addition, the whole design of the measuring system is based on requirements concerning its future implementation into the school environment and can be characterized as probeware (the application of probes, interface units, and software in education for the purpose of acquiring, displaying and analyzing data in real time [1]). The developing measuring system provides the user the possibility to measure and display measured data by means of graphs or gauges in real time. Subsequently, the measured data are being stored in the built-in internal memory, what reduces the external memory requirement. Thanks to this, the user has the possibility the data export and then process recorded data in arbitrary spreadsheet editor as regular CSV (comma separated value) spreadsheet.

THE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The proposed measuring system consists of 4 basic parts, which are necessary for carrying out the measurement (Figure 1). They are namely interface unit, sensors, power supply and users’ Wi-Fi devices (not included in the development process as far as they are using only operational system-independent commercial web browser). The interface unit represents the core of the measuring system. It provides the communication between the user and the system. At the same time, it maintains a several functions: management of the Wi-Fi stack, taking care of http requests, management of sensors’ communication, saving measured data to data storage, actualizing the status information on the LCD display and hardware control elements monitoring. The essential component of the interface unit is the ESP32-Wroom microcontroller from Espressif with built-in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi module [3]. The power supply voltage is 3.3 V. The basic microcontroller components are central processing unit (CPU), the operating and program memory, the oscillator, and the I/O peripherals.

![Fig.1. Block diagram of the measuring system](image-url)
transform the input voltage from the power source or the power bank (5V) to the required voltage (3.3V) [5]. The Texas Instruments transceiver type SN65HVD233 DRG4 provides the connection to the CAN bus, through which the sensors communicate with the interface unit with the speed up to 1Mbits [6]. The transceiver is the interface between the microcontroller’s built-in CAN controller and another sensors’ CAN controller. The CAN communication [7] represents 2-wire bus with CANH and CANL signals, which are very resistant to electromagnetic interference, therefore this technology is widely used in automotive industry. The CAN bus transfer reliability is considered its biggest advantage. The nodes (devices connected to the CAN bus) can communicates by sending of the messages. Every message contains a specific identifier indicating the meaning of the transmitted message and its priority. The arbitration system eliminates the possibility of collision between two messages, what has no impact on the transfer rate.

SENSOR UNIT

Sensor is a device responsible for measuring the physical quantities. The communication between the Interface unit to sensor unit is done by CAN bus. Instructions are sending from the Interface unit to the Sensor unit and measured data and metadata (name of the sensor and the measured physical quantity, their abbreviations, measuring ranges, etc.) are sending in the opposite direction. The sensor unit, consists of an ESP32 microcontroller and all the necessary parts, like CAN transceiver, voltage regulator, pushbuttons, LED indicator, etc. The sensor unit is physically connected to the interface unit via USB socket. The system developer can choose the appropriate sensor depending on the physical quantity intending to measure. The Sensor unit can communicate with the sensors in several ways, what depends on the chosen sensor properties, i.e. A/D converter (built-in or external), I²C (Inter-Integrated Circuit), SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) [2].

POSSIBILITIES OF USING THE MEASURING SYSTEM UNIT

The measuring system is primarily intended for its application in the school environment. Thanks to the interactive user interface, the measuring system is a suitable tool for demonstration experiments performed by teachers. Using interactive whiteboard (or projector) it is possible to display the user interface and thus the real-time measurement. In case the schools do not have an interactive whiteboard or any other tool for displaying the user interface, the teachers have a possibility to use smartphones. Multiple students can be connected to the 1 interface unit (in the mode of passive monitoring), and thus the measuring system appears to be a suitable tool for cooperative learning. The measuring system can also be used for outdoor education as a matter of fact that the measuring system is portable. In terms of the educational content of physics, the measuring system offers time dependence measurement e.g. temperature, atmospheric pressure, force, acceleration.

CONCLUSIONS

The developed measuring system has many advantages especially thanks to ESP32 microcontroller. The microcontroller used within the sensor provides the possibility to work with analog or digital signal, making the system universal. The web interface makes the system simple, without any need to install proprietary software (only an internet browser is required, which is a part of the standard software in smartphones, tablets, or computers). For data processing can be used any program available to the user. The system offers two measurement regimes: time dependence of the selected physical quantity (Time based measurement) and dependence of two measured physical quantities (X-Y axis-based measurement). The environment can display measured physical quantities in semianalog way (gauges) and digital way and user have all measured data displayed in a graph. Data can be immediately exported to the connected device when the measurement is over. Due to the recent low cost of electronic components, the system is significantly cheaper than commercial systems. The system can be licenced on the open-source principle, and thus the possibility of participation in development or testing is welcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Teachers, and hopefully students also, are familiar with enough number of experiments and demonstrations aimed at showing the dependence of hydrostatic pressure on the depth or density of a liquid.

The dependence of the pressure in a liquid on the depth is usually shown by immersing a tube in water. The tube is filled with air and connected to an air pressure sensor. We observe that with increasing depth, air pressure in the tube rises. The dependence of pressure at a certain depth on the density of a liquid is done very similarly. In this experiment, however, we do not change the immersion depth of the tube, but the liquid itself. Thus, we always measure the pressure at the same depth, first in water, then in sugar solution and finally in alcohol solution. In both experiments the liquid and the whole system are at rest. From experiments we conclude that the pressure below the surface is linearly dependent on the depth (quite decently, based on several depths and a relatively accurate measurement of pressure and depth) and also that it is linearly dependent on the density of the liquid (based on three densities).

In our version of the first experiment mentioned above, we will use a thin transparent tube. The tube is approximately 1 m long and connected to the pressure sensor at the bottom. By gradually adding water to the tube, depth of the water is increased as the level rises. Pressure of the liquid is measured at the bottom of the tube. Right after a proper examination of the dependence and evaluation of the measurement, we introduce a new possible subject of inquiry. We release the almost full tube with the attached pressure sensor from the stand and move it in the vertical direction. We notice that the pressure in the liquid rises and drops as the system moves up and down. This observation can lead to the assignment of an experiment planned by students themselves.

Such an experiment is usually meaningful for students when they perform the tasks associated with each of following phases [1]:
- Problem and hypothesis formulation
- Design of measurement method and apparatus
- Data collection
- Measurement evaluation
  Example of such an assignment could be: Examine the dependence of the pressure in a liquid on the vertical motion of the system. (We will limit ourselves to the vertical direction, although after closing the tube it would be possible to extend the examination to the horizontal direction as well with similar results)

PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION

In order to observe this phenomenon in more detail, students can observe the change in pressure on the graph as a function of time. With a systematic approach, they may notice that the change in pressure occurs as the system accelerates. Based on observations and experience from previous experiments, students formulate a hypothesis. At this stage, students do not have to converge to the idea that the dependence of pressure on system acceleration is linear.

We can slightly guide students in case they overlooked a knowledge they have already acquired. An example of such a hypothesis could be: Water at the bottom of an upwardly accelerated tube increases its density, and therefore the pressure increases. Liquids are almost incompressible and therefore density of the water at the bottom of the tube does not change.

DESIGN OF MEASUREMENT METHOD AND APPARATUS

At this point, students are challenged to design an apparatus that would allow evenly accelerated movement of the system in the vertical direction and the ability to change the acceleration. In addition to the mentioned system, we will also provide students with other equipment in the laboratory, which should at best include an acceleration sensor.

If students stagnate for a long time, we can draw their attention to the principle of operation of the elevator. We will focus on the counterweight for the cabin. The apparatus in such a case will therefore resemble Atwood's machine. On one side of the pulley there will be the thin transparent tube with water in which we will measure the pressure and on the other side there will be a counterweight. We can change the weight of the counterweight, and thus choose the acceleration of the system.

DATA COLLECTION

We guide students to make sure that they do not change the density of the liquid or the depth at which they measure pressure during the measurement. The methods of data collection and measurement depend on the apparatus and available equipment or sensors.

In the following, we describe our implementation of the experiment, which is one of the possible student solutions. We use a CMA Coach pressure and acceleration sensor to measure acceleration and pressure directly. When measuring, it is necessary to set a suitable measurement time and sampling frequency. The change in system acceleration and fluid pressure over time during one accelerated motion (one measurement) is shown in the graphs (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).

After we extracted needed data, we change weight of the counterweight, thus we change the acceleration of the system and perform the same measurement. We repeat the process as many times as possible. The graphs obtained from individual measurements must be
correctly interpreted and the required data extracted from them. The data are then recorded in a table.

\[ a = 4.52 \, \text{m/s}^2 \]
\[ t = 3.12 \, \text{s} \]

Fig. 1. Acceleration of the system vs time

\[ p = 99,344 \, \text{kPa} \]
\[ t = 1.12 \, \text{s} \]

Fig. 2. Pressure in the accelerated liquid vs time

**RESULTS AND IMPLICATION**

An interesting conclusion for students can be reached when further examining the acceleration of the apparatus. Authors differ in defining weight. For purpose of the experiment we will use the following definition. Paul G. Hewitt defines weight as force exerted on a body by supporting surface [4]. By this definition, acceleration measured in the experiment was acceleration due to weight. So, by changing the acceleration of the system, weight of the system was changed. Another challenge for students may be to seek consequences or applications of the knowledge gained in this experiment. One of the consequences of the weightless state of a fluid will be the absence of buoyant force, which can be demonstrated by a simple experiment [2]. In our version of the experiment, an open container of water is used, in which the submerged ping-pong ball is held from above by thin rods until the container is dropped (Fig.4). When the container drops, rods remain attached to the stand. During the drop, the ball falls together with the container and the water without emerging above the level of the water. This is because the ball is not subjected to any buoyant force, even though it is completely submerged in the water.

\[ p = 962,51a + 95252 \]
\[ R^2 = 0.998 \]

Fig. 3. Pressure in the liquid vs acceleration of the system

**CONCLUSION**

We presented an activity that can be implemented as an experiment planned by students themselves. Such an experiment can be a challenge for students. However, we believe that with enough scaffolding from the teacher, the proposed experiment can be beneficial for students. “The concept of scaffolding describes how children with the help of someone more knowledgeable to share and support their problem solving, can perform more complex tasks than they would otherwise be capable of performing on their own” [3]. In our proposed activity, we see the possibilities of developing student skills, especially in the design of equipment, interpretation of graphs, recording and processing of data, interpretation of measurement results. Finally, the experiment provides an opportunity to deepen students' ideas and knowledge of gravitational acceleration, pressure in fluids.
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DEVELOPING THE CATEGORICAL SYSTEM OF BEHAVIOUR FOR STUDENT-LECTURER INTERACTION DURING PHYSICS DEMONSTRATIONS
A. Nikitin, alex.nikitin@seznam.cz, P. Káčovský, M. Snětinová, Department of Physics Education, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Praha, Czech republic

INTRODUCTION

Even though the paradigm of experimenting in secondary and tertiary physics education is shifting towards more student-based approaches, demonstrational experiments still play an important role in education. At the authors’ workplace, physics lecture demonstrations (DEMOs) have been performed for secondary school (ISCED 3) students on weekly basis for more than 30 years. Each performance takes around 75 minutes and is visited by a group of up to 90 students from different (usually two or three) schools. There are currently seven different physics topics to choose from.

Such a big activity offers suitable opportunity to study extrinsic factors that could influence students’ perception of physics demonstration experiments. For this reason, a video study of DEMOs was performed and for purposes of this video study a widely applicable categorical system of behaviours was developed. This paper aims to present this categorical system.

VIDEO STUDIES IN PHYSICS EDUCATION

Video-based observation research methods have previously been used in several large-scale studies, such as TIMMS 1999 [1], IPN video study [2] or IRSE video study [3]. One of the results of those studies is – as we already stated at the beginning of this paper – that demonstration experiments still have a large role in science education. For example, according to IRSE video study [3] experiments are most conducted as either teacher demonstrations or pupils group work.

Video studies conducted in educational context are often focused either on hands-on experiments (e.g. [4]) or for analysis of normal school lessons (for example [5] or the well-known original Flanders’ interaction analysis system [6]). Categorical system studying physics experiments in great detail was developed by M. Tesch [7] (as a part of IPN video study [2]), but once again it is intended for use in analysis of regular school lessons. Moreover, this system is focused solely on experiments themselves and lacks parts that would focus on the character of interaction between lecturer and audience.

CATEGORICAL SYSTEM FOR INTERACTION BETWEEN LECTURER AND AUDIENCE

Relatively early in development the decision was made to split our planned categorical system into two smaller subsystems so that the observer would not be forced to focus on too many too different parameters at once. To further support this decision there could be two major extrinsic factors that influence students’ perception. Those are experiments themselves and communicational tools that the lecturer is using in interaction with audience.

In the first part of our research, we concentrated on the development of categorical system that focuses on the interaction between lecturer and audience. Figure 1 shows a diagram of this newly created system.

State events

| D1 | lecturer’s monologue |
| D2 | discussion with audience |
| D3 | organizational guidelines |
| D4 | audience involvement |
| D4.1 | volunteer involvement |
| D4.2 | whole audience involved |
| D5 | work with blackboard |

Use of AV technology

AV1 passive
- 1.1 presentation
- 1.2 video
- 1.3 software

AV2 active
- 2.1 presentation
- 2.2 video
- 2.3 software

Point events

Encouraging audience to speak about...
- O1 state of knowledge
- O2 prediction
- O3 description and interpretation of experiment
- O4 conversational encouragements

V not enough time for answer
B1 performance continuity
B2 interaction with learning tools

Fig. 1. Diagram of the system of categories for lecturer’s interaction with audience

There are two different kinds of behaviour that we can observe. Those for which duration of behaviour is important and those for which duration is irrelevant. We call the first group state events and the other one point events.

State events consists of two major parts. First part is mainly trying to determine how much time lecturer communicates with audience and how much is he or she trying to “pull them into the performance”. Audience is usually included into the performance either by discussion or by using volunteers during certain experiments. There are several experiments that require involvement of the whole audience. The other part of interval behaviours is the use of audio-visual (AV) technology, which studies what AV technology the lecturer works with and how much time is devoted to it. We differentiate whether those means of AV technology
are used passively (they are only switched on without active work with them) or actively (the lecturer uses or refers to them).

Point events study mainly questions with which the lecturer addresses the audience. Other means of encouraging audience to speak are also included. Furthermore, those behavioural categories study what objective the lecturer is trying to accomplish by those questions and whether he or she gives enough time to answer the questions in the first place.

BRIEF RESULTS

For the purposes of our research, we are using free software BORIS (Behavioural Observation Research Interactive Software) [8] to code videos. In the process of developing and testing the system we have used a time-unit Cohen’s kappa [9] to measure agreement between observers. Cohen’s kappa basically says, how much better an agreement between observers is compared to a chance agreement (for further information see [9]). IBM SPSS Statistics [10] was used to measure this coefficient. We consider value of the Cohen’s kappa 0.80 as sufficient agreement. According to original Cohen’s suggestions this value is considered almost perfect [11]. The system was developed to the point when Cohen’s kappa between observers varies from 0.82 up to 0.91. We consider this a proof that the categorical system is well defined and hence applicable.

Based on data gathered via a video study with usage of just mentioned categorical system we can say that studied DEMOs performances are highly diverse.

First let us combine durations of behaviours D2 and D4 into a parameter called audience inclusion. There are performances that include audience into the show in almost 40 % of the whole performance duration. Yet there are performances for which duration of audience involvement makes only 1 % of the whole time.

When we combine active work with all types of AV technology (behaviours AV2.1 to AV2.3) we can compare performances by their AV usage. They are also highly divergent in this parameter. The usage spans from none to over 50 % of performance duration.

When it comes to instant events, performances also significantly differ, especially when it comes to number of encouragements to speak per 10 minutes. The range is from 3 up to 22 encouragements per 10 min, which is more than two “questions” per one minute.

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a categorical system for demonstration experiments that can be used to analyse various situations, e.g. science shows. This system will be enriched by its second, complementary part focusing solely on the experiments themselves. Categories of this second system will study phases and functions of individual experiments, type of data gathered during the performance, used materials, and it will track even thought-experiments as well. This system has already been developed and partially tested.

The categorical system focused on interaction between lecturer and audience has been used in a video study that is trying to identify extrinsic factors that largely influence students’ perception. In this paper we have just briefly informed about the development of a new behavioural system and brief results of the previously mentioned video study. Detailed results of the video study and connection between character of performance and students’ perception of the DEMOs will be discussed in a separate paper.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This work has been supported by Charles University Research Centre program No. UNCE/HUM/024.
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What are the interests of the youngest "physicists" from kindergartens and primary schools? What do they like and what they can do? And what about their teachers? What can be developed in children through simple physics experiments? How does physics help teachers from different types of schools to work together? In answering the previous questions, the author draws on her many years of experience in introducing physics to preschool and primary school children and their teachers within her own author's program Fairytale Physics and within the activities of non-profit association for teachers Elixir to schools (Elixír do škol).

THE APPROACH TO SCIENTIFIC LEARNING OF YOUNG KIDS

The approach to the young children naturally varies from the approach to the older students. In order to be relevant young children’s scientific learning must happen within a context they can make sense of. Scientific exploration is best cultivated through experiences that build on children’s current interests and preoccupations [1]. Thus the models, metaphors and analogies used to help understand science to the little children should be related to their everyday experience and relevant to their current state of mental development. Figure 1 represents one example of such model – model of lungs.

Fig. 1. Model of lungs. (a) common model, (b) model adapted for smaller children

The main target of young children’s encounter with science is not pure knowledge, more important is developing of positive relationship to science, love and joy from observing and discovering. Little children should closely watch and examine the nature and thereby create a positive emotional relationship with it [2]. The author’s approach and experiences with the appropriate models, metaphors and analogies is in more detail discussed in [3].

THE PROGRAM FAIRYTALE PHYSICS

Hands on experimenting is one of many approaches to gaining the interest of children in science. Among other benefits it helps to develop their fine motor skills and coordination, enhances their observation skills and boosts their language skills. Creating a positive attitude towards natural sciences, that will help the children not to lose their interest in them later in school, is invaluable, too.

The program Fairytale Physics was designed in 2008 by the author of this contribution and is continuously developed, broaden and widen until today. Parts of it are used by other preschool teachers and lecturers. Furthermore, teachers training courses were developed based on it. In 2013 and 2015 the program was rewarded by Czech Physical Society for popularisation of physics.

The basic idea behind the program is to show the children the beauty of physics through simple physics experiments that they can conduct themselves. Then to teach them this way about the observation, description, discussion, reasoning, hypothesis building and testing, team work, and all the things crucial to critical thinking. This is without any aim to create future scientists but with the hope to help to form future adults with ability to think critically and to reasonably navigate through their lives. As the preschool children are very inquiring, they want to know how things work and they love to do experiments. It is easy to catch their interest and motivate them to persist in science explorations and experimenting which are natural to them. They learn well by exploring of their own surroundings that they know and where they feel safe. That is the reason why the courses are preferably done in the preschools, in the class or school playground and garden. The whole workshop program is very interactive. It is based on doing hands on experiments and discussions with children. The workshops are aimed on basic physics topics concerning air and its properties, water and its properties, optics, heat, friction, magnetism and electricity. The content of selected topic was described in detail in [4]. The aids used for the experiments are as much as possible derived from things the children know, objects from preschool are used as much as possible. Most aids are from unbreakable materials as plastic or wood. Depending on the topic of the workshop and a given experiment the method of work differs. If it is possible each child tries the experiment him/herself (e.g. looking through a magnifying glass or playing with the Cartesian diver). Sometimes work in pairs is necessary (e.g. investigating how one magnet forces another to move or “calling" through “caps and thread telephones") and in some cases children work in groups (e.g. connecting simple electrical circuits). And some experiments are of course done only as demonstration conducted by teacher. Most of the experiments can be used to introduce and train basics principles of scientific work and approaches. The number of experiments at each workshop varies, but the experience gained over the years shows that lower number of experiments is better. A video capturing some glimpses of preschoolers
doing experiments can be seen at [5].

THE COMBINATION OF STORYTELLING AND PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS

The fairytales/stories where problems are not solved by magic but by physics experiments is an another new approach to introducing physics experiments to kids. Physics experiments are placed into well-known children tales. This approach was successfully tested during the school year 2015/16 in cooperation of the author of this contribution with her student Aneta Čermáková in Aneta’s bachelor thesis Motivation of preschool and younger school pupils to physics through stories [6]. Two well-known fairytales Dlouhý, Široký a Bystrozraký (The Tall, the Fat and the Sharp-eyed) and O kohoutkovi a slepičce (About the Rooster and the Hen) were enriched by eleven experiments. The experiments are always used to solve some difficult situations instead of magic. The modified stories were tested by different teachers. Children and teachers reacted to the stories very positively. The material for direct use for teachers is available at [7].

The surprise for the author of this contribution was the psychological effect of fairytales with experiments on the preschool and primary school teachers. It seems that the teachers fear performing experiments included in fairytales less than they are afraid of performing experiments on its own. In the school year 2019/20 the author of this contribution supervised another bachelor thesis dealing with storytelling and experiments [8]. Jana Doležalová set criteria according to which she selected five experiments that support the scientific thinking and wrote her own story that incorporates the experiments and motivate kids in doing them. She also created worksheets for additional individual work. The whole concept was tested with second graders in primary school and introduced to teachers that plan to use it in this coming year. The material for direct use for teachers is available at [9].

THE SUPPORT FOR TEACHERS

As the majority of preschool and primary teachers do not have training in science and science education they are often afraid to administer hands on experiments to their pupils and regularly include them to their class work. Thus it is important to offer them possibilities for further education. That can be done in various seminars organised by pedagogical centres and different educational institutions. Very efficient is also mutual support of interested teachers in teacher’s peer support centres. Though the peer support of teachers has already become a recognized method of teacher development there are not many institutions in the Czech Republic that would enable it for science teachers. One of them that supports physics and IT teachers is the non-profit association Elixir to schools (Elixír do škol) [10] that among others organises monthly teacher’s meetings. The author of this contribution is the guarantor of the physics content for pre and primary school teachers and two years ago started the first centre dedicated for teachers from preschools to primary and junior high schools. Before that the Elixir centres were for junior and senior high schools and since then more such centres for teachers of younger kids were created.

The second impact of such centres is that they allow teachers from different types of schools to meet and get to know each other and new collaborations starts that leads to interconnecting of pupils from different classes from which all age categories of pupil’s benefit. Among the collaboration is also lending aids from physics cabinets to teachers from lower school levels who do not have physics aids available.

CONCLUSIONS

Over the past years, the author found out that preschool and primary school children are capable of positive perceiving of physical experiments and that they are able to actively pursue appropriately chosen and designated experiments themselves. The models, metaphors and analogies for preschool and younger children must be based on their everyday experience and they must be as simple as possible what brings a lot of questions about their limits and accuracy and correctness. To allow the children the possibility to do experiments in preschool it is necessary to help their teachers to have at least basic understanding of physics phenomena and to gain some confidence in doing experiments. Teachers are assisted in this by various seminars organised by pedagogical centres and different educational institutions and by teachers peer support centres, e. g. centres organised by Elixír do škol.
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INTRODUCTION

The Smichov Secondary Industrial School (SSPŠ) has long been striving for the introduction of new forms of education, which are also related to the effort to become an open institution accessible to all generations. In the focus of all events are students of the school, who have the opportunity to develop in general, not only in usual classroom lessons, but also as assistants on workshop leaders for children from kindergartens and primary schools, and since 2015 also for seniors. The Smichov Industrial School of the Third Age is a long-term project supported by a grant from the City of Prague, which in the form of regular lectures and workshops helps to develop the technical skills of seniors as well as social ties between the young generation and seniors.

INTERACTIVE SCIENCE CENTER ON SSPŠ (ISC)

At present, there is an increasing emphasis on competence education. In this perspective, the school is not just about teaching based on the transfer of knowledge from teacher to students, but about building the personality of man as a whole. The basic competencies include:
1. Learning competences
2. Competence to solve problems
3. Communicative competence
4. Social and personnel competences
5. Civic competence
6. Work competencies. [1]

This approach can be well ensured by interdisciplinary and intergenerational education. At the Smichov Secondary Industrial School, we have been striving for this approach since 2013 by gradually building activities, which we have provisionally called the Interactive Science Center (IVC) [2]. This center includes several activities:
- STEM workshops for kindergartens and primary schools (for children 3 – 15 years),
- Physics teaching aids produced by students for their classmates in cooperation with universities
- Graduation and student projects,
- Annual participation of active students in Science Camp in Bulgaria and Space Camp in Turkey,
- Lecture series: Modern physics and technology for primary and secondary school teachers, Physics, mathematics
- IT lectures and workshops for seniors (for adults aged 60 – 95 years),
- Hour class IT Handyman.

In this article, we will focus on activities aimed at seniors.

SMÍCHOV INDUSTRY OF THE THIRD AGE

The Smichov Industrial School of the Third Age was founded in April 2017, when the first meeting of seniors, SSPŠ pupils (assistants) and a lecturer took place. The theme was The Best of a Physics Laboratory. Since then, 34 meetings have taken place focusing on various topics from physics (Nanotechnology, Astrophysics, Funny electrical circuits, Experiments in optics...), mathematics (Building curves, Financial mathematics...) and IT (Photography, 3D Modelling, Virtual Reality, Cyber Security...). Most of the topics were interdisciplinary, and then they belonged to STEM. The program is designed as an intergenerational activity – the lecturers (teachers from school, lecturers from the university, science popularization specialists), seniors and usually 2 – 3 assistants from among students are always attended at workshop. The Smichov Industrial School of the Third Age currently has a permanent group of seniors from Prague 1. About 10 – 17 of them take part in each meeting with regard to the capacity of the room. The purpose of the program is to attract their attention to natural sciences. In 2020, the 4th year of the programme is taking place, which will be followed by the already planned 5th year from January 2021.

INTERGENERATIONAL EDUCATION

Learning competencies directly encourage the transfer of experience across generations. The idea of
Intergenerational interconnection is not new. It is based on international research showing the disadvantage of older people, the misunderstanding of the younger generation and a number of negative stereotypes that favour youth over old age. All this leads to deterioration in the physical and mental health of the older generation. Research also suggests the need to connect the young and older generations. This can reduce inappropriate attitudes across generations [3].

At first glance, it might seem that the Smíchov Industrial School of the Third Age is purely about education of seniors. But this is not the case. It is an education system that is based on the word "between". So each of the three generations learns and the other generations learn.

SSPŠ teachers:
- To practice their organizational skills,
- To pass on their knowledge to people with many years of experience, which they do not normally encounter (they teach adolescents).

Seniors:
- learn to understand the young generation,
- return to their young years,
- have regular activity,
- they are not alone, they are part of the team,
- talk about workshops at home, show products to grandchildren and thus popularize physics.

SSPŠ students:
- get to know old age,
- learn to listen,
- learn patience and willingness,
- learn social contacts,
- learn physics.

Fig. 3. Graduates of the second year of the programme

So, each of the three generations takes something, that strengthens their competencies of all kinds.

"IT HANDYMAN (HODINOVÝ AJŤÁK)"

Based on good experience with the Smíchov Industrial School of the Third Age and the demand of seniors for help with their personal equipment (setting up a PC or a tablet, installing a printer, replacing hardware in a PC, etc.), a service called a "IT Handyman" (or "Hodinový ajťák" in Czech), was created at SSPŠ. Within this assistance, SSPŠ only plays the function of a mediator, the service itself is held and arranged by the students themselves.

The service has two forms:
- students visit seniors at their home on the basis of an order – they repair a PC, they learn to control a mobile phone, they install equipment…
- consultations in the centres for seniors – by appointment, 2 – 3 students are available in the centres and solve problems with technology

Again, this is basically intergenerational education, where both parties learn from each other's competencies. SSPŠ students learn not to disappoint trust, patience and willingness and make their own decisions. On the other hand, seniors try not to look for the bad thing in the young generation and learn to work with new devices.

CONCLUSIONS

Intergenerational education with the state system includes teaching in secondary schools mainly to support relationships across generations. This article gave an example from practice where the education of seniors has been going on for several years as a normal part of school activities.
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STUDENTS’ SOLVING OF MULTIPLE-CHOICE TASKS FOCUSED ON GRAPH SLOPE INTERPRETATION OBSERVED BY THE EYE-TRACKING METHOD

M. Kekule, martina.kekule@seznam.cz, KDF MFF UK, V Holesovickach 2, 180 00 Prague

INTRODUCTION

Graphing literacy has been investigated in many studies in various research fields [1]. In physics education, we are mostly interested in scatterplots, which have several important features. Our study focused on the graph slope interpretation.

In several previous studies, typical students’ misinterpretations of the graph slope have been identified [2]: Slope/height confusion, Variable confusion, Non-origin Slope Errors and Graph as a Picture or Real Situation Sketch Errors. Previous researches used typically interview or multiple-choice testing as a research method. Nowadays, we also employ the eye-tracking method, which allows us to get deeper insight into students’ thinking processes. Particularly, we can track students’ eye-movements and so to follow their attention. A typical methodological approach is embedded in novice-expert paradigm, where we compare problem solving strategies of experts and novices, and experts’ strategies are considered to be the better one. In the educational field, we typically compare students who solved a task correctly and those who did not [2]. In the paper, we focused on differences among students who solved the whole test the best and who solved a task correctly as well.

METHOD

Eye-tracker Tobii TX300 (f = 300 Hz, accuracy less than 0.5° of visual angle) was used. The infrared camera was placed under the 23-inch screen of the stimulus PC. Eye movements were recorded by Tobii Studio 3.2 and for identification of fixations built-in IVT filter was used. Eye movement was classified as a saccade when eye’s velocity exceeded 30°/s. Minimum fixation duration was set on 60 ms. 37 students participated in the study, valid data from 32 participants (18 – 20 years old) were used for further analysis (47 % men, 53 % women).

TEST TASKS

Each student solved 8 tasks (task #2 was due to technical problems omitted from analysis). Five multiple-choice tasks were adopted from Beichner’s TUG-K test [2], two tasks were adopted from previous studies [4], [5]. All tasks were focused on understanding of a slope in kinematics graphs, particularly, on position-time graphs and determining velocity.

DATA ANALYSIS

For each task we created so called AOIs (Areas Of Interest). Each stem-text, stem-graph and each option was marked as a separate AOI. Because we compared two groups we did not need to take into account size of the areas and layout of the options. We created three different student group in line with the expert-novice paradigm:

Correctly (1st) and incorrectly (2nd) answering students a particular task; students, who solved the whole test the best (3rd). As the eye-tracking metric, total fixations duration on a particular AOI was used.

RESULTS

Most participants solved a task in less than 1 minute. In order to complete a task, the best and worst performers needed the shortest time. Participants no. 20, 23 and 37 spent on tasks much more time than the others, so we did not include them into further analysis.

Average total fixations duration on task #1, #3, #4, #5, #6, #7 and #8 is as follows:

23.8 s, 49.4 s, 43.2 s, 28.3 s, 37.3 s, 33.1 s, 34.4 s.

Groups of correctly and incorrectly answering students differ in their time (total fixations duration mean), which they spent on each task option. Fig. 1a and 1b show the means for both students’ groups.

![Fig. 1a. Total fixations duration mean (in s) of correctly and incorrectly answering students’ groups spent on task options (task #3, #4 and #5)](image)

![Fig. 1b. Total fixations duration mean (in s) of correctly and incorrectly answering students’ groups spent on task options (task #6, #7 and #8)](image)
Statistically significant differences were proved only for six task options. See Tab. 1. Incorrectly answering students spent more time on options, which are in line with typical misinterpretations. Particularly, they believe graph curves should have the same or similar shape if they describe one event (option 3_a), position/velocity/acceleration time graphs show trajectory of an object (options 7_a and 7_d), they show non-origin slope error (option 4_a).

Correctly answering students spent much more time on the correct options (5_e and 6_c). Moreover, incorrectly answering students paid to the correct option 5_e the least attention.

**TAB. 1.** Significant differences in total fixations duration means of correctly (group 1) and incorrectly (group 2) answering students on task options. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value < 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task&amp; option</th>
<th>Max Neg D</th>
<th>Max Pos D</th>
<th>mean 1</th>
<th>mean 2</th>
<th>Std.D. 1</th>
<th>Std.D. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3_a</td>
<td>-0.525</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.415</td>
<td>3.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5_e</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>5.92</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.259</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4_a</td>
<td>-0.667</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>1.234</td>
<td>2.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6_c</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.937</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_a</td>
<td>-1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>3.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7_d</td>
<td>-0.833</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also focused on differences among the students, who correctly solved a task and the best performers. Students who got at least 80% of the maximum test score were included into the group (4 students). Fig. 2a and 2b shows the means for both students’ groups. Statistically significant difference was proved only for one task option. See Tab. 2.

**TAB. 2.** Significant differences in total fixations duration means of correctly (group 1) answering students and the best performers (group 2) spent on task options. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p-value < 0.10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task&amp; option</th>
<th>Max Neg D</th>
<th>Max Pos D</th>
<th>mean 1</th>
<th>mean 2</th>
<th>Std.D. 1</th>
<th>Std.D. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3_e</td>
<td>-0.000</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>0.487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

Differences in students’ attention allocation when they solved graphing tasks focused on the slope concept were investigated by the eye-tracking method. Correctly answering students spent always the most time on the correct options, whilst incorrectly answering students focused more on options, which we could consider as typical misinterpretations. The incorrectly answering students very often pay the least attention to the correct option! The best performing students spent much less time on options then the correctly answering students. Both students’ groups recognize “nonsense” options and pay the least attention to them.
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BRIDGING COURSES FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHER STUDENTS
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INTRODUCTION

Universities all over the world struggle to reduce the drop-out rates of the mathematics and science teacher students (approximately 75 % drop out, more than half of those drop out within the first year of their study). Several universities have introduced so-called bridging courses - courses designed to bridge the gap between what was learned in school and what is needed at university. An international survey on the existence and content of these courses was realized in the past six months. This survey was organized under the Erasmus project Bridge2Teach. Partners in this project are University of Vienna, Šiauliai University (Lithuania), Palermo University (Italy), University of Nitra (Slovakia), Palacky University Olomouc (Czech Republic). All universities are well-established schools providing pre and in-service teacher training in mathematics and science. The aim of this survey was to analyse the current status of bridging courses at various universities. An overview of the findings will be presented.

METHODOLOGY

The used methodologies in this research were as follow: 1. curricula and framework analysis, 2. interviews with staff teaching bridging courses, 3. questionnaires, 4. interviews with students attending bridging courses and students in the first semester on their study at the university. The interview was a semi-structured interview with the leading questions aimed on the expectations in the bridging course, and the reflection – if the expectations were fulfilled and if the course was useful. Transcripts of the interviews were summarized and analysed. The interviews took approximately 45 minutes each.

OUTCOME OF RESEARCH

The findings of the research will be presented for selected universities.

UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA

The university offers a wide number of bridging courses. The bridging course for the bachelor mathematics teaching program consists of a lecture “Introduction to Mathematics” (three 45-minute units per week, which corresponds to the length of the “Introduction into Mathematical Work” lecture for the bachelor mathematics program) and a preparatory tutorial (one 45-minute unit per week). The lecture and preparatory tutorial are held in the winter semester from early October to mid-December. Formally, both the lecture and the tutorial are not mandatory as such, but the final exam (7 ECTS) of the lecture is mandatory for the students to pass, to be able to continue their studies. The Faculty of Physics offers a pre-course “Studying Physics” for both physics teacher and physics bachelor students, which takes place each year in September. The course is held as a 2 x 45-minutes-per-week-semester-equivalent. The course description lists as content: “Preparation of future physics students for the beginning of their studies. The course repeats the complete school physics and school mathematics.” The course is voluntary and does not accrue ECTS points for the study program. It exists since 2013.

The bridging course for the bachelor chemistry teaching program consists of a preparatory tutorial “Basic Chemistry Laboratory Course – preparatory tutorial” (one 45-minute unit per week, 1 ECTS) and a laboratory course “Basic Chemistry Laboratory Course – introductory lab course” (five 45-minute units per week, 5 ECTS). The lab course and preparatory tutorial are held in both the winter and summer semesters. Both the lab course and the tutorial are mandatory.

“Introduction to Biology” that forms the bridging course is held in the first four weeks of the semester. The lecture “Introduction to Biology Education” is held in the first two months of the semester. Formally, the lectures are not mandatory as such, but the combined final exam (6 ECTS) of the lectures is mandatory for the students to pass, to be able to continue their studies.

UNIVERSITY OF ŠIAULIAI

In Lithuania secondary education is not compulsory and lasts for two years (gymnasium 3rd and 4th forms or 11th and 12th secondary school classes. Students learn according to individual education plans. Students learn natural science subjects (physics, biology, chemistry) up to their 10th class. In the 11th - 12th class only one of these subjects or an integrated natural science course is compulsory. 140 hours are assigned to this general course. Therefore, students of a very different level of knowledge and abilities gather to Lithuanian university auditoriums.

For the students, who did not learn physics, chemistry or biology in the 11th - 12th classes, a possibility is given to choose from University offered extra subjects (up to 10 credits) to deepen physics, chemistry or biology knowledge. Besides, for the consolidation of knowledge, Holistic Natural Phenomena Understanding course is proposed in the programme, the main aim of which is: to develop entire, holistic world cognition and to motivate students for deeper nature phenomena understanding and interpretation, to evoke the willingness to explore.

This course is carried out in the first (autumn) semester of the first course. The size of it is 12 ECTS credits, 308 hours (lecture 48 hours, practice 56 hours, laboratory works 24 hours, independent work 180 hours). Interesting can be the fact that for the school
UNIVERSITY OF PALERMO

In 2010 the Ministry of Education introduced a new university degree and a period of specialization and training in schools required for obtaining teacher qualification at the secondary level. Its name was “Tirocinio Formativo Attivo (TFA)”. TFA programs are managed by universities in collaboration with local authorities at the regional level, and identify host schools where student teachers may complete their internship under the guidance of a school supervisor or tutor. Acceptance to TFA programs is competitive-applicants are required to pass an entrance examination, TFA course topics are defined at the national level and include pedagogical competencies, psychological competences, didactic competences, specific disciplinary contents, and active training and observation in a school under the guidance of an expert teacher tutor for approximately 400 hours. TFA programs also include an English language course (intermediate level B2) and a course in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) skills. TFA students must pass a final examination and submit a final written report on their training in order to obtain teacher qualification. Since 2019 in addition to the possession of a valid teaching qualification in a specific class, a one-year training and probation period accessible via a national public exam is necessary. There are also specific training programmes dedicated to Master’s degree students to acquire 24 Credits in basic anthropological, psycho-pedagogy disciplines and teaching methodologies and technologies as an ulterior mandatory requirement to be admitted to the national public exam. Departments, in their offered training courses, give to Master’s degree students the possibility to attend some course in Didactic of the discipline but, in many case, these are disconnected from each and fragmentary. Math and Science specific topics are studied during the specific Master degree course. Math/Science teacher training bridging courses are offered in the Master degree of the study. These courses do not fulfil the idea of bridging courses in their basic meaning.

PALACKY UNIVERSITY OLOMOUC

Mathematics teaching programme includes two bridging courses. Students in the first year of their study have to complete the compulsory subject Preparative Seminar in Mathematics (two hours per week) and the seminar Introduction to the Study of Mathematics (two hours per week). The content of these two subjects is focused on the solving of standard high school problems and deepening the knowledge of high school mathematics. The aim is to acquaint students with the principles associated with the study of mathematics (understand terms, symbols, mathematical text). A bridging course in Physics is not taught. But in the first and second semester of the study a number of seminars in mathematics for physics students are offered. The subject Seminar in Mathematics for Physics Students is taught. The aim of the subject is to deepen the knowledge of high school mathematics, especially topics like functions, expressions, graphs, and differential calculus (derivative, integral, operators, differential equations). This seminar is addressed for students, which study the combination of science subjects and do not have mathematics (for example physics-chemistry, physics-biology, physics-geography etc). But the seminar is free also for physics-mathematics students if they feel the need to revise their high school mathematics knowledge. A variety of other seminars is offered by the Department of Experimental Physics for physics students, all of them are focused to overcome the gap between high school mathematics and the needs of the university level of the basic course of physics. Special biology and chemistry bridging courses ae not taught.

CONCLUSIONS

The extent and framework of the courses varies widely – it can be a summer course, one-semester course in the beginning of the study, the course can be voluntary or mandatory. The crucial problem for science students at all universities seems to be insufficient knowledge of mathematics, especially in the case of physics students. They would welcome a bridging course before the beginning of the first semester because the majority of them have a problem to understand physics behind the mathematics of the solved problem.

A bridging course in physics would be useful too, because a great part of high schools do not teach physics in the fourth class (before the final exam - the graduation). Only an optional physics-chemistry seminar is taught (in the better case).

Within the project Bridge2Teach mentioned above bridging courses for mathematics and science teacher students will be prepared and workshops for lecturer (how to teach these courses) will be organized.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: The manuscript is supported by the project ERASMUS+: Developing Bridging Courses for Mathematics and Science Teacher Students - Bridge2Teach.
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INTRODUCTION

The constructivist model of knowledge, which is currently used in education in the form of inquiry-based learning, emphasize the development of understanding, the development of skills and competences related to activities that lead to the construction of knowledge [1]. However, during the education of didactics physics students, we often encounter a situation where the student prefers the educational strategies that he went through during his education and tends to imitate them. Therefore, we consider it important to provide continuous feedback to the students. One of the several opportunities where we can provide such feedback is the implementation of activities with silent video to the lessons. The inclusion of silent video in the training of physics teachers also helps to develop the verbalization of ideas [2]. Silent video is a type of task in which students record a commentary on a video, usually lasting one to two minutes, depicting a physical phenomenon, experiment, etc. [3].

SURVEY FOCUSED ON IDENTIFYING STRATEGIES FOR CREATING COMMENTS ON SILENT VIDEOS

Objective of survey: Preparing didactics physics students, we often encounter the fact that students choose teaching strategies in their outcomes, which they themselves experienced during their education. Our goal is to provide students with feedback. The task of this survey is therefore to identify the strategies chosen by students when commenting on silent videos.

Hypothesis of survey: It turns out that teachers in education tend to such educational strategies, which they themselves experienced as students, or which were then satisfying from their point of view. We believe that our students will also incline to some strategy in which they themselves participated, respectively which they consider appropriate. We therefore expect that: Students choose the same strategy in each commentary on the three different silent videos.

Methods and sample of survey: The survey was conducted in March 2019 within the subject Methods of solving physical problems. It was attended by five first-year students of the master's degree in didactics of physics and supplementary pedagogical studies, who were given the task of recording a commentary on three silent videos - Cup, Electrostatics and Newton's Tube, which were created as part of the master thesis. [4] From the recorded comments, phenomenological analysis was made, which was focused on the specific strategies used by students to comment on silent videos.

Results of survey: The comments on the silent videos were made up of five students, who were marked with the letters A - E. The analysis of the individual students’ comments is below. The comments are analysed in the same order for all students, as follows:

the first comment - on the silent video Cup, the second - Electrostatics, the last - Newton's tube.

Student A: In the first commentary on the silent video Cup, the student uses a lot of interjections, rhetorical questions and tries to interact with the listener. He first asks questions, later he answers them, so he explains the given phenomena that we see in the video to the listener. In the second commentary, he also asks questions to attract attention, just as in the first commentary he explains the phenomenon. The student approaches the third comment in the same way as the first two, but in addition he uses the contradiction with the expectation when he specifically draws attention to an often misconception.

Student B: At the beginning, his first comment contains a description of what is seen, later the student tries to explain what is really going on. The commentary contains many quiet places, but they do not serve as a space for thinking for the listener, because they do not follow a call to think or a question. This comment only contains declarative sentences. In the second comment, the student asks the listener a few questions with the following answer. The rest of the comment is just a very general statement of what is happening, unrelated to the specific situation. The third commentary in terms of strategies contains an explanation of the phenomenon without any interaction with the listener.

Student C: At the beginning of the first commentary, the student draws the listener's attention by telling him what he will learn. He further describes what is happening in the video, calling for attention to the details. The student waits for the second situation and then invites the audience to discuss. Finally, he explains the phenomenon. In the second commentary, as in the first, the student describes what is happening, asks the audience questions and invites them to discuss possible causes, but does not explain the phenomenon. In the third commentary, the student initially reveals what the phenomenon of the video is about but does not explain it further. He asks questions and gives the listener a task - to notice the details and discuss the causes.

Student D: His first commentary begins with the description of the phenomenon supplemented with rhetorical questions but not explaining the phenomenon. The student complements the commentary with music as a background, which is not disturbing. Similarly, he added music to the second and third commentaries. In the second commentary, he asks rhetorical questions, but also questions that are addressed directly to the listener, but not answered at all. In the third commentary, the student describes the phenomenon, asks questions, but their number is much smaller than in his previous two comments. The comment ends with an explanation.

Student E: His commentary only contains a description of what is seen and the assignment of the task to the listener - to think and discuss what is
happening in the video. It is the same in the second and third comments.

DISCUSSION

The results of the analysis of the comments suggest that the students chose the same strategy in creating all three comments. For student A, the effort to interact with the listener is noticed in all three comments. So, his comments are not just an ordinary explanation of the story, but the student tries to involve the audience in thinking. Such a strategy is typical for larger university lectures. The strategy chosen by student B, that was once used in schools, is still preferred by some teachers.

It is a transmissive way of teaching, where the teacher presents the facts to the students, explains the phenomena and his students are mostly passive. The strategy perceived in student C comments has the attributes of strategy that is nowadays recognized. The student tries to actively involve the listener directly in the creation of commentary, leaves him space to think, invites him to discuss and so on. We think that this type of comment is the didactically best of the given comments. Student D approaches his comments in an original way, he tries to revive them in some way, so he complements the music as a background. He also addresses a few questions to the listener, but the listener is not forced to actively participate. Student E, like Student B, chooses a transmissive way of conveying knowledge.

Regardless of the content of the video, i.e. on the topic covered by the silent video, it was possible for each of the commentators to identify common features for all three comments, some of which we can assign to well-known teaching strategies. So, our expectations have been confirmed. We then provided the students with feedback along with the discussion.

CONCLUSIONS

Although students of didactics physics are guided during their studies to apply constructivist approaches in the teaching of physics, the results of the survey show that they often unwittingly choose the strategies that they were educated by during their compulsory education. The comments on the individual silent videos were divergent among the various students, and the strategies chosen by the students also differed from each other. During the discussion with the students about their comments, it turned out that constant feedback is extremely important for them, because it helps them to choose appropriate educational strategies.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This paper was elaborated with the support of the projects VEGA no. 1/0396/18 and UK/111/2020.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have noticed a shift from traditional teaching style to more effective active-learning methods [1] also at university level, especially in introductory courses. Besides the transformation of the teaching style, finding suitable materials (conceptual tasks, questions for discussion, problems for group work or suitable tools for visualization) for such an approach have appeared as a big challenge.

Moreover, our course is intended for future secondary school physics teachers and therefore we regard it to be important to use majority of materials in Czech so that future teachers have a possibility to learn the proper terminology. They will have to speak about basic quantum concepts without mathematical formalism (the only accurate quantum language) in their future practice.

In this paper, we want to bring tips for an active-learning approach in teaching the introductory course in quantum physics gained in last ten years together with links to suitable materials.

CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS

Conceptual problems, so called ConcepTests, were firstly introduced by prof. E. Mazur as a part of his Peer Instruction (PI) Method [2]. These are tasks aimed at core concepts of the theory, they can be simply formulated and solved rather by thinking than by complicated calculations. Mazur used mostly single-choice or multiple-choice questions. Nevertheless, we used open tasks more often. Two examples of our ConcepTest are in Tab. 1.

ConcepTests are very suitable for use in lessons utilizing PI method or group/class discussions. Moreover, we used them also as a part of home assignments for monitoring students’ understanding of the previous lesson topics according to the Just-in-Time Teaching method [3].

CONCEPTUAL TESTS

Conceptual questions (mostly single-choice ones) have been used for creating the so-called conceptual tests and they have been the internationally well-established research instrument in physics education research since 80’years of last century. The eight best assessed tests in quantum physics [4] differ in topics as well as in difficulty level. We prepared Czech version of the Quantum Mechanics Visualization Instrument (QMV1) [5] and Quantum Mechanics Survey (QMS) [6]. The QMS was administrated to students of our course in last four years. Their average score 38 % corresponds to the score of the undergraduate students in original version [6]. In addition, we asked students to assess their understanding the question (see fig. 1).

TAB 1: Examples of conceptual tasks

Consider the following eight states of a single particle:

1. The eigenstate of the
2. State with zero energy uncertainty
3. State with a sharp energy value
4. Particle energy does not change with its position.
5. If I measure energy in this state and immediately repeat the measurement on that particle, I will always get the same value in both measurements.
6. The measurement of energy does not affect the system.
7. The so-called stationary state.
8. In this state, the mean values of time-independent quantities are constant (regardless of whether or not they commute with the Hamiltonian).

Six of these options say the same thing, one is a generally true statement (valid for any state of one particle) and one is an absolute nonsense. Sort the statements out.

1) We see 2D graph of eigenstate and probability density. Is this an infinite rectangular well or a harmonic oscillator?
2) Determine the quantum numbers.
3) Calculate the energy of the state.

Fig. 1. Comparison of correct answers and perceived understandment of question

VISUALISATION TOOLS

Quantum physics is an abstract part of physics, so
students can benefit very much from proper visualization. Emphasis on graphics and interactive simulations is the most-visible difference between our course and other lectures. We use some well-known resources like Physlets Quantum Physics [7], PhET simulations [8] or Quantum Visualisation Projects (QuViS) [9].

Besides usage of the internationally well-known applets, we have prepared also our original ones – several small tools for visualisation of a specific thing and two larger projects. The first and older one is called Orbitals (fig. 2 left). [10] Four interactive programs (for Windows, prepared in LabView software) accompanied by workbook (10 pages, approx. 30 problems with explanatory text) present hydrogen atom eigenfunctions in a very detailed step-by-step approach. Our students work with them mostly as a home assignment.

The second project was a reaction on end of Java support in browsers when many useful Java applets remained unusable. One student of our course, Tomáš Škraban, programmed the “1D Quantum Potentials program” [11] displaying solutions of various 1D problems (fig 2 right) – infinite and finite rectangular well, rectangular step and barrier (with changeable shape, not necessarily symmetric) and linear harmonic oscillator. We can switch between probability density or real and imaginary parts of wave function display. In case of system with bound states, it is possible to show superposition of up to ten eigenstates. The time development is shown as an animation. For teaching purposes, it is also possible to display the solutions of Schrödinger equation for all energies.

![Fig. 2. Screenshot of Orbitals (left) and 1D potentials program (right)](image)

**QuViS APPLETS IN CZECH**

The collection of QuViS applets [9] is based on research of frequent student difficulties, furthermore their design and effectiveness are also verified [12]. The concept of these applets fit very well into our course. Nevertheless, the language barrier was an obstacle for some students, which limited the independent use of applets by the students themselves. Because the knowledge of Czech terminology is very important for future teachers, we decided to translate selected applets into Czech (fig. 3) with their authors’ permission.

Since now, we have translated 17 applets and published them on the FyzWeb server [13]. They are divided into these topics: Classical systems, Basic concepts, One-dimensional potentials, Two-dimensional potentials, Momentum and spin and Entanglement and quantum information. We plan to translate about 30 applets in total and enrich all of them by suitable tasks or problems.

![Fig. 3. An example of QuViS applet translated into Czech](image)

**CONCLUSIONS**

In the article we present a comprehensive collection of conceptual tasks and suitable tools and visualizations created on the basis of other author’s sources as well as materials developed directly in the mentioned course. These materials are freely available to anyone interested and can thus enrich teaching introductory courses in quantum physics at other schools.
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INTRODUCTION

Lab rats and rabbits are traditional biophysical models for study of the orthopedic pathologies and curative effects. Traditional analysis of these pathologies is based on postmortem histological analysis or X-ray analysis or invasive biochemical biopic sampling, however modern monitoring of orthopedic pathology needs also new methods based on quantification of functionality of body movement. The quantification could be realised in two different modes, the first mode is global quantification of whole-body movements (resulting in “tracking statistic” during the hours or days of movement in animal box). The second mode is the knee flexion quantification. Development of the complex tool for both of this quantitative analysis of movement was based on optimising the combination of optical detection system, mathematical image analysis and physical interpretation of the detected movement. The traditional veterinary lab cages (580 x 375 cm or 600 x 700 cm) were used due to standartisation.

SELECTING AND OPTIMISING OF OPTICAL METHODS

The selection of optical methods was based on a high number of evaluation steps on different combination of digital cameras and coloring or illumination of bottom of typical animal cage during the day (night phase not detected). The final decision-making moment rested in comparison of camera Microsoft HD3000 and Xami MiHome on the optimised dark green cage (Fig.1). The camera was fixed on central position 60 cm above bottom of the box. The box had been innovated by transparent cover.

![Fig. 1. Optimised geometry of the animal cage and camera and testing the optimal color of the bottom. Illumination was finalised in green cage as 65 Lux (measured at the bottom level)](image)

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF MOVEMENTS AND SELECTING AND OPTIMISING OF SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS

Both types (rats and rabbits) models display maximum acceleration 1,2 m/s\textsuperscript{2} and maximum speed 1,4 m/s. The time-lapse tracking of body should be related to the $S = \text{total distance summing all steps of body locomotion during defined several hours of monitoring}$, the graphs of average (m/s) distribution during the time the time and the trajectory (projected on the bottom of the cage, x and y axis are represented by ortogonal walls of the cage). Due to relative high ratio of body size to the box size, we could not take the animal body as dimensionless, we had to identify one objective point on body, which will be a good benchmark of body motility. After sets of tests, the mathematical centre of mass of graphical contour of animal body was taken as this objective benchmark for next all analysis. The sufficient speed of recording was evaluated as 30 frames/s. Each single frame was processed by software utility created in Phyton (Fig. 2) in real time.

![Fig. 2. Processing of each frame – optimal identification of animal body before computing the position of the mass centre](image)

The identification of centre of mass and computing of x-y position had to be repeated by software 10times per second, at each of this time point the shift from the previous position was computed and the graphical
trajectory is generated in real time. Fig. 3 summarises the complex algorithm of software analysis in Python.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3. Statistical overview of the animal trajectory and speed**

**DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF KNEE STRETCHING**

Monitoring of knee functionality was additional analysis for better description of animal leg movement. This analysis was applied only to a rabbit (not smaller rat). The femur-tibia stretching (Fig. 3) was monitored using camera through the frontal transparent wall of the animal cage, recording of femur-tibia angle during the time is the merit of quantitative knee analysis. The “spinal direction” had to be orthogonal to the direction of camera view, if not the angle of the animal axis had to be identified from the image (marker with control distance d on Fig. 4) and apparent femur-tibia angle (angle define by f and t lines in Fig. 4) had to be recomputed to the real angle.

![Image](image)

**Fig. 4. Animal with knee markers and spinal markers (right picture) and software image analysis of the marked points and knee angle in each 0.1 s**

**RESULTS**

These optimised combination of the hardware and software were tested on 5 rats with different pathology of knee and also on 6 rabbits (2 control, 4 with different therapy on the of osteoarthritis) in animal unit. The markers and recording did not induce any irritation or stress reaction of the animals. The identification of a correct centre of mass and true trajectory was evaluated in more than 5000 frames (comparison with graphical results from manual detection), the (x, y) difference was smaller than 1 cm in 98 % of cases. Total difference of trace length per 500 s was under 25 cm (average difference under 3 % of total trace length). Average knee angle stretching of osteoarthritis rabbit was identified as 6° (per one rabbit step) in comparison to control rabbit with 22° (per one rabbit step). Moreover, the frequency of stretching during 6 hours was only 30 % in osteoarthritic knee.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The biomedical evaluation of pathological motility and regeneration in time are not effectively described in current biomedical and biophysical studies and they need the smart non-invasive methods for the objective quantification of the body motion and knee flexion. Modern imaging technologies and precise mathematical analysis with physical background bring possibilities to quantify the typical movement and produce “every-day objective documentation” of the pathological state.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Rapid changes in economy and technology and their effect on the workplace call for changes in educational system. These problems of how 21st century education should look like are still in the main focus of educators. Although there are many approaches to this issue, it is generally agreed, that students should master the skills including critical thinking and problem solving skills, creativity and reasoning [1 - 4]. In accordance with 21st century educational goals, the concept of student-centred active learning and inquiry-based education (IBSE) is expected to promote learning of modern day students. The skills of problem solving, reasoning and critical thinking are involved in the whole process of inquiry from identifying a question, formulating hypothesis, gathering data, testing and evaluating hypothesis and drawing conclusions. This approach represents the basis how physics and science research is conducted and it is also already established in instruction for several decades. However, some education experts have noted that most 21st century’s students are still being taught by teachers using 20th-century pedagogical practices in 19-century school organisations [4, 5]. It seems that this long-term effort supported by numerous national and international projects towards implementation of IBSE still does not guarantee the systematic implementation of desired instructional strategies. The national project IT Academy [6] (2016-2021), besides several other goals, has an ambition to help in motivation teachers towards wide implementation of inquiry-based science education methods and strategies. This particular goal is reflected in two ways: a) developing teaching and learning materials based on IBSE approach, b) education of teachers to master the methods and strategies of IBSE. It is already known that IBSE can be strongly enhanced by using digital tools to solve problems in order to collect, process and analyse data from experiments and to design and analyse models of studied phenomena. For this reason, digital tools are widely implemented in designing teaching and learning materials as well as in the teacher training programmes.

TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS

The large number of teaching and learning materials has been developed for physics teaching at lower and upper secondary school level. They were developed on the basis of design-based research principles. The lessons designed by experienced teachers or experts in physics education were offered to physics teachers for trialling in the classroom. The lessons were subjected to two-round verification. After the first round the teaching and learning materials were adapted and modified based on teachers’ comments for the second round of implementation. They have been modified again to create the final version of the developed lessons (fig. 1).

The materials are developed for individual lessons (about 80 physics lessons for lower and 50 physics lessons for upper secondary physics classes). The materials involve teachers’ guide, working sheets for students, supplementary materials and multimedia and digital resources.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig. 1. Two-round design of lesson plans**

Teachers’ guides is complemented by an overview sheet where the learning goals, methods, tools and materials, necessary prior knowledge and skills and main misconceptions are communicated briefly. The teachers’ guide itself contains a detailed lesson plan with proposed activities to provide knowledge and support to help understand and implement teaching plan, present alternatives and freedom of choice and engage teachers in ongoing reflection [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiry phase</th>
<th>Research question: How much work is done by a weightlifter?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conception, planning and design</td>
<td>- planning experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- measuring time and position with the help of video measuring tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- predicting results (position vs. time graph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>- manipulating software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- collecting data by video measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and interpretation</td>
<td>- determining relationship between variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what kind of motion is executed by the weight?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what is the acceleration in separate phases of weightlifting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what net force is acting on the weight during its motion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what force does the weightlifter generate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what distance does the weight move?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- what work is done by weightlifter?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Communication | Elaborating formal report about the gained result |
| Application and follow-up | What power is generated by the weightlifter? |
Most lessons are designed using inquiry approach. The designed investigations are enhanced by digital tools, namely sensors and videomasurement for data collecting (in certain cases data are collected using remote-controlled experiments) and software for data processing and analysis and also modelling tools involving simulations. Lessons are also supplemented by formative assessment tools.

The lesson starts with a research question for students to solve. They go gradually through the stages of inquiry cycle based on the framework of inquiry skills [8] (tab.1). Each lesson is designed at a certain level of inquiry depending on how much information is provided to students and how much guidance is provided by teacher. Most lesson plans are following the structure of confirmation inquiry (students are provided with the question, procedure and the result are known in advance) and guided inquiry (question and procedure is known, however the result and its explanation is generated by students). Related to the inquiry level more or less detailed students’ worksheet guides students through the investigation posing questions and assignments for students to solve.

In fig. 2 the result of videomasurement of the weightlifting is presented. After gathering data students follow with data analysis as suggested by questions in table 1.

![Graph showing results of measuring the position of weight in the activity](image)

**Fig. 2. Results of measuring the position of weight in the activity How much work is done by a weightlifter?**

**PHYSICS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMME**

In order to achieve the wide implementation of developed teaching and learning materials teachers must be motivated and educated in the field of corresponding methods and strategies to teaching.

**TAB. 2. Physics teacher education programme structure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IBSE, introduction do digital technologies in physics education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measuring with sensors, processing and analysing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measuring on videorecording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBSE and formative assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this purpose, the in-service teacher education programme has been designed. It is based on the same concepts as teaching and learning materials, i.e. teachers learn about the basic principles of IBSE, master the skills to use digital technologies and they are introduced the formative assessment tools and its importance for IBSE. The programme has a modular structure (tab.2) and is built as a blended course with present and distant parts with the extend of 50 hours (40/10) for the upper secondary school teachers and 40 hours (30/10) for the lower secondary school teachers.

The training is conducted the way that the teachers participating at the programme usually play a role of students conducting the activity. The learning scenario is then analysed with the lecturer in order to recognize the important inquiry elements, the benefits of digital tools and formative assessment tools to identify students’ misconceptions. At the end of the programme teachers design their own lesson plan based on IBSE approach using one selected digital tool.

There are altogether almost 100 physics teachers who completed the teacher education programmes so far.

**CONCLUSION**

The collection of teaching and learning materials will be published online for teachers to use. The developed teacher education programmes will be running also in the following year. It will be complemented by one-day seminars or online webinars in order to attract participation of more teachers. We hope that the project effort helps in gaining teachers’ self-confidence towards wide implementation of innovative strategies to promote learning of modern day students.
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To many people, the simple act of pronouncing the word physics literally sends chills down their spines. This concerns not only primary- or secondary-school students, but also people of productive and post-productive age. Some students are afraid of physics, others have respect for it, and there also exist such individuals who feel aversion towards it. Generally, students’ interest in science subjects is worldwide decreasing [1]. According to pedagogical research provided by Dopita and Greenanová [2] students show very little interest in physics study and they are not willing to spend their time studying it. A year later Mandliková [3] published that students’ attitude towards physics is more negative than positive. We know from pedagogical experience that the level of interest varies from one person to another and can be of various degrees and forms. The most significant sign of interest can be considered the voluntary student-initiated incorporation of physics into their free-time activities, such as active participation in extra-curricular activities, out-of-school interest groups focused on physics topics or participation in physics competitions. Due to the fact that year after year there is a gradual decrease in the number of student competitors of the Physics Olympiad, we decided to examine what level of educational interest in physics is currently the most developed among primary-school students.

EDUCATIONAL INTEREST

Currently, an effort to activate the cognitive functions as well as cognitive activity of students is put into the foreground in pedagogical field. This happens in order to reduce the traditional model of education, in which students find themselves mostly in a position of passive participants of the teaching-learning process. Their cognitive activity is strongly influenced by educational interest. The more interested in studying the students are, the more activated their cognitive functions will become. For this reason, educational interest plays a very important role in developing student’s attitude towards any school subjects. Moreover, the teachers largely participate in formation of student’s educational interest and also its subsequent development through their motivational influence on students. The role of the teacher is besides providing the students with knowledge, also to arouse students’ interest in the subjects they teach, to arouse students’ interest in a certain scientific topic, and in case of already existing interest, to constantly support this interest [4].

Interest is generally considered to be one of the most influential motivating factors determining students’ desire to learn. It is one of the most important conditions stimulating creativity and a creative attitude towards the activity being provided. We know from personal experience that any activity done with reluctance or by force, even though it misses a sign of students’ interest in providing such an activity, is ineffective. In addition, it is scientifically proven that interest supports the development of intellectual side of students, increases their ability to maintain attention for a longer time and, last but not least, the ability to be able to concentrate [5]. By interest we mean a conscious, voluntary, long-lasting and continuous focus of human activity on a specific area of cognition and active self-realization [6]. Educational interest is firstly encountered in the research papers and other works of Ščukinová [7]. She defines educational interest as "a person’s individual selective focus on self-studying, learning about objects, phenomena and facts of the world we live in, activating his/her mental processes, active work as well as cognitive possibilities.” The object of educational interest concerns various areas related to human cognitive activity. One interest may differ from another in its intensity, breadth and depth of focus. Wide educational interest evokes a general interest in acquiring new information and knowledge. In the case of a deeper focus of educational interest, we already talk about narrowing the interest to a specific school subject or to a certain thematic unit. With regard to the degree of interest development and its nature, we distinguish three main levels of educational interest development: high, medium and low (situational) level. It is important for teachers to be able to correctly determine the appropriate level of their students’ interest in the subject they teach at school [5].

METHODOLOGY

Pedagogical research has been done by the questionnaire method of obtaining statistical data. The authors of this paper have prepared a non-standardized questionnaire, which was used for conducting the research. The aim of this research was to determine the current level of primary-school students’ educational interest in physics. The whole process of designing the questionnaire, preparing suitable questions as well as formulating possible answers was inspired by Lanina’s methodology. Due to the fact that this methodology is based on the assumption concerning the existence of educational interest, Lanina [8] defines exactly three levels of interest: low, medium and high. However, in order to obtain more accurate results, we had to take into consideration that for quite a long time, physics has been one of the least popular school subjects. For this reason, we have added to the above-mentioned levels of interest another one, the so-called zero level of educational interest, which represents the student’s complete disinterest in physics. Moreover, we have divided level-1 and level-3 into two sublevels. The questions in the questionnaire were focused on finding out students’ emotional feelings towards the subject of physics, their attitude to experimental activities and to their independent scientific research work as well. In addition, students were asked to comment on issues concerning their primary motivation for studying...
Physics at home, also questions about attending some physics extra-curricular subject, and last but not least, about the possibility of becoming a professional worker in some physics field. Items of the questionnaire provided closed answers with one option to be chosen.

**RESEARCH RESULTS**

The research was conducted during January and February 2020 at the selected primary-schools in the Region of Prešov. The respondent sample consisted of students attending the 7th, 8th and 9th grade. From the number of returned questionnaires we formed the statistical group of 194 respondents. It consisted of 86 girls and 108 boys. Statistical analysis of questionnaires revealed six levels of physics-oriented educational interest among the primary-school students. They are presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest level</th>
<th>Interest type</th>
<th>% frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>total disinterest</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>situational-low</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>situational-high</td>
<td>38.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>high-standard</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>high-maximum</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results showed that the current most frequent level of students’ educational interest in physics has reached the level of a higher situational interest. This means that students consider physics more interesting in comparison with other school subjects, however; they usually do not take part in extra-curricular physics activities. Students are amazed mainly by visual or sound effects of physics experiments. They do not like individual experimental work, but prefer group work. Last but not least, these students rarely understand the laws of physics and its principles. They are motivated to study predominantly by external motivational factors such as desire to get a good mark or, otherwise, effort to avoid getting a bad mark or being punished. The authors of this paper consider situational level of interest a sufficiently stable basis for its continuous development. Therefore, teachers should keep on supporting, stimulating students’ interest with various motivational techniques. Moreover, it is important to create a non-violent environment in order to develop their educational interest continuously. Otherwise, there is a risk of a further decrease in the level of students’ interest in physics, which may finally result in a complete loss of interest. As a matter of fact, that early suppression of any undesirable phenomenon and the prevention of its occurrence are always easier than the later elimination of consequences, thus it is better to prevent the loss of students’ interest in physics.
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WAYS TO EVALUATE STUDENTS' ARGUMENTS IN TEACHING PHYSICS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL
T. Kiss, kisstunde@gmail.com, K. Velmovská, velmovska@fmph.uniba.sk, Faculty of Mathematics, Physics and Informatics, Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic

INTRODUCTION

Argumentation is a part of our everyday life. It is a part of the communication we use in everyday life, for example to defend our opinions or express our thoughts. It is important for children to engage in argumentation also during school attendance. Speaking of teaching physics, students should express their views or provide their claims with use of facts when solving a physical problem. They should also hypothesize and explain different phenomena and events.

DEFINITION OF THE CONCEPT OF ARGUMENTATION

In the literature we could find various approaches of authors to define the concept of argumentation. Different authors perceive argumentation in different ways. They understand it as a form of proving, thought process expressed by words confirming that a claim is true or false to convince someone. Others emphasize the relationship of support between the premises and the conclusion [1 - 7].

Based on these definitions we defined in our work the concept of argumentation as well. From the point of view of teaching physics by argumentation we understand, that the student gives an explanation or clarification of a physical phenomenon, based on assumptions – known and valid facts, rules and laws of physics, or draws conclusion based on facts, information obtained (for example by measurement) and gives evidence for hypotheses.

WAYS TO EVALUATE ARGUMENTS

In the literature we could find different structures of argumentation text. In this article we are dealing with two of these structures.

The first structure is a three-parts structure of argumentation text by authors Palenčárová and Kročťy [8]. We can schematically describe this structure as C + E + R, where C denotes a claim or thesis, E denotes an evidence, arguing or clarifying and R denotes reasoning, summarizing claim, conclusion and solution, instructions for possible solutions, call to action. These parts can be repeated, the order is not determined exactly, so the parts can interchange and complete each other. Within the process of teaching physics, we could imagine this three-parts structure as follows. The first phase (C) is the stating a hypothesis, so the claim before the beginning of a given measurement. In the second phase (E) students observe the given phenomenon, take measurements, process obtained data and obtain some argument or evidence to draw a conclusion in the last phase (R) and justify whether their expectations from the first phase were correct or not.

This procedure is in accordance with the definition of scientific argumentation [7], because the students with the help of findings (some empirical evidence, which they obtained during observation and measurement - scientific method) make a decision on the correctness of the assumption (hypothesis).

The three-parts structure in teaching physics could be imagined even without the experimental phase – without realisation of measurement. Students make a conclusion while relying on known facts and claims.

The second scheme, which we are dealing with is from the author Toulmin [9] and consists of six parts which could be used to develop, analyse and categorize the argument: claim, grounds, warrant, backing, qualifier, rebuttal. The connection between these parts is shown in Fig. 1.

![Toulmin’s scheme](image)

Fig. 1. Toulmin’s scheme [10]

In the next step, we evaluate the students’ answers according to both structures. In our article, according to the three-part structure, students could get 6 points at maximum in total, 3 points for the structure of the answer and 3 points for the correctness of the answer. Concerning the structure of the answer, every answer was divided into three parts based on three-part structure C + E + R. For each single part, not speaking of correctness, the students could get 1 point. In the following, we checked the correctness of each single part. In the case of correct answer, we gave score of 1 point. In this way, students could obtain 3 + 3 points, so 6 points in total for answering the given task.

In the same manner we evaluated the answers based on Toulmin’s scheme, but because this scheme has six parts, the students were able to get 6 + 6 points, so 12 points in total.

EVALUATION OF CONCRETE STUDENTS’ ANSWERS

The students of the 6th to the 9th grade of primary school were given a test consisted of tasks with open-ended questions. The task, which we present below, was focused on the behaviour of bodies in liquids. Students
reasoning, and because both parts were correct, he/she the best answer of this task. According to the structure C some other information in addition to the conclusion. 

1 point for the correctness. We also found answers, with the task. If the student wrote only conclusion, he or she any answer, or the answer they wrote was not related to evidence is missing – therefore the student could not get another 2 points. In the table above you can see the best answer of this task. According to the structure C + E + R, the student’s answer contains claim and reasoning, and because both parts were correct, he/she received a total 4 points. In this answer, as in the most cases, the connection between claim and reasoning – so the evidence is missing – therefor the student could not receive 6 points, the maximum number of points.

Specifically, in this answer we miss the fact, that the student did not explain, that liquid with the same volume, but with a higher density has a greater weight and the immersion of the body is related to its weight. Speaking of Toulmin’s scheme in the given example, because student’s answer was too short, it received the same number of points as in the case of C + E + R.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the evaluation of students’ answers we can say that the maximum points – 6 or 12 points – was not received by any student. Furthermore, we can notice, that student’s answers are quite short, and sometimes it is difficult to divide them into three parts, not yet into six parts. Therefore, we assume, that Toulmin’s structure could be rather found in argumentation text where student expresses and justifies his or her opinion on the topic. In the task with the test tubes Toulmin’s scheme could not be found, so in the following we want to assign another task, in which the students have more “freedom” to write their opinion.
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INTRODUCTION

Assessment of students in the teaching process is one of the responsibilities of the school and a mandatory part of the teacher's work. Petty [1] states that students’ assessment can serve a variety of purposes. Through assessment, we can classify students' performance, help select candidates for jobs, or provide students with the goal of their education. Arends [2] states that what score students achieve in a test, what grades they receive and what judgments their teachers make about their potential, has important and long-lasting consequences for the students themselves as well as society. Arends [2], based on studies, states that teachers devote ten to thirty three percent of total working time to the process of assessment and evaluation of students. It is therefore a significant part of the teacher's work and at the same time one of the most important and sensitive work activities of a teacher. Teachers consider the assessment process to be one of the most challenging tasks of the teaching profession. Students’ assessment is ranked among the most difficult tasks of their work, especially by beginning teachers [3]. "Primary school teachers consider students’ assessment to be one of the five most difficult components of pedagogical activity and the fourth most difficult activity for beginning teachers." [4]

METHODS OF SURVEY

We decided to do survey aimed at evaluation of students’ score by university students of physics teaching programme. The task of the survey was to compare the individual evaluations of the proposed non-standardized achievement test by students of physics teaching between them and with the evaluation according to the proposed mark scheme. The achievement test consisted of seven tasks, namely two closed tasks, four computational tasks and one task for a short verbal answer. This test was part of a summative assessment of first-year students of a 5-year bilingual gymnasium and focuses on the topic of buoyant force and Archimedes' law. Students took the test in one lesson for 40 minutes.

From the solved tests, we selected ten, which we assigned to university students in the first year of master's studies for evaluation. University students had to evaluate the tests without a mark scheme and correct answers. Their task was to design the evaluation of individual tasks, to evaluate student solutions and to give the overall evaluation of individual students in percentages. We set two hypotheses in the survey:

H1: Evaluation of the achievement test by students of physics teaching will be divergent.
H2: Evaluation of the achievement test by students of physics teaching will be incomparable with the evaluation according to the proposed mark scheme.

We collected data from two academic years and 16 university students from Faculty Mathematics, Physics and Informatics of Comenius University in Bratislava participated in the survey.

PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION OF SURVEY RESULTS

After the evaluation process, we collected data from students, namely the overall evaluation of individual student solutions in percentages and the maximum possible number of points for individual tasks of the achievement test. We processed the obtained data so that the final evaluation of one student represented the arithmetic mean of evaluations from all evaluators (university students). As an indicator of the divergence of university students’ evaluation, we chose the standard deviation. The standard deviation indicates the range of values in which most of the obtained data lie. The lower interval limit of values is obtained by subtracting the standard deviation from the mean and the upper interval limit by adding the standard deviation to the mean.

From the obtained interval limits, we found that most of the evaluations of students by university students lie in intervals with a width of approximately 8.40 to 30.00 percentage points. However, it is necessary to distinguish at what value the width of the interval is inappropriate and thus the evaluation does not meet the condition of objectivity. Based on the percentage points obtained, students in most schools are usually placed in evaluation classes, ie they get a grade from 1 to 5. Grading scales are set by schools differently and are usually available on the school website or in the school rules. After comparing the limits of the evaluation intervals for individual students obtained in our survey with the classification scales from three Bratislava gymnasiuums, we found that some of the student’s evaluations exceed two to three classification levels. The largest standard deviation of evaluation by university student cause the difference in grades from grade 2 to grade 3, or from grade 2 to grade 5, depending on the particular gymnasium. In the case of just one student, the evaluation by university students is in the range of one classification level at all three selected grammar schools, namely at grade 1.

Based on the above facts, we can state that the evaluation of student’s achievement in the achievement test by university students is quite different, divergent, and therefore we do not reject hypothesis H1.

To verify the H2 hypothesis, we decided to statistically compare sets of different data. A more detailed description of the created mark scheme for the survey test and more information about survey data is given in the work of Čevajka [5]. We evaluated the achievement of students in the achievement test according to the proposed mark scheme. We statistically
compared this data set with the means we obtained from
the evaluation by university students. We also compared
the evaluation according to the proposed mark scheme
with the evaluation of each evaluator (students of
physics teaching). We processed the data in statistical
program R. To compare the data, we chose Wilcoxon
paired test for data that do not come from normal
distribution. The null hypothesis to hypothesis H2 is:

**H02: Arithmetic mean of evaluations by university
students for individual students will be comparable
with the evaluation according to the proposed scheme.**

We verified the null hypothesis using the Wilcoxon
test. The resulting p value was 1.953 x 10^-3. Since p
value is less than 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis and
do not consider the data to be comparable.

We also statistically compared the evaluation of
students’ achievement by individual evaluators
(university students) with the evaluation according to the
mark scheme. We proceeded in the same way as in the
previous comparison and determined the second null
hypothesis H02 for hypothesis H2 as follows:

**H02a: The evaluation of students’ achievement by
individual university student will be comparable to the
evaluation according to the proposed mark scheme.**

From the results of statistical research, we found that
we do not reject the null hypothesis in nine cases and
reject it in seven cases. This means that the
evaluation of the nine evaluators was comparable to the
evaluation according proposed mark scheme and the
evaluation of the seven evaluators was not comparable to
evaluation according the proposed evaluation mark
scheme. However, from the results of the statistical
research we do not reject the H2 hypothesis, even
though most of the evaluations of university students are
comparable to the evaluations according to the proposed
mark scheme. Student evaluations were so divergent that
the data obtained as mean of student evaluations for
individual students were not comparable to the
evaluation according to the proposed scheme. For this
fact, we decided not to reject hypothesis H2.

**CONCLUSION**

The results of the survey confirm the mentioned
tests about the complexity of the evaluation process.
Several factors enter the evaluation process, from the
concept of the educational process and its goals to the
teacher's personality. As the first factor of divergence in
the evaluation of students’ score, we see in the
considerable predominance of open tasks in the
proposed achievement test. According to Lapitková [6],
the use of open tasks decreases the objectivity of the
test, and thus also the objectivity of the evaluation.
Chráška [7] also states that the disadvantage of open
tasks is in the non-objectivity of their evaluation.
However, it states that it is possible to set up an
evaluation structure so that these tasks can be evaluated
almost objectively. We believe that no divergence would
be in the evaluation of achievement tests by university
students if they had the mark scheme we proposed.

After evaluating the tests by university students, we
had a discussion with these students, in which they had
to describe the difficulties associated with the task of
evaluation. These problems related to the evaluation of
open tasks and the lack of evaluation structure. These
problems arose in determining the criteria for evaluating
individual test tasks. The evaluation criteria say what the
task is to test, i.e. they are related to the validity of the
evaluation. The evaluation criteria result from the
objectives of the teaching process itself, and thus the test
tasks are intended to test the skills, competences and
knowledge that have been developed through teaching.
We therefore believe that in this case, the lack of
university students’ experience in the process of
evaluating, which they will gain through practice, has
manifested itself. We believe that the evaluation process
is also influenced by the teacher's personality and
current mood. Although these factors should not be part
of the evaluation of student achievement, but university
students described them in the discussion as factors
influencing their evaluation. For a specific test, there
were differences in the evaluation of the same solution
by several classification levels.

The problem of evaluating test tasks could be
eliminated if teachers had access to test tasks that have
undergone standardization, their aim for assessment and
the structure and method of assessment were clear.

Berová [8] states that in 2014, a total of 14 500
tasks from various subjects were created in the project
of NUCEM, of which 660 are created for teaching
physics and science. However, the resulting tasks have
not been implemented in the teaching process and
teachers in practice do not have access to these tasks.
However, the tasks created in the project, together with
the methodology of their evaluation, could offer teachers
standardized, objective and valid tools for evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a growing interest in utilization of starch-based materials in non-food applications which have been reviewed recently [1, 2]. Especially, thermoplastic starch (TPS) often attracts attention as low cost bioplastics although TPS brittleness which can be even increased due to free volume relaxation (physical ageing) and/or retrogradation during material storage. This impedes its wide use.

Two structural forms of α-D glucose units, amylose and amylopectin, are the main constituents of native starch which occurs in semi-crystalline form in nature. To obtain a moldable TPS material, native starch is processed at high temperature under shear stress with addition of plasticizers such as low molecular weight polyols (e.g. glycerol) and/or amide-containing molecules (e.g. urea, formamide). During this process called plasticization, native starch crystallinity is usually completely destructed and hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl groups of starch chains are replaced by hydrogen bonds between plasticizers and starch whereby urea forms stronger and more stable bonds with starch than glycerol [3].

Starch-based materials structure is sensitive to ageing and time dependent changes in their structure are of great importance for their use as bioplastics. When TPS is stored above its glass transition temperature ($T_g$), it is prone to retrogradation, i.e. starch chains recrystallize when sufficient amount of water is available. In contrast, physical ageing can also occur at temperatures below $T_g$ and it is accompanied by a local rearrangement of starch chains to a lower volume and energy configuration without the change in crystallinity. TPS plasticized with glycerol, a conventional plasticizer, was shown to retrograde which results in TPS embrittlement [4] while urea prevents starch retrogradation [5]. However, urea is a solid and it does not add much flexibility to plasticized starch. Therefore, a combination of both above-mentioned plasticizers could suppress the TPS retrogradation and makes TPS flexible.

Solid-state magic-angle spinning (MAS) $^1$H NMR technique was used to characterize molecular mobility and hydrogen bonds interactions in starch plasticized with glycerol and urea during one-year storage in this study for better understanding of ageing of such systems.

EXPERIMENTAL

Native cornstarch Meritena® 100, Brenntag, Slovakia was used for preparation of TPS. Suspension of starch, urea, glycerol and water at weight ratio of 1.0:35.0:35:2.3 was stirred at 70°C and then dried at 100°C for 5 hours. The plasticized material was then kneaded in a laboratory mixer Plastograph Brabender PLE 331 for 10 min at 130°C and 100 rpm. One-millimeter-thick slab was prepared by compression moulding at 130°C under a pressure of 100 kPa and then was stored in a plastic bag at 22°C. The sample was prepared at the Polymer Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava.

MAS $^1$H NMR measurements were performed on a Varian solid-state NMR spectrometer (VNMRS 400, Palo Alto, CA, USA) working at the $^1$H resonance frequency of 400 MHz. Duration of $^1$H $\pi$/2 pulse was 2.9 μs. A recycle delay of 10 s and acquisition times of 20 - 80 ms were applied. A probe-head equipped with 4 mm rotor spinning at 10 kHz was used for measurements. The chemical shifts were referenced to tetramethyilsilane using adamantane as an external standard. The NMR spectra were analyzed using Mestrelab Research Mnova 9.0 software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MAS $^1$H NMR spectra of the TPS sample were measured several times throughout one year and are shown in Fig. 1. Signals observed at ~ 5.8 ppm, 5.3 ppm, 4.7 ppm and 3.8 ppm are related to relatively mobile hydrogen nuclei of urea (U), glycerol OH groups (G(OH)), water (W) and glycerol CH/CH$_2$ groups (G(CH)), respectively [6]. Starch hydrogen nuclei contribute only to broad background due to strong dipolar interactions in starch chains which are much less mobile than molecules of plasticizers and water.

During plasticization, hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl groups in starch are disrupted and new H-bonds with molecules of plasticizers are formed. In the spectrum measured one day after sample preparation, G(OH) and W signals are not resolved indicating interactions with starch. In contrary, U signal is well resolved in this spectrum, meaning that hydrogen nuclei of urea are mobile and thus they are probably not involved in H-bonds with starch. However, it is well known that urea forms stronger H-bonds with starch than glycerol whereby the bond involves either hydroxyl oxygen in starch and amino hydrogen in urea or carbonyl oxygen in urea and hydroxyl hydrogen in starch [3]. In our case when the amount of urea is relatively large we propose that H-bond is formed between carbonyl oxygen in urea and hydroxyl hydrogen in starch. In other words, during plasticization urea reacted with starch preferentially through carbonyl oxygen prior to glycerol which could then form H-bonds with free O in the OH starch groups. When all H-bonding sites in starch became occupied the excess of urea and glycerol was solvated glycerol-urea-starch complex.
During ageing of the sample, G(OH) and W signals significantly narrowed (Fig. 1) in contrast with U and G(CH) signals. To detect changes in signals width and intensity, spectra of the sample aged 1 day and 52 weeks were deconvoluted. They were resolved in four lines significantly narrowed (Fig. 1) in contrast with U and spectral deconvolutions after 52 weeks since both urea and glycerol molecules along with water molecules could form glycerol-rich domains with new network of hydrogen bonds between glycerol and/or water molecules. 

Phase separation of glycerol, i.e. formation of glycerol-rich domains took place in the sample after 29 weeks of storage resulting from disruption of glycerol-starch hydrogen bonds. This process was accompanied by slight water content increase causing higher mobility of glycerol molecules. Retrogradation of the sample did not occur as was found through XRD measurements (not shown) and thus, urea effectively prevented starch recrystallization.
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INTRODUCTION

STEM education focused on Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics includes the training of the university-educated students of a technical university who acquired skills in all the mentioned areas during the training. According to Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive goals, such education is realized at higher levels, such as analysis, application and evaluation. Video analysis, as one of the methods of teaching/learning, allows to develop mathematical skills in physical education and then prepare students with technical background for future engineering practice. The presented paper informs about the possibilities of using video analysis in teaching physics in engineering education. Using this method in teaching/learning process can improve students' understanding of the concept of force, the application of Newton's laws of motion, which was confirmed according to the results obtained from FCI (Force Concept Inventory) test [1-3].

VIDEO ANALYSIS

Nowadays, there are many programs and simulations to solve various real physical problems. Program Tracker [4] is free video analysis and modelling tool build on the Open Source Physics (OSP) Java framework. Video analysis using program Tracker in the educational process introduces a new creative method of teaching physics, makes natural sciences more interesting for the students [5]. Exploring the laws of nature in this way can be amazing for the students because this educational software is illustrative, interactive, inspires them to think creatively, improves their performance and it can help in studying physics. With the help of a high-speed camera (for the preparation of motion files - video experiments) and the program Tracker the students can study certain motion in detail. The video analysis gives the students simple and easy way to understand the process of movement. The program Tracker seems to be a useful modeling tool, too. The computer modeling enables the students to relate the results of measurements to theory, showing relations between the graphs obtained using a model and a measurement. A post-instruction assessment of the students' ability to interpret kinematics graphs indicated that groups which used video analysis tools, generally performed better than students taught via traditional instruction [6]. It has been confirmed that the competencies of the students have been more developed, and their knowledge has been more increased through working with program Tracker as opposed to groups taught by traditional methods [7 - 10]. Video analysis and modeling help the students to understand the natural sciences principles and natural phenomena more deeply, develop skills of abstraction and projection, awake curiosity towards nature and the surrounding world and make physics a lot more fun.

All we need for a video analysis is a camera (mobile phone, tablet) to prepare motion files - video experiments. With the help of a high-speed camera and the program Tracker students can study certain motion in detail. They can observe various characteristics of the motion and learn the basics of classical physics while having fun. Video analysis gives students a simple and easy way to understand the process of movement.

A Casio Exilim EX-FH25 camera was used for preparing the video files. That camera allowed us to record videos with 30, 120, 240, 420 and 1000 frames per second (fps).

The main task of a video analysis is to build right conception of the natural phenomena and in the next step to use them for physical analysis. All we need is:

- a final video in the following formats: avi, mov, mpg
- to know the video’s number of frames per second (fps) (for calculation of Δt)
- real dimensions in the video, for example 1 meter

By means of the Tracker students can detect the relationship between physical quantities and describe a motion using time dependencies. The Tracker offers time dependencies of 24 physical quantities (and/or we can define other) and data processing by means of graphs and tables. From the number of frames per second (30 fps or 120 fps usually) the time is deduced (Δt = 0.033 s or Δt = 0.0083 s) while the position can be measured in two dimensions (x, y) using a calibrated video image. The autotracking function in this program allows accurate tracking without a mouse.

Using this interactive program Tracker, we can explain the solution of the problem from the point of view of the inertial and non-inertial reference system (Fig. 1). Program Tracker offers two types of models: analytic and dynamic. The analytic one defines position functions of time, while the dynamic one defines force functions and initial conditions for numerical solvers.

Fig. 1. Analysis of rotation motion according to the centre of the coordinate system
RESULTS FROM FCI TEST

The program Tracker was actively used during lecture from Physics at the Faculty of Operation and Economics of Transport and Communications (Air transport department) in the last academic year 2019/20 (full time Master’s degree level, study program: Technology of Aircraft Maintenance, course ID: 13P168, Physics). The subject Physics consists of 3-3-0 (lectures - exercises - labs) lessons per week, presence study. The semester consists of 13 weeks. The lectures were conducted in an interactive way aimed at clarity - using real-life videos related to the topic. All videos were analysed with the program Tracker (using VAS method [9, 10]). We used Force Concept Inventory (FCI) test to verify students’ knowledge of physics (kinematics and dynamics) [11]. It contained 30 qualitative multiple choices tasks that focused on conceptual understanding of Newtonian mechanics.

The pre-test was carried out at the beginning of the semester during the first week, post-test was carried out at the end of the semester and it was attended by 26 students who participated in the both pre- and post-test.

As the authors claim it is necessary to point out that 60 % of FCI test, for empirical reasons, is minimal threshold so that a student could continue in understanding Newtonian mechanics effectively. Below this threshold, a student’s grasp of Newtonian concepts is insufficient for effective problem solving. Otherwise a student is not able to overcome difficulties which caused him/her misconception and thus he/she learns physics by heart. 80 – 85 % FCI score represents the mastery level when a student thinks in terms of intentions and Newtonian physics [11, 12].

CONCLUSIONS

The use of interactive methods in teaching physics has significantly influenced the level of students’ knowledge. Our results confirmed that there is the statistical difference in the mean of post-test and pre-test FCI score at the end and beginning of the semester. Watching real physics concept videos and their subsequent video analysis had a positive impact on the growth of knowledge and improving of conception of Newtonian mechanics at the end of the semester.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This work was supported by the Slovak Grant Agency KEGA through the project No. 029ŽU-4/2018. We like to thank David Koch from Arizona State University for providing the FCI test.
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COLLECTION OF SOLVED PHYSICS PROBLEMS AND COLLECTION OF PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS
M. Snetinová, mari.snetinova@mff.cuni.cz, P. Kákovský, petr.kakovsky@mff.cuni.cz, Z. Koupilová, zdenka.koupilova@mff.cuni.cz, D. Mandiková, dana.mandikova@mff.cuni.cz, Department of Physics Education, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University, Prague, Czech republic

INTRODUCTION

Solving physics problems is one of the key abilities which students should reach during their physics education. To reach this goal it is necessary to invest quite a lot of time to train this skill during lessons. Moreover it is very hard to train problem solving without the help of a tutor or without specially designed materials. The lack of suitable materials was the starting impulse for creating a Collection of Solved Problems specially aimed to develop problem-solving skills fourteen years ago.

The second Collection, the Collection of Physics Experiments, currently contains more than 160 published detailed experimental instructions. These are intended as inspiration for teachers, especially at the primary and secondary school level. Experimental descriptions contain methodological and technical notes, sample results or short video sequences of the given experiments. Both Collections are interconnected and have their English versions.

COLLECTION OF SOLVED PROBLEMS

As it was written above, the structure of problem solutions is specially designed to substitute tutor's help during lesson, to show readers how to think about the problems and encourage students to solve at least some parts of a problem independently. There are various hints, notes with laws and formulas, plots and other tools supporting students' effort before detailed solution. To fulfil our intention, we have developed our own web interface for these problems that does not show the entire solution at first (see Fig. 1). [1]

Nowadays the database contains more than 900 fully solved physics problems in Czech, more than 100 problems in Polish and nearly 300 problems in English (see Tab. 1). Further problems are still being translated. Problems are arranged according to the topic they are dealing with. The level of problems is from lower secondary school to university. Readers can filter problems not only according to their topics and levels, but also according to special ways the problems are solved (graphically, qualitatively, ...) or according to specific cognitive functions that are developed by the problems.

Apart from physics problems, there are two Collections of math problems, both on university level.

PROBLEMS FROM PISA RESEARCH

In the last two years, problems released from the international PISA research have become part of the Collection of Solved Problems. The problems used in PISA tests differ in their structure and focus from the problems commonly used in our schools. They are more complex and based on real situations; the assignment consists of extensive text, graph, picture or other written material to which the questions relate. The problems are supplemented not only with solutions, but also with additional comments to match the style of the Collection.

We want to make PISA problems accessible to a wider number of teachers and students in this way. Nowadays, 10 classic PISA problems have been published and 2 new problems with interactive elements (from PISA 2015) are prepared.

INTERACTIVE COMPONENTS OF PROBLEMS

We use the fact that the Collection is exclusively electronic and in recent years, we prepared interactive elements created in GeoGebra or Wolfram Mathematica (as CDF modules) for a still-increasing number of problems. These elements serve various purposes, e.g. they help to create a correct geometric idea of the problem; they simulate a mental process solving the problem; they graphically show the solution for other
values than those specified etc. (see Fig. 2). If it is suitable, an interactive element is accompanied by questions or tasks, so that the readers can not only freely “play” with the interactive element, but also work purposefully and deepen their understanding of the issue.

![Fig. 2. Three examples of interactive problems' components](image)

**COLLECTION OF PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS**

In 2015 the Collection of Physics Experiments was created using the same interface and database. The purpose of this collection is to be an inspiration for teachers, especially at the primary and secondary school level. The description of experiments is written in great detail, supplemented by technical and methodological notes, photos and video sequences capturing the exemplary performance (Fig 3) [2]. The use of the same web interface allows easy connection of problems and experiments with the same topic. Nowadays, the Collection contains more than 160 experiments; about 50 of them translated also into English (Tab. 1).

**ATTENDANCE**

We monitor access to the Collections using Google Analytics tools. On school days, the Czech part of the Collection of Solved Problems shows almost a thousand unique approaches per day and the Czech part of the Collection of Physics Experiments over 200 accesses per day. In the year-on-year comparison, the number of approaches has a steady or slightly increasing trend.

Fig. 4 shows the daily number of accesses for the last 16 months that copy the school days. Furthermore, it is evident that during the period of distance learning at all types of schools in the Czech Republic in the period March-June 2020, the number of accesses to both Collections more than doubled.

Both Collections have a similar rate of immediate abandonment (approximately 85 %), an average number of pages viewed per access (1.5) and a connection length (1 minute), but also a rate of return of around 20 %. From all the indicators, we conclude that the Collections are a material widely used by students and teachers.

![Fig. 4. Time development of daily unique hits to Czech parts of both Collections (March 2019 – August 2020)](image)
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PARTICIPATION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA IN THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE JOINT INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH (DUBNA, RUSSIA)
E. Těšínská, tesinska@cesnet.cz, Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Contemporary History, Prague

INTRODUCTION

Former Czechoslovakia became one of eleven signatory countries of the Convention on the Establishment of the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna, Russia) in March 1956. Václav Votruba (1909–1990), the theoretical physicist from Czechoslovakia, was elected one of first two Vice-Directors of JINR. Based on primary archive sources a brief history of these events is described.

SOVIET PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN EAST INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Czechoslovakia was invited to participate in the establishment of an East Institute of Nuclear Research, intended as a parallel to the Laboratory of the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland), by a “commemorative note” of 18 January 1956 sent by N. S. Khrushchev (First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party) to A. Novotný (First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party).

The Soviet invitation was a response to the question about participation of East European countries in CERN, which had been mentioned during the First International Conference on Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy held in Geneva in August 1955.

CZECHOSLOVAK GOVERNMENTAL DELEGATION TO THE CONFERENCE ON THE INSTITUTE IN MOSCOW

The commemorative note constituted a proposal to establish an East Institute of Nuclear Research in the USSR, based on facilities and staff of two already existing institutes of the Soviet Academy of Sciences in the Moscow region, namely the Institute for Nuclear Problems, which operated a 580 MeV synchrocyclotron and the Electro-Physical Laboratory with a 10 GeV proton synchrotron under construction.

Czechoslovak party and governmental bodies agreed and accepted the Soviet invitation. An official delegation was nominated to take a part at an upcoming conference on the Institute in Moscow: its members were F. Vlasák (Minister of Energetic, head of the delegation), J. Baier (acting Vice-President of the Czechoslovak Governmental Committee on Research and Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy), Č. Šímaň (Director of the Nuclear Physics Institute, NIP), V. Petřížíkka (Corresponding Member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Professor and Dean of the Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics of Charles University), F. Kovář (Counsellor for nuclear energy issues at the Czechoslovak Embassy in Moscow) and experts: L. Trlíček (Head of the Theoretical Department of NIP), J. Váňa and M. Seidl (Director of the Research Institute of Vacuum Electro-Engineering and Head of the Institute’s Accelerator Department respectively).

The delegation was authorised to put forth a proposal at the conference that a proton accelerator with the capacity of at least 50 GeV and an electron accelerator of several GeV are built in the Institute to become its new powerful experimental devices. The proposal was not submitted as the Soviet delegation had presented a project of the Institute’s development for the next 3 - 4 years, which included construction of a nuclear reactor of high neutron flux and an ion accelerator for energy higher than 6 - 7 MeV/nucleon.

COURSE OF THE MOSCOW CONFERENCE

The conference on the East Institute of Nuclear Research took place in Moscow on 20 – 26 March 1956 with the participation of governmental delegations of eleven East-block countries (Albania, Bulgaria, People’s Republic of China, Czechoslovakia, GDR, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania and USSR).

At the first session on 20 March the Soviet proposals were presented by D. I. Blokhintsev (on the location of the Institute and construction of its new experimental facilities), S. K. Tzarapkin (on principles of the Institute financing) and A. V. Topchiev (on the organization and administration of the Institute). Discussion about the Soviet proposals followed in next sessions. On 21 March an excursion was organized to the Institute of Nuclear Problems and the Electro-Physical Laboratory of AS USSR in Moscow region (future town of Dubna).

J. Baier spoke in the discussion on behalf of the Czechoslovak delegation on 22 March. He called the establishment of the Institute another step of the Soviet aid provided to people’s democratic countries in the field of research and peaceful use of the nuclear energy. He welcomed that not only high energy physics but also applied physics would be developed in the Institute, including research into materials for nuclear reactors. He supported the opinion pronounced in the discussion that the Institute should work (and coordinate cooperation of its member states) also in the field of cosmic rays. As to the Czechoslovak participation in the Institute he stated: „The contribution of Czechoslovakia in the field of nuclear physics will not be big in the beginning of the Institute. Yet, there are some rather good theoretical physicists in Czechoslovakia. In addition, Czechoslovak engineers, who have already proved their capacities in related fields and in construction of accelerators, might also be helpful. Czechoslovak engineering industry, for which manufacturing of nuclear engineering is one of
the fundamental perspective tasks and which has good
preconditions for manufacturing electrical equipment
and nuclear physics and technique instruments, might
also be of help."

SIGNATURE OF THE CONVENTION AND
ELECTION OF THE FIRST DIRECTORATE

F. Vlasák, authorized by the Czechoslovak
Government for this, signed the Convention on
the Establishment of the East Institute of Nuclear
Research at the closing session of the Moscow
conference on 26 March 1956. Consequently, the first
Directorate of the Institute was elected: Director D. I.
Blokhintsev (USSR) and two Vice-Directors M. Danysz
(Poland) and V. Votruba (Czechoslovakia). The Directorate was assigned the task to work out
the draft statues of the Institute within three months.
In an additional session on the same day the name of
the Institute was changed to the Joined Institute of
Nuclear Research (JINR), so that no antimony between
the West and the East was incorporated.

NOMINATION AND ELECTION OF
V. VOTRUBA VICE-DIRECTOR OF JINR

V. Votruba did not take part in the Moscow
conference on JINR; he was on business in Bulgaria at
that time. It was Soviet academician Topchiev who
came with the idea to nominate a Czech scientist for
the post of one Vice-Director of the Institute. After
a quick consultation of this issue by telephone with
V. Kopecký in Prague and V. Votruba in Sofia
(Bulgaria), the Czechoslovak delegation nominated
V. Votruba to the post.

In the world of theoretical physics Václav Votruba
(1909–1990) had already been a renowned figure. He
had published (both in Czech and in a foreign language)
papers on theory of relativity, quantum electrodynamics
and theory of elementary particles, e.g. on the problem
of electron triplet, on a generalized theory of nucleons
and mesons, on the decay of mesons $\mu$ (in co-authorship
with Č. Muzikář), on a classification of elementary
particles based on isotopic spin (with M. Lokajiček
and Ch. J. Christov). He was Corresponding Member of
the CSAS, Professor of Theoretical Physics at the
Faculty of Technical and Nuclear Physics of ChU, in
February 1956 he was awarded the academic research
degree Doctor of Science.

TENURE OF THE OFFICE BY V. VOTRUBA

V. Votruba took up the post of Vice-Director of
JINR on 1 September 1956. The term of office of first
two Vice-Directors was two years and terminated in
March 1958. Votruba did not want to run for the second
time. His reasons were both professional and personal:
there was an urgent need for a professor of theoretical
physics at Charles University after the death of
professors V. Trkal (in 1956) and Z. Matyáš (in 1957);
he also could not imagine to stay in Dubna without his
family. The Scientific Council of JINR, however, did
not prepare other nominations to the posts of Vice-
Directors. So, by a resolution of the Committee of
the Plenipotentiaries of the Governments of the JINR
Member States, the term of office of both Vice-
Directors was prolonged till March 1959.

In the position of the Vice-Director of JINR
Votruba participated in a number of events, e.g. he took
part (as an observer on behalf of JINR) in the First
General Conference of the IAEA in Vienna in 1957, he
was a member of the JINR delegation at the Seventh
and the Eighth Annual International Conferences on High
Energy Physics (in 1957 in Rochester, USA, and in
1958 organized by CERN in Geneva).

VISIT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK PRESIDENT
A. ZÁPOTOCKÝ IN JINR

On 28 January 1957 the Czechoslovak
Governmental delegation headed by President
Czechoslovakia Antonín Zápotocký, which was on
one-week official visit in the USSR, visited JINR in Dubna.
V. Votruba together with Director D. I. Blokhintsev met
the delegation and showed them round the campus of
the Institute and its main experimental devices.

V. Votruba took the advantage of the personal
encounter with President Zápotocký to remember him
and repeat his plea for release from prison Czechoslovak
physicist M. Lokajiček (1923–2019). Votruba’s former
research assistant. M. Lokajiček was arrested in
February 1954 and sentenced to seven years of prison in
June of that year for taking part in meetings of a catholic
organization aimed to religious education of the youth.

V. Votruba requested an audience with President
Zápotocký in the case of M. Lokajiček already by
a letter of 10 January 1955. He wrote that Lokajiček was
one of the most talented Czechoslovak young scientists
in the field of nuclear physics and his elimination from
professional work and international competition was
bringing about considerable damage and loss to
the Czechoslovak physics.

The requested audience was not granted to
V. Votruba in 1955. Nevertheless, after the repeated
request submitted during the meeting with A. Zápotocký
in Moscow in January 1957, the judicial proceedings
with M. Lokajiček were re-examined, and M. Lokajiček
was released from prison in June of the same year.

FURTHER ENGAGEMENT OF V. VOTRUBA IN
CZECHOSLOVAK COOPERATION WITH JINR

V. Votruba took part in Czechoslovak cooperation
with JINR also in next years. In 1961–1963 he was
a member of the Scientific Council of JINR. He also was
a member of the Commission for Cooperation with
JINR, which was set up in November 1962 as an
auxiliary body of the Czechoslovak Plenipotentiary for
JINR of that time academian and Vice-President of
CSAS J. Koženšník.
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The outline is based on documents from archives in
CR and from the Archive of JINR in Dubna.
INTRODUCTION

The current interest of physicists to the problems of Brownian motion (BM) of charged particles in magnetic fields is mainly due to the necessity of taking into account the memory effects in the particle dynamics [1]. In all the papers published so far, the corresponding equations of motion for the Brownian particles (BP) are, however, just postulated. Moreover, the effect of the magnetic field on the particles that surround the BP is not considered. The present work represents an attempt towards the creation of the theory that takes into account also the influence of the external field on the motion of the particles of the medium in which the tagged BP is immersed. At this stage, we develop the approach presented in [2] and within a modified Caldeira-Legget (CL) [3] particle-bath model treat the medium as a gas of particles, whose interaction with the BP expectedly affects the dynamics of the BP.

PARTICLE-BATH SYSTEMS IN THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD

Consider a particle, linearly coupled with \( N \) oscillators, which are not coupled to each other. The system is placed in a magnetic field \( \mathbf{B} \) oriented parallel to the axis \( z \). The bath oscillators with eigenfrequencies \( \omega_j \) and masses \( m_j \) carry net charges \( q_j \), and the charge of the BP of mass \( m \) is \( Q \). The strength of coupling between the BP and the \( j \)th oscillator is \( c_j \). The positions of the bath particles and the BP are \( r_j = (x_j, y_j, z_j) \) and \( r = (x, y, z) \), and momenta \( p_j = (p_{x,j}, p_{y,j}, p_{z,j}) \) and \( p = (p_x, p_y, p_z) \), respectively. In the frame of the CL model [3], the dynamics of the system is described by the coupled equations of motion with magnetic forces,

\[
\dot{\mathbf{r}} = \frac{\mathbf{p}}{m}, \quad \dot{\mathbf{p}} = \sum_j m_j c_j \left( \mathbf{r}_j - \frac{c_j}{\omega_j^2} \mathbf{r} \right) + \mathbf{Q} \times \mathbf{B},
\]

\[
\dot{\mathbf{r}}_j = \frac{\mathbf{p}_j}{m_j}, \quad \dot{\mathbf{p}}_j = -m_j \omega_j^2 \mathbf{r}_j + m_j c_j \mathbf{r} + q_j \mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{B}.
\]

The method of solution of these equations is described in detail in the Appendix of Ref. [4]. Along the axis \( z \), the motion of the particles is not affected by the magnetic field. Along the \( x \) axis, the equation for the BP motion is

\[
\mathbf{m} \ddot{x}(t) = \mathbf{Q} B \mathbf{v}_x(t) - \int_0^t \mathbf{v}_y(t') G(t-t') dt' \]

\[
+ \int_0^t \mathbf{v}_y(t') \mathbf{H}(t-t') dt' + \mathbf{f}_x(t).
\]

The equation for \( \nu_j(t) \) has the same form with \( x \) changed to \( y \), \( Q \) to \(-Q \), and \( H \) to \(-H \). The zero-mean projections of the random force \( f_x(t) \) and \( f_y(t) \) are determined by the initial positions and velocities of the particles in the system [4]. Equation (3) is of the form of generalized Langevin equation (GLE) [5] but with two memory functions, \( G(t) \) and \( H(t) \). Denoting \( \Omega_j = q_j B / m_j \), \( \gamma_j = (\Omega_j^2 + 4 \alpha^2 \omega_j^4)^{1/2} \) and \( \gamma_j' = \gamma_j \pm \Omega_j \), \( G(t) \) is expressed as

\[
G(t) = 2 \sum_j m_j c_j^2 \gamma_j^3 \cos(\gamma_j' t / 2 \gamma_j') + \cos(\gamma_j' t / 2 \gamma_j').
\]

(4)

The term \( H(t) \) is obtained if in (4) the functions \( \cos(...) \) are replaced by \( \sin(...) \) and the second term is with sign \( \mp \).

Equations (3) and (4) possess large possibilities for the predictions of the behavior of systems of charged particles in the magnetic field. Specific solutions for the correlation functions describing the random motion of the BP (such as the velocity correlation function (VCF) \( C_{\nu_x}(t) = \langle \nu_x(t) \nu_x(t_0 + t) \rangle \) require knowledge of \( \gamma_j \) and the distribution function for the frequencies \( \{ \omega_j \} \) for concrete systems. However, some results of a general character can be obtained just assuming that the system is conditioned to be stationary, without restricting it to be in thermal equilibrium. So, if Eq. (3) is multiplied by \( \nu_j(0) \) and the conjugated equation for \( \nu_j(t) \), and statistically averaged, one obtains equations for \( C_{\nu_x \nu_x}(t) \) and \( C_{\nu_y \nu_y}(t) \). With the use of \( C_{\nu_x \nu_y}(0) = 0 \), the causality principle (due to which \( \langle \nu_x(0) f_x(t) \rangle = 0 \) for \( t > 0 \)) and equipartition, \( C_{\nu_x \nu_x}(t) = k_B T \) \( /m \), the VCFs can be found. It is suitable to use the Laplace transform \( \tilde{C}_{\nu_x \nu_x}(s) = \int_0^\infty C_{\nu_x \nu_x}(t) e^{-st} dt \). Then

\[
\tilde{C}_{\nu_x \nu_x}(s) = k_B T \frac{ms + \tilde{G}(s)}{[ms + \tilde{G}(s)]^2 + [Q B + \tilde{H}(s)]^2}.
\]

(5)

The expression for \( C_{\nu_x \nu_y}(t) = -C_{\nu_y \nu_x}(t) \) differs only by the numerator, which is \( QB + \tilde{H}(s) \). These functions are related to all other relevant correlation functions, such as the positional autocorrelation function \( C_{\nu_x}(t) = \langle x(0) x(t) \rangle \), the mean square displacement (MSD) \( X(t) = 2C_{\nu_x}(0) - C_{\nu_x}(t) \), or the time-dependent diffusion coefficient \( D_x(t) = \dot{X}(t) / 2 \) [6]. Analogous relations hold for the \( y \)-direction. Moreover, if we multiply Eq. (3) by \( f_x(0) = \nu_x(0) - QB \nu_x(0) \) and the equation for \( \nu_y(t) \) by \( f_y(0) = \nu_y(0) + QB \nu_y(0) \) and average the results, the time correlation functions of the random forces \( C_{f_x}(t) = \langle f_x(t) f_x(0) \rangle \) can be expressed

\[
C_{f_x}(t) = 2 \sum_j m_j c_j^2 \gamma_j^3 \cos(\gamma_j' t / 2 \gamma_j') + \cos(\gamma_j' t / 2 \gamma_j').
\]
through the already derived VCFs. Due to stationarity, we obtain the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [6]
\[ C_{\alpha,\alpha}(t) = k_B T G(t), \quad \alpha = x, y. \] (6)

The important difference from Kubo’s relation [6] is in the explicit dependence of the memory function on the external field. The role of the memory function is played only by \( G(t) \). When there is no response of the bath, \( \Omega = 0 \), \( H(t) = 0 \), and Eqs. (3)-(5) coincide with the previously used equations for the BM of particles in a magnetic field with the memory function \( G(t) \) [7].

**EVALUATION OF MEMORY FUNCTIONS AND TIME CORRELATION FUNCTIONS**

To calculate the memory functions, the VCFs, and other correlation functions that are necessary to describe the dynamics of concrete systems, one has to specify the strengths of coupling \( c_i \) and the distribution \( h(\omega) \) of the oscillators’ eigenfrequencies \( \omega_i \). For example, \( h(\omega) \) can be considered as continuous, the sums in \( G(t) \) and \( H(t) \) replaced by an integral,
\[ \sum_i f(\omega_i) \rightarrow \int f(\omega) h(\omega) d\omega, \quad c_i \text{ taken to be constant.} \]

For simplicity, we suppose that the masses \( m_i \) are equal, \( m_i = \mu \). Then, when the bath does not respond to the external field, \( G(t) \) from (4) reads
\[ G_\varepsilon(t) \approx \mu \varepsilon \int_0^\infty d\omega \, h(\omega) \omega^{-2} \cos(\omega t). \] As an example, we consider the often used fractional memory function [8]
\[ G_\varepsilon(t) = \xi_\varepsilon t^{\varepsilon-1}, \quad t > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad 1 > \varepsilon > 0. \]

The corresponding frequency distribution is
\[ \frac{h(\omega)}{\omega^2} = g_\omega \omega^{-\varepsilon} \mu^2, \quad g_\omega = \frac{2 \xi_\varepsilon}{\pi} \frac{\Gamma(1-\varepsilon/2)\Gamma(1+\varepsilon/2)}{\Gamma(1-\varepsilon)}, \] (7)

where \( \Gamma(x) \) is the gamma function. The equation for \( G(t) \) is
\[ G(t) = g_\omega \frac{\omega^{\varepsilon}}{\mu^2} \left[ \cos[\gamma(\omega)t/2] \cos \left( \frac{\Omega t}{2} \right) \right] + \frac{\Omega}{\gamma(\omega)} \sin[\gamma(\omega)t/2] \sin \left( \frac{\Omega t}{2} \right) \] (8)

and \( H(t) \) is given by a similar equation with \( \cos(\Omega t/2) \) replaced by \( \sin(\Omega t/2) \) and \( \sin(\Omega t/2) \) by \( \pm \sin(\Omega t/2) \). If \( \Omega = 0 \), it follows from these equations that \( G(t) = G_\varepsilon(t) \) and \( H(t) = 0 \). For \( \Omega \neq 0 \), the long-time asymptotes of \( G(t) \) and \( H(t) \) can be obtained noting that the main contributions to the integrals of the rapidly oscillating functions are given by small \( \omega \). At \( \Omega \gg 1 \) this gives the decay \( \sim t^{(\varepsilon-1)/2} \). The numerical results for \( G(t) \) (8) and \( H(t) \) are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The time dependence of the VCF is \( c_{\alpha\alpha}(t) \sim t^{(1+\varepsilon)/2} \) and the MSD shows a sub-diffusive behavior \( X(t) = Y(t) \approx 2D t^{(1-\varepsilon)/2} \) with the “diffusion coefficient”
\[ D_\varepsilon = \frac{\Gamma(1-\varepsilon)\Gamma((3+\varepsilon)/4)\Gamma((1-\varepsilon)/4)}{2\Gamma((1+\varepsilon)/2)^2\Gamma((1-\varepsilon)/2)^2} \frac{k_B T}{\xi_\varepsilon \Omega^{(1-\varepsilon)/2}}. \] (9)

**CONCLUSION**

As distinct from all the previous papers on the BM of charged particles across a magnetic field, in this work, we consider the possibility that the external field affects the dynamics of the charged bath particles surrounding the tagged BP. Since the bath particles are coupled to the BP, the magnetic field has not only the direct effect on the stochastic motion of the BP but an indirect one through the bath particles as well. These effects are elaborated in detail within a modified CL model. The approach opens many possibilities for the calculation of the relevant correlation functions, as well as for the development of the model itself. For example, a more realistic description of the BM under external force fields requires also the inclusion of nonlinear effects due to the interactions between the bath particles.
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INTRODUCTION

The Brownian motion of a particle in a bath of other particles is effectively described by the generalized Langevin equation (GLE). Following Kubo [1], usually it is assumed that external forces acting on the system do not affect the random thermal force that enters the GLE: the action of such forces is restricted to the Brownian particle (BP). However, there are physical situations, when also the bath particles respond to the external field [2, 3]. In this contribution, we show that if the bath is affected by a harmonic potential, the modified particle-bath model [4] leads to the GLE for which Kubo’s fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) [1] remains valid but both the thermal force and the associated memory function are affected by the confinement potential. The correlation functions describing the random motion of the BPs change in comparison with those in the original model as well. Specific solutions for these functions are obtained depending on the frequency distribution of the bath oscillators and their coupling to the BP.

MODIFIED PARTICLE-BATH MODEL

In the particle-bath model [4], noninteracting bath oscillators are linearly coupled to the BP. The system is in a harmonic field but the bath particles do not feel it. In our approach, both the BP and the oscillators respond to the external field. For the motion along the axis x, the modified Hamiltonian of the system reads

$$H = \frac{p^2}{2m} + \frac{1}{2}\kappa x^2 - Qx$$

$$+ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{p^2_j}{m_j} + m_j \omega_j^2 \left( x - \frac{c_j x}{\omega_j} \right)^2 + \kappa_j x^2 \right) - \sum_{j=1}^{n} q_j x_j .$$

(1)

Here, $c_j$ are the strengths of coupling between the BP and the oscillators with eigenfrequencies $\omega_j$, $p$, and $p_j$ stay for the BP and oscillator momenta, respectively. The effects of the external field on the BP of mass $m$ and the bath particles of masses $m_j$ are distinguished by different elastic constants $\kappa$ and $\kappa_j$. The Hamiltonian includes linear terms in the positions of the particles. The quantities proportional to $Q$ and $q_j$ representing the contributions that accompany the harmonic terms could result from the interaction of the particles in an electric field (if the particles are in a laser beam creating a potential well for the BP but interacting also with the bath particles). The generalization of the model [4] does not violate the linearity of the theory and allows obtaining analytical results. From (1), by the standard way one obtains the equations $\dot{x} = p / m$, $\dot{p} = -\kappa x / \kappa^2$ for the BP, and $\dot{x}_j = p_j / m_j$, $\dot{p}_j = -\kappa_j x_j / \kappa_j^2$ for the bath particles. It is suitable to solve the resulting equations of motion by the method described in detail in [5, 6]. The final equation for the BP is obtained in the form of the GLE,

$$m \dot{x}(t) + \kappa x(t) + \int_0^t d\tau \Gamma(t-\tau) \dot{x}(\tau)$$

$$= \sum_{j} \int_0^t \frac{c_j}{\gamma_j} \cos(\gamma_j t) \dot{x}_j(\tau) dt + Q(t) + f(t),$$

(2)

where $\kappa = \kappa + \sum_j (c_j / \omega_j) \kappa_j$, $\gamma_j = \omega_j^2 + \kappa_j / m_j$ and $\Gamma(t) = \sum_j m_j \gamma_j \cos(\gamma_j t)$. When the bath does not feel the external field, then $\kappa_j = 0$, $\gamma_j \to \omega_j$ and we return to the memory function $\Gamma(t)$ found in [4]. The random thermal force $f(t)$ in (2) has the same form as in [4] if $\omega_j$ is replaced by $\gamma_j$. The solution of (2) for the velocity correlation function (VCF) $C_{vv}(t) = \langle \dot{x}(0) \dot{x}(t) \rangle$,

$$\tilde{C}_{vv}(\omega) = i \int_0^\infty e^{-i \omega t} C_{vv}(t) dt = k_q T (ms + \tilde{\Gamma}(s) + \kappa^2 s^{-1})^{-1},$$

(3)

is determined by $\kappa'$ and does not depend on $q_j$ and $Q$. It can be obtained if (2) is multiplied by $e^{i \omega t}$ and $\langle \dot{x}(0) \rangle = 0$, by using the equalitarian theorem

$$C_{vv}(t) = \langle \dot{x}(t) \rangle = \langle \dot{x}(0) \rangle + \int_0^t \langle \dot{x}(\tau) \rangle d\tau$$

(4)

The mean displacement of the BP is $\langle x(t) \rangle = \int_0^\infty \langle \dot{x}(t) \rangle dt$' and $\langle x(t) \rangle^2$ must be added to the mean square displacement (MSD) obtained from (2) when the first two terms on the right-hand side are absent. Since $\langle x(t) \rangle$ must go to zero as $t \to \infty$, due to the final value theorem $\lim_{t \to \infty} \langle x(t) \rangle = 0$, thus $\tilde{\Gamma}(s)$ tends to zero more slowly than $1/s$. The stochastic part of the MSD, determined from (3) as $2 \tilde{C}_{vv}(s) / s^2$, is small unless $s$ behaves as $2k_q T / \kappa'$, which in the time domain at $t \to \infty$ corresponds to $2k_q T / \kappa'$.

FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION THEOREM

If there is no external force acting on the system, the FDT is easily obtained from the GLE [1]. For the case when all $\kappa_j$ equal to $\kappa$ and $q_j = Q = 0$ the FDT was derived in [3]. Here, we use a different way to prove the FDT noting that the Hamiltonian (1) is identical to that
with \( \omega \) replaced by \( \gamma \), and \( \kappa \) in the second term by \( \kappa' \). Assuming as in [4] that at \( t = 0 \) the system was in thermal equilibrium, we use this Hamiltonian to calculate the average of \( \langle f(t)f(t') \rangle \). Since the terms with \( i \neq j \) in the sum \( \sum_{i,j} \) give zero, after substitution of the means \( \langle x_i(0) - c_i x_i(t) \rangle / \gamma_i^2 = k_B T / (m_i^2 \gamma_i^2) \) and \( \langle \dot{x}_i^2(0) \rangle = k_B T / m_i \) in \( \langle f(t)f(t') \rangle \), one obtains

\[
\langle f(t)f(t') \rangle = \frac{1}{k_B T} \sum_i m_i^2 \gamma_i^2 \cos[\gamma_i(t-t')] = \Gamma(t-t') . \tag{5}
\]

This proves that the correlation function of the thermal force obeys the condition of stationarity and that the second FDT [4] holds also in the case of the presented modified particle-bath model.

**EVALUATION OF \( \kappa' \) AND \( \Gamma(t) \)**

Analytical estimations of \( \Gamma(t) \), VCFs and other correlation functions used to describe the BP dynamics can be done in different ways. Here we consider \( c_i \) as independent on \( \omega \) and the frequency distribution \( h(\omega) \) continuous [4] so that the sums can be replaced by integrals:

\[
\Gamma(\omega) = \mu^2 \int_0^\infty d\omega h(\omega) \omega^{-2} \cos(\omega t) .
\]

Then, for equal masses and coupling constants \( m_i = \mu, \ c_i = c \) and the bath not responding to the external field,

\[
\Gamma(\omega) = \mu^2 \int_0^\infty d\omega h(\omega) \omega^{-3} \cos(\omega t) .
\]

For a chosen model of \( \Gamma(\omega) \), inverting this expression, \( h(\omega) \) can be determined and, in the first approximation, used to calculate the desired quantities in the more general case of the bath responding to the external field. So, for a popular memory function \( \Gamma(\omega) = (\xi / \tau) \exp(-t/\tau) \), which corresponds to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic process [8], we get \( h(\omega) = (2\xi \omega^2 / \mu \tau^2) / (\omega^2 + \xi^2) \).

Here, \( \tau \) is the correlation time of the thermal force and \( \xi \) is the friction coefficient of the BP when \( \tau \to 0 \). For such \( h(\omega) \) the elastic constant in (2) will be

\[
\kappa' = \kappa + c^2 \frac{\mu^2}{\mu} \int_0^\infty d\omega \frac{h(\omega)}{\omega^3 (\omega^2 + \xi^2 / \mu)} , \tag{6}
\]

where all the constants \( \kappa_i \) are considered equal, \( \kappa_i = \kappa \).

From this formula, we get in the case of the SLE, when \( h(\omega) = 2\xi \omega^2 / \pi \mu c^2 \), the modified elastic constant in the form \( \kappa' = \kappa + \xi^2 / \mu \). For the GLE when \( \tau = 0 \), Eq. (6) gives \( \kappa' = \kappa + \xi^2 / [\tau(1+\alpha)] \), where \( \alpha^2 = \tau^2 \xi / \mu \).

Analytical results for the new memory function can be obtained from the integral

\[
\Gamma(t) = \mu^2 \int_0^\infty d\omega h(\omega) \gamma(\omega) \cos[\gamma(\omega) t] , \tag{7}
\]

where \( \gamma = c^2 / \mu \). The integral can be exactly calculated using the Laplace transform as in (3),

\[
\tilde{\Gamma}(s) = \frac{\xi}{s} \left[ \frac{1}{1 + \alpha} - \frac{1}{1 + \sqrt{\alpha^2 + (\tau s)^2}} \right] . \tag{8}
\]

When there is no response \( (\alpha = \xi = 0) \), \( \tilde{\Gamma}(s) = \xi / (s + 1) \). At \( t \to 0 \) we have from (7) \( \Gamma(0) = (\xi / \tau) / (1 + \alpha) \), in agreement with the \( s \to \infty \) limit of \( \tilde{\Gamma}(s) \) from (8), as well as \( \Gamma(0) = \xi / \tau \) for the standard Langevin equation (SLE) and the no-response bath. At \( s \to 0 \), \( \tilde{\Gamma}(s) \approx \xi s [2\alpha(1 + \alpha)]^{-1} \) that corresponds to the result for the SLE \( \tilde{\Gamma}(s) = \xi s / [2\sqrt{\alpha / \mu}] \). The long-time behavior of the memory function can be obtained directly from (7) as for integrals of rapidly oscillating functions. The asymptote of \( \Gamma(t) \) at \( t \gg \tau \) is

\[
\Gamma(t) \approx \frac{2\xi}{\sqrt{\pi \alpha \tau}} \left( \frac{\tau}{t} \right)^{3/2} \left[ \cos(\alpha \tau / \tau) + \sin(\alpha \tau / \tau) \right] . \tag{9}
\]

In the case of the SLE, a similar result is obtained from (7) at \( t = 0 \):

\[
\Gamma(t) \approx \frac{2\xi}{\sqrt{\pi \alpha \tau}} \left( \frac{\mu}{\kappa} \right)^{1/4} \left[ \cos(\kappa \tau / \mu) + \sin(\kappa \tau / \mu) \right]^{3/2} \tag{10}
\]

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we have derived the generalized Langevin equation and the second FDT for the Brownian motion in a harmonic potential. This situation can be realized by optical traps. As distinct from Kubo’s assumption for the GLE, the external force \( \kappa \xi \gamma \) affects the random force \( f(t) \). Its time-correlation function and the memory function \( \Gamma(t) \) thus depend on the elastic constant \( \kappa \). We have also proposed a method of the calculation of \( \Gamma(t) \) and the relevant time correlation functions. The results could be important for new studies and interpretation of experiments on different systems whose description is related to the theory of the stochastic motion under external force fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Bipartite quantum entanglement belongs to hot topics of modern physics mainly due to its significant role in quantum information theory [1]. However, this quantum-mechanical correlation is most often theoretically studied in one dimension (1D), as quantum spin chains are the simplest models for its study at zero as well as finite temperatures [2]. In two-dimensional (2D) models, the bipartite entanglement is examined mainly in the ground state or at very low temperatures [3].

Inspired by the last fact, in this paper we will examine the bipartite quantum entanglement in the exactly solved 2D spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg lattice formed by identical trigonal bipyramids [4]. As we have only recently demonstrated in [5], this mixed-spin model represents a suitable playground for exact study of the phenomenon not only in the ground state, but also at finite temperatures.

MODEL

We consider the spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg model on the infinite 2D lattice formed by trigonal bipyramidal plaquettes, which is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. The common vertices (white circles) of six nearest-neighbouring plaquettes are occupied by the Ising spins $\sigma = 1/2$, while others (blue circles) are occupied by the Heisenberg spins $S = 1/2$. The total Hamiltonian of the model can be written as a sum of $Nq/2$ plaquette Hamiltonians $\hat{H} = \sum_{j:\text{plaquette}} \hat{H}_j$, where $N$ is the total number of the Ising spins ($N \to \infty$), $q$ labels the number of the nearest-neighbouring bipyramidal plaquettes having common vertex ($q = 6$ for the present model) and each plaquette Hamiltonian $\hat{H}_j$ involves all the exchange interactions realized within the respective Ising-Heisenberg trigonal bipyramid:

$$\hat{H}_j = -J_H \sum_{k=1}^{3} \left[ \Delta (\hat{S}_{j,k}^x \hat{S}_{j,k+1}^x + \hat{S}_{j,k}^y \hat{S}_{j,k+1}^y) + \hat{S}_{j,k}^z \hat{S}_{j,k+1}^z \right] - J_I \sum_{k=1}^{3} \hat{S}_{j,k}^z (\hat{\sigma}_{j,z}^z + \hat{\sigma}_{j+1,z}^z).$$

(1)

In above, $\hat{S}_{j,k}^\alpha (\alpha = x, y, z)$ and $\hat{\sigma}_{j,z}^\alpha$ are spatial components of the spin-1/2 operators related to the Heisenberg and Ising spins, respectively, $J_H$ marks the XXZ Heisenberg interaction inside the Heisenberg triangles, $\Delta$ is the exchange anisotropy parameter in this interaction, and $J_I$ labels the Ising-type interaction between the nearest-neighbouring Ising and Heisenberg spins.

The general version of the 2D spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg lattice with $q$ inter-connected bipyramidal plaquettes has been exactly solved in our recent paper [4] under the periodic boundary conditions $\hat{S}_{j,4}^\alpha \equiv \hat{S}_{j,1}^\alpha$, $\hat{\sigma}_{Nq/2+1}^z \equiv \hat{\sigma}_{1}^z$ by means of the generalized decoration-iteration transformation method [6]. Thanks to the identical exchange coupling $J_H(\Delta)$ between the Heisenberg spins, which clearly indicates the same bipartite quantum entanglement in the Heisenberg triangles, some of the physical quantities from Ref. [4], namely the spatial components of the pair correlation function $C_{zz} = \langle \sum_{j,k} \hat{S}_{j,k}^z \hat{S}_{j,k+1}^z \rangle, C_{xy} = \langle \sum_{j,k} \hat{S}_{j,k}^x \hat{S}_{j,k+1}^y \rangle$ and the spontaneous magnetization $M_\Delta = \langle \sum_{j=1}^{N} \hat{S}_{j,k}^z \rangle$, can directly be used for a rigorous calculation of the concurrence [7]:

$$C = 2\max \left\{ 0, \frac{2}{3} C_{zz} - \sqrt{\left( \frac{1}{4} + \frac{C_{xy}^2}{3} \right) - \frac{M_\Delta^2}{9}} \right\}. \quad (2)$$

As will be demonstrated in the following section, the quantity (2) represents very suitable tool for a comprehensive investigation of the bipartite entanglement in the considered 2D mixed-spin model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Let us proceed to the analysis of the bipartite quantum entanglement in the spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg model displayed in Fig. 1 by considering the ferromagnetic exchange interactions $J_H > 0, J_I > 0$. As reported in our recent article [4], the ground state of this particular version of the model is constituted by either the spontaneously ordered quantum ferromagnetic phase $|\Phi\rangle = \prod_{j=1}^{N} \ket{\uparrow} \otimes \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (|\uparrow\downarrow\downarrow\rangle + |\downarrow\uparrow\uparrow\rangle)$ or the spontaneously ordered classical ferromagnetic phase $|\Phi\rangle = \prod_{j=1}^{N} \ket{\uparrow} \otimes |\uparrow\uparrow\uparrow\rangle$. The QF phase is stable in the zero-temperature parameter region $\Delta > J_I/J_H + 1$. Otherwise, the CF phase appears.

A strength of the bipartite entanglement between the Heisenberg spins, which can be observed only in the QF phase and its thermal trend can be fully understood from the density plot of the concurrence (2) displayed in Fig. 2 in the $\Delta - k_B T/J_I$ plane for the model with equal Ising and Heisenberg exchange interactions $J_H = J_I$. In this figure, the blue dashed curve delimiting the entangled region with $C > 0$ was obtained from Eq. (2) by solving the equation $C = 0$ and the critical
temperature of the model (black solid line) is the solution of the exact critical condition \( J_{eff} / (k_B T_c) = \ln 3 \) for the isotropic spin-1/2 Ising triangular lattice [8] \( (J_{eff} \) is given by Eq. (6) in Ref. [4]). It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the bipartite entanglement of the Heisenberg spins, which can be observed in the QF phase at zero temperature, is unsaturated \((C = 2/3)\), but much more resistant to temperature than the respective spontaneous long-range spin order. In fact, it persists far above the critical temperature of the studied model. Due to thermally induced fluctuations to energetically close quantum Heisenberg spin states, a weak quantum entanglement can also be detected above the CF phase near the ground-state boundary CF-QF, as evidenced by the pronounced C-shaped dependence of the blue dashed curve below critical temperature at the exchange anisotropies \( \Delta \in (J_f / J_H, J_f / J_H + 1) \). The second, almost unobservable C-shaped dependence of the blue dashed curve indicating a remarkable thermally induced reappearance of the entangled Heisenberg states can be found slightly above the critical temperature of the model within very narrow range of \( \Delta > J_f / J_H + 1 \) (see the inset in Fig. 2). All above findings can be seen once again and in more detail in Fig. 3, which shows typical temperature dependencies of the concurrence \( C \) for four representative values of the exchange anisotropy \( \Delta \) under the assumption of the same condition for the interaction constants \( J_H, J_f \) as considered in Fig. 2.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In the present paper, the thermal trend of the bipartite quantum entanglement in the ferromagnetic spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg model on 2D lattice consisting of trigonal bipyramidal plaquettes has been examined with the help of the quantity called concurrence. It has been demonstrated that the unsaturated bipartite entanglement observed in the spontaneously ordered QF ground state persists even far above the critical temperature of the model. In addition, the entangled Heisenberg spin states can also be thermally activated above the CF ground state in a vicinity of the ground-state boundary with the QF phase and restored slightly above the critical temperature of the model. The observed temperature-invoked activation and re-entrance of the bipartite quantum entanglement between spins in a vicinity of the first- and second-order phase transitions, respectively, seems to be general feature of 2D regular lattices involving the symmetric ferromagnetic Heisenberg triangular clusters inter-connected through the Ising spins. As a matter of fact, the same trend has been recently independently observed in the spin-1/2 Ising-Heisenberg models on the 2D lattice with four bipyramidal plaquettes being inter-connected via common vertex [5] and the triangulated Hutsimi lattice [9].
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INTRODUCTION

Nematic liquid crystals (NLC) represent a very important class of materials that found naturally their utilization as polarizers, displays, and modulators due to their unique molecular structure and ability to respond to external fields. Interest in LCs is not fading even today. Many researchers are trying to improve their basic properties, for example by dyes [1] or by doping with various kinds of nanoparticles [2], so that they can better respond to electric and/or magnetic fields and serve as new kinds of retarders and switches [3]. One of the natural properties of a liquid crystal is its birefringence. Often, this feature is used for the construction of polarizing elements, light intensity or phase modulators, and sensors but also it has the potential to be used as an additional tool for the study of electronic absorption bands of LC in the UV and near-UV region. Such an approach is suggested in the contribution.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT

The material we studied was a thin film of nematic liquid crystal, 6CHBT with the mean value of birefringence being around 0.15 [4], thus belonging to a group of mid-birefringence materials [5]. Since the optical anisotropy of the crystal vanishes at temperatures above 43°C [4] the investigation was performed at the temperature of 24.5°C. The samples were prepared using special glass cells provided by the Military University of Technology, Warsaw. The glass plates forming the cell were separated by built-in spacers (50 ± 0.1) μm thick. To obtain the sample exhibiting birefringence the inner surfaces of the cell were treated in a way ensuring uniform planar LC molecules alignment with no or only negligible pretilt.

The apparatus for investigation consisted of a halogen lamp with an integrated collimating lens, a set of two plane polarizers designed for polarizing light in the visible spectral range, and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) HR2000’ (from Ocean Optics). The liquid crystal cell fixed on a rotary stage with an opening enabling the illumination of the cell was placed in between the crossed plane polarizers. Light from the halogen lamp impinged the first polarizer, propagated through the LC sample and was collected by an optical fiber with a core diameter 400 μm and a numerical aperture 0.39 placed behind the second polarizer (Fig. 1). It stems from the theory that in case of a uniaxially birefringent sample, which is placed between two crossed plane polarizers, the intensity of light behind the second polarizer can be expressed [6]

\[ I(λ) = I_0(λ) \left( \sin \left( \frac{2πt}{λ} \Delta n(λ) \right) \right)^2, \]

where \( I(λ) \) denotes the input spectral distribution of light intensity, \( t \) is the sample thickness, \( \Delta n \) is the sample phase birefringence, and \( \eta(λ) \) represents the spectral distribution of intensity detected at the output.

As Eq. (1) states the output intensity depends on the wavelength \( λ \) of light, the thickness \( t \) of the sample, and its birefringence \( \Delta n \). By rotating the stage with the sample we found its proper position for which a well detectable characteristic channeled spectrum emerged at the OSA. The signal was recorded by the optical spectrum analyzer with a 0.5 nm resolution (Fig. 2).

PHASE BIREFRINGENCE

The dispersion of phase birefringence \( \Delta n(λ) \) can be determined from the measured channeled spectrum using Eq. (1) and an appropriate model describing the birefringence of the liquid crystal. According to a general polarizability model [7], the phase birefringence dispersion of LC in the spectral region of wavelengths without resonant frequencies can be expressed by

\[ \Delta n(λ, T) = \sum_j G_j(T) \frac{λ^2 - λ_j^2}{λ^2 - λ_j^2}, \]

where parameters \( λ_j \) and \( G_j(T) \) determine the position of the resonance within the \( \lambda_0 \) absorption band and its
The initial values of the mean resonance wavelengths $\lambda_j$ used in the fitting process were chosen according to the known absorption spectrum of 6CHBT [8]. We started the fitting process assuming the existence of only one absorption band in the UV region. As the difference between the measured and the calculated channeled spectrum was about 10% in the rather broad spectral range, we revisited the assumption and included another absorption band into the fitting. The discrepancy between the measured and the calculated spectrum dropped down to less than 2.5% in the case of a 2-bands model and the result of the fitting, in this case, is shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1 shows the particular values of the parameters $\lambda_j$, $G_j(T)$ obtained by the fitting in cases of the considered 1- and 2-bands models. Values of the mean resonance wavelengths $\lambda_j$ fit well into the regions typical for 6CHBT as well as for LCs in general [9].

**TAB. 1. Values of the obtained fitting parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1-band model</th>
<th>2-bands model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_2$ [nm]</td>
<td>219.31</td>
<td>107.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_1$ [nm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>2.72 x 10$^6$</td>
<td>5.12 x 10$^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_2$ [nm]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>256.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_2$ [nm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.11 x 10$^6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 shows the phase birefringence dispersions calculated according to Eq. (2) using the parameters listed in TAB.1. Though the curves plotted in Fig. 4 look quite similar at first glance, they are not the same. The deviation between them is illustrated by their ratio plotted in Fig. 5. For clarity, there is also plotted a curve representing the unity which expresses the case when the two dispersion curves would be the same. Thus, it can be seen that the deviation between dispersion curves calculated according to 1- and 2-bands models is a maximum of 1%. Nevertheless, the deviation between the measured and the calculated channeled spectrum, which is less than 2.5% in our case, is decisive.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We investigated the phase birefringence dispersion of pure 6CHBT liquid crystal in the visible spectral range and at the temperature of 24.5 °C. The phase birefringence dispersion $\Delta n(\lambda)$ was determined by fitting the calculated channeled spectrum to the measured one. The deviations between the measured and the calculated spectra were about 10% in the case of a 1-band model and less than 2.5% in the case of 2-bands model, and stayed unchanged also in case of a 3-bands model. Such a good match promises to use the bands model, and justified the approach as a complementary investigation method of LC optical properties to the existing absorption or ellipsometric measurements, the aim of which is to characterize the optical properties of a liquid crystal sample.
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COMPLEX VOLUME CHANGES INDUCED BY HIGH PRESSURE AND EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD IN Ni$_2$Mn$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$-BASED HEUSLER ALLOY
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INTRODUCTION

The Heusler Ni$_2$Mn$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ alloys exhibit structural martensitic transformation from cubic austenite (A) phase above room temperature into orthorhombic martensite (M) phase at lower temperature as far as their composition lies in a range, 0.4 ≤ x ≤ 0.6. The martensitic transformation is accompanied by large anomalies in properties of alloys, including significant changes of volume, magnetization and transport properties [1,2]. The mentioned volume changes were a motivation to study an effect of high pressure on magnetization of the Ni$_{1.92}$Mn$_{1.5}$Sn$_{0.52}$ (with an excess of Mn) alloy in wide range of temperature, magnetic field and pressure together with an investigation of related magnitudes as thermal expansion and forced volume magnetostriction.

EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline Ni$_{1.92}$Mn$_{1.5}$Sn$_{0.52}$ alloy was prepared in a vacuum by electric induction melting. The used high-pressure cell made from non-magnetic CuBe bronze ensures hydrostatic conditions up to 1.2 GPa at room temperature [3]. The SQUID-magnetometer MPMS-7T (QD Co.) magnetometer from 2 K to 400 K at field up to 7 T. Magnetostriiction was measured by a strain-gage-bridge up to field 14 T in the Measuring System (PPMS-14T, QD Co.) and by a dilatometer utilizing capacitance cell and cryostat with 6 T magnet.

RESULTS

The ferromagnetic state of the austenite phase of the alloy was detected below $T_C$ = 320 K. With decreasing temperature, the structural A-M transition was observed at $T_{A-M}$ = 282 K and the reverse M-A transition was found with a temperature hysteresis at $T_{M-A}$ = 294 K. The M-A transformation is accompanied by an increase of volume of the alloy, see Fig. 1. External magnetic field supports ferromagnetism of austenite and both transition temperatures decrease in field, $dT_{A-M}/dH = -1.3$ K/T. On the other hand, stability of martensite phase of the alloy (with lower volume) as well as transition temperatures $T_{A-M}$, $T_{M-A}$ increase significantly under pressure, $dT_{A-M}/dP = +18$ K/GPa$^{-1}$.

The pronounced decrease of magnetization of martensite phase under pressure, $dln M/dP = -18.7 \times 10^{-3}$ GPa$^{-1}$, has been observed at low temperature, see Fig. 2. In contrast, pressure dependence of magnetization of the austenite phase of the stoichiometric Ni$_2$MnSn alloy at low temperature is very slight, $dln M/dP = -2.5 \times 10^{-3}$ GPa$^{-1}$, [2]. This unequal pressure dependence of magnetization of the studied alloys points to a more localized character of magnetism in austenite phase of the stoichiometric Ni$_2$MnSn compound and to an itinerant character of magnetism in martensite phase of the off-stoichiometric alloy. Simultaneously, low value of magnetization, $M(5K,0,0) = 1.61 \mu_B/T$, and high value of the high-field susceptibility, $\chi_{hf} = 3.8 \times 10^{-4}$, verifies a presence of antiferromagnetic interactions in the off-stoichiometric Ni$_2$Mn$_{1-x}$Sn$_x$ alloys with an excess of Mn.

![Fig. 1. Thermal expansion at zero and high magnetic fields](image1)

![Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of magnetization $M(5K,H,P)$ of martensite phase of the alloy](image2)

The general effect of magnetic field on volume of magnetic materials, the forced volume magnetostriction, is simply related to the pressure effect on magnetization of these materials by the Maxwell relation,

$$\frac{d\omega}{dH} = -\frac{pdM}{dP} \tag{1}$$

where $\rho$ is mass density and $\omega = \Delta V/V_0 = 3\Delta L/L_0$, that has been measured at temperature 6 K by the strain-gage-bridge in field up to 14 T. The strain-gage bridge was oriented with a sensitive direction parallel to applied magnetic field. The dependence $\Delta \omega(H)$ exhibits a strictly linear character at fields above 2 T (see Fig. 3) and the forced volume magnetostriction of martensite of the alloy can be expressed by a value $\Delta \omega/dH = (6.85 \pm$
enough, crystalline twins are turned by external field parameter of the orthorhombic structure of the twins. Magnetic field (H 0°) and perpendicularly to external cooled samples was measured at temperature 3 K along T°.

Its martensite phase is anisotropic at low magnetic field, so the strain-gage-bridge provides relevant data in the case of polycrystalline alloy.

Using the equation (1), the determined value of the forced volume magnetostriction leads to value of $dM/dP = -4.05x10^{-2}$ $\mu$/f.u.GPa$^{-1}$ that well agrees with measured value of pressure dependence of saturated magnetization of martensite at temperature 4 K and with value of $dM/dP = -4.85x10^{-2}$ $\mu$/f.u.GPa$^{-1}$ presented in [4].

A complex microstructure of martensite phase of the Ni$_{1.85}$Mn$_{1.85}$Sn$_{0.52}$ alloy originates from crystalline twins that are induced in course of the martensitic diffusionless transformation of the alloy. Due to the complex microstructure of the alloy, magnetostriction of its martensite phase is anisotropic at low magnetic field, see Fig. 4. The field induced dilatation $\Delta L$ of zero-field cooled samples was measured at temperature 3 K along magnetic field (H 0°) and perpendicularly to external field (H 90°). The easy magnetization direction (EMD) of martensite phase is parallel with the shortest lattice parameter of the orthorhombic structure of the twins. When the magnetostriction energy is strong enough, crystalline twins are turned by external field with EMD into the field direction and so, a dilatation measured along external field is negative. Vice versa, a dilatation measured in direction perpendicular to external field is positive. With increasing magnetic field, changes of microstructure of martensite phase increase, but simultaneously, they induce an increase of elastic energy that inhibits further turning of twins [5]. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the isotropic forced volume magnetostriction starts to dominate in a range of magnetic field above 2 T.

CONCLUSIONS

The structural martensitic transformation of the Heusler Ni$_{1.85}$Mn$_{1.85}$Sn$_{0.52}$ alloy is strongly reflected within thermal expansion measurement by a very sharp step-like change of $\Delta L/L_0$. The calculated change of volume ($\Delta V/V_0 = 3x\Delta L/L_0 = 0.55\%$) well agrees with the volume change determined by $x$-ray diffraction experiments [2].

The pronounced decrease of magnetization of the alloy under pressure at low temperature points to an itinerant character of magnetism of martensite phase of the alloy, in contrast to a more localized character of magnetism in austenite phase of the stoichiometric Ni$_2$MnSn compound.

The measured forced volume magnetostriction of the alloy exhibits a strictly linear character at fields above 2T up to field 14T. An excellent agreement of the observed value of the forced volume magnetostriction with the pressure effect on magnetization of the alloy has been confirmed using the Maxwell relation. This verifies both, the isotropic character of magnetostriction in magnetic field above 2T and the legitimacy of the used methodology of volume changes determination.

The anisotropic magnetostriction was observed at magnetic field below 2T. It arises from a turning of crystalline twins in martensite phase of the alloy into external field direction due to strong magnetocrystalline interaction. This model was originally described in the case of Ni$_2$MnGa-based alloys [5], but, it can be used here too.
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INTRODUCTION

Polyaniline (PANI) is a material known for its huge range of obtainable conductivities. In general, three types of charge carriers are considered in PANI salt, namely holes, polarons and protons. Many authors attribute the high conductivity of acid doped PANI to polarons [1 - 3].

The currents injected from the electrodes are non-stationary space charge limited currents transporting holes and polarons. Peak frequencies \( \omega_{\text{peak}} \) gives the carrier transit time \( \tau = 1/\omega_{\text{peak}} \) and shifts to higher values with increasing voltages. Voltage dependence of the transit time enables to obtain mobility \( \mu \) as a function of the electric field \( E \). Assuming moderate dispersion:

\[
\mu = \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon_0 E^{1/2}}
\]

\( \sigma \) is the thickness of the sample, linear dependence of \( \mu/E^{1/2} \) was found indicating Poole-Frenkel mechanism. By interpolation for zero voltage mobilities were found:

\[
\mu_{\text{holes}} = 1.8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}
\]

\[
\mu_{\text{polarons}} = 2.7 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm}^2\text{V}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1}
\]

V-A CHARACTERISTIC

The Au/PANI/Si/In structure polarized in the forward direction blocks electrons from Si wafer entering PANI and therefore enables to determine the conductivity of PANI without the influence of the ions. This conductivity was evaluated from the forward direction of V-A characteristic. The analytical expression for charge transport including emission and diffusion currents for forward direction gives expression:

\[
J = J_0 \left[ \frac{\exp\left(U - J_0 n_{R_S}\right)/n k T\right] - \frac{\exp\left[\left(-n - 1\right)\left(U - J_0 n_{R_S}\right)/n k T\right]}{\exp\left[\left(-n - 1\right)\left(U - J_0 n_{R_S}\right)/n k T\right] + J_s} \right] + J_s \frac{U - J_0 n_{R_S}}{R_S},
\]

where \( R_S, R_{S_0} \) are the series and shunt resistances, respectively, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( J_0 \) and \( J_s \) are the emission and diffusion currents, respectively. The factor \( n \) characterizes distribution of the diffusion potential \( V_D \) between the two parts of the junction. RSBy fitting the theory to experiment \( n, R_S, R_{S_0} \) were obtained and using the area of the electrodes and thickness of the sample the hole conductivity \( 8.2 \times 10^{-7} \text{ S.cm}^2 \) was evaluated.

DIELECTRIC SPECTROSCOPY

We studied polarization of PANI/Si under the electric field. Mobility of protons in the PANI layer was determined by dielectric measurement [7]. The given structure of PANI is not permeable for ions, therefore mobility of protons was calculated by determining dielectric relaxation time \( \tau_{2F} \) from the permittivity spectra:

\[
\mu_{\text{protons}} = \frac{\epsilon_0^2 \epsilon_R}{4\pi\rho_{\text{Prot.net}}}
\]
giving value $2.3 \times 10^7$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ where $\varepsilon_{\text{REP}}$ represents real part of permittivity influenced by polarization for lower frequency limit, $d$ is thickness of the material and $\tau_{\text{REP}}$ is dielectric relaxation time evaluated from imaginary part of the permittivity spectra. The concentration of free protons $p$ can be determined from dielectric spectra and the equation for Debye screening length $L_D$:

$$L_D = \frac{d}{(\varepsilon_p \varepsilon_0)^{1/2}}$$

where $\varepsilon_p$ is permittivity without electrode polarization and $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity and for the $L_D$ it holds:

$$d/L_D = \varepsilon_{\text{REP}}/\varepsilon_p$$

The evaluated concentration $7.1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ corresponds to DC conductivity of protons $2.6 \times 10^{-7}$ S.cm$^{-1}$.

**TAB. 1. Measured conductivities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conductivity measured by</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (S.cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protons</td>
<td>$2.6 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holes and polarons</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four probe ohmic electrodes method</td>
<td>$1.9 - 3.5$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROPOSED MODEL**

To explain a huge difference between conductivities measured by the four probe ohmic electrode method and conductivities evaluated from the current - voltage characteristics of Au/PANI/Si/In structure and the dielectric spectroscopy, a new model was proposed. Our model assumes that $\text{H}^+$ and $\text{Cl}^-$ ions cause redox reactions at the electrodes: hydrogen ions are reduced at the cathode, chlorine ions are oxidized at the anode (see Fig. 2). The neutral chlorine and hydrogen molecules diffuse between the electrodes and react with each other transporting electrons in this way. The atoms and molecules are much more mobile than the ions because they are not influenced by the Coulomb forces. The unbound hydrogen and chlorine are very probably responsible for the high conductivity of the PANI material. These reactions do not take place in the Au / PANI / Si / In structure polarized in the forward direction, because the electric field at the PANI / Si interface prevents electrons from penetrating into the PANI and thus prevents the conversion of hydrogen ions into atoms.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The conductivity of $(1.9 - 3.5)$ S.cm$^{-1}$ was measured in protonated PANI with four gold electrodes in the plane of the substrate. The contributions of polarons and holes were determined from Au/PANI/Si/In structure that is not permeable for ions. The impedance measurements give: $\sigma_{\text{mobility}} = 1.8 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$(V.s) and $\sigma_{\text{polarmonic}} = 2.7 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$(V.s). From the analytical expression for current-voltage characteristics [8] the serial resistance and conductivity of holes with small contribution of polarons were determined: $\sigma = 2.6 \times 10^{-7}$ S.cm$^{-1}$. Since in the PANI /Si structure ions cause polarization, it is possible to determine their concentration from dielectric spectra: $p = 7.1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. Then, from the evaluated mobility $\mu_{\text{polarmonic}} = 2.3 \times 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ corresponding conductivity $2.6 \times 10^{-7}$ S.cm$^{-1}$ was calculated. To explain discrepancy in the conductivity of holes, polarons and ions and conductivity measured on PANI/Au structure we suggested model, where ions have a dual function: firstly, they themselves participate in conductivity and secondly they generate neutral particles of hydrogen and chlorine by redox reaction at the electrodes. These diffuse between the electrodes and transport charge through reactions with each other. The neutral hydrogen and chlorine particles are not influenced by the Coulomb forces therefore are more mobile than ions.
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MÖSSBAUER SPECTROMETRY IN THE STUDY OF METALLIC GLASSES
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Mössbauer spectrometry is one of few analytical tools that can describe disordered amorphous systems. This can be done via hyperfine interactions between nuclei and electron shells which sensitively probe local short-range order arrangement [1]. Experiments performed in a broad range of temperatures provide information on the evolution of microstructure. This is reflected by continuous modification of hyperfine interactions from magnetic dipole towards electric quadrupole ones. Eventually, the Curie temperature of the investigated metallic glass can be determined.

Metallic glasses are still attracting the interest of researchers namely for their very good soft magnetic properties [2, 3]. With the aim to enhance their practical applications, new compositions are continuously scrutinized [4]. Here, we present Mössbauer spectrometry study of a novel Fe-based metallic glass with addition of Co and P prepared in a form of ribbons by conventional method of planar flow casting. Samples in as-quenched state as well as after annealing at selected temperatures are investigated.

Amorphous FeₓCoᵧSi₂BₓM₀ₓPₓ (at. %) alloy was produced in a form of 6 mm wide and about 0.02 mm thick ribbons using rapid solidification on a cooper quenching wheel. The amorphicity of the as-quenched material was verified by X-ray diffractometer working with CoKα radiation. Mössbauer spectra were recorded in transmission geometry using a constant acceleration driver equipped with a ⁵⁷Co(Rh) radioactive source. Spectra were recorded at temperatures from 4.2 K to 415 K, eventually in external magnetic field of 6 T oriented parallel to the ribbon plane. Mössbauer spectra were analysed by least-square fitting procedure using the NORMOS [5] and CONFIT [6] fitting softwares. Velocity calibration was accomplished by a 12.5 μm thick bcc-Fe foil. Isomer shift values are quoted with respect to the centre of its Mössbauer spectrum taken at room temperature.

Along with as-quenched ribbons also thermally treated samples were analysed. Ribbons 3 - 4 cm in length were annealed at 573 K and 673 K for 1 hour.

Examples of Mössbauer spectra recorded from as-quenched sample at 300 K, 4.2 K, and at 4.2 K in external magnetic field of 6 T are shown in Fig. 1 together with the derived distributions of hyperfine magnetic fields, \( P(B) \). The spectra exhibit broad absorption lines characteristic for amorphous systems.

At 4.2 K, the individual lines are better separated one from another due to low temperature. Consequently, the average hyperfine magnetic field, \( \langle B \rangle \), has increased from 11.0 T at 300 K up to 17.3 T at 4.2 K. This is documented also by a shift of \( P(B) \) distribution towards higher \( B \)-values at 4.2 K.

It should be noted, that in the in-field experiments, the value of \( \langle B \rangle \) represents an effective magnetic field that locally acts upon the resonant atoms. It results from mutual interaction of the internal hyperfine magnetic field and the external one. Due to antiferromagnetic coupling, \( \langle B \rangle \) decreases down to 11.7 T, nearly the same value as at 300 K. Still, contribution of high \( B \)-values is visible namely at the corresponding \( P(B) \).

![Fig. 1. Mössbauer spectra (left) and corresponding \( P(B) \) distributions (right) of the as-quenched sample recorded at 300 K, 4.2 K, and at 4.2 K in external magnetic field of 6 T](image-url)

Similar behaviour of Mössbauer spectra was observed in the sample annealed at 573 K/1 hr. The obtained \( \langle B \rangle \)-values are of 11.5 T, 17.4 T, and 11.7 T for experiments performed at 300 K, 4.2 K, and at 4.2 K in 6 T, respectively. Thus, annealing had only a minor effect on the values of average hyperfine magnetic field. However, notable differences were unveiled in the position of the net magnetization.

In the as-quenched sample, magnetic spins were preferentially oriented by \( \sim 24^\circ \) out of the ribbon plane and their arrangement was not changed when the temperature dropped from 300 K down to 4.2 K. External magnetic field of 6 T has aligned the spins into its direction, i.e., in the plane of the sample, as expected.

Situation is remarkably different in the annealed sample. The original angle of \( \sim 28^\circ \), which is very close to that of the as-quenched sample, has increased to \( \sim 33^\circ \) at 4.2 K which corresponds to almost random orientation of spins. The behaviour of spins in the annealed sample is even more remarkable when external magnetic field was applied. Here, deviation of the spins from the expected in-plane position was unveiled and it amounts \( \sim 10^\circ \). Thus, a conclusion can be proposed that the annealing affects the structural short-range order which is demonstrated in the positions of the spins.

Evolution of magnetic microstructure was followed by adopting Mössbauer spectrometry at different temperatures. As a consequence, originally magnetic dipole hyperfine interactions, which are represented by sextets in the Mössbauer spectra, continuously collapsed...
and, finally, only pure electric quadrupole interactions were observed. They are represented by doublets and indicate loss of ferromagnetism and transformation of the sample into paramagnetic state. Quantification of the respective spectral parameters provides the value of Curie temperature.

Fig. 2. Mössbauer spectra (left) and corresponding $P(B)$ distributions (right) of the sample annealed at 673 K/1 hr recorded at the indicated temperatures.

Variations in the character of hyperfine interactions with temperature are demonstrated in Fig. 2 where Mössbauer spectra of sample annealed at 673 K/1 hr are shown. Continuous narrowing of the spectra with rising temperature of measurement can be clearly seen. At the same time, $P(B)$ distributions are also getting narrower and their maxima are shifted towards lower $B$-values.

Average $<B>$-values of $P(B)$ are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. Curie temperature can be derived from the temperature dependence of $<B>$ according to the formula:

$$<B>(T) = <B>(0) \left(1 - T/T_c\right)^\beta$$

where $<B>(T)$ is average hyperfine magnetic field at temperature $T$, $<B>(0)$ is saturation magnetic field at $T = 0$ K and $\beta$ is a critical exponent which for the Heisenberg model equals 0.36. Using this approach, we have determined Curie temperatures of the as-quenched and annealed (673 K) samples to be of 392 K and 398 K, respectively.

Even though one can argue that determination of Curie temperature by Mössbauer spectrometry performed in a broad temperature range is not an optimal way, it has one undisputable advantage. Namely, the shapes of the Mössbauer spectra that are governed by hyperfine interactions sensitively reflect the local atomic arrangement.

In addition, because structural features are closely related to magnetic microstructure, Mössbauer spectrometry offers unique opportunity for detailed analysis namely of arrangement of local magnetic moments. Indeed, this information is hardly accessible by another technique.

In this work, we have demonstrated that Mössbauer spectrometry was able to unveil differences between arrangements of spins in the as-quenched and annealed samples. In the latter, close-to-random orientation of spins was observed at 4.2 K and external magnetic field of 6 T was not able to align all spins in its direction. These are consequences of modifications of the microstructure as confirmed by Mössbauer spectrometry.
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INTRODUCTION

Alloying of Al by Li brings a significant density reduction and an increase of Young modulus [1, 2], which are very attractive features for many spacecraft applications. Additionally, fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures is improved compared to traditional Al alloys [3, 4, 5]. Li element could be present in a solid solution but the main strengthening effect is reached from the existence of a metastable Al$_3$Li phase ($\delta'$) [6, 7, 8]. Other alloying elements which are often added to Al-Li alloys are Cu and Mg which contribute to a formation of another strengthening phases creating either Cu and Mg-based phases (e.g. Al$_2$Cu ($\theta'$), Al$_2$CuMg ($S'$) [9, 10]) or co-precipitating with Li and forming phases such as Al$_2$CuLi ($T_1$) and Al$_6$CuLi$_3$ ($T_2$) [6].

However, even though Li brings to Al alloys many benefits, a decrease in the ductility and formability with a noticeable anisotropy of mechanical properties are observed, limiting thus the commercial use of this type of alloys [1]. Anisotropic and inhomogeneous behavior are assigned mainly to a crystallographic texture, main features of main strengthening phases and a fiber grain structure formed during conventional casting and subsequent thermo-mechanical processing including multi-pass hot rolling or extrusion [11, 12].

In-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) annealing experiment is a possible option how to directly observe microstructural and phase changes at selected temperatures in thin foils for TEM, because they could simulate a constrained volume of thin (sub)grains.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A rolled plate prepared from a commercial AA2195 aluminum alloy in a peak-aged conditions with a composition given in Table 1 was used as an input material. Light optical microscopy (LOM) observations of a grain structure were performed on specimens etched by Barkers solution using Zeiss Axio Observer metallographic microscope. Distribution of main strengthening particles, their crystallographic identification were acquired using JEOL JEM 2000FX electron microscope. In-situ annealing experiments were performed in a heating stage in JEOL 200FX electron microscope. Thin foils (30-100 nm thick) of solution treated (510 °C/530 min) material were in-situ annealed with an effective heating rate of 10 °C/min up to 400 °C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results of LOM observations proved a presence of a pancake structure typical for rolled and heat treated materials (Figure 1) in the as-received plate. Partially recovered and partially recrystallized flat grains elongated in the rolling direction form a rather inhomogeneous pattern with average dimensions approximately (in µm) 1000 × 400 × 40. Those dimensions are fairly large in comparison with a size of main strengthening particles (~100 nm). Therefore a rather homogeneous distribution of $T_1$ (Al$_2$CuLi) in {111} and $\theta'$ (Al$_2$Cu) in {100} systematic planes were detected by TEM. Rare Al$_3$Li ($\delta'$) precipitates appear in the material in accordance with recent works on 3rd generation of Al-Li based alloys [13].

![LOM micrograph of as-received plate structure in peak-aged conditions.](image)

![TEM micrographs of as-received plate microstructure in peak-aged conditions with intensive streaks reflecting the presence of plate-like particles in planes parallel to the electron beam.](image)

The material after solution treatment contains only a dispersion of Ag particles (Figure 3a). First plate-like Cu-rich particles form in the foil at temperatures close to 200 °C (Figure 3b) and their ripening and further growth occur at higher temperatures (Figure 3c). However, only one family of plates lying in planes nearly parallel to the foil surface develops as...
confirmed also by a diffraction pattern (compare Figure 3d with inset in Figure 2). The results of in-situ observations thus show that a constrained thickness of a material with a size comparable with a characteristic dimension of strengthening particles could significantly suppress their homogeneous distribution in all equivalent planes. A majority of flat profiles prepared by conventional casting methods followed by intensive rolling or extrusion could contain thin grains and subgrains with thicknesses not exceeding 200–500 nm, resulting thus in an amplification of anisotropy of mechanical properties.

![TEM micrographs of T1 plates in thin foil during isochronal annealing with an effective heating rate 10 K/min and SAED image near [110] Al orientation. a) BF, 520 °C / 80 min; b) BF, 300 °C; c) BF, 400 °C; d) SAED, 400 °C](image)

**Fig. 3.** TEM micrographs of $T_1$ plates in thin foil during isochronal annealing with an effective heating rate 10 K/min and SAED image near [110] Al orientation. a) BF, 520 °C / 80 min; b) BF, 300 °C; c) BF, 400 °C; d) SAED, 400 °C

**CONCLUSIONS**

Formation of plate-like $T_1$ ($Al_2CuLi$) and $\theta'$ ($Al_2Cu$) precipitates is strongly affected by a constrained volume of a thin foil. Only plates laying in planes nearly parallel with the foil surface were formed. This anisotropic microstructure could generate anisotropy of mechanical properties, therefore less conventional casting and down-streaming processing including continuous casting to a final gauge without any subsequent rolling could be a promising procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

Quarkonia are an important probe into studying the properties of quark-gluon plasma. Proton-proton collisions serve as an essential baseline for studying the effects of quarkonia in proton-nucleon and nucleon-nucleon collisions. This poster presents the main characteristics of Upsilon mesons from Monte Carlo generation of proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 500$ GeV. Monte Carlo event generators PYTHIA and Herwig were used to generate the data. Main aim of the simulations is to explore the dependence of normalised Upsilon meson yield on normalised event multiplicity. Normalised multiplicity dependence is a meaningful tool for understanding the particle production mechanisms and the interplay between soft and hard QCD processes.

MOTIVATION

ϒ mesons are a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) probe. The observed production suppression at higher temperatures is caused by Debeye-like colour screening of diquark potential [1], cold nuclear matter effects (e.g. shadowing, comover interaction or nuclear absorption [2]) and feed-down contributions.

ϒ production mechanism is not yet well understood. The important ingredients are hard scattering (the production of $b\bar{b}$) and bound state formation (colour singlet and colour octet channels).

Current results from CMS and STAR can be seen on (Fig. 1).

This dependence is sensitive to the interplay between soft and hard processes, influence of multiparton interactions and possible parton saturation signatures.

NORMALISED MULTIPLICITY DEPENDENCE

Experimental observable $N_{\Upsilon}/\langle N_{\Upsilon} \rangle$ defined as:

$$N_{\Upsilon}/\langle N_{\Upsilon} \rangle = (N_{MB}/N_{MB}^{bin})(N_{ch}^{bin}/N_{MB})$$

$N_{ch}/\langle N_{ch} \rangle$ ... self-normalised particle multiplicity; $N_{\Upsilon}$ ... total number of events containing Upsilon meson; $N_{MB}$ ... number of Upsilon events in corresponding multiplicity bin; $N_{MB}^{bin}$ ... total number of minimum bias (MB) events; $N_{ch}^{bin}$ ... number of MB events in corresponding $N_{ch}/\langle N_{ch} \rangle$ bin.

MONTE CARLO EVENT GENERATORS

Two Monte Carlo generators were used in this study: PYTHIA and Herwig.

The main features of PYTHIA include $p_T$ ordered showers, Lund string hadronisation model and direct Upsilon production (dedicated matrix elements for Bottomonia).

Herwig’s main features are angular ordered showers, string hadronisation and Upsilon production during hadronisation phase ($b\bar{b}$ matrix element).

SIMULATION

Fig. 1. Left: CMS results for $\Upsilon$ production dependence on charged particle multiplicity in pp @ $\sqrt{s} = 2.76$ TeV [3]. Right: STAR results for $J/\Psi$ in pp @ $\sqrt{s} = 200$ GeV [4].

Fig. 2. Multiplicity distributions for MB (top left) and Upsilon(1S) (top right) events and $p_T$ distributions for Upsilon events (bottom).

The study focuses on PYTHIA and Herwig simulations of pp collisions at 500 GeV. For minimum bias events non-single-diffractive SoftQCD events were chosen. Criteria for track selection were: $|\eta| < 1$, $p_T > 0.2$ GeV/c, stable ($\tau > 10$ mm/c) (STAR cuts). Only Upsilon within $p_T > 0$ or 4 GeV/c, electron decay channel only, both electrons within acceptance were selected. Only directly produced Upsilon(1S) were chosen - no feed-down contribution. Herwig production depends on b-parton $k_t$ cut (4 or 20 GeV/c) - lower values result in spoiling track multiplicity while improving
Upsilon characteristics. This study also includes comparison to STAR preliminary data [5].

The multiplicity and $p_T$ distributions can be seen on (Fig. 2).

RESULTS

Normalised event multiplicity of Upsilon yield was calculated using the equation (1). $N_{ch}/(N_{ch})$ binning was selected in correspondence to STAR preliminary data: 0-1, 1-2, 2-3, 3-8 and 8-100 (overflow bin).

The results can be seen on (Fig. 3).

![Normalised Upsilon(1S) yield dependence on normalised multiplicity for PYTHIA and Herwig compared to STAR preliminary data [5]: Top: $p_T$ integrated; Bottom: $p_T > 4$ GeV/c.](image)

Fig. 3. Normalised Upsilon(1S) yield dependence on normalised multiplicity for PYTHIA and Herwig compared to STAR preliminary data [5]: Top: $p_T$ integrated; Bottom: $p_T > 4$ GeV/c.

CONCLUSION

The minimum bias spectra differ significantly for PYTHIA and Herwig in larger multiplicities. Upsilon production in Herwig has limited validity. Both PYTHIA and Herwig ($k_\perp = 20$ GeV/c) predict stronger than linear increase in normalised Upsilon yield in dependence on normalised multiplicity. In comparison to STAR preliminary data [5] both PYTHIA and Herwig ($k_\perp = 20$ GeV/c) predict higher values for larger multiplicities, while underestimating smaller multiplicity values. The data suggests, that Upsilon mesons are produced in multi-parton collisions [6], due to stronger than linear increase predicted by PYTHIA and Herwig ($k_\perp = 20$ GeV/c).
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INTRODUCTION

Coordination complexes based on Ni(II) ions attracted major attention as model systems representing S = 1 antiferromagnetic (AFM) chains with a non-degenerate gapped ground state in the so-called Haldane phase [1-2]. The magnetic ground state of such a system is sensitive to the relative magnitude of the single-ion anisotropy (D) usually present in Ni(II) based systems and the intrachain exchange interaction (J) parameters. The D/J ratio dictates the system’s placement in the complex phase diagram where the quantum-critical point (QCP) equal to D/J = 1 exists representing a topological quantum critical point. Experimentally, a most promising candidate [Ni(HF)₂(3Clpy)₆]BF₄ (3Clpy = 3-chloropyridine) being close to D/J = 1 was recently suggested [3 - 4], however, there are still disputes whether this system approaches the critical point from the Haldane (D/J < 1) or quantum paramagnet (QPM, D/J > 1) phase. Since there are only a few examples very close to D/J = 1, further study of Ni(II)-based materials deserves attention.

STRUCTURE AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The crystal structure of the studied complex [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]Cl·H₂O, where 2aepy is 2-aminoethylpyridine, is ionic and is formed of [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]⁺ complex cation, chloride anion, and water solvate molecule (Fig. 1). Hexacoordinate Ni⁺ ions form zig-zag chains running along the crystallographic b-axis (Fig. 2) through the hydrogen bonds network [5].

The previous analysis of magnetic properties of the powdered sample of [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]Cl·H₂O in the temperature range between 1.8 – 300 K [5] revealed that the studied compound represents a possible candidate of an anisotropic S=1 AFM spin chain system in the vicinity of the quantum critical point between Haldane and QPM phase. A maximum in the temperature dependence of susceptibility at 4.5 K typical for AFM spin systems was described by the spin-chain model [6] with magnetic parameters D/k_B = 4.05 K, J/k_B = 3.55 K, and g = 2.35.

Fig. 1 View on the molecular unit of [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]Cl·H₂O

Fig. 2. Supramolecular arrangement of Ni(II) ions shown in the center of distorted coordination octahedra in the ionic crystal structure of [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]Cl·H₂O creates zig-zag chain motif along the crystallographic b-axis.

SPECIFIC HEAT STUDY

The estimation of the D and J parameters from the magnetic studies of powdered samples of Ni(II)-based anisotropic low-dimensional magnets is often ambiguous and high-quality single crystals are often unavailable. Several experimental methods need to be employed for a better understanding of their properties, the specific heat measurement being one of them. Besides, a very small energy gap in the excitation spectra of Haldane or QPM phase close to QCP at D/J = 1 for AFM spin chains is observable clearly only at very low temperatures. The presence of an energy gap between non-magnetic singlet ground state and excited magnetic triplet state can be also hindered by the long-range order (LRO) induced by weak inter-chain exchange interaction or rhombic anisotropy term [4]. The heat capacity of [Ni(2aepy)₂Cl(H₂O)]Cl·H₂O was measured using a powdered sample in the form of a pellet in Quantum Design PPMS (Physical Property Measurement System) equipped with He-3 refrigerator in the temperature range from 0.38 K to 25 K in zero magnetic field. No hint of λ-like anomaly in the temperature dependence of the specific heat was observed down to the lowest experimental temperature limit that would suggest the absence of LRO. We should clarify that in our case the experimental data of total specific heat C_mol (shown in Fig. 3 as C_mol/T) consist of a phonon (C phon) and magnetic (C mag) contribution and for further analysis, the subtraction of C phon from total specific heat is necessary to obtain the magnetic specific heat C_mag. For the correct simulation of the total specific heat in a wide temperature range (including high temperatures where phonon contribution eventually dominates) combined Debye-Einstein model...
where are Debye and Einstein temperature, respectively. Parameters and represent characteristic constants for Debye and Einstein model, respectively. The temperature dependence of the total specific heat was then analyzed by formula

\[ C_{\text{tot}} = \frac{\Theta}{T^2} + C_{\text{mag}} \]

at temperatures above 10 K, where simple approximation for the high-temperature behavior of magnetic specific heat \( C_{\text{mag}} = \frac{\Theta}{T^2} \) of low-dimensional magnets (well above the maximum observed at 2.4 K) can be used. The fit of the model formula for \( C_{\text{mag}}/T \) to the experimental data yielded a following set of parameters: \( A_D = 63.0 \) J/Kmol, \( \Theta_D = 92.7 \) K, \( A_E = 105.7 \) J/Kmol, \( \Theta_E = 165.1 \) K and \( a = 178.1 \) JK/mol. After the subtraction of the phonon contribution, the \( C_{\text{mag}} \) shown in Fig. 3 can be analyzed further.

**Fig. 3.** Temperature dependence of the rescaled specific heat measured in zero magnetic field (purple line with symbols) showing the procedure of the subtraction of the phonon contribution (blue line with symbols). The green line represents the fit of high-temperature model for \( C_{\text{mag}}/T \) and the gray area represents magnetic entropy removed in the experimental temperature range calculated from magnetic specific heat (red line with symbols).

Using De Klerk’s formula for a Heisenberg magnet [7], namely

\[ C_T = \frac{3}{2} \Theta \xi \rho \left( \frac{\Theta}{\rho \xi} \right)^2 \]

integration of \( C_{\text{mag}}/T \) in the experimental temperature range. It is very close to the theoretical prediction \( S_{\text{shock}} = \rho \Theta (2S + 1) = 9.13 \) J/Kmol for a magnetic system with spin \( S = 1 \). The high-temperature contribution above 25 K to the magnetic entropy is negligible and the difference between \( S_{\text{shock}} \) and \( S_{\text{mag}} \) is small as evidence of a very weak inter-chain interaction. This would suggest an absence of LRO (non-magnetic ground state) or a possible transition into LRO located at very low temperatures that would allow observation of the energy gap from further low-temperature studies. The ongoing work is also focused on the analysis of temperature dependence of \( C_{\text{mag}} \) for better estimation of \( D, J \), and possible next-nearest neighbor interaction within the chains. Since only simple numerical predictions for the specific heat of anisotropic \( S = 1 \) AFM spin chains exist in the literature, the Quantum Monte Carlo method will be employed for the simulations.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The zig-zag chains formed in the structure of \([\text{Ni}(2\text{aepy})_2\text{Cl(H}_2\text{O})] \cdot \text{H}_2\text{O}\) can be distinguished. The studies of magnetic properties yield the set of parameters \( D/k_B = 4.05 \) K, \( J/k_B = 3.55 \) K, and analysis of the specific heat and magnetic entropy shows that inter-chain interaction is very small presumably preserving non-magnetic ground state down to very low temperatures. That suggests that the studied system is an excellent example to study the properties of anisotropic \( S = 1 \) AFM spin chains near the QCP between Haldane and QPM phase.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the approaches to investigate the equation-of-state of dense nuclear matter is the study of the short-range correlations of nucleons in nuclei. Short-range correlations have densities comparable to the density in the center of a nucleon and they can be considered as the drops of cold dense nuclear matter. Dp elastic and dp breakup processes are investigated at Internal Target Station of Nuclotron; dp elastic process in angular range from 60 - 135 degree in c.m. in the energy range from 400 - 2000 MeV; dp breakup reaction in angular the range from 19 - 56 degree from 300 - 500 MeV. Results which comes from analyzing powers of dp elastic scattering show strong sensitivity to the short range spin structure of theisoscalar nucleon-nucleon correlations. Description based on relativistic multiple-scattering model provides reasonable agreement at small and large angles but the problem is related to angles between them.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Polarization of deuteron beam is provided by polarization ion source (PIS). Ideal values of polarizations were \( p_x, p_{zz} = (-1/3, \pm 1) \). PIS can provide unique opportunity for the studies of the spin effects and polarization phenomena in few body systems at Internal Target Station (ITS). Good values of vector and tensor polarizations were obtained at low energy polarimeter [1]. The polarization was flipped each spill between ”up” and ”down” and ”no polarization”. Polarization of deuteron beam was monitored continuously during whole experiment. Vector and tensor polarizations are obtained from the asymmetries and known values of analyzing powers of dp elastic reaction at energy of 270 MeV. Measured values of polarization for ”+ mode” when tensor component is positive are: \( p_x = -0.190 \pm 0.009, p_{zz} = 0.533 \pm 0.017 \) and for ”-mode”: \( p_x = -0.230 \pm 0.007, p_{zz} = -0.705 \pm 0.013 \).

TAB. 1. Measured values of \( iT_{11} \) and \( T_{20} \) analyzing powers for four detector configurations. Detector configurations are determined by polar \( (\theta_1, \theta_2) \) and azimuthal \( (\phi) \) angles. The azimuthal angle \( \phi \) is the angle between the detector and beam direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>con.</th>
<th>( \theta_1 )</th>
<th>( \theta_2 )</th>
<th>( \phi )</th>
<th>( iT_{11} )</th>
<th>( iT_{20} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.10 ( \pm 0.02 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.11 ( \pm 0.06 )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.55 ( \pm 0.15 )</td>
<td>0.13 ( \pm 0.30 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>0.39 ( \pm 0.13 )</td>
<td>-0.09 ( \pm 0.27 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( iT_{11} \) analyzing power at 72.3° and 76.5° in cm was measured under pp quasi conditions, obtained values are 0.10\( \pm 0.02 \) and 0.11 \( \pm 0.06 \), respectively. They are in agreement with world pp elastic scattering data within experimental errors. Combined values of last two rows of TAB. 1 of the vector \( iT_{11} \) and tensor \( T_{20} \) analyzing powers at polar angles of 34.8° and 36.8° and difference in azimuthal angles of 135° are 0.47 \( \pm 0.10 \) and 0.02 \( \pm 0.20 \) [2].

Two detector configurations, longitudinal and perpendicular, were used in order to investigate detector’s efficiency of particle registration.

Longitudinal configuration is used to investigate possible variation of detector efficiency of particle registration due to misalignment. Results show that there is some efficiency decreasing which increases with detector misalignment.

Perpendicular configuration is used to investigate detector efficiency as a function of a depth in \( E \) - scintillator. Results obtained from simulations in ROOT and GEANT4 packages show that particles with energy 75 MeV and below stop at the beginning of the \( E \) - detector. Efficiency is decreasing with decreasing of position from photocathode of E scintillator. Efficiency as a function of particle’s energy is shown in Fig. 1.

Cross section of dp elastic scattering and predictons of relativistic-multiple scattering model [3] at 1400 MeV was obtained. \( \Delta \) isobar contribution improves the qualitative description of the cross section at 1400 MeV. Good agreement is observed up to 70°.

Angular dependence of dp elastic scattering of the vector \( A_y \), tensor \( A_{yy} \) and \( A_{xx} \) at deuteron energy of 400, 700 (see Fig. 2) and 1000 MeV was obtained along with the predictions based on relativistic multiple scattering model. Large contribution which comes from double scattering term is observed, but it does
not improve the description of analyzing powers in all cases, rather at small angles. Moderate contribution which comes from \( \Delta \) isobar is found at higher energies.

Preliminary results of the five fold differential cross section of \( dp \) breakup reaction investigated at 400 MeV for the case of detector arms placed at the angles of 27° and 43° (black symbols), 31° and 43° (red symbols), 35° and 43° (green symbols), 39° and 43° (blue symbols), respectively. Only statistical errors are shown.

The inclusive measurements of the analyzing powers in inclusive deuteron breakup and the inelastic deuteron scattering in the vicinity of the baryonic resonances excitation can be also performed. Baryonic resonances spin properties can be studied at the energies between 2 and 6 GeV of the deuteron kinetic energy.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, gallium nitride (GaN) is the second most important semiconductor material after the silicon. GaN has found utilization in optoelectronic devices, such as blue light-emitting or laser diodes, or in high-power and high-frequency applications, such as high electron mobility transistors.

The most important technology, which is used for the growth of nitrides, is Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE). Since 1960s, when the first epitaxial GaN layers were prepared, a lot of research and improvements were done, but there are still plenty of open questions and challenges which need to be answered and solved.

MOVPE grown GaN layers are usually unintentionally n-doped, due to oxygen impurities (O₂) [1]. Increased fermi level energy in n-type semiconductor can also enhance formation of acceptors and these acceptor levels are responsible for different kinds of defect luminescence. It can be detrimental to some applications and suppression of these acceptor levels is essential.

Typical defect bands in the luminescence spectra of GaN layers are blue band (BB) and yellow band (YB). BB has maximum around 2.9 eV and ZnGa [2] or Cs-C-H [3] shallow acceptor levels were found as a source of this band. YB has maximum around 2.2 eV and source of this band is deep acceptor level 0.9 eV above valence band. CsN (and its complexes) [4,5] and VGa (and its complexes) [6, 7] were suggested as a source of deep acceptor level responsible for YB emission.

We studied influence of different technological parameters of MOVPE grown n-doped GaN layers on YB intensity. Different carrier gas (H₂ or N₂), type of Ga precursor (TMGa or TEGa), temperature and growth rate was investigated [8]. We found out that carrier gas has the most important impact on the YB intensity. From the positron annihilation spectroscopy measurements, we found out that nitrogen carrier gas influences clustering of VGa to big complexes and suppresses YB intensity significantly [8]. In this work, we continue in more detailed study of YB luminescence properties of one selected sample.

EXPERIMENTAL

Aixtron 3x2 CCS MOVPE apparatus equipped with LayTec EpiCurveTT system for in situ measurement was used for the preparation of structures. Sapphire substrate with c-plane orientation was used for the growth. Standard GaN nucleation and coalescence layer was grown on the substrate. On top, 1 µm thick GaN layer doped with silicon was grown from TMGa precursor in N₂ atmosphere. The growth temperature was 950°C, which is quite low for a sufficient decomposition of TMGa molecules and thus carbon impurities should be incorporated in layer. Secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), provided by EAG laboratories, confirmed our expectation and carbon concentration in the sample was around 3x10¹⁵ cm⁻³.

The main characterization technique used in this article was temperature dependence photoluminescence (PL). PL spectra were measured using a custom-made spectrofluorometer 500M Horiba Jobin Yvon with a steady state deuterium lamp as an excitation source. The detection part of the setup involved a single-grating monochromator and a photon counting detector TBX-04. Measured spectra were corrected for the spectral dependence of detection sensitivity. PL measurements within the 8 - 500 K temperature region were performed using a closed cycle refrigerator (Janis Instruments).

Nanosecond nanoLED pulsed light source (Horiba) was used as an excitation source for the photoluminescence decay curves measurement. Measured curves were convoluted in SpectraSolve software package for determination of true decay curves.

RESULTS

Room temperature photoluminescence spectrum of our samples showed very intense YB and suppressed GaN excitonic band (see Fig. 2 in [8]). Based on the SIMS results, we expected that the source of the deep acceptor level responsible for YB in our sample should be carbon [8]. It is the most common impurity in MOVPE grown layers, especially in layers grown from TMGa precursor at lower temperature (below 1000°C).

In this article, low temperature photoluminescence spectrum was measured and from the results we tried to distinguish the source of the YB. Fig. 1 shows PL spectrum at T = 8K of investigated sample.

Fig. 1. PL spectrum at T = 8K of n-doped GaN layer. The YB shape (red line) was calculated using equation (1) with the following parameters: Iₘₙₐₓ = 0.94, hνₘₙₐₓ = 2.23 eV, Sₜ = 6.9 and Eᵩ' = 2.67 eV.
For the analysis of the YB shape from the low temperature PL spectrum, we have used formula derived from one-dimensional configuration coordinate model [9]:

\[
I(\hbar \omega) = I_{\text{max}} \exp \left( -2 \left( \frac{E_0 - \hbar \omega}{E_0 - \hbar \omega_{\text{max}}} - 1 \right) \right)^2 \tag{1}
\]

where \( S_e \) is the Huang-Rhys factor for the excited state, \( I_{\text{max}} \) is the PL intensity at the band maximum, \( E_0 \) - \( \hbar \omega_{\text{max}} \) is the relaxation energy in the ground state, \( \hbar \omega_{\text{max}} \) is the position of the YB maximum and \( E_0^* = E_0 + 0.5 \, \text{meV} \), where \( E_0 \) is the zero phonon line and \( \hbar \Omega \) is the energy of the effective phonon mode in the excited state [10].

Our data can be fitted using equation (1) with the parameters: \( I_{\text{max}} = 0.94, \, \hbar \omega_{\text{max}} = 2.23 \, \text{eV}, \, S_e = 6.9 \) and \( E_0 = 2.67 \, \text{eV} \). The simulated curve fits the measured data very well (see Fig. 1). Our results are in a good agreement with the parameters of YB shape in the Reschikov’s article [10]. In this article, MOVPE grown n-doped GaN layer were analysed and the shape of the YB was fitted with the same equation and parameters: \( I_{\text{max}} = 1, \, \hbar \omega_{\text{max}} = 2.22 \, \text{eV}, \, S_e = 7.4 \) and \( E_0 = 2.68 \, \text{eV} \). Strong YB in this sample was attributed to carbon-related defect (C\(_N\)) [10]. Our results (low temperature PL measurement and SIMS analysis) support the hypothesis about the C\(_N\) defect which is responsible for the YB in our sample.

We have also measured room temperature decay time of the YB. Measured decay curve and 3-exponential fit, is shown in Fig. 2.

\[
I = \sum_{i}^{n} A_i \exp \left( -\frac{t}{\tau_i} \right) \tag{2}
\]

Decay time of the YB is in the range of hundreds of microseconds. The fastest component has 150 \( \mu \text{s} \) decay time and the relative light sum is around 35 \%. Decay time of the YB in the same range was also observed in the article [11]. The second and the third component of the fit has 0.98 and 47 ms decay time and the relative light sum is around 28 \% and 37 \%, respectively.

Such a slow decay time of YB can be detrimental for some applications and YB luminescence should be suppressed as much as possible.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, luminescence properties of n-doped GaN layer, grown with specific growth condition to obtain high carbon concentration in layer, were studied. Room temperature PL spectrum showed very strong YB intensity and suppressed GaN excitonic band.

Properties of YB were studied by low temperature PL measurement and decay time measurement. Shape of the YB was analysed with one-dimensional configuration coordinate model and it was shown that the YB properties are similar to properties of YB caused by carbon-related defect (C\(_N\)). Our PL results are in a good agreement with SIMS analysis, where higher carbon concentration was detected.

Decay time of YB is in the hundreds of microseconds. This value corresponds to published results of other groups. This slow defect band can be detrimental for some applications and needs to be suppressed.

In conclusion, low temperature PL measurement is a good tool for investigation the source of YB in different MOVPE grown GaN layers. Understanding of the origin of YB can help technologists to improve the growth process and eliminate YB source.
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INTRODUCTION

Square lattice represents paradigm of two-dimensional (2d) magnetism. While ground-state and finite-temperature properties are well known [1], the study of the effects of spatial anisotropy within magnetic layer started only recently. Magnetic layers of quasi-two-dimensional quantum magnets Cu(en)Cl₂, Cu(tn)Cl₂, Cu(en)SO₄ and Cu(en)(H₂O)SO₄ (en = C₂H₈N₂, tn = C₃H₁₀N₂) were described within spin = 1/2 Heisenberg antiferromagnetic models on the rectangular and zig-zag-square lattice with nearest-neighbor intralayer couplings J₁ > J₂ [2, 3]. Both lattices interpolate between chain (R = J₂/J₁ = 0) and square lattice (R = 1). The largest spatial anisotropy (R = 0.2) and the strongest effect of interlayer coupling J' was observed in Cu(en)Cl₂, while somewhat lower R and much weaker J' was indicated in Cu(tn)Cl₂ and Cu(en)(H₂O)SO₄ (R = 0.3 – 0.5).

All studied compounds are characterized by one-dimensional polymeric structure. While in Cu(en)Cl₂ and Cu(tn)Cl₂ covalent ladders are packed to 3d structure via hydrogen bonds, in other two compounds the covalent chains are bound together via hydrogen bonds. Preliminary studies of lattice specific heat of Cu(en)Cl₂ and Cu(tn)Cl₂ up to 300 K revealed structural phase transition at 138 and 160 K, respectively [4]. Using existing vibrational data above 400 cm⁻¹, the specific heats were described as a sum of the contribution of averaged acoustic modes described within Debye approximation

\[
C_{\text{Deb}} = 9Nk_B\left( \frac{1}{\theta_D} \right)^4 \int_0^{\theta_D} (\exp(z)-1)^2 dz
\]  

where \( z = \hbar o / (k_B T) \) and optical modes described within Einstein theory

\[
C_{\text{Ein}} = Nk_B \frac{z^2 \exp(z)}{\exp(z)-1} \tau^3.
\]

To achieve good agreement with experimental specific heat data, other optical modes with energies below 400 cm⁻¹ were numerically added. In both compounds, the deviation from the Debye function appeared already above 15 K indicating the presence of low-energy vibrational modes. The present work is focused on the comparative study of lattice subsystems in the chain-like materials Cu(en)SO₄ and Cu(en)(H₂O)SO₄. For that purpose, specific heat and Raman spectrum were investigated and analysed in the same manner as aforementioned ladder-like compounds. The main goal of the work is specification of the temperature region in which acoustic modes dominate to find potential correlation between the formation of magnetic correlations and dominant lattice modes.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystal specific heat measurements in zero magnetic field were performed from 2 to 300 K using commercial Quantum Design PPMS device. Measurements of addenda were performed for each sample separately. Raman spectra of polycrystalline samples enclosed in aluminum capsules were recorded at 300 K from 50 to 3000 cm⁻¹ in commercial Bruker FTIR spectrometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Both compounds represent magnetic insulators, therefore only lattice (\( C_{\text{latt}} \)) and magnetic (\( C_{\text{mag}} \)) contribution to the total specific heat (\( C_{\text{tot}} \)) can be considered. Temperature dependence of specific heat of Cu(en)(H₂O)SO₄ (CUEN) was measured from 2 to 300 K. Unlike the aforementioned ladder-like compounds, no structural phase transition was observed in the interval between 2 and 300 K. Previous low-temperature analysis of magnetic specific heat of CUEN [5] revealed that the corresponding magnetic model deviates from the last term of high-temperature expansion \( 1/T^2 \) below about 6 K. At higher temperatures, \( C_{\text{mag}} \) can be effectively approximated as \( bT^3 + cT^5 + dT^7 \) and at moderate temperatures, the approximation \( C_{\text{mag}} \sim aT^3 + bT^5 + cT^6 + dT^7 \) can be applied. The fitting procedure in the interval from 6 to 15 K provided slightly different parameters then those reported in [5], probably due to some contribution of Apiezom in the previous experiment. The best agreement was found for \( a = 24.4 \) JK/mol, \( b = 6.17 \times 10^{-2} J/(K^4 \text{mol}) \), \( c = 2.97 \times 10^{-6} J/(K^6 \text{mol}) \), \( d = -6.01 \times 10^{-8} J/(K^8 \text{mol}) \). Then for evaluation of lattice specific heat below 6 K, the extrapolation of \( bT^3 + cT^5 + dT^7 \) was applied while above 6 K, \( C_{\text{latt}} = C_{\text{tot}} - aT^3 \) was used (Fig. 1). Using standard relation

\[
b = \frac{12}{5} \pi^4 Nk_B \frac{1}{\theta_D^2}, \]

Debye temperature \( \theta_D = 146 \) K was calculated. The value was applied for the evaluation of the contribution of acoustic phonons (Eq. 1) to the lattice specific heat. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the deviation of data from Eq. 1 appear already above 10 K, which indicates the activation of some low-energy optical modes. Considering infrared (IR) active modes [6] 102, 150,
227, 246, 256, 332, 406, 453, 474, 540, 625, 679, 762, 897, 964, 986, 1065 (in cm\(^{-1}\)) and Raman modes 68, 88, 107, 128, 151, 163, 170, 248, 296, 332, 413, 442, 454, 479, 487, 548, 599, 739, 799, 824, 863, 878, 925, 938, 959, 979, 1021, 1036, 1046 (Fig.2), the specific heat within Einstein approximation (Eq.2) was calculated. The resulting lattice specific heat is in good agreement with experimental data (Fig.1).

\[ C_{\text{lat}} = C_{\text{Do}} + \sum_i C_{\text{Lin}} \]  

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of lattice specific heat of CUEN single crystal. Cyan line represents Eq. 2, red line corresponds to Eq. 4. Inset: Zoom of the main plot at lowest temperatures

Fig. 2. Raman spectrum of polycrystalline CUEN. Symbols denote IR active modes

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of lattice specific heat of Cu(en)_2SO_4 single crystal. The lines have the same meaning as in Fig. 1

The same approach was applied for Cu(en)_2SO_4. The fitting \( C_{\text{lat}} = aT^2 + bT^3 + cT^2 + dT^2 \) in the region between 10 and 24 K provided \( a = 109.2 \text{ J K}^{-1} \text{ mol}^{-1}, b = 1.89 \times 10^{-3} \text{ J} \text{ (K}^2 \text{ mol})^{-1}, c = -1.12 \times 10^{-5} \text{ J} \text{ (K}^6 \text{ mol})^{-1}, d = 1.58 \times 10^{-10} \text{ J} \text{ (K}^8 \text{ mol})^{-1} \). Using Eq.3, \( \theta_D = 100 \text{ K} \) was calculated and the contribution of acoustic phonons (Eq. 1) to the lattice specific heat was evaluated (Fig. 3). The deviation of data from Eq. 1 appear already above 15 K. Applying Eq. 2, the contribution of optical modes was calculated considering IR active modes [7] 403, 449, 476, 496, 538, 619, 647, 679, 759, 881, 887, 899, 896, 975, 985, 1018, 1043, 1078, 1116, 1276 (in cm\(^{-1}\)) and Raman modes 68, 74, 109, 132, 153, 169, 178, 188, 209, 223, 230, 255, 292, 313, 439, 450, 481, 608, 618, 876, 896, 963, 1017, 1054, 1092, 1133, 1270 (Fig. 4).

It should be noted that the validity of Curie-Weiss law in all mentioned compounds is limited to the temperatures where significant deviations from Debye function (Eq.1) appear. It seems that low-energy optical modes are responsible for the disturbing of magnetic correlations in these structurally and magnetically low-dimensional systems.

CONCLUSIONS

The study of lattice specific heat and vibrational spectra in structurally and magnetically low-dimensional Cu(II) based systems revealed that acoustic phonons dominate at temperatures up to about 10 - 15 K. Low-energy optical modes excited at higher temperatures probably cause the total disturbance of all magnetic correlations.
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INTERDIFFUSION IN ALUMINUM-STEEL CLAD STRIP
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INTRODUCTION

Aluminum-steel composites are promising structural materials. Very thin diffusional seams form on the interface between aluminum and steel during cladding of flat Al-steel strips produced by twin-roll casting. Their thickness and phase composition are crucial parameters that influence bonding strength between the metals. The diffusion seam could be enhanced by supplemental annealing, however, there are some limitations. Diffusion seams could develop into hard but brittle continuous intermetallic layers during additional annealing, adhesive strength between steel and aluminum decreases abruptly and a delamination of the layers follows [1, 2].

The aim of the present work is to determine an effective interdiffusion coefficient from experimental concentration profiles and to simulate diffusion at the aluminum (EN AW-1070)-steel (1.4301 type) interface using Fick’s second law [3].

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The Fick’s second law provides a direct proportion between a mass flux and the gradient of concentration [4]

$$\frac{\partial c(x, t)}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (D \nabla c),$$

where $c$ signs the concentration, $D$ diffusion coefficient, $x$ coordinate and $t$ time.

Intermixing of the binary A-B system can be described by an interdiffusion coefficient, which generally depends on the concentration. Inverting of second Ficks law the interdiffusion coefficient could be determined by Boltzmann-Matano method [5].

![Fig. 1. Position of Matano plane results from a conservation condition which says that gain and lost the of the diffusing species (blue and red filled areas under the concentration curve) must be equal.](image)

The non-linear partial differential equation 1 can be transformed to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) by Boltzmann transformation. Integration of the ODE leads to a relation between concentration profile $c(x)$ and a concentration dependent diffusion coefficient $D(c)$

$$D(c^*) = \frac{1}{2t} \frac{\int_{x_M}^{x^*} (x - x_M) dc}{\partial c^*},$$ (2)

where $c^*$ is a selected concentration and $x_M$ denotes a so-called Matano plane (see Figure 1).

SIMULATION OF DIFFUSION

FEniCS software, which is designed for numerical solving of partial differential equations by a finite element method [6], was employed for diffusion simulations. Linear Lagrange elements were used for concentration function and Crank-Nicolson semi-implicit scheme with Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition were applied for time discretization [7]. Diffusion coefficient present in diffusion equation was approximated by a piecewise constant function $D(c)$. Since the term $D(c)$ brings a nonlinearity to the equation, it was linearized by means of the previous time step. A resolution of 400 nodes was found sufficient for all calculations.

Since the system Al-steel is not a binary system a simplification was done by introducing “atoms of steel” including all elements apart from aluminum. Justification of such step is based on the shape of concentration profiles of Ni and Cr, which are similar to the one of Fe, indicating a similar value of their diffusion coefficients [8]. Si concentration was negligible in comparison with those of other elements. Diffusion coefficient was then evaluated from steel-concentration curves smoothed by Savitzky-Golay filter [9].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tests of programs for computation of diffusion coefficient and diffusion simulation on an analytical solution of the diffusion equation with a constant diffusion coefficient showed a limited precision of the method near $c = 1$ and $c = 0$. However, unless there were the flawed $D(c)$ tails, the analytical solution overlapped with the simulated profile.

Afterwards, the Boltzmann-Matano method was used for the evaluation of $D(c)$ from the smoothed steel-concentration profile using electron dispersion X-ray analysis (EDS). Diffusion coefficient, measured concentration profile and simulation are displayed in Figure 2 and 3.

Obtained $D(c)$ should be interpreted as an effective interdiffusion coefficient, which could in some way quantify the rate of the ongoing diffusion processes according to Fick’s second law, where a concentration gradient acts as a main driving force. Recent works on
Al-steel composites often refers to interdiffusion coefficients of aluminum in iron and of iron in aluminum. Since the published value of iron’s diffusivity in aluminum is higher than that of aluminum in iron [8], they incline to a conclusion that diffusion proceeds towards aluminum and related formation of the intermetallic layer grows in Al [1, 2, 10] (see the concentration plateau in Figure 3). Plotting of the simulated concentration profile together with the initial condition shows that the intermetallic layer grows rather towards Al side, even though not fully unambiguously – the growth occurs on both sides of the Al-steel interface, but it is less developed on the steel side.

However, an accuracy of the calculations could be limited by several simplifications which had been done. The diffusion coefficient was calculated from some profiles by EDS in scanning electron microscope (SEM). Nevertheless, the shape of the profile could be significantly influenced by so-called interaction volume, which is larger than a volume defined by a diameter of the electron beam in SEM [11]. Moreover, in the case of Al-steel joint, a layer of several intermetallic phases forms during diffusion which makes the system more complex.

CONCLUSIONS

Boltzmann-Matano method enables to determine the interdiffusion coefficient $D(c)$ from a shape of the concentration-depth profile obtained after isothermal annealing. Applying this method on the Al-steel couple with developed Al-Fe rich intermetallic phase on the interface leads to an effective diffusion coefficient reaching its maximum at a composition of the intermetallic phase layer. Using its piecewise fit in the solution of the diffusion equation provides a satisfactory agreement with measured concentration profile showing the growth of the intermetallics rather towards Al layer as it is stated in recent works. However, many simplifications have been done – the Al-steel joint is not a binary system and phase transformations proceeds during the diffusion. Legitimacy of using diffusion coefficient, i.e. consideration of the concentration gradient as a driving force of diffusion, should be further proven.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THIN FREE-STANDING AL-MG FILMS
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INTRODUCTION

Components in micromechanical systems (MEMS) can be often exposed to large loads or a high frequency motion. For that reason, a prediction of their mechanical properties is considerably important. A change of mechanical behaviour in thin and multilayer films compared to the behaviour in bulk materials is a known and broadly examined phenomenon resulting mainly from low grain size and high-volume fraction of interfaces. A dependence of yield strength on grain size known as Hall-Petch relationship [1] based on a premise that dislocation pile-ups in fine grained materials contain fewer dislocations thus larger stress is necessary for the movement of dislocations in adjoining grain breaks down in materials with grains under a certain critical grain size [2,3]. For most metals, the critical size is expected to be below 10 nm [4], however experiments have shown inverse or reduced slope in Hall-Petch relationship for several times larger grain sizes [1,5]. A number of models explaining this behaviour including dislocation-based [6], diffusion-based [7], grain-boundary shearing [8] and two-phase based [9] models have been proposed.

However, experimental results [10,11] revealed observations contrary to the presumptions of many above mentioned models. New experimental results received by in-situ deformations in TEM could help to reach a better understanding of ongoing deformation processes. Nevertheless, detailed knowledge of the microstructure of thin films is a necessary prerequisite for such investigations.

A fabrication of thin metal layers with average grain size less than 100 nm is now possible by different methods, one of the most common includes physical vapor deposition methods, namely magnetron sputtering [12]. The magnetically enhanced diode sputtering exhibits various advantages such as high deposition rates or high purity and uniformity of deposited films. Down to 100 nm thick free-standing Al films have been prepared and basic characterisation of grains size and preferred orientation has been made by atomic force microscopy, conventional and in-situ transmission electron microscopy and automatic phase and orientation mapping in TEM.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Thin free-standing films were prepared from DC magnetron sputtered samples by dissociating the films from a glass substrate covered by photoresist. 50 nm, 100 nm and 150 nm thick films were made from a 3-inch AlMg target. The films were characterised by AFM using Bruker Dimension Edge device in tapping mode, by TEM in BF and by Automated orientation phase mapping at TEM JEOL 2200FS equipped with “Spinning Star” electron precession with an ASTAR software package.

RESULTS

TEM observations (Fig. 1.) show uniformly sized grains of irregular round shape forming the films. Average grain size increases gradually with the film thickness from 30 nm for the 50 nm thick films to 60 nm for 150 nm thick films. As the film thickness increases, overlapping of several neighbouring grains can be noticed (Fig. 1. c). Furthermore, bright areas surrounding the grains are visible notably in 100 nm thick film (Fig. 1. b). This could be due to a different phase forming around the grain boundaries, however, the theory could not be confirmed by any of performed analysis.

Fig. 1. TEM BF image of a) 50 nm, b) 100 nm, c) 150 nm thick film

AFM measurements (Fig. 2) show surface roughness in scale of tens of nm. Rather large changes in y direction obscure the surface shape and make the accurate determination of grain size impossible.

Grain orientation distribution maps obtained by Automated orientation phase mapping at TEM are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Average grain size for 150 nm thick film corresponds with the TEM BF measurements (Fig. 3 a). However, in case of 50 nm thick films, the grains in orientation maps (Fig. 3. b) are considerably larger than the ones observed by conventional TEM images (Fig. 1 a). It is possible that several grains of the similar orientation are grouped together which results in seemingly one large grain in the colour-coded images. Moreover, the determination of grains size from orientation maps is problematic due to the large areas of
low orientation reliability caused by the overlapping of neighbouring grains (Fig. 3 c).

Orientation maps in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface (Fig 4.) reveal preferable grain orientation in direction [101], particularly for the 50 nm thick sample (Fig. 4 a). Slightly more sparsely, large grains of [001], [111] and other directions between also appear.

Maps in directions parallel to the surface x, y do not show any preferable orientation distribution (Fig. 3 a, b).

CONCLUSIONS

Preparation of thin Al films by DC magnetron sputtering onto a photoresist-covered glass substrate leads to evenly distributed grains with average size gradually increasing with the film thickness and direction [101] preferably oriented perpendicular to the sample surface.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Authors would like to acknowledge the support from Grant Agency of Charles University under the project 574120.
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INTRODUCTION

Recrystallization kinetics of solids can be described by the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) model. The model describes development of recrystallized volume fraction of a material during isothermal annealing. The JMAK equation can be simplified into the form given by equation 1, where \( x(t) \) is the time dependent recrystallized fraction, \( C \) and \( k \) are temperature dependent constants and \( n \) is the temperature independent parameter of recrystallization kinetics [1-3].

\[
x(t) = C \exp(-k t^n)
\]

The kinetics parameter \( n \) is, in an ideal case, equal to 4. This applies for a single phase infinite material which contains no defects. This parameter decreases by 1 when dimension of growth of recrystallized grains is restricted by 1. However, real materials have finite volumes restricted by their surfaces and contain further defects such as primary phase particles, solute atoms and more. According to Humphreys et al. [4] all of these defects can further decrease the parameter \( n \).

Aluminum alloys have had their recrystallization kinetics studied in the past. Parameters of kinetics close to 1 have been reported. However, this number strongly depends on the specific alloying elements and their concentrations [5, 6]. This is lower than predicted by the JMAK model due to the presence of obstacles of grain boundary motion in the materials. The AA8079 aluminum alloy contains iron and silicon as main alloying elements. Intermetallic particles containing iron are forming during solidification. Different sizes and distributions of these particles can affect recrystallization of the material through effects called Zener drag (ZD) and particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) [7, 8]. These particle distributions can be modified through different homogenization treatments [9].

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The AA8079 aluminum alloy contains approximately 1.06 wt.% Fe, 0.06 wt.% Si and less than 0.01 wt.% of Mn and Ti. The material was prepared by twin-roll casting. The as-cast material comes in a form of a 7 mm thick billet. This billet is then homogenized at 420 °C and 580 °C for 8 h in order to achieve different states of the material prior to further processing.

The homogenized materials were rolled to 600 μm and isothermally annealed at 250 °C, 275 °C and 300 °C for up to 16 h. Microhardness of the annealed materials was measured in order to determine recrystallized volume fraction \( x(t) \) of the material through a simplified model given by equation (2) [10]. Here, \( H_{V0} \), \( H_{V}\) and \( H_{Vr} \) are microhardness before annealing, at time \( t \) during the annealing, and after full recrystallization, respectively.

\[
x(t) = \frac{H_{V0} - H_{V}(t)}{H_{V0} - H_{Vr}}
\]

Microhardness was measured by a Qness Q10 microhardness measuring device. Light optical microscopy observations were performed with a Zeiss Axio Observer 7 microscope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Light optical microscopy reveals different particle distributions and morphologies at different temperatures of homogenization. The material homogenized at 420 °C (Fig. 1a) contains fine particles distributed through the material. These fine particles are expected to control recrystallization by retarding boundary motion through ZD. The material homogenized at 580 °C (Fig. 1b) contains a mixture of coarse and fine particles. The coarse particles contribute to recrystallization control through PSN. Kinetics parameter can be evaluated from equation 1 by applying a logarithm twice and performing linear regression of the function in Avrami coordinates.

The material homogenized at 420 °C requires a temperature of at least 300 °C to fully recrystallize in the selected time interval (Fig. 2). However, at 300 °C the material recrystallized after 5 h annealing. The recrystallized fraction for the material annealed at 300 °C follows a typical S-shaped curve as expected from equation 1 and parameter \( n \) can be evaluated. The measured parameter was approximately 1.3, which is significantly lower than in the ideal case given by the JMAK model, but in accordance with findings of other authors [5, 6].

![Fig. 1. LOM of intermetallic particles of the homogenized materials](image-url)
not fully recrystallized even after 16 h regardless of homogenization temperature. Parameter $n$ was evaluated for the two successful cases. In both cases the parameter was approximately 0.9 which confirms the assumed temperature independence of the parameter [1 - 3].

CONCLUSIONS

Material with higher temperature of homogenization recrystallizes at lower temperatures and in shorter time as a consequence of PSN. Material with lower homogenization temperature has recrystallization hindered by higher influence of ZD. Neither of the materials recrystallizes at 250 °C within 8 h.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: The financial support of the GAUK project number 704119 and project FV20337 of Ministry of Industry and Trade is highly acknowledged.
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recrystallize after an extended period of time and was. However, at 250°C the material only began to cases the material fully recrystallized within 3 h. During annealing at 300°C and 275°C. In both.

Fig. 2. JMAK analysis of the material homogenized at 420°C.

The material homogenized at 580°C recrystallized at 250°C within 8 h. was approximately 0.9 which confirms the assumed for the two successful cases. In both cases the parameter...[13]. The temperature independence of the parameter [1, 3].

For the preparation of MNFs, we used sterically stabilized nanoparticles of iron oxides with a volume fraction in samples in the range of 0.03 – 3.0%. The saturation magnetization, magnetic susceptibility, density, and viscosity were investigated showing a significant enhancement with an increase of the volume fraction. Our experimental results show that the nanofluids prepared on the basis of the GTL technology have a stable colloidal character that is necessary for its application as a potential cooling medium in electroenergetics.

**EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS**

In this contribution, for the synthesis of iron oxides nanoparticles (IONPs) we used the bottom-up approach. The nanoparticles were obtained by the co-precipitation technique of water solutions of trivalent and bivalent iron salts in the molar ratio 2:1. The nucleation and growth of the spherical particles were carried out at 80 – 82°C in the presence of NH₄OH used as a precipitating agent. The surface of the magnetic nanomaterial was sterically functionalized by chemisorption of C₆H₅H₂COOH (coating agent), ensuring hydrophobicity of their surface. The nanoparticles with the hydrophobic character were further used in the preparation of the basic nanofluid based on GTL oil (Shell Diaza S4 ZX-I).

The sample of MNF with the nonpolar character without any phase separation and sedimentation was prepared with a procedure described in [2], with minor modifications. Other MNFs with different volume fractions of the magnetic phase were prepared by dilution of the basic nanofluid by the GTL carrier liquid. The magnetic properties, exact concentration, and average diameter of IONPs were determined from the analysis of magnetization curves. The magnetization of the studied samples was measured by the vibrating-sample magnetometer (VSM) installed on a cryogen-free high field measurement system from Cryogenic Limited. The magnetization curve as a function of the applied magnetic field showed the typical superparamagnetic behavior of single-domain magnetic nanoparticles at 289 K. At 1.8 T the blocked state is reflected in the hysteresis loop with the coercivity field of about 0.02 T [3]. The resulting magnetization curves of all experimental samples are depicted in Fig. 1. It shows that the saturation magnetization of individual samples increases with the growing volume fraction of IONPs in MNFs.

The volume fraction of the solid magnetic phase was determined according to the relationship \( \phi_s = M_s / M_{sat} \), where \( M_{sat} = 446 \text{ emu/cm}^3 \) is the spontaneous magnetization of magnetite grains [4, 5]. The obtained values of saturation magnetization and other determined characteristics of the studied MNFs are summarized in Table I.

**Fig. 1.** The magnetic hysteresis loops (magnetization versus the applied magnetic field) of experimental samples with different volume fractions of IONPs.

**TAB. 1.** The basic parameters of the prepared MNFs: \( M_s \) - saturation magnetization, \( \phi_s \) - magnetic volume fraction, \( \rho \) - density, \( \eta/\eta_0 \) - relative viscosity taken at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>( M_s ) [emu/cm³]</th>
<th>( \phi_s ) [%]</th>
<th>( \rho ) [g/cm³]</th>
<th>( \eta/\eta_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GTL oil</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>12.34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF1</td>
<td>8.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF2</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF3</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF4</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF6</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the characterization of the size distribution of nanoparticles, we analyzed the data from the VSM measurements and the dynamic light scattering (DLS) method. Analyzing the VSM measurements we found...
that the mean particle diameter was 10.3 nm. It was determined by fitting the magnetization curve using the Langevin function, which very closely describes the magnetic behavior of the same size IONPs [5]. The DLS method is a well-established technique to measure hydrodynamic sizes, polydispersities, and aggregation effects of nanoparticles dispersed in a colloidal suspension. This method is based on the measurement of the laser light scattering fluctuations due to the Brownian motion of the suspended NPs. It was carried out using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument by backscatter detection (173°) of a HeNe laser beam. The measurements yielded the average hydrodynamic particle diameter of 14.54 nm (Fig. 3). The obtained results reflect the effective coating and stabilization of nanoparticles with oleic acid.

Rheological characterization was performed by a Physica Anton Paar GmbH MCR-502 rheometer using two parallel plates. The studied MNFs (solid loading from 0.03 up to 3 vol. %) and the carrier liquid shows an ideal viscous flow behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 4. In the range of the shear rate 1 - 110 s⁻¹ the shear stress linearly increases with the increasing shear rate. It is a display of the so-called Newtonian fluids, whose viscosity does not depend on the shear rate.

Basic dynamic magnetic properties of the investigated samples were determined by commercial AC susceptometer IMEGO-DynoMag at room temperature within the frequency range from 1 Hz to 250 kHz. The measurement of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility, also referred to as AC magnetic susceptibility, is a sensitive tool for characterizing materials. Close to constant behavior of the frequency-dependent real component (χ′) and the imaginary one (χ″) of the AC magnetic susceptibility for all studied MNFs is presented in Fig. 5. This nearly constant behavior reflects the polydisperse character of nanoparticles and the absence of any larger particle aggregates in the prepared nano fluids [6, 7].

Fig. 3. Histogram of the particle diameters obtained from DLS and VSM method.

Fig. 4. Flow curves of the pure GTL oil and MNFs.

Fig. 5. Real and imaginary AC susceptibility at 289 K.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the experimental results, it was shown that the MNFs prepared on the basis of the GTL oil have a stable colloidal character that is necessary for its application as a potential cooling medium in high power electro-energetics.
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STUDY OF RING-LIKE STRUCTURES IN PARTICLE EMISSION IN RELATIVISTIC NUCLEAR INTERACTIONS
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INTRODUCTION

An important aim of nucleus collisions investigation at high energies is to search for phenomena connecting with large densities obtained in such collisions. As an example, the transition from the QGP (quark - gluon plasma) back to the normal hadronic phase is predicted to contribute to fluctuations in the number of produced particles in local regions of phase space [1][2].

The goal of our work was to study the ring-like structures of produced particles in azimuthal plane. They occur if many particles are produced in a narrow region along the rapidity axis, which at the same time are almost regularly distributed over the whole azimuth (Fig.1b). The jet-like structures consist of cases, where particles are focused in both dimensions (Fig.1a).

Fig. 1. Schema of the jet-like and ring-like structures in azimuthal plane. Primary track is perpendicular to figure plane

EXPERIMENT

The stacks of NIKFI BR-2 nuclear photoemulsions have been irradiated horizontally by 208Pb beam at 158 AGeV/c (the CERN SPS experiment EMU12) and by 197Au beam at 11.6 AGeV/c (the BNL AGS experiment E863).

The used photoemulsion method allows to measure:

- multiplicities of any charged particles, which include relativistic \( N_a \) particles with \( \beta > 0.7 \), projectile fragments \( N_p \) with \( \beta \approx 0.99 \) and target fragments \( N_g \) with \( \beta < 0.7 \);
- angles of particles with the resolution of \( 0.010 - 0.015 \) rapidity units in the central region, pseudorapidity is given by \( \eta = -\ln\left(\tan\left(\frac{\theta}{2}\right)\right) \), where \( \theta \) is the emission angle with respect to the beam direction,
- charges of projectile fragments \( Z_p \).

We analysed 628 208Pb+Ag(Br) interactions divided into three centrality groups according to the number of relativistic particles \( 350 \leq N_s \leq 700 \), \( 700 \leq N_s \leq 1000 \), \( N_s \geq 1000 \), and 1128 197Au+Ag(Br) collisions also in three centrality groups \( 100 \leq N_s \leq 200 \), \( 200 \leq N_s \leq 300 \), \( N_s \geq 300 \).

METHOD

A method we use to search for a ring-like structure was proposed in [3]. The multiplicity \( N_d \) of analyzed subgroup of relativistic particles from an individual event is fixed. Each consecutive \( N_d \) tuple of particles along the \( \eta \) axis of individual event is characterized by a size \( \Delta \eta = \eta_{\text{max}} - \eta_{\text{min}} \), where \( \eta_{\text{min}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) are the pseudorapidities of the first and last particles in the subgroup and a density \( \rho = N_d/\Delta \eta \).

To parameterize the azimuthal structure of the subgroup in a suitable way a parameter

\[
S_2 = \Sigma(\Delta \Phi) \cdot \Sigma(2)
\]

has been suggested, where \( \Delta \Phi \) is the difference between azimuthal angles of two neighboring particles in the investigated subgroup. For the sake of simplicity it was counted \( \Delta \Phi \) in units of full revolutions \( \Sigma(\Delta \Phi) = 1 \).

The parameter \( S_2 \) is large \( (S_2 \rightarrow 1) \) for the jet-like, small \( (S_2 \rightarrow 1/N_d) \) for the ring-like structures and the expected value for the stochastic scenario with independent particles can be expressed as \( (S_2) = 2/(N_d + 1) \).

Expected normalized \( S_2/\langle S_2 \rangle \) distributions for different scenarios are schematically illustrated in Fig.2, using Gauss distributions.

RESULTS

The detailed study of ring-like substructures of the particles produced in 11.6 AGeV/c 197Au interactions with Ag(Br) targets in emulsion detector has been done in [4]. Using the presented method, we obtained for central Au+Ag(Br) interactions normalized \( S_2/\langle S_2 \rangle \) distribution (with additional criteria \( \Delta \eta < 0.3 \)).

In Fig.3 it is fitted by three Gaussians. One can see a good agreement of experimental distribution and three Gaussians fit. Also the additional structure in the region on the left of the peak, where the ring-like substructures could give their contribution, is visible.

The experimental normalized \( S_2/\langle S_2 \rangle \) distributions compared with the calculated ones by the FRITIOF model for the most central groups of events measured in 208Pb and 197Au induced collisions with Ag(Br) nuclei at 158 and 11.6 AGeV/c are presented in Fig. 4.
Experimental distribution. The probability of the formation of the nonstatistical ring-like substructures can be estimated as a rate of the nearly the same value of $\langle S_2 \rangle/\langle S_2 \rangle$ for the statistical background.

Neither ring-like nor jet-like effects are part of the position of the peak with the experimental one. Neither ring-like nor jet-like effects are part of the FRITIOF model, so model distributions are used as a statistical background.

The model distributions were aligned according to the subtraction of the statistical background are also the position of the peak with the experimental one. Both experimental distributions are shifted to the right, have a tail in the right part and are broader than the experimental data as a function of $N_d$. In the group with $N_d = 350 - 700$ and $N_d = 700 - 1000$. This value slowly decreases in two other groups of less central events with $N_d = 350 - 700$ and $N_d = 700 - 1000$.

CONCLUSIONS

The azimuthal ring-like substructures of produced particles from collisions of 11.6 AGeV/c $^{197}$Au and 158 AGeV/c $^{208}$Pb beams with Ag(Br) targets in the emulsion detector have been investigated.

The additional subgroups of produced particles in the region of the ring-like substructures ($S_2/\langle S_2 \rangle < 1$) in comparison to the FRITIOF model calculations have been observed.

The probability of the formation of a non-statistical ring-like substructures increases with increasing multiplicity of produced relativistic particles in interaction, which takes place for more central collisions and for larger primary energies and masses.

Our preliminary results for $^{208}$Pb+Ag(Br) collisions at 158 AGeV/c showed that the estimated contribution of the events with ring-like substructures is about 10-12% in the most central group of collisions with $N_d \geq 1000$. This value slowly decreases in two other groups of less central events with $N_d = 350 - 700$ and $N_d = 700 - 1000$.
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COR SYSTEM FOR COSMIC RAYS TRAJECTORIES IN MAGNETOSPHERE SIMULATION
D. Gecášek, daniel.gecasek@tuke.sk, Technical University, Košice, Slovakia, J. Genči, jan.genici@tuke.sk, Technical University, Košice, Slovakia, P. Bobíč, bobic@saske.sk, Institute of Experimental Physics, Slovak academy of sciences, Košice, Slovakia

INTRODUCTION

Cosmic rays are particles coming from space. The system COR (Cut-off rigidity) provides access for the wider scientific community to models of simulation of cosmic ray trajectories in the magnetosphere via a web interface. The system offers simulations of vertical directions or, from 576 directions covering half sphere (2π solid angle) with the center of the sphere in the point of interest. The simulation particle tracing is realized in combined internal (IGRF) and the external geomagnetic field (Tsyganenko 96 or Tsyganenko 05) covering the range of years 1968 to 2020. We call this Standard simulation module. There is also a module for simulation in an earlier period called the Historic simulation module that uses a couple of geomagnetic field approximations for the last two millennia (years from 0 to 1968) [1].

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The webpage cor.crmmodels.org is an interface for the user to interact with the system. Users can enter new requests for simulations, browse or download their results there. Anonymous users have access to limited functionality, they can only request single trajectory visualizations and browse existing results. Registered users can also request all types of possible simulations the system offers. A special kind of user, called privileged user, can enter requests for computationally intensive simulations.

The scheduling system reads requests from the data source and computes their results in a parallel environment. It also handles post processing of results and creation of visualizations. More complete information about the system architecture can be found in [2].

STARTING RIGIDITY VALUE OPTIMIZATION

Standard multidirectional simulation without starting rigidity optimization consists of 576 directions with rigidity step 0.01 GV and rigidity range from 0.01 GV to 100 GV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-60.15°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>14:04:31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-60.15°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>09:12:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10.05°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>05:05:36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10.05°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>04:24:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.21°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>14:11:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.21°</td>
<td>287.79°</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10:28:57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 1 above shows the durations of multidirectional simulations for selected points near the equator and further from it. There are also durations of simulations with starting rigidity optimization.

For equatorial positions without starting rigidity optimization, the simulation length is approximately 5 to 8 hours and for middle and high latitude positions it takes approximately 10 to 15 hours. With optimization, the length of simulation for equatorial positions shortens by approximately half to one hour and in the middle and high latitudes, it shortens by approximately 5 hours. As we can observe the duration of simulations is highly dependent on their position.

SYSTEM FEATURES

In the following section, we describe the features of the system available for the users.

Module for historical effective cutoff rigidity evaluation

The module allows users to evaluate magnetosphere transparency (cut off rigidity and spectrum of allowed and forbidden rigidities) for cosmic rays in the last two millennia. In the current version of the module, trajectories are simulated only for vertically incoming particles.

In figure 2 long term changes of effective vertical cutoff rigidities at the longitude 30° for selected latitudes of the southern hemisphere for years between 1 and 1901 CE are presented. The time of calculation is 1st January 00:00 for each point in time.

Simulations of the of multidirectional cosmic ray trajectories

The module evaluates trajectories for all incoming directions, represented by 576 directions uniformly covering the whole sky, and provides the user with all simulated data. The module also provides a user with a catalog of spectra of allowed and forbidden rigidities for all 576 evaluated directions, transmission function visualization, sky map of cut off rigidity visualization, and acceptance code visualizations.
Figure 3 is an example of acceptance code visualization, providing information on which directions most of the particles that landed on the surface of the atmosphere above the simulated point came from. Acceptance cone of particles at magnetopause with intensities in different directions is shown. The figure also shows the value of the number of protons that reach a given point.

The figure illustrates the multidirectional approach of cosmic ray trajectories to a selected point in the Earth’s magnetosphere. The used model for trajectories backtracking is described in [3].

**Visualization of cosmic ray particle trajectory**

For educational purposes, we added to the COR system a module for visualization of a single cosmic ray trajectory. The module allows visualization of trajectory for a particle with selected energy and incoming direction.

Example of the trajectory visualization for a proton with energy 2.859 GeV (rigidity 3.68 GV) coming to a position with latitude 50° and longitude 0°, from a direction with the zenith angle 10° and the azimuthal angle 70°.

**SUMMARY**

COR system at cor.crmmodels.org provides a wider scientific community with access to models for simulation of cosmic rays in Earth’s magnetosphere. In this manuscript, we briefly describe the basic options and simulations provided by the COR system.
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SEARCH FOR PSEUDORAPIDITY FLUCTUATIONS IN HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR COLLISIONS
J. Vrláková, janka.vrlakova@upjs.sk, S. Vokál, stanislav.vokal@upjs.sk, M. Vaňa, martin.vala@upjs.sk
Faculty of Science, P.J. Safárik University, Košice, Slovakia

INTRODUCTION

The existence of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) - a new phase of strongly interacting systems at high energy or density has been predicted in the framework of the quantum chromodynamics. The study of relativistic interactions has provided the opportunity to search for the signal of QGP. Large fluctuations of particle production have been expected in the transition from QGP to hadron phase [1, 2]. The study of particle production is a most useful tool for event characterization, for instance with respect to the centrality of the collision. Systematic studies of the variation with mass, energy, and impact parameter can provide the basis for the understanding of reaction mechanism [3].

EXPERIMENT

Nuclear interactions for various primary nuclei at different energies have been studied using horizontally exposed emulsion detector. Experimental data samples were collected by EMU01 and Dubna collaborations. The charged particles were classified according to the commonly accepted emulsion terminology into groups. The group of relativistic (shower) particles includes particles with \( \beta > 0.7 \) produced in the interactions as well as those knocked-out from the target nucleus. The polar (\( \Theta \)) and azimuthal (\( \Phi \)) emission angles of all tracks have been measured. The value of pseudorapidity

\[
\eta = -\ln \left( \frac{\tan \frac{\Theta}{2}}{2} \right)
\]

has been calculated for each relativistic particle.

![Fig.1. The dependences of \( N_i \) on \( b_{imp} \) for Au+Em interactions at 11.6 A GeV/c (FRITIOF model).](image)

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The method for measurement of fluctuations, which vanishes in the case of independent particle emission from a single source, has been proposed in [6]. Event-by-event fluctuations of observables, which are defined as a sum of particle kinematics variables (rapidity or transverse momentum) and the summation runs over all produced particles of given event, can be studied by this method [7]. We can define a single particle variable as \( z \equiv x - \bar{x} \), where

\[
\bar{x} = \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{k=1}^{N_k} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{ti}} x_i
\]

\( N_i \) is particle multiplicity of the \( k^{th} \)-event, \( N \) is the total number of events, \( N_i \) is the total number of particles in all events. Also we define average multiplicity \( N_{ti} = \frac{N_i}{N} \), so in Eq. (2) we sum over all events and over all particles from every events. The variable \( Z_i \) is multiparticle analog of \( z \) and can be defined as

\[
Z_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{ti}} (x_i - \bar{x})
\]

Then we define a quantity \( Z \) as

\[
Z = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N_k} Z_k
\]

The \( \Phi \) quantity is defined as

\[
\Phi = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_i} z^2}{N_{ti}} - \bar{z}^2}
\]

where \( \sqrt{\bar{z}^2} \) is the square of the 2nd moment of the inclusive \( z \) distribution. The quantity \( \Phi \) measures the event-by-event fluctuations [7]. In case of study of pseudorapidity distribution of produced particles we can define \( z = \eta_i - \bar{\eta} \). When the produced particles are independent each other, there are no correlations among particles and the \( \Phi \) values vanishes. The non-zero values of \( \Phi \) may attributed to the measure of correlations among produced particles [6,7].

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The \( \Phi \) dependences for O+Em induced interactions at 4.5 - 200 A GeV/c have been studied using method of the quantity \( \Phi \). Experimental and Cascade evaporation model (CEM) data samples have been compared. We selected interactions with Ag(Br) targets, and we studied the groups of interactions with increasing number of relativistic particles \( \langle N_i \rangle \) (Fig.2) for O+Ag(Br) interactions at 4.5 and 200 A GeV/c. One can see that the \( \Phi \) values for experimental data samples are higher than the values for CEM data [8]. The similar results have been published in [7], where FRITIOF model has been used for comparison. The preliminary uncertainties of \( \Phi \) are statistical only.

The analysis have been done for various primary nuclei (O,Ne,Si,S) at 4.1 - 4.5 A GeV/c on Ag(Br) (Fig.3) and CNO (Fig.4) targets. The \( \Phi \) values have been
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calculated for different multiplicity groups of events. The \( \Phi \) values for Ag(Br) targets are greater than that for light (CNO) targets for the same primary nuclei, i.e. with increasing mass of target increases the \( \Phi \) value and the correlations among particles increase. The \( \Phi \) values are decreasing with increasing average number of relativistic particles for all data. This can be explained by the formation of several independent sources during multiparticle production [7]. The similar results have been published in [7, 9].

**RESULTS**

For light primary nuclei \( (A=16-32) \) the \( \Phi \) values decrease with increasing target mass and momenta, i.e. with increasing target mass the \( \Phi \) values for CEM data are greater than for light (CNO) ones for the same primary nuclei.

The experimental results have been compared with the so-called solar modulation, which presents a stochastic path of charged particles from the border of the sun to the earth atmosphere.
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models of local interstellar spectra (LIS). First one as couple of Gaussian distributions with maxima at different kinetic energies. Second one as Yamada LIS spectrum [2]. For the data processing to obtain the spectra was used so-called binning procedure. Distributions at 1 AU from Gaussian LIS with a maximum at $T_0$, $f \propto \exp \left[ -300 \left( \frac{T}{T_0} \right)^2 \right]$, were used for calculation of integrals with respect to different numbers of crosses at 1AU. Obtained integral values were normalized by number of crosses (by statistics) and then by value of integral evaluated for highest statistics (approximately for 25 million crosses statistics). The 1 percent statistical error value is related to value of this integral. In this way the integrals as function of statistics for different $T_0$ values $T_0 = 1, 2, 5, 10$ GeV were calculated.

INTRODUCTION

The sun produces and radiates out the charged particles flow which is called the solar wind. Solar wind propagates through the solar system to the moment when the solar wind and interstellar wind pressure going to be are balanced, this region, approximately till 100 AU is called the heliosphere. When the galactic cosmic rays (GCR) reach the heliosphere boundary, then begins the process of so-called solar modulation, which presents a decreasing of GCR intensity inside the heliosphere mostly for particles with energies less than 30 GeV. At the time of solar modulation particles of GCR interact with magnetic irregularities in the solar wind and the process could be approximated as diffusion combined with convection and adiabatic energy losses. As was described by some authors early, the particle starts randomly walking between these irregularities. To describe the GCR propagation inside the heliosphere widely used equation was introduced by Parker (1965).

One of the most precise methods to solve this equation is the so-called stochastic integration method which is described in [1]. In this paper were presented GCR spectra at 1 AU evaluated by forward – in - time stochastic integration method, statistical error for this method was described.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

For the forward-in-time model see [1]. The stochastic integration method was used to integrate the stochastic path of charged particles from the border of the heliosphere to the target (Earth) with a position at 1 AU. The set of SDE for Forward integration with momentum $p$, called the F-p method, is:

$$dr = \left( \frac{2K_{diff}}{r} + V_{sw} \right) dt + \sqrt{2K_{diff}} dW$$

$$dp = -\frac{2V_{sw}p}{3r} dt$$

$$L = -\frac{4V_{sw}}{3r}$$

Here $K_{diff} = K_0 \beta P$ is the diffusion coefficient where $K_0$ is the diffusion parameter in presented simulation taken to be $K_0 = 5 \times 10^{22} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \text{GV}^{-1}$. $\beta$ is the particle velocity in speed of light units, and $P$ is particle rigidity in GV. Solar wind speed $V_{sw}$ is taken to be constant and equal to 400 km s$^{-1}$. In the case of forward-in-time integration, GCR particle starts its path from the heliosphere border, for the presented simulation was taken to be 100 AU. For each moment of time particle lost energy (momentum) by a value calculated in (2).

RESULTS

We evaluated spectra at 1 AU for two different
injected trajectories, from 10 billion injected trajectories to 60 billion (the blue one).

Fig. 3. Integrals evaluated from Gaussian spectra for different \( T_0 = 5 \text{ GeV} \)

Fig. 4. Integrals evaluated from Gaussian spectra for different \( T_0 = 10 \text{ GeV} \)

Fig. 5. Intensity value with respect to the different number of injected trajectories, from 10 billion injected trajectories to 60 billion respectively with a step of 10 billion trajectories

Differential intensity of Yamada LIS was taken to be \( J \propto p(m^2c^4 + p^2c^2)^{-1.85} \). Integrals of the whole spectrum between 0.001GeV and 10GeV for different statistics (numbers of crosses radius 1AU) are presented in Figure 6. Starting from 10 thousand crosses where we could evaluate many of such integrals (hundreds of integrals) till a couple of millions crosses with few integrals. The normalization procedure is identical to the one used with the Gaussian LIS spectra. Results for whole spectra integrals presented in Figure 6. show a convergence of integral value to a specific value. Statistical error decreases with higher statistics, reaching 1% value around statistics in order of millions of crosses.

CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of statistical error of cosmic rays modulation in heliosphere at 1AU (input parameters: \( V_{sw} = 400 \text{ km s}^{-1}, K_0 = 5 \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^2 \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ GV}^{-1} \) was done in F-p method for Gaussian LIS spectra for selected energies and Yamada LIS spectrum. For Gaussian spectra needed statistics to reach 1% statistical error was approximately 20 million for \( T_0 = 1 \text{ GeV} \), and 2 GeV, and approximately 10 million for \( T_0 = 5\text{GeV} \), and 10 GeV. For Yamada spectra in range from 0.0001 to 10 GeV needed statistics to reach 1% statistical error of integral of spectra was approximately couple of millions. In the future the same methods will be applied for another combination of the input parameters and errors will be evaluated as standard deviation dependency on simulation statistics.
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INTRODUCTION

Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is a commercially available semiconducting polymer with controlled molecular weight, low polydispersity and regular end-to-end arrangement of the side chain. Based on its properties, it has been the subject of research for several years and number of papers was published [1, 2]. Although P3HT is nowadays considered as an obsolete material, it is still used as a part of solar cells or light-emitting diodes [3, 4]. Better understanding of the photophysics of P3HT is therefore needed desirable for wider knowledge of the details of processes in a certain class of photosensitive polymers. Spano and co-workers [5] developed a model describing the vibrational structure of absorption and emission spectra of conjugated polymers using H- and J-aggregate theory. H-aggregates are called molecules in a coplanar stacked manner with intrachain bonding interactions. J-aggregates are called molecules in a sequential co-linear and parallel manner with interchain Coulombic interactions.

In this paper, we report on study of emission spectra of P3HT layers. The usual interband transitions S0–S0, S0–S1, S0–S2 can be clearly identified in the published photoluminescence measurements on P3HT layers [6]. However, in many cases the spectra are characterized by weaker ripples besides these main features. We point out their possible interpretation by means of the H- and J-aggregate theory proposed by Spano.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Two kinds of samples were prepared on different substrates: ITO coated glass, and p-type heavily doped polished crystalline silicone (c-Si). The substrate cleaning procedures were performed according to [7].

The studied layers were prepared by spin coating deposition (parameters: 30 rps for 45 sec.) from a 1.5% solution of P3HT in dichlorobenzene. The samples were subsequently solvent annealed (dried closed in Petri dish with solvent vapours) and then thermally annealed at 110 °C for 5 min as well. The complete process of samples production, including treatment, took place in an inert Ar atmosphere. Regioregular polymer P3HT without any other purification was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The applied procedure with maintaining the appropriate parameters results in the production of 110 nm thick polymer films on both types of the substrates [8].

The photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed by Horiba Jobin-Yvon SPEX Fluorolog-3 with double gratings monochromators, Hamamatsu R928P photomultiplexer tube detector and Xe lamp as the excitation source. The measured samples were held in specially adapted closed cuvettes with Ar atmosphere ensuring perpendicular excitation light impact on the sample. The detected signal entered the emission monochromator in so-called front face geometry at the angle of 22.5 degrees with respect to the sample normal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PL emission spectra of P3HT layer on c-Si (Fig. 1) and on ITO (Fig. 2) exhibit some important features. There are clearly recognizable global maxima at approx. 1.96 eV in the graphs. These peaks are being mostly assigned to the S0–S1 (0-0) intramolecular vibronic transition. The secondary maxima in the vicinity of 1.8 eV and 1.5 eV belong to the S0–S1 (0-1) or S0–S2 (0-2) transitions, respectively [6]. The transitions 0-0 and 0-1 are usually interesting from the point of view of investigating the layers structure. As Spano et al. showed, the ratio of the intensities I0/10 of the transitions 0-0 and 0-1 is related to the molecules disorder [9]. In order to evaluate this ratio, it is important to identify the exact position of the respective maximum in the spectrum, as well as its amplitude. Individual maxima can be extracted e.g. by fitting the curves assuming a series of Gaussian functions, since a random broadening of the spectral lines is expected.

According to the theory, the distances of the main neighbouring transitions tend to be approximately 1 eV. However, the ripples seen in the analyzed spectra are twice as close. This phenomenon can elicit several interpretations. The molecules in the studied layers might be in at least two different crystalline phases. The formation of two phases was observed by Grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering technique only in the layers on ITO substrates [8]. P3HT on a smooth c-Si substrate is characterized just by one crystalline phase. There is a certain proportion of the amorphous phase material in addition to the molecules in the crystalline phase. Another possibility is that weakly interacting H- and J-aggregated molecules exist side by side in the layer. We chose this option due to the well-known fact of the presence of both kinds of aggregates in P3HT layers prepared by spin-coating. It is generally considered that H-aggregates dominate in such films [10].

Based on the above assumptions, we tried to fit the spectra with two-three-member series of Gauss functions. One triplet had a common width σ, the main 0-0 transition frequency ω0 and a constant distance Δω between the maxima. Each set represented a series of maxima belonging to one aggregate type (J or H). Despite the relatively large number of 9 free parameters, it was possible to find the exact positions of the individual transitions. These are indicated as J-like and H-like in the Figures 1 and 2 and their values are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The designations H and J were chosen because the H-aggregates are usually blue shifted relative to the J-aggregates. As the exact nature of the spectral features is not actually clear, we rather use the suffix -like in the labels.

![Figure 1: Photoluminescence emission spectrum of P3HT layer on c-Si substrate with excitation at 525 nm. The spectrum is normalized to its maxima at the 0-0 vibronic transmission peak](image1)

**Tab. 1. Table of vibronic transmission energies from PL emission spectrum of P3HT layer on c-Si substrate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibronic transmission</th>
<th>H-like $E$ (eV)</th>
<th>J-like $E$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: Photoluminescence emission spectrum of P3HT layer on ITO substrate with excitation at 525 nm. The spectrum is normalized to its maxima at the 0-0 vibronic transmission peak](image2)

**Tab. 2. Table of vibronic transmission energies from PL emission spectrum of P3HT layer on ITO substrate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibronic transmission</th>
<th>H-like $E$ (eV)</th>
<th>J-like $E$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-0</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although, it is not an objective of this work to compare the spectra nor evaluate the parameters of the internal structure of the layers, one small remark should be noted regarding the visible fundamental difference between the plotted data. This applies to the area of 0-1 transitions, in which a significant decrease of the signal from the main 0-0 maximum in the case of the P3HT layer on the ITO substrate can be seen. As mentioned above, the phenomenon is commonly attributed to the greater disorder of the material in the layer. This fact could be attributed to the greater roughness of the substrate (~6 nm) compared to c-Si (<1 nm). It turns out that these differences are related to the nature of the substrate surface indeed. Our intention was to point out that a more complex spectrum analysis, which requires further in-depth investigation, could help to understand the physical phenomena affecting the formation of defect states in the electronic structure. This ultimately leads to the effect on the efficiency of photoelectric elements based on organic polymers.

**CONCLUSION**

According to the Spano's calculations [11], if only H or J aggregates are in the layer, the mutual distance of the spectral peaks was 1.0 – 1.2 eV. The ripples in the spectra of real P3HT layers seem to be as twice as closer. These spectral features might indicate the presence of both types of weakly interacting aggregates. Their identification and evaluation can be helpful for understanding processes in the polymer layers.
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INTRODUCTION

The Oxygen, from the reason of its uniqueness and irreplaceability in the meaning for the whole life and now in climate-change, is under intensive scientific research, mainly for its absorption properties. The present work deals with the calculation of absorption properties of oxygen molecule with the help of a program using modern density theory, the basis of which was laid by Enrico Fermi.

BASIC RELATIONS

For the calculations of absorption properties, where belongs $H$–function as their integral part, it is necessary to know values of vibrational frequencies of molecules. Vibrational frequencies of diatomic molecule of oxygen could be approximately described by the Hook Law:

$$ v(Hz) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{k}{\mu}}, \quad (1) $$

or with the usage of common spectroscopic units ($cm^{-1}$), so the formula (1) looks like:

$$ x \cdot v(cm^{-1}) = \frac{1}{2\pi c} \sqrt{\frac{k}{\mu}}, \quad (2) $$

where $k$ is a force constant, $\mu$ is the reduced mass of oxygen molecule:

$$ \mu = \frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2}. \quad (3) $$

Vibronic energy of atomic level, when oscillator anharmonicity was included, is given by:

$$ G(v) = A - B + C + \ldots, \quad (4) $$

Where

$$ A = \omega_e \left( v + \frac{1}{2} \right)^2, $$

$$ B = \omega_x \omega_e \left( v + \frac{1}{2} \right)^2, $$

$$ C = \omega_y \omega_e \left( v + \frac{1}{2} \right)^3. \quad (5) $$

where $G(v)$ is the vibronic energy, $v$ is the vibronic quantum number, $\omega_e$ is the harmonic frequency, $\omega_x, \omega_y$ and $\omega_z$ are the anharmonic constants. B. Rosen [1] wrote a book called Spectroscopic Data Relative to Diatomic Molecules, where he divides the spectrum, for example for selected oxygen molecule $O_2$ into 11 electronic bands in total with appropriate vibrations. The foundation of the calculations is the ground state, [2] where the oxygen molecule is in the triplet state $X^3\Sigma^-$ [3]. When our system absorbs energy it changes its energetic state. The perturbations theory in the Quantum mechanics states for transition probability $w$ of a quantum system from initial state $\Psi_i$ to final state $\Psi_f$ this equation:

$$ w = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} |\Psi^*_f w(r) \rho_f(E_f)|^2 \quad (6) $$

where the energy of the final state:

$$ E_f = E_i + \hbar \omega \quad (7) $$

where $\rho_f(E_f)$ is the density of the state and $w(r)$ is the perturbation operator. For the purpose of calculating the $H$–function of the absorption coefficient for oxygen, it is necessary to know the oscillator strength $f$. Program Orca allows this important physical quantity to be calculated according to the following relation.

$$ f = f_D + f_M, \quad (8) $$

where $f_D$ represents the oscillator strength given by the dipole moment in the relation:

$$ f_D = \frac{2m_e \omega_e}{3\hbar^2 e^2} E_y |D_y|^2, \quad (9) $$

and magnetic dipole moment $f_M$:

$$ f_M = \frac{2m_e \omega_e}{3\hbar^2 e^2} E_y |M_y|^2, \quad (10) $$

The absorption coefficient is given by:

$$ \kappa(v) = N_L B_{LU} \hbar v \nu_{LU} F(v), \quad (11) $$

where $N_L$ is the occupancy of the lower level, $B_{LU}$ is the Einstein absorption coefficient, $\nu_{LU}$ is the frequency of the line, $F(v)$ is the line profile. The $H$–function itself is given by the relation:

$$ H_{LU} = G \cdot J, \quad (12) $$
where $\omega_\Lambda$ is the statistical weight of the orbital angular moment $\Lambda$ with respect to the internuclear axis, $S$ is the total electron spin, $Q_{\text{nuc}}$ is the kernel part of the partition function, $|R_{e^{\gamma'}}|$ is the vibronic transition moment, $\omega_{LU}$ is the wavenumber of the transition.

**CONVERGENCE OF RESIDUAL NORM REACHED ***

--- The CIS iterations have converged ---

**UHF CIS RESULTS**

\[
G = \frac{8\pi^3}{3\hbar c} \frac{\omega_f}{\omega_\Lambda (2S + 1)Q_{\text{nuc}}} \\
J = |R_{e^{\gamma'}}|^2 S_j \omega_{LU},
\]

(13)

Fig. 1. An example of frequency calculation for individual states

Fig. 2. Block diagram of our program NKrov2

**CONCLUSION**

The use of these programs allows to tabulate $H$–function which greatly simplifies calculation of the absorption coefficient for a subsequent physical research.
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A SETUP FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE TOTAL REACTION CROSS SECTION
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INTRODUCTION

Radioactive beams offer a unique opportunity to investigate nuclear reactions with exotic, weakly-bound nuclei far from β-stability line. Measurements with beams of light, short-lived neutron-rich isotopes make it possible to obtain information about the inner structure of nuclei (clusters, neutron halo, neutron skin) and its manifestation in reactions [1]. The total reaction cross section, σ_R, is one of the important quantities available for measurement. There are two main methods of measurement of this parameter – attenuation method [2] and transmission method [3]. Our previous measurements, based on modification of the transmission method, showed a local rise of this quantity above predicted values [4]. Obtained results provide a good set of data for testing microscopic models of nuclear reactions [5, 6].

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The setup for total reaction cross section measurements consists of an in-beam multi-element telescope for particle identification and beam intensity measurement and a 4π gamma-ray spectrometer for detection of gamma-rays and neutrons accompanying nuclear reactions, located around the target. The setup is subject to continuous development, aimed at the improvement of the setup parameters (registration efficiency, background characteristics, etc.). Detailed description of the previous version of the spectrometer, MULTI, can be found in [7]; current setup, MULTI-2, is described in [8]. Upgrade possibilities of the spectrometer with high-resolution scintillation CeBr3 + NaI(Tl) phoswich detectors was analyzed by Monte Carlo method in [9].

The spectrometer is assembled in the beamline of the ACCULINNA fragment separator in the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna, Russia [10]. Scheme of the setup is shown in fig. 1. The in-beam part includes polyethylene absorbers for adjusting secondary beam intensity, active collimators AC1 and AC2, silicon detector dE0, a removable silicon pixel detector for beam position adjustment on the target. Active collimators define the irradiated area of the target and provide measurement of the secondary beam intensity. Silicon detector dE0 is used for secondary beam projectile identification by dE:E method, where total energy E is provided by time-of-flight measurement between active collimators. Signal over threshold from detectors in the gamma-ray spectrometer is used as a tag of a nuclear reaction event in the target. Registration efficiency for each reaction event is evaluated with the Monte Carlo simulations as a function of the number of triggered detectors in the gamma-ray spectrometer [8, 11]. Results of the simulations are verified with excellent agreement by measurement with 60Co spectroscopic source [8]. Crucial aspect for correct measurement is shielding of the spectrometer from background events, mainly gamma-rays and neutrons, emerging from nuclear reactions outside the target and X-rays produced in the process of beam interaction with detectors and construction materials. The gamma-ray spectrometer has several background-shielding layers (fig. 1). The first layer on the outer side of the gamma-ray spectrometer is made of 500 μm thick copper foil. Its purpose is to shield detectors from X-rays emerging from surrounding materials. The second layer is composed of 500 μm cadmium plate, for shielding the spectrometer from thermal neutrons. The outermost layer is made of 5 mm thick lead plate for shielding from outer gamma rays. A dome made of 50 mm thick low-background lead bricks is built around the spectrometer. It is designed as a shield from all possible external sources of gamma rays in the low-energy region, where prompt gamma rays are registered.

RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

A series of experimental measurements of the total reaction cross section with exotic nuclei was conducted on this setup [12, 13]. The obtained results are in good agreement with the previous measurements [11]. The principle is in the measurement of secondary beam intensity, I_R, hitting the target with N target nuclei per unit area. The intensity I_R, corresponding to inelastic nuclear reaction channels, is determined from the number of tagged events T. They are detected by the gamma-ray spectrometer with efficiency \( \eta(M, E) \), which is a function of energy E and multiplicity M of the emitted gamma rays and neutrons

\[
I_R = \frac{T}{\eta(M, E)}.
\]  

Fig. 1. Scheme of the setup: 1 — CH₂ absorbers, 2 — active collimator AC1, 3 — silicon dE₀ detector, 4 — removable pixel detector 16x:16y, 5 — active collimator AC2, 6 — gamma-ray spectrometer consisting of 12x CsI(Tl) detectors, 7 — target.
Detailed procedure of $\sigma_R$ evaluation, taking into account measurement of background events, is described in [11]. Energy dependence of the total reaction cross section for the projectile $^6$He with $^{28}$Si, $^{59}$Co, and $^{181}$Ta targets is shown in fig. 2 and for the projectiles $^6$He with the same targets in fig. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. Previous results were subject to theoretical analysis with optical model calculations, whose real part was obtained by a double-folding procedure [5]. However, it succeeded to describe only the high-energy regions of measured $\sigma_R$ energy dependencies. The low-energy region ($10 - 20 A\text{ MeV}$), where the rise above theoretical predictions was obtained, was successfully described by the time-dependent Schrödinger approach. Results are published only for reaction $^{11}$Li + $^{28}$Si [11].

CONCLUSIONS

A spectrometer for direct measurement of the total reaction cross section with radioactive beams was described. Results for the reactions of $^6$He and $^{9,11}$Li projectiles with $^{28}$Si, $^{59}$Co with $^{181}$Ta targets were presented. Results show good agreement with our previous measurements and works of other authors.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This research work was supported by the Joint grant of JINR and Czech Republic “3+3” (2020), p. 47: “Development of the MULTI-purpose spectrometer” and the Grant of the Plenipotentiary of the Government of the Czech Republic in JINR (2020), p. 24: “Total cross section study in reaction with exotic nuclei by MULTI setup”.
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The total reaction cross section, $\sigma_R$, is determined as

$$\sigma_R = \frac{I_R}{N \Omega_0}$$

(2)
PRESSURE INDUCED SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN A CeRhSi₃ SINGLE CRYSTAL –
THE HIGH PRESSURE STUDY
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INTRODUCTION

Ce-based intermetallic compounds frequently exhibit complex magnetic and transport properties connected to a single electron localized at 4f-level and an interplay among indirect exchange interactions, Kondo screening, spin-orbit coupling, and crystal electrical field (CEF). CeRhSi₃₉, the subject of present study (with a tetragonal structure of the BaNiSn₃-type I 4 m m, no. 107 without an inversion symmetry) orders antiferromagnetically below 1.6 K. Moreover, upon the application of pressure of about 1 GPa, superconductivity (SC) can be induced at low temperatures [1]. Previous high-pressure experiments on CeRhSi₃ were performed utilizing the hybrid-cylinder piston pressure cell with a maximal reachable pressure of 3 GPa. The measurement at pressures higher than 3 GPa was missing, and is the subject of our present study.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

CeRhSi₃ single crystals were grown by the Sn-true-flux method. With dimensions not bigger than 1 mm, these small crystals are convenient to use in pressure cells, and can be also perfectly oriented thanks to their clearly distinguishable facets. EDX measurements confirmed desirable composition and stoichiometry. Laue diffraction was employed to orient the crystals. Temperature dependencies of electrical resistivity and specific heat at ambient pressure are in agreement with the previous results [1, 2].

Bridgman anvil cell (BAC) and a liquid pressure transmitting medium, Daphne Oil 7373, were used for the high-pressure experiment. With a theoretical limit of 6 GPa, this pressure cell was employed to measure resistivity with the AC four probe method (see Fig. 1.). Pressure was determined with the superconducting transition of lead at low temperatures. The experiment was conducted at temperatures down to 0.3 K and in magnetic fields up to 19 T employing ’20 T & 30mK’ system, Cryogenic Limited.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Firstly, let us focus on the results from non-magnetic measurements. In Fig. 2., we can see that CeRhSi₃ at pressure 0.3 GPa orders antiferromagnetically at 1.65 K, with a pronounced kink at the Néel temperature $T_N$, similarly as at ambient pressure. At 1.1 GPa, $T_N$ is shifted to higher temperature (2 K), while the first signs of the forming SC transition can be seen at the lowest temperatures. At 1.8 GPa, a broad SC transition is observed, which becomes very sharp at 2.4 GPa. Between pressures 2.4 and 3.0 GPa, CeRhSi₃ single crystals were grown by the Sn-true-flux method. With dimensions not bigger than 1 mm, these small crystals are convenient to use in pressure cells, and can be also perfectly oriented thanks to their clearly distinguishable facets. EDX measurements confirmed desirable composition and stoichiometry. Laue diffraction was employed to orient the crystals. Temperature dependencies of electrical resistivity and specific heat at ambient pressure are in agreement with the previous results [1, 2].

Bridgman anvil cell (BAC) and a liquid pressure transmitting medium, Daphne Oil 7373, were used for the high-pressure experiment. With a theoretical limit of 6 GPa, this pressure cell was employed to measure resistivity with the AC four probe method (see Fig. 1.). Pressure was determined with the superconducting transition of lead at low temperatures. The experiment was conducted at temperatures down to 0.3 K and in magnetic fields up to 19 T employing ’20 T & 30mK’ system, Cryogenic Limited.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Firstly, let us focus on the results from non-magnetic measurements. In Fig. 2., we can see that CeRhSi₃ at pressure 0.3 GPa orders antiferromagnetically at 1.65 K, with a pronounced kink at the Néel temperature $T_N$, similarly as at ambient pressure. At 1.1 GPa, $T_N$ is shifted to higher temperature (2 K), while the first signs of the forming SC transition can be seen at the lowest temperatures. At 1.8 GPa, a broad SC transition is observed, which becomes very sharp at 2.4 GPa. Between pressures 2.4 and 3.0 GPa, CeRhSi₃ single crystals were grown by the Sn-true-flux method. With dimensions not bigger than 1 mm, these small crystals are convenient to use in pressure cells, and can be also perfectly oriented thanks to their clearly distinguishable facets. EDX measurements confirmed desirable composition and stoichiometry. Laue diffraction was employed to orient the crystals. Temperature dependencies of electrical resistivity and specific heat at ambient pressure are in agreement with the previous results [1, 2].

Bridgman anvil cell (BAC) and a liquid pressure transmitting medium, Daphne Oil 7373, were used for the high-pressure experiment. With a theoretical limit of 6 GPa, this pressure cell was employed to measure resistivity with the AC four probe method (see Fig. 1.). Pressure was determined with the superconducting transition of lead at low temperatures. The experiment was conducted at temperatures down to 0.3 K and in magnetic fields up to 19 T employing ’20 T & 30mK’ system, Cryogenic Limited.
critical temperature reaches a maximum of 1.1 K, forming a plateau (see Fig. 3). Continuing at 3.0 GPa, further application of pressure continuously suppresses the SC transition to lower temperatures. Moreover, SC transition has a tendency to broaden in the highest pressures. This can be partly attributed to the non-hydrostatic pressure conditions which arise after the pressure medium solidifies at 2.2 GPa. Nevertheless, measurements below 2.2 GPa exhibit broad transitions too, which is connected to the behaviour of the unconventional superconductivity. Based on how severely was the SC transition suppressed at 4.3 GPa and the overall behaviour of the superconducting-paramagnetic (SC-PM) phase border, we expect that the SC dome closes completely between pressures 4.5 and 5.0 GPa.

At every applied pressure, temperature dependencies of electrical resistivity were measured at constant magnetic fields. As expected, the SC transition was pushed to lower temperatures with larger applied magnetic field. Moreover, magnetoresistance measurements were done at lowest achieved temperature 0.3 K. Results from both types of measurements are presented in Fig. 4, forming a $H-T$ phase diagram. Critical field increased rapidly with the emergence of SC and reached huge values at the pressure plateau between 2.4 and 3.0 GPa. Indeed, the SC phase is very robust at these two pressures, with a critical field exceeding 19 T above 0.6 K, which is in agreement with the previous results with magnetic field applied along the $c$-axis [3, 4]. Interestingly, critical field is much lower (not exceeding 8 T down to 0.1 K) with magnetic field applied along the $a$-axis, which was attributed to the absence of the paramagnetic pair-breaking effect [1, 2, 5]. Further application of pressure beyond 3 GPa results in rapid suppression of the critical field to very small values, compared to the initially slow decrease in critical temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

This study focused on the behaviour of the pressure induced superconductivity in the pressure region above 3 GPa in a heavy-fermion intermetallic compound CeRhSi$_3$. After the SC phase reaches maximal critical temperature of 1.1 K between 2.4 and 3.0 GPa, further application of pressure results in a continuous suppression of the SC phase, accompanied by visible broadening of the SC transition. The SC phase is expected to follow a classic dome behaviour, with the complete closing of the dome expected between 4.5 and 5 GPa. Moreover, measurements in magnetic field show that a huge critical field, which exceeds 19 T at 0.6 K between 2.4 and 3.0 GPa is rapidly suppressed above 3 GPa.

For more detailed information, please search for the whole article (with the same name) in Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter, as it will be hopefully published in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION

Thanks to the specific electronic structure the rare earth element-based compounds, especially those containing Yb, Ce or Eu, often exhibit exceptional magnetic properties. In our study we have focused on cerium-based Ce₃Pd₃In compound belonging to the family of $R_2T_2X$ compounds crystallizing in tetragonal Mo₂FeB₂-type structure [1]. Specific magnetic properties of this group of compounds are related to details of crystal structure. The lattice is formed by $R$-planes alternated by planes containing other elements. The Ce ions lying in basal plane in Ce₃Pd₃In form Ce dimers arranged in a square motif. The Ce-Ce distance in these dimers $d_{Ce-Ce} = 3.866(2)$ is also the shortest Ce-Ce distance in this compound. Ce-distances are responsible for the character of exchange interactions and the unique way, how to affect them without changes of chemical composition, is application of mechanical pressure.

TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION OF LATTICE

Low temperature X-ray diffraction was employed to investigate the temperature evolution of lattice parameters revealing strongly anisotropic behavior. While the parameter $a$ decreases with decreasing temperature, parameter $c$ is even increasing. The main parameter responsible for the temperature evolution of the unit cell is $a$-parameter as the temperature impact on the dimensions is approximately three times stronger in this direction compared to $c$.

**Fig. 1.** Temperature evolution of crystal lattice parameters $a$ and $c$ as determined from the low temperature X-ray diffraction

EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD

Evolution of temperatures of phase transitions with external magnetic field was investigated for field directions [001] and [110]. For field along crystallographic $c$-axis, the anomalies connected with transitions are broadened and overlapped already in small magnetic field of $\approx 0.05$ T, while for field applied along the basal plane direction [110], the critical temperatures are not affected up to 0.1 T.

**Fig. 2.** Magnetic phase diagrams – effect of magnetic field applied along [001] (a) and [110] (b) in zero field cooled regime (ZFC)

PRESSURE EFFECT

Hydrostatic pressure experiments were carried out in two types of pressure cells – double layered (CuBe, NiCrAl) piston pressure cell allowing measurement of electrical resistivity and AC magnetic susceptibility [2] and CuBe hydrostatic pressure cell for magnetization measurement [3]. For application of uniaxial pressure, CuBe uniaxial pressure cell for magnetization measurement was used [4].

Temperatures of phase transitions were found to be sensitive to applied pressure. Hydrostatic pressure leads to systematical suppression of $T_C$ (AFM phase remains down to the lower temperatures), while $T_N$ is almost unaffected by applied pressure. According to the low-$T$ XRD, higher impact on Ce-distances in basal plane, where the AFM interaction prevails (follows from DC magnetic susceptibility measurement in paramagnetic region), can be expected leading to preference of AFM interaction with respect to the FM one. On the contrary to the hydrostatic pressure, the uniaxial one acts on the parameter $c$ showing no significant effect on the temperatures of phase transitions.
increasing the pressure.

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 6.** Suppression of Ce-magnetic moment upon the hydrostatic pressure application

**CONCLUSIONS**

Temperature evolution of crystal lattice is strongly anisotropic, decreasing of temperature leads to decrease of $a$-parameter and increase of parameter $c$. Volume changes are driven mainly by parameter $a$.

Magnetic transitions of CePd$_2$In are sensitive to external magnetic field and to application of mechanical pressure. Field applied along [001] results in suppression of AFM phase. Hydrostatic pressure is supposed to act more on $a$-parameter, the atoms in basal plane are getting closer and the AFM interaction is preferred over the FM one. Field along [110] as well as the uniaxial pressure acting in the opposite direction with respect to the hydrostatic one do not affect critical temperatures significantly.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Experiments were performed in MGML (www.mgml.eu), which is supported within the program of Czech Research Infrastructures (project no. LM2018096).
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INTRODUCTION

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1] is the largest man-made accelerator in the world in terms of the total length (about 27 km) and also the energy of accelerated particles (6.5 GeV for protons in 2018). Four huge detectors record data from particle collisions which are subsequently processed and analysed by thousands of experimentalists. Only members of collaborations which have built and operate those detectors, had access to data and rights to publish scientific results based on these data. Growing demand for FAIR [2] data management principles leads to initiatives to open stored data for general public together with necessary tools and documentation.

ATLAS EXPERIMENT DATA

The ATLAS experiment [3] is one of the four main experiments at LHC. More than 3000 collaborators from 181 institutions from 38 countries has participated in design, construction, operation and data analysis. Data recording frequency and raw event size increase with time and available technology. The experiment was able to select and store 1000 events every second from 40 million collisions per second during the Run 2 data taking period. The typical raw data size is 1 MB. These numbers lead to 57 PB total size of collected raw data.

Two copies of raw data are kept on tapes in geographically distributed data centres to avoid any data loss. The raw data files consume only a fraction of needed space for storage. Several intermediate data formats are produced during reconstruction before the final format suitable for data analysis (currently DAOD – Derived Analysis Data Objects) is reached. These steps decrease the size of event by a factor 10 to 100 depending on the event type. The reconstruction algorithms, which produce information about particle types and tracks from the detector response, are continuously improved and stable new versions are used for reprocessing of all data.

Actual raw data and their derived formats account for only a smaller part of disk space requirements. The comparison of theoretical models to measured properties of collisions is done via events simulated by a Monte Carlo method. Many processes predicted by the Standard Model of elementary particles and by other models are computed to get a simulated detector response and stored in similar formats as the real data. In total, ATLAS managed about 500 PB of data in 2020.

The whole data processing is done in the distributed Tier centres of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). One of the Tier centres [4] is hosted by the Computing Centre of the Institute of Physics of the CAS with additional resources provided by Nuclear Physics Institute of the CAS and Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles University. The DAOD files are distributed to Tier centres in several copies to insure fast response of the whole system.

ATLAS OPEN DATA POLICY

The ATLAS collaboration agreed on policy [5] for open access to ATLAS data by people outside the collaboration. Published Results (Level 1) Policy: Peer-reviewed publications represent the primary scientific output. All such publications are available with Open Access, and so are available to the public. Additional information and data are made public at the time of publication. Outreach and Education (Level 2) Policy: Dedicated subsets of data are used, selected and formatted to provide rich samples and to facilitate the easy use of the data. The data are provided in simplified, portable and self-contained formats. Reconstructed Data (Level 3) Policy: The ATLAS experiment will release calibrated reconstructed data with the level of detail useful for algorithmic, performance and physics studies. The release of these data will be accompanied by provenance metadata, and by a concurrent release of appropriate simulated data samples, software, reproducible example analysis workflows, and documentation. Virtual computing environments that are compatible with the data and software will be made available.

Raw Data (Level 4) Policy: It is not practically possible to make the full raw data-set usable in a meaningful way outside the collaboration. This is due to the complexity of the data, metadata and software, the required knowledge of the detector itself and the methods of reconstruction, the extensive computing resources necessary and the access issues for the enormous volume of data stored in archival media. It should be noted that, for these reasons, general direct access to the raw data is not even available to individuals within the collaboration, and that instead the production of reconstructed data is performed centrally.

ATLAS OPEN DATA FOR OUTREACH AND EDUCATION

ATLAS experiment released first data for education and outreach in xml format in 2012. ROOT [6] data format was used for a release of 1 fb⁻¹ in 2016 followed by a release of 10 fb⁻¹ data sample from 13 TeV collisions. The data volume of the 13 TeV sample is 28 GB and represents about 270 million of collisions. Corresponding MC simulations are also available. They consist of 120 samples of different processes and occupy 88 GB of disk space, so the all released 13 TeV datasets can be stored on a reasonably modern personal computer.

Several tools for novice users are available for data analyses on the ATLAS Open Data web portal [7]. The easiest start is a JavaScript based histogram analysis,
where students can do event selection via GUI in the web browser. Another possibility is to download an image of a linux virtual machine and run it on a local system (students have usually experience only with Windows 10 or macOS) using VirtualBox. Students with less performant hardware can use publicly available external resources like MyBinder [8] or create virtual machine in the Czech national e-Infrastructure [9]. Although the knowledge of linux commands and bash scripting is an advantage, one can also use prepared Jupyter notebooks [10]. These notebooks can be easily edited and a user get an immediate output to see results from changes. Several examples of the simplified real analyses published by ATLAS can be readily executed. Starting from some minimal knowledge users can gradually built more sophisticated data selection and visualisation.

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)

Fig. 1. The output histogram of simplified Higgs to gamma gamma analysis of the ATLAS open data

### PROJECT OPEN SCIENCE

The Open Science project [11] is organized by the Centre of Administration and Operations of the Czech Academy of Sciences (CAS) for several years. Secondary school students can apply for a practical training in laboratories of scientist from CAS. They visit institutes at least monthly with a total expected workload 8 hours per month. The work starts in January and culminates in November by presentation of results at a student conference.

A project LHC Data Analysis is a part of Open Science programme since 2017. It attracts many applications, but only maximum three students per year can be involved according the programme rules. Secondary school students had to first learn at least basic terms from particle physics and then get acquainted with suitable tools to be able to understand principles of data processing in high energy physics. They installed software ATLAS@Home on their home computers and participated in a worldwide public effort to increase simulation capacities for the ATLAS experiment. Via a social network they were able to promote this activity to their fellow students.

Students involved in the Open Science programme gradually tested all tools available on the ATLAS Open Data Portal and helped to give a feedback on usage and suggestions for further improvements.

![Image](https://example.com/image2.png)

Fig. 2. The published ATLAS result [12] with more than three times more data for a comparison with open data result

### CONCLUSIONS

The ATLAS collaboration publicly released several datasets with proton-proton collision events from the LHC together with tools for their analysis. Secondary school students used these tools within the Open Science project.
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INTRODUCTION

The origin and acceleration mechanism of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) with energy exceeding the GZK-cutoff remain unknown. It is often speculated that supermassive black holes (SMBHs) located at the centers of many galaxies can serve as possible sources of UHECRs. This is also supported by recent detections of high-energy neutrinos from blazar, as neutrinos are the tracers of UHECRs. In this contribution we explore the capabilities of some SMBHs to accelerate UHECR protons of certain energies by the induced electric field generated due to frame-dragging effect of twisting of magnetic field lines near horizon of rotating SMBHs. In particular, we study the ionization of freely-falling neutral particles, such as the hydrogen ionization or neutron beta-decay in the vicinity of SMBHs immersed into external magnetic field and calculate the energies of escaping protons after the ionization. We choose 25 nearby SMBH candidates (within 100 Mpc) with measured and estimated masses, spins and magnetic fields, for which we present a table with mean proton energy and explore their acceleration capabilities.

Energy of charged particles in ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) may exceed $10^{20}\text{eV}$ with constituents dominated by protons at lower energies towards mixed compositions at higher energies [1, 2]. Anisotropy studies in arrival directions of primary cosmic rays clearly indicate the extragalactic origin of UHECRs at energies $> 10^{18}\text{eV}$ [3, 4]. All-particle energy spectrum exhibits the existence of two knees at $10^{15.5}\text{eV}$ and $10^{17.5}\text{eV}$ with significant lowering of flux and ankle starting at around $10^{18}\text{eV}$ with flattening in the spectrum. Though several studies suggested extragalactic origin of cosmic rays with energy exceeding $10^{15.5}\text{eV}$, the origin of cosmic rays with energies between knee and ankle remains under debate. At high energies (exceeding $\sim 10^{19.5}\text{eV}$ for protons), the maximum energy of primary cosmic rays is bounded if the propagation distance from the origin is greater than $\sim 100\text{ Mpc}$ [5]. This limit known as the GZK-cutoff [6, 7] arises due to interaction of charged particles with cosmic microwave background photons and may slightly vary depending on the particle's type. Detection of UHECRs at energies greater than GZK-cutoff limit in both northern and southern hemispheres may imply the necessity of search of powerful extragalactic accelerators within the distance < 100 Mpc from the Solar system. There have been many attempts to explain the origin of highest-energy cosmic rays. Several exotic scenarios have been proposed [8, 9]. Among astrophysical scenarios one can mention shock acceleration in relativistic jets [10]. Recently, another acceleration scenario has been suggested [11], which attempted to explain UHECRs by the ionization of the neutral matter in the vicinity of magnetized SMBHs.

In this scenario, the energy of cosmic rays comes in expense of rotational energy of SMBH. In this paper, we apply this model for 25 selected nearby SMBH candidates in order to investigate their UHECR acceleration capabilities.

ULTRA-EFFICIENT ENERGY EXTRACTION FROM ROTATING BLACK HOLE

Multiwavelength and multimessenger observations related to both stellar mass and supermassive black hole candidates show no convincing indication of any deviation of the spacetime around these objects from rotating Kerr black hole spacetime, so that it is widely accepted that any astrophysical black hole can be well described by only two parameters, its mass $M$ and spin $a$. Supermassive black holes are also the largest energy reservoirs in the Universe with up to 20% of their total energy being the rotational energy, therefore, available for extraction [14]. For example, for SMBH with mass of $M = 10^6 M_\odot$ and average dimensionless spin of $a = 0.5$, the rotational energy available for extraction is of the order of $10^{38}\text{eV}$. This puts a question: how to extract this tremendous energy in the most efficient way?

Roger Penrose in 1969 pointed out [15] the possibility of test particle moving inside the ergosphere of rotating Kerr black hole to have negative energy with respect to a static observer at infinity, while locally measured energy would remain positive. Using this fact Penrose proposed the first mechanism of the energy extraction from rotating black holes by the fragmentation of a freely falling particle inside the ergosphere into two particles. One of the fragments attains negative energy, eventually falling into black hole, another one may come out from the ergosphere with energy exceeding the energy of mother particle. Infall of negative energy into black hole is equivalent to the extraction of black hole's rotational energy. Efficiency of Penrose process (defined as the ratio of gained and input energies) was, however, limited to maximum of 21%. In mid 1980's, the magnetic Penrose process (MPP) has been formulated [16, 17, 18] with interacting particles being charged and black hole immersed into external electromagnetic field. It was shown that the efficiency of this process can exceed 100% due to interaction of charged particles with magnetic field surrounding black hole. Recently, it was shown [11, 19, 20] that MPP works in three regimes of efficiencies, namely, low, moderate and ultra. In the latter case, the efficiency can be as large as $10^{13.5}\%$ when applied to typical SMBHs, allowing the direct application of this mechanism for the explanation of UHECRs.

Here a freely falling neutral particle is supposed to be ionized in vicinity of rotating black hole in the presence of external magnetic field. Twisting of magnetic field lines due to black hole's rotation generates electric field components, which can be associated with an elec-
Electromagnetic Field Properties Around Black Hole

In the black hole vicinity, where the gravity plays a leading role, one can use natural assumption of stationarity and axial symmetry of external magnetic field that is sharing the background symmetries of the Kerr metric spacetime. This assumption is relevant for magnetic field of any origin, which has a strength satisfying the condition $B < < 10^{10}$ G for stellar mass black holes and $B < < 10^{11}$ for SMBHs [23]. In realistic cases, typical strength of magnetic field for stellar mass black holes vary from few Gauss up to $10^9$ G, while for SMBH it is of the order of $10^4$ G [24, 25]. Therefore, independently from the shapes of magnetic field lines, any astrophysical magnetic field can be considered as a weak test field. However, as we show below, the effect of magnetic field on the motion of charged particles is crucially important. For the sake of simplicity we choose the magnetic field to be asymptotically homogeneous with the strength $B$. In this case, known as the Wald solution [12], the nonvanishing components of the electromagnetic potential take the following form

$$A_t = \frac{B}{2} (g_{\phi t} + 2ag_{tt}) - \frac{Q}{2} g_{tt}, \quad (1)$$

$$A_\phi = \frac{B}{2} (g_{\phi\phi} + 2ag_{t\phi}) - \frac{Q}{2} g_{t\phi}. \quad (2)$$

Assumption of the axial symmetry eliminates remaining two components of the electromagnetic potential $A_r = A_\theta = 0$. Here, $Q$ denotes the electric charge of the black hole that is not necessarily zero in realistic situations. The charge of black hole arises due to frame-dragging effect of twisting of magnetic field lines that leads to the non-zero potential difference between the event horizon and infinity. This causes a selective accretion into BH until the electric potential in a local frame is neutralized, i.e. when $A' = 0$. The covariant components of $A_\mu$ at the final stage of the selective accretion have the following form

$$A_t = \frac{B}{2} g_{t\phi}, \quad A_\phi = \frac{B}{2} g_{\phi\phi}. \quad (3)$$

Fig. 1. Numerical modelling of the ionization of initially neutral particle (thick grey) falling from the inner edge of Keplerian accretion disk onto rotating black hole and resulting escape of positively charged particle (blue curve). Negatively charged fragment after ionization (red) collapses into black hole. The escaping particle after ionization is more likely a positively charged particle due to the presence of more likely positive induced charge of black hole produced by twisting of magnetic field lines [11, 12, 13]. Right subfigure is zoomed ionization region.

At this stage the black hole accretes the net charge that is equal to $Q_W = 2aMB$, which is known as the induced Wald charge [12]. Timescale of selective accretion is extremely short for astrophysical black holes, therefore, the most plausible scenario is the one with the induced BH charge. Note, that induced charge (different from $Q_W$) also arises in any other axially symmetric magnetic field configuration different from uniformity. Therefore, one can conclude that any astrophysical black hole candidate possesses non-zero electric charge that is gravitationally weak, however its effect on the charged particles cannot be neglected [13, 26].

Ionization Process in Black Hole Vicinity

Symmetries of Kerr metric imply allows one to find two conserved quantities, which are the components of the canonical four-momentum $P_\mu = mu_\mu + qA_\mu$:

$$E = -P_t = mu_t + qA_t, \quad (4)$$

$$L = P_\phi = mu_\phi + qA_\phi, \quad (5)$$

where $m, q$ and $u^\mu$ are particle’s mass, charge and four-velocity. Dynamics of charged particles around Kerr black hole in presence of magnetic field has been widely
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studied in past; we mention some of them: [23, 27, 28, 29].

Let us now consider split of a particle (A), into two charged fragments (B) and (C) in the black hole ergosphere at the equatorial plane. The conservation laws before and after split can be written in the form

\[ E_A = E_B + E_C, \quad L_A = L_B + L_C, \quad q_A = q_B + q_C, \quad m_A = m_B + m_C, \quad m_A^2 = m_B^2 + m_C^2, \quad m_A \theta_A = m_B \theta_B + m_C \theta_C, \]

where dots denote derivative with respect to the proper time. If one of the particles after split, e.g. particle (B), attains negative energy, the particle (C) comes out with energy exceeding the energy of incident particle (A) in expense of rotational energy of the black hole.

Skipping routine calculations that can be found in [19], we focus on the energy extraction efficiency grows ultra high. We fix the plane of the motion of the incident particle A to the equatorial plane θ = π/2 and assume that the particle A is neutral, splitting into two charged fragments. Defining the efficiency as the ratio between gain and input energies, \( \eta = (E_C - E_A)/E_A \), we solve the equations (6) - (11) with respect to \( E_C \) and find the following expression for efficiency of energy extraction in ultra regime

\[ \eta_{\text{BH}} \approx \frac{M}{\sqrt{2}a} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{a^2}{M^2} \right)^{1/2} \right]^{1/2} - \frac{1}{2} + \frac{q_A}{m_A} A_{t}. \]  

The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq.(12) are independent from electromagnetic field, being purely geometrical. The largest contribution from these two terms is 0.21 for extremal Kerr black hole. Due to large factor of \( q/m \) for protons and ions, the leading contribution to the efficiency (12) is the third term on the right hand side of this equation. Therefore, in realistic situations, one can justifiably rewrite Eq.(12) in the following simple form

\[ \eta_{\text{BH}} \approx \frac{q_C}{m_A} A_{t}^{\text{ion}}, \]

where \( A_{t}^{\text{ion}} \) as the function of the distance \( r \), should be calculated at the ionization point of the incident neutral particle A. Energy of escaping particle (C) is then, given by

\[ E_C = (\eta_{\text{BH}} + 1) E_A \approx \frac{q_C}{m_A} A_{t}^{\text{ion}} E_A, \]

which can grow ultra-high as we show below.

**ENERGY OF IONIZED PARTICLE ACCELERATED BY BLACK HOLE**

In general, magnetic field has complicated structure in vicinity of the horizon, however in a small fraction of a space where split occurs one can consider the field to be approximately uniform. In this case, using Eqs.(3) one can find the expression for the efficiency in the following form

\[ \eta_{\text{ultra}} \approx \frac{q_C B a r_g}{2m_A c^2} \left( 1 - \frac{r_g}{2r_{\text{ion}}} \right), \]

where \( r_{\text{ion}} \) is the ionization point (splitting point) of the neutral particle and \( r_g = 2GM/c^2 \) is the gravitational radius of a black hole. For the ionization of neutral hydrogen atom with energy \( E = m_H c^2 \sim 10^6 \text{ eV} \), we obtain the following estimate of the energy of escaping proton

\[ E_p^+ \approx 2 \times 10^{20} \text{ eV} \frac{q_C}{e} \frac{m_p}{m_A} B \frac{M}{10^9 M_\odot} a \frac{G}{10^5 M_\odot} 0.8. \]

Similar estimate is obtained for the neutron beta decay \( n^0 \rightarrow p^+ + e^- + \nu_n \). Thus, the model predicts the energy of proton \( E_p \) exceeding \( 10^{20} \text{ eV} \) for typical SMBH of mass \( M \sim 10^9 M_\odot \) and magnetic field \( B \sim 10^5 \text{ G} \). Here, we take decay point at \( r_{\text{ion}} = r_g \), i.e. far enough from the event horizon, so that the proton is able to escape from the inner region of SMBH. A schematic view of the process is illustrated in Figure 1, where we depict results of numerical modelling of the ionization of neutral particle presented in [11]. Trajectory of escaping high-energy particle after ionization of freely falling neutral particle from the accretion disk is indicated by blue colour. It is important to note, that escaping particle after ionization or neutron beta-decay is more likely a proton in the astrophysically favourable cases. This is due to the reason that the Wald charge (or any black hole charge produced by twisting of magnetic field lines) is more likely to be positive in realistic cases [13, 12].

**MEAN PROTON ENERGY FOR SELECTED NEARBY SMBH CANDIDATES**

According to the Standard Model of particle physics, there exists an upper bound on the propagation distance of UHECR protons for a given energy due to collisions with photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). This limit called the GZK-cutoff [6, 7] predicts the maximum distance for protons that are able to reach the Earth to < 100 Mpc [5]. The maximum energy of protons reaching our Galaxy from longer distances in this process is limited to about 5 \times 10^{19} \text{ eV}. Detection of UHECR events with energies greater than GZK-cutoff limit leaves open questions on the origin, propagation and composition of cosmic rays at the highest energies. If UHECRs are constituted by heavier nucleons, interaction of high-energy ions with intergalactic radiation leads to excitation of nuclei and their photodisintegration and fragmentation up to protons and neutrons due to internal resonances if the energy of nucleus is about 10^{20} \text{ eV}. This implies the importance of GZK and photodisintegration phenomena in the propagation of UHECRs.

Being electrically charged, UHECRs inevitably interact with magnetic fields both in the acceleration zone and after leaving it along the propagation. Although suppression of energy due to synchrotron radiation in a Galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields is
TAB. 1. A list of 25 selected nearby SMBH candidates with measured mass $M$ and distance $d$, estimated spin $a$ and magnetic field strength $B$ and predicted mean energy of proton $E_{p+}^{\text{mean}}$ escaping from corresponding source after the process of ionization of neutral particle in the vicinity of SMBH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMBH</th>
<th>Log($M/M_\odot$)</th>
<th>Spin $a$</th>
<th>$d$ (Mpc)</th>
<th>Log($B/1G$)</th>
<th>Log($E_{p+}^{\text{mean}}$/1eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sgr A*</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 1062</td>
<td>8.19</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>20.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 1068 / M77</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>18.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 1365</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>18.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 2273</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>18.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 2787</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>18.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 3079</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>17.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 3516</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>19.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 3783</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>18.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 3998</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>19.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4151</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>19.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4258 / M106</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>18.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4261</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>19.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4374 / M84</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4388</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>19.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4486 / M87</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>19.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4579</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>19.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 4594</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>19.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 5033</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>18.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 5194 / M51</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>17.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCG-6-30-15</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>19.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 5548</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>19.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 6251</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>19.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGC 6500</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC 1459</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>$\lesssim$ 1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>19.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

relatively small, UHECRs can lose sufficient amount of their energies in the source regions where magnetic fields can be considerably large. For ultra-relativistic particle with charge $q$ and mass $m$ the timescale of synchrotron loss is given by [28]

$$\tau_{\text{syn}} \approx \frac{3 m^3 c^5}{q^2 B^2 f(r)}, \quad f(r) = 1 - \frac{2GM}{rc^2}. \quad (17)$$

Note, that cubic dependence of the synchrotron timescale (17) on the particle’s mass implies that electrons lose their energy $\sim 10^{10}$ times faster than protons. Characteristic timescale of synchrotron energy loss for high-energy electrons propagating in a magnetic field of $10^4$G strength is of the order of $\sim 1$s, against similar timescale for protons, that is $\sim 10^{10}$s.

Taking into account GZK, photodisintegration and synchrotron energy loss mechanisms, one could arrive at the conclusion that the highest energy cosmic rays have their local sources. In the table 1 we present a list of 25 nearby SMBHs located within the distance of 100Mpc with the predicted mean values of ultra-high-energy cosmic particles for each source produced in the ionization processes. We assume pure proton acceleration within above discussed model. We emphasize that it is not an exhaustive list, but intended mainly to bring an idea on capability of SMBH candidates with the state of the art measurements of masses, spins and magnetic fields to produce the highest energy cosmic particles. The masses $M$ and distances $d$ in table 1 are based on the observations and direct measurements, while spin $a$ and magnetic field $B$ estimates are obtained by well-established methods based on the measurements of luminosities, spectra and polarimetric parameters of the sources. These data are taken from [24, 25, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Last column on the right demonstrates predicted mean energies of protons $E_{p+}^{\text{mean}}$.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied the energy transfer from nearby rotating SMBHs to UHECRs in the process of ionization of neutral particles skirting close to black holes. Rotation of a black hole in external magnetic field gives a rise to an induced electric field due to frame-dragging effect and subsequent net charging of the black hole. Since this charge is induced by the black hole rotation, its discharge is equivalent to the extraction of rotational energy of the black hole. The best efficiency of energy extraction can be achieved in the processes involving ionization of neutral matter at the event horizon scales, in which the ionized particle in addition to its mass energy obtains also the Coulombic contribution due to interaction with an electric charge of the black hole. Due to certain alignment of the magnetic field lines produced by the co-rotating plasma it is more plausible that the induced black hole charge is positive, which accelerates protons and ions to ultra-high energies along the symmetry axis. Other frag-
ments, the electrons eventually collapse into the black hole decreasing thus, the black hole’s angular momentum.

We have selected 25 nearby SMBH candidates located within 100 Mpc distance with estimated masses, spins and magnetic fields in their vicinities. Calculating the mean proton energy resulting from the ionization, we presented results in a table 1. Although the presented list of sources is far from being complete, we found several plausible candidates for UHECR sources at energies greater than GZK-limit. We also applied our model to Sgr A* located at the center of our Galaxy, which is far the best known SMBH candidate. Remarkably, we found that Sgr A* can serve as a PeVatron with proton energy at the level of $5 \times 10^{19}$ eV. This implies that the Galactic centre can potentially contribute to the sharpness of the knee of the cosmic ray spectrum. One can also note that the model predicts similar orders of magnitudes of energies of accelerated protons for selected SMBH candidates, which have different masses, locations and magnetic field estimates. The mean proton energy averaged over all selected extragalactic sources appears to be around $10^{19}$ eV. Existence of many sources at such energies can be potentially relevant in the interpretation of the ankle of the cosmic ray spectra, though, expected cosmic ray spectrum from particular objects are yet to be determined. We leave these discussions to further studies.
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PLASMALAB@CTU - NEW FACILITIES IN SUPPORT OF FUSION EDUCATION
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JOINT PHD IN FUSION

The joint doctoral programme ”High Temperature Plasma Physics and Thermonuclear Fusion” [1], was proposed by Universiteit Gent in Belgium and the Czech Technical University in Prague. The agreements were signed by the rectors of the Universities at the beginning of 2020. The students will be admitted by both the Universities. The joint training programme is supervised by international Supervisory Board that consists of lecturers from CTU, Universiteit Gent, and external experts. Students must past within their studies at least six months at the partner University or in an institute or in the Participating Institution determined by the partner University. Every student must pass the state doctoral exam and the defence of the doctoral thesis according to the rules of both the Universities.

PLASMALAB@CTU

PlasmaLab@CTU [2] was established primarily as a laboratory to support the Joint doctoral programme. It’s also determined to be used for other levels, including Bc and MSc. It consists of four main parts: Plasma, Magnetic and electric fields, Optics, and the GOLEM tokamak [3]. The first three parts are in a new room, while the tokamak is an established experiment which has been included and undergoes upgrades in the scope of the project. The goal of the laboratory is to teach fusion relevant basic physics and technology to the future fusion researchers.

Remote control

PlasmaLab@CTU aims to be a remotely operated laboratory. The GOLEM tokamak is a fully remote device which performs many international schools and campaigns. The new part of the lab follows this trend as much as the hardware and the idea of the experiment allow. Most of the devices is controlled by LAN or USB. Devices like step motors and some power sources are controlled by arduinos and/or Raspberry Pi. Devices with LAN are connected directly to the inner network. Each experiment is controlled by a Raspberry Pi, that controls and communicate with other components.

Plasma

The workspace Plasma includes four experiments: Linear magnetic trap, Paschen curve, Discharge tubes, and Resonance cavity. The trap (fig. 1) will study transmission of microwaves along and across magnetic field which will reach up to 100 mT in the centre of the chamber. Resonance cavity (fig. 1, 2) gives insight into resonators; plasma density can be established by the change of resonant frequencies with and without plasma. The trap, the Paschen and the cavity are fully remotely operated.

Magnetic and electric fields

This workspace includes three experiments. Magnetic stand (fig. 3 right) is in fact a simulation of a feedback system in tokamak, with different geometry. An electric current in a wire generates magnetic field which is measured with a ring of magnetic coils. With changing of the spatial distribution in the (adjusted) wire, phenomena of plasma current measurements are simulated. Electric probes stand (fig. 1) is a test bench for different designs of electrostatic probes. Microwave interferometry (fig. 3 left) consists of two bed, an interferometer, and teaches basic physics of microwave transmission.

Optics

Optics part of the PlasmaLab include three ba-
The experiments are: Laser spectroscopy, 3D microscope, and sonoluminescence. Apart of those, it posses two spectrometers in visible part of the spectrum, several detectors like a photomultiplier and photo diodes, a bolometric camera etc.

The 3D microscope (fig. 4) is Leica DVM6 which makes 3D pictures from reconstruction of scanned photos with different focal length. The LAS X software can measure parameters like depth, distances or volumes of the surface of the surveyed sample. 2350× magnification shows details down to 0.4 μm. The head can be tilted by 60°. Relatively large space between the lens and the table enables observe objects as large as e.g. tiles from a tokamak. This microscope is meant to train material physics, focused on damages caused by plasma-walls interactions.

Laser spectroscopy shows absorption and stimulated emission in rubidium vapors, using a tunable diode laser on 780 nm.

First lab works in the new part of PlasmaLab were in the academic year 2019/2020. It was a two semester master lab work, with 6 students. This year, three students are on the same course, and the first Bc student got enrolled.

CONCLUSIONS

A new laboratory for fusion education is being built on the FSNPE CTU in Prague. It consists from the GOLEM tokamak being upgraded, and a brand new part “upstairs” with basic experiments relevant to fusion research, mainly diagnostics, plasma, and vacuum physics. This part is preferentially for PhD students, but serves for all other levels - undergraduates and bachelor. It is being put into operation and first students have enrolled and passed through the lab works. Being a remotely operated laboratory, PlasmaLab has the potential of organizing remote educational campaigns; the GOLEM tokamak is a flagship of these activities.
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